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PREFACE
EDUCATIONAL. RESEARCH AS
RESOURCE: ITS USES AND 9Buir5

Over the past decade, educational
research has greatly increased its
potential as a resource for teachers
and others in the front lines of
American education. As never before,
educational research is a useful and
used contribution to the improvement
of American education. A key ele-
ment in this improved situation for
researchers and their work is the
clear recognition that teachers must
be involved in and understand deci-
sions made with regard to the adapta-
tion or adoption of research findings.
Researchers have also significantly in-
creased the sophistication of their
Studies. Researchers have learned
more about the limitations of research
findings and the ne?d to clarify_their
potential uses or abuses.

To be effective, most educational
research needs to develop over time
and provide knowledge through a
program or area of research rather
than a single study. The human-
intensive nature of education
demands that research studies be
tried out in various settings in order
to increase the validity and reliability
of the research findings. Over time,
common elements emerge and pro-
vide the knowledge base from which
educators can devise educational and
instructional programs.

Researchers today are working
more closely with teachers and other
educators to improve both the quality
of their inquiries and the resource
potential of their findings. Because
classroom observation studies have
forced researchers to come to grips
with the day-to-day issues and con-
cerns of teachers, the quality of
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research questions has greatly in-
creased. Also, teachers have provided
researchers with important insights
into the interpretation of research
data. Teachers are also playing an ac-
tive role in some educational research
studies (collecting data,' reviewing in-
itial findings, and providing a critique
of research interpretations). Col-
laborative research partnerships, in-
volving teachers and researchers
have been established in several parts
of the country. The "brokering" of
research findings (gathering useful in-
formation from a variety of studies to
be applied to classroom situations)
has been successfully implemented in
projects like the one developed by
the American Federation of Teachers.

The past two decades have taught
researchers much about the uses,
limitations, and potential abuses of
educational research findings. In
some cases the potential value of
research studies has been exag-
gerated, leaving disappointed expec--.
tations. In other cases, research find-
ings have been applied prematurely
to inappropriate settings. Some
researchers have fallen into the trap
of the "universal expert." All re-
searchers must go beyond their im-
mediate data to provide useful inter-
pretations of their findings; however,
when such interpretations reach too
far, analysis leaves the realm of
research and enters the field of
opinion. More and direct collabora-
tion between researchers and teachers
will provide guidance for researchers
to understand the balance between
the us and limitations of their
resources.
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Through the collaborative activities learners, we vTill realize the potential
of researchers, teachers, and others which reseal ch holds for the ad-
responsible for educating the nation's vancement of American education.

David H. Rollo
American Educational Research
Association
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1982 AFT CONVENTION RESOLUTION
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
THE TEACHING PROFESSION

There are many effective style
variations, among teachers,
characterized as the intangible art of
teaching. Yet, art alone does not
make a '..eaclzr. Complementing this
must be a very specialized set of
skills and professional knowledge
base which comprise the science of
teaching. Art and science combined
make a professional teacher.

Prior to the last decade or two, the
primitive level of educational
research forced teachers to acquire
the greater part of the science of
teaching through experiential learning
on the job. Today, however, due to
significant methodological advances
and greater focus on the
teaching/learning process in research
on education, a reliable body of infor-
mation exists on effective teaching
practice. This is exemplified in work
related to cognitive learning styles,
classroom management, direct in-
struction, time-on-task, grouping and
sociolinguistic processes. Teachers re-
quire a wide array of information and
skills to respond appropriately to in-
finitely variable classroom situations.
Research unequivocally portrays the
complexity of the teaching process,
negating all contentions that
"anyone" can teach.

Unfortunately, much of the
research on education is confined to
shelves in research institutions and
libraries. For this reason, new
teachers must flounder through the
archaic trial and error method of
developing effective practice; and ex-
perienced teachers know certain
techniques work, but cannot always
articulate why, thereby feeling un-

necessarily insecure in their
professionalism.

Another factor isolating research
from practice is the lack of opportuni-
ty for teachers and researchers to in-
teract on a collegial basis. Existing
barriers between school systems and
colleges or universities further
broaden the distance between
teachers and researchers. Teachers,
therefore, have minimal input into
what will be researched, little access
to studies which have been done,
limited understanding of the language
through which most studies are
reported, and few opportunities to
comment on their reactions to ap-
plication of research findings.

Teaching is a profession but can
only be considered so when its
science is taken as seriously al?, its art.
Research on or related to education,
which provides the scientific founda-
tion of the profession, can no longer
be viewed as peripheral to the
teaching/learning process. Teachers
must have access to the information
which enables them to know which
techniques produce certain cognitive
or affective results and why.

RESOLVED, that the American
Federation of Teachers will active-
ly promote dissemination of educa-
tional research to all prospective
and current teachers, including
translations of research in a form
meaningful to teachers and train-
ing resources which enable
teachers to relate this information
to practical application, and

RESOLVED, that collaborative ran-
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tionships be fostered among
educational researchers, teacher
educators and teachers to promote
the professional exchange of
knowledge on teaching, and

RESOLVED, that preservice programs
in teaching include coursework in
basic research techniques and
development of inquiry or
problem-solving skills, and

RESOLVED, that teachers through the
American Federation of Teachers
should have much greater input into
the setting of research agendas, and

RESOLVED, that publicly-supported
educational research projects and
the National Institute of Education
be held accountable for dissemi-
nating findings to teachers, making
"CP of established dissemination
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channels within the AFT, and
RESOLVED, that the American

Federation of Teachers should stay
abreast of research findings in
education and influence their use
in policy decisions related to
teaching, in such areas as preser-
vice education, staff development
and teacher evaluation, and

RESOLVED, that teachers should be
given opportunities to participate
in inquiry on practice, update their
knowledge of research on teaching
and learning, and reflect on the
application of various teaching
methods and their outcomes, and

RESOLVED, the National Institute
of Education be given additional
federal 'funding to continue and
expand research on effective
teaching and effective schools.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
DISSEMINATION PROGRAM



INTRODUCTION

In January, 1981, the American
Federation of Teachers Educational
Issues Department was awarded a
two-year grant from the National In-
stitute of Education to develop a pilot
project for the dissemination of educa-
tional research findings on classroom
management and effective teaching to
classroom teachers.

For the most part, teachers perform
their professional service in isolation.
The basic philosophy of the union
movement is to move workers out
from under the isolated conditions in
which they operate and collectively
strive to accomplish goals which
benefit all. The teachers' union is the
only established institution within
American education which sees this
as its chief purpose. Therefore, the ra-
tionale underlying this project is that
the union, with its history of collective
activity, teacher advocacy and
teacher-trust, can provide a structure
through which teachers receive
research information in a non-
threatening atmosphere and work
with their peers, using an inquiry ap-
proach, to develop strategies based on'
the information which helps to
enhance the day-to-day process of
teaching and learning.

During the two-year grant period,
three AFT staff members worked to
identify and "translate" research on
classroom management and effective
teaching; select three locals as pilot
sites for the project; train local union
members to use the research informa-
tion in their own teaching situations;
train these same teachers to become
trainers of other teachers; analyze the
processes used in each of the three
very different pilot sites; and develop
an overall Program which could be
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replicated by otheNca1 unions. In
addition, staff and t 6 local coor-
dinator initi laboration with
academic and research institutions in
an effort to promote ongoing dialogue
between teacher and researcher. It
should be pointed out that this was
the first dissemination effort of this
magnitude ever funded by NIE and is
considered unique by that agency and
the research community as a whole.

Union Responsibility and
Professional Growth

Local union responsibility to its
members does not end with negotia-
tions and contract enforcement. If we
broaden the concept of "working con-
ditions," we must take into account
the professional as well as the
economic well-being of our members.
This means helping to provide all the
resources necessary for quality educa-
tion within our schools. Many local
unions sponsor continuing profes-
sional development through teacher
centers, educational issues activities,
QuEST conferences, etc. Locals active-
ly work with administration to
develop curriculum and educational
policy. Often, research conducted in
classrooms can be successfully carried
out only if there is prior approval by
both the school administration and
the local union.

While the reputation of educational
research has been tainted by limited
samplings and conflicting results, the
Last decade has produced a significant
body of knowledge on the "science of
teaching." It is incumbent upon the
union to provide this knowledge its
implications and its (imitations to its
members and to "watch-dog" its im-
plementation by the administration.
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Specifically in reference to the
research on classroom management
and effective teaching, AFT sees
evidence that the day is quickly ap-
proaching when teacher performance
may be measured against the
behaviors which this research deems
more effective. Although these studies
have been validated rather conclusive
ly, there is still the possibility of
misinterpretation by even the most
well-intentioned administrator or
supervisor.

Educational Research and
Dissemination: A New
Service to. Members

AFT believes that the Educational
Research and Dissemination Program
can be a useful offering to union
members. Not all of your members
are on the negotiating t m and not
all of your members wil be involved
in the grievance process But,
every one of your mem ers is in-
volved in the daily strtale to do the
best they can in the claSsroom to pro-
vide children with an education
which will develop each to his/her
fullest potential as a literate, function-
ing adult in a democratic society. We
agree with Gary Fenstermacher, who
has written, "If teaching is an activity
about which we can have knowledge,
is it not reasonable to contend that
those who teach ought to have what
knowledge is available about what it
is they do?"' We further contend that
the union as a viable structure in
which to present that knowledge, is
obligated to

(

do so.

I. Fenstermacher, Gary D., "On Learning to
Teach Effectively from Research on
Teacher Effectiveness." In C. Denham and
A. Lieberman, eds., Time to Learn. ME,
May, 1980.

What is dissemination?
According to the American College

Dictionary, it means to scatter, as
seed; spread abroad or promulgate
(declare publicly). This has been the
most pronounced form of dissemina-
tion in the past: giving out INFORMA-
TION. However, like the seed, infor-
mation which is to become fruitful
also needs to be tended and nurtured,
not just thrown to the wind in hopes
that it might take root.

The AFT Educational Research and
Dissemination Program is more than
the public sharing of research infor-
mation. Our model allows teachers to
work with the research, transforming
it into a useful tool for everyday
classroom teaching and learning.
Teachers are brought together with the
help and support of their union to in-
vestigate the scientific knowledge
available on classroom management
and effective teaching, to use what is
helpful from that body of knowledge,
and to give feedback and additional
input to those who document that
knowledgethe educational resear-
chers. These extra steps the union has
taken help not only to bridge the gap
that has traditionally existed between
research and practice, but also to nar-
row it so that researchers and teachers
can more easily work together toward
a true sharing of professional
knowledge about teaching.

The model used by the AFT Educa-
tional Research and Dissemination
Program in its pilbt project was a two-
level training prOcess. In each site, a
group of teachers known as Teacher
Research Linkers (TRI.$) was chosen tc
participate in the project on a continu-
ing basis. After receiving the research
information in regularly scheduled
training sessions, they were asked to
develdp strategies for implementation
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in their own classrooms and give
feedback on the usefulness of the
research. At a higher level, they were
asked to become teacher conkultants
by sharing the information with other
teachers, primarily in their own
schools.

The following pages are based on
what we have learned about the func-
tioning of this model and tips on what
to pursue and what to avoid in suc-
cessfully offering this Program to your
own local union members. The infor-
mation is generic in nature, but is
based on our experiences in three
very different pilot sites. In providing
this set-vice to your own members,
you will have to carefully analyze
your own local operation and modify
where nedessary. We do believe that
any local Unionlarge or small;
urban, suburban or ruralcan imple-
ment the Program and be successful
in furthering the professional growth
of its members.

How to use this manual
The bulk of this training and

resource manual'is,divided into three
parts. The first section describes Pro-
gram proc9s, the nuts and bolts of in-
itiating and maintaining the Program
in your local. Here you will find a
general overview of the roles of
various people involved in the Pro-
gram: local leadership, the local coor-
dinator, and TRLs. The second section
outlines the training process for TRLs
and provides activities to help develop
their roles as disseminators. There are
planning guides for holding both for-
mal and informal group meetings with
teachers and suggestions for working
with school administration and local
colleges, universities and research

facilities. Since these sections capture
the scope of the Program, THE LOCAL
PRESIDENT AND/OR THE LOCAL
COORDINATOR NEED TO BE COM-
PLETELY FAMILIAR WITH THEM.

The third section of the manual
contains research translations and
research training activities. The
translations are the result of countless
hours of review and synthesis of
research studies in each specific area.
We must point out that these transla-
tions are far from the original research
reports. Based on our own knowledge
of teaching and classrooms and input
from those TRLs in the pilot project,
we often took "leaps of faith" in
reporting what the findings imply.

In addition to each research transla-
tion, there are activities for both large
and small groups. Instructions for
their use include objectives, time allot-
ment, format and preparation. These
activities are designed to promote
thought and reflection about what
teachers do in their classrooms. Any
local coordinator or TRL using these
activities will quickly see that there
are no "right or wrong" answers.
While the research concepts have
been proven, how a teacher decides
to use the information is a matter of
professional style and choice.

While each translation is a separate
entity, the order in which they appear
in the manual follows a natural pro-
gression and we strongly suggest that
they be presented in that order, par-
ticularly in the training of TRLs and
any other on -going study groups.

The remainder of the manual con-
taingrpplemental materials and addi-
tional resources. Unless otherwise in-
dicated, you are free to duplicate
materials for distribution and use.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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THE KEY PLAYERS
RESOURCE FOR UNION-LEADERSHIP AND LOCAL COORDINATOR

The Local Union Leadership
Union leadership's support for the

Program is the most crucial element of
success. In each of the three pilot
sites union leaders saw the value in
providing this kind of service to their
members. In some cases it was the
first time this type of continuing pro-
fessional growth was offered; in
others, the Program became part of
existing opportunities for union
members to take advantage of reward-
ing union-sponsored staff develop-
ment. The leadership was committed
to more than negotiating contracts and
handling grievances. They saw this as
a way to provide teachers with
something really meaningful in terms
of their own classrooms and to bring
all levels of educationteachers, ad-
ministrators, universities and resear-
cherstogether to assure quality
education for the children in those
classrooms.

Local union support for the Program
does not end with project start-up.
Continued support is needed for those
who take a more active role in the
Program. Space for training sessions
needs to be provided along with ac-
cess to duplicating equipment if
necessary. Publicity for the Program
should be on-going and participants
should be recognized for their efforts.
Union leadership may be called on to
help establish collaborative ties with
central school administration and local

universities or federal research labs.

This does not mean that the local
president has to assume all the
responsibility for implementing the
Program. Rather, a local coordinator
should be appointed to oversee Pro-

gram operation, training and follow-
through.

The Local Coordinator
In each of the three pilot sites the

local coordinator acted as a liaison
between the local union leadership,
AFT staff and the local TRLs. In work-
ing with the sites, we found the coor-
dinators possessed certain qualities
and skills which should be considered
in identifying someone to perform this
job in your own local.

Time and Commitment The local
coordinator must be able to make
good use of time, particularly at
the outset of the Program. Chances
are, everyone in your local is
already overburdened, whether in
a leadership, union staff or
classroom teacher capacity. In our
pilot sites, two of the coordinators
were teacher center directors and
the third was "teacher-in-charge"
of a pilot elementary school. While
none had classroom responsibili-
ties, their workdays were often
long and hectic. There was a little
more flexibility in their schedule's
than in most teachers', but more
importantly they held a belief in
the merit of the project and were
committed to its success.
Recognized Leader by the
UnionThe coordinators had
already demonstrated their leader-
ship capabilities to the union. It
was known that these people had
the ability to work with others to
get a job done. Since the union
leadership was committed to pro-
ject success, they recommended
candidates for this role.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Knowledge of the "System"
The local coordinator needs to
have information (or know where
to get it) about the system: the
union, structure and the district
structure. Coordinators who are in
tune with this information can
more readily identify potential
TRLs and, building sites because
they know which teachers are
good union members and which
administrators will be cooperative.
They know who to contact in the
administration and tow to work
with them. They are con'cious of
the sensitivities of all "players" and
are able to offer concrete sugges-
tions as to how the Program can
best function in the local. They use
information to solve problems.
When something doesn't go as ex-
pected, they are more likely to
analyze why rather than abandon
a good idea completely. .

SI Relationship with Local Univer-
sities, Federal Labs, etc.In all
three sites we were fortunate to
have coordinators who already
had established relationships with
universities and/or other research
facilities. The local coordinator
should either have these contacts
.or be willing to nurture them in
order to promote collaboration. If
these relationships do not already

. exist, the union leadership, along
with the coordinator, may be in-
volved in initial meetings.
Experience in Training Adults and
PlanningIt would be most wise
to select a coordinator who has
had prior experience in, trairiiiigor,
acting as a resource-for teachers.
In addition, he/she shoUld be able
to organize sessions, set agendas,
facilitate planning meetings, and
motivate others working in the

Program. It is also helpful if the
coordinator can document and
evaluate the process as it moves
along. If you feel the need for out-
side funding for the Program, it
may be beneficial for the coor-
dinator to have some contacts with
local foundations. Although the
Program should not need financ-
ing, often stipends prove an addi-
tional incentive for both teachers
and college faculty wino become
involved. (See: The Research and
Academic Community)

The responsibilities which-follow
will be useful in guiding selettion of
the local coordinator.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE COORDINATOR

1. Organize and coordinate all pro-
gram activities.

2: Develop expertise in educational
research.

3. Select and train TRLs; select
buildings with approval of local
leadership.

4. Act as liaison with central office
and building administrators.

5. Act as liaison with universities
and federal labs and centers to
promote collaboration.

6. Act as resource for TRLs.
7. Organize wider-scale dissemina-

tion (QuESTs, workshops, etc.).
8. Conduct periodic evaluation of

program.
9. Report to the local president and

AFT Educational Issues Depart-
ment.

10. Take responsibility for PR on Pro-
gram through local publications.

Once the coordinator has been
'chosen, the process for selecting TRLs
and building sites is the first task to be
completed.
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__The Teacher Research Linker TRL
'In linking research with teachers,

the TRL (Teacher Research Linker) is
the 'core oo program. Past research
indicates .hat the human element in
innovation and change is crucial. You
may be thinking to yourself, "Why
don't we just distribute this informa-
tion?" While that is a form of
dissemination, it does not guarantee
that teachers will use the information
to enhance classroom practice. As a
matter of fact, just passing out infor-
mation is the very practice AFT is
hoping to discourage by establishing
this Program.

There are two ways to approach the
initial selection of TRL candidates for
the Program. One is to be TRL
specific. That is, identify only people
you feel are capable of serving as
TRLs. Tell them specifically what it is
you expect of them and begin train-
ing. Another way to approach selec-
tion is to conduct an awareness
session on the Program, open to
anyone, covering some research con-
tent and outlining the TRL program.
Then see who expresses an interest.
This process may be more time con-
suming since it involves first doing
sessions to hook people, then making
a final assessment as to who will
function best out of the group as a
TRL. Both approaches can be valid.
Remember, the.more information you
have about a person, the better able
you will be to judge their functioning
effectively as a TRL. If you use a TRL
specific idehtification, it should be
because you aleady have the infor-
mation you need to make a'valid
judgement. In the three pilot sites, we
used a combination of the two.

Before making a final decision on
people, take into consideration the
buildings in which. prospective TRLs

teach. For example, in one site we
had a TRL who was excellent at
grasping the research concepts and
who had had prior experience\ in
presenting in-service workshops to
teachers. However, her building was
made up of a staff of teaMers who
hardly talked to one atio_er, let alone
worked together. If your goal is to
have a group of ."free lance" resource
people,r_then you may not h/ave to
take into consideration building com-
plexions, but if you want /to have the
Program really take hold'using the
building-level dissemination model,
you will have to examine the schilooL
environment. -

Whatever path you choose in
selecting TRLs, ideally, all of. the peo-
ple responsible for sharing the infor-
mation should possess or be able to
develop the following skills and
characteristics:

CHARACTERISTICS OF
EFFECTIVE TRLs

1. Is a Union Member in good
standing and displays loyalty to
the local.

2. Is viewed as a trusted leader and
resource by peers.

3. Has good rapport with the
building principal.

4. Operates on a professional level;
concerned with his/her own pro-
fessional growth.

5. Is a risk-taker; innovator; takes
initiative.

6. Possesses good interpersonal
communication skills; can
develop and maintain rapport.

7. Is able to develop alternative
solutions to problems and
evaluate them.

8. Is viewed as an effective teacher.
9. Has the time available to give to

the Program.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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10. Can facilitate the functioning of
adult groups.

11. Is organized; task-oriented.
12. Exhibits empathy for others and

respeCts individual differences.
13. Can be .depended on to follow

through.
While your TRLs should have

displayed loyalty to and support for
the local-, usually through active in-
volvement, you must not overload
them. This is something only you and
the TRL can analyze. In the pilot sites,
some TRLs were also building
representatives, local officers, teacher
center staff, or active on various com-
mitteesgrievance, educational
issues, negotiations-, etc. The effective
TRL is one who, like the coordinator,
can juggle both personal and profes-
sional responsibilities, letting you
know when time is a problem, but
still maintaining commitment. You
may consider selecting two TRLs per
building to help shoulder respon-
sibilities and provide support for each
other in dissemination activities.

The Individual Building
Before discussing the criteria for

identifying individual buildings we
need to provide you with the rationale
for 'disseminating at the building level.

The overriding reason is that there
is a group already assembled on a
day-to-day basis. Scheduling of
meetings can be coordinated to fit the
schedule of only one staff. Meetings
can be held within the school
dayduring lunchtime, common
preparation time, or department or
grade level meetingsor before and
after school if the building is
available. Sessions' can also be held in
conjunction with building union
meetings and/or staff meetings,
although we caution against the use of

meetings in which other business has
to be tended to, particularly in the
case of mandatory faculty meetings,
since the agenda may not be in the
TRL's control and these meetings are
often viewed by many teachers as
negative, time-wasting experiences.
Also, since faculty meeting time
historically is viewed as belonging to
the administration, the principal must
agree not to issue mandates on
teacher behavior once the research in-
formation has been shared. We must
caution, however, that the information
is good. As a result, although TRLs
had received prior agreement from the
principal not to mandate, in some
cases, a "gentle" reminder was
necessary for over-zealous ad-
ministrators.

When the staff is cohesive and
cooperative, there are already groups
of teachers working on mutual
problem-solving and "recipe-sharing,"
i.e., exchanging successful strategies.
In other words, there are information-
sharing networks already established.
Tapping into these networks is a good
way to promote meaningful dissemin-
ation. The interaction that takes place
in a session does not have to stop
when teachers walk out the door; con-
tinued analysis and discussion can oc-
cur between sessionsacross the
lunch table, in the hall during the
weekly bowling leaguethe oppor-
tunities are endless.

Another reason for building
dissemination is directly related to the
TRL as an "on-site" resource.
Knowledge utilization research points
out that the proximity of the resource
affects its use. Stated another way, the
closer the resource; the more apt it is
to become' used. Think about other
ways information is given to teachers.
Formally, it is shared through journals
and other publications, "expert" con-
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sultants from outside, or college
course work. When the teacher goes
to apply that information in the
classroom and reaches a stumbling
block, neither the author, consultant
nor professor are there to help out.
The TRi. will be thereeveryday!

-Not only is the proximity of the TRL
an important factor, but also the com-
mon knowledge he or she shares
about-the system makes the TRL a
credible resource. After all, the TRL
has to fulfill the same administrative
mandates and deals with the same
student population as every other .

teacher in the building. There is a
built-in sensitivity to what working in
this building is all about.

A final reason for building
dissemination is linked to collabora-
tion with and feedback to the research
community (See Research and
Academic Community). Ours is a two-
way process: not just information-
giving, but informats ithering, too.
In order to provide the i esearch com-
munity with feedback on the'useful-
ness of their research and direction for
new areas of study, a network of
TRLs linked to a specific group of
teachers is necessary. In this way,
feedback is solicited from a constant
population of teachers who are receiv-
ing a continuous flow of research in-
formation.

Now, let's focus on choosing
building sites. In addition to the TRL
there are two other factors to consider:
the principal and the staff as a whole.
M Since the training and dissemina-

tion program is union-sponsored, it
can take place without the prin-
cipal's "blessing." But, it is much
more advantageous to have ad-
ministrative support. The principal
who is opposed to this process,
whatever the reason, can kill it. He

or she must not be afraid to see
the staff grow. The administrator
who is in fear that teachers may
know more than he or she will-be
a detriment. Therefore, the prin-
cipal should at least be kept in-
formed of what is happening. He
or she can become a partner in
the process with the understanding
that the sessions are voluntary and
mandates on practice are not im-
posed. If the opposite happens, the
Program becomes a threatening,
administrative project instead of a
teacher-to-teacher problem-solving
process.
The local coordinator may want to

meet with building principals to ex-
plain the purpose and "ground rules"
of the Program and how, by working
together, the principal, teachers, and,
ultimately, students can benefit.

Clearly outline the TRL's role and
what will be needed from the prin-
cipal. Initially, few administrators will
balk at the opportunity for staff to
grow. However, if the principal feels
there is potential for loss of control or
planned insurrection, this may not be
the kind of administrative leader
whose school is conducive to the
ER&D process.

We would like to point out that in
the' pilot sites, all building principals,
except one, were receptive and sup-
portive. In fact, several of them wel-
comed the. assistance of the TRL. They
felt with all the other demands on
their time; they had not had the
opportunity to function fully as an in- ,1
strUctional leader for staff.

Some\considerations for investiga-
tion and negotiation with the principal
might be the following:

1. Meting space and time.,
2. Use of duplicating equipment.
3. Access to building by "outsiders, 'I
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other TRLs, researchers, etc.
4. Possible release time for TRL.
5. Possible release time or class

coverage for participating
teachers.

6. Commitment to collaborate with
staff on recommended changes
which need administrative sup-
port.

`7 Commitment to keep project
voluntary and non-judgemental.
The\only evaluation is the
teacher's self-evaluation.

N The other factor in building selec-
tion is/the interaction of the
teaching staff. Since the long-range

is to involve as many teachers
as possible in the process, the
more cohesive and cooperative the
staff is; the better. A staff which is
divided or competitive will not'
make the best use of the research
and prodess, if they make use of it
at all. This may be the kind of staff
you'll want to tatkle later, but in-
itially it will be rough going.
Examine the' communication net-

works with the prospective TRL..Do
4th grade teachers communicate only
among themselves? At the secondary
level, is the school so departmental-
ized that there's little or no cross-
content communication? Is there
opportunity during the day for both
professional and social exchanges
among staff? Are "special" teachers
(special ed, bilingual, travelling) in7
tegrated into the social structure of the
staff?

The number of "innovators" or
"risk- takers" among the faculty and
the overall level of professionalism
will directly relate to the success of
the Program. You are asking teachers
to become inquirers, investigating the
research in terms of their own
classrooms. They may be skeptical at
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first, particularly older teachers who
feel their experience has made them
seasoned problem-solvers. Skepticism
can be more readily overcome if there
is an initial group of risk-takers who
are willing to experience the Program.
Their finding merit in it will help
bring other interested teachers
together.

Finally, there should be a perceived
need for the Program. In the Pilot sites
we did not do a formal "needs assess-
ment." Many AFT members.request
information on classroom manage-
ment and effective teaching strategies.
Since this research is the beginning
core of the "science" of teaching and
there is already,evidence that teachers
will be erxpe-cted to exhibit certain
research-based behaviors for evalua-
tion putirposes, we felt the need was
already well-established. Additionally,
the teacher centers in the sites had :

conducted previous_ assessments
which supported our original assump-
tions about the usefulness of these
research areas. In selecting buildings,
you may want to obtain past needs
assessments done by a teacher center
union, or staff development office.

Please note, however, that even
those teachers who were already prac-
ticing behaviors deemed "effective" by
research, benefitted by being exposed
to the technical knowledge. It told ,

them, "You're doing .a good job," and
they found new ways of working in
the classroom so that the effective
behaviors were even more profitable
to the instructional process.

CRITERIA FOR
BUILDING SITE SELECTION

1. Good relationship between
principal.

2. Overall support for professional
growth by staff and administra-
tion.



3. Cohesive and cooperative faculty.
4. Scheduling allows for sessions.
5. Open lines of communication;

overlapping of networks.
6. Presence of innovators/risk-takers.
7. Program viewed as non-

evaluative by principal.
8. Participation in program will be

voluntary.
9: TRL is viewed with trust and

respect.
10. Perceived need or benefit on the

part of participants.

The Research. and
Academic Cemmunity

One of the most significant aspects
of the Program is the attempt to col-
laborate with research and teacher
training institutions. Once you have
pulled together the union leadership,
the coordinator, the TRLs, and in-
dividual buildings, the next step in
developing a truly on-going process is
to network with facilities which can
provide future research topics for pro-
gram continuation. The teachers you
reach will also generate a lot oi feed-
back on the studies which the
research community should receive.
Collaboration can provide a significant
contribution to the entire process.

Clearly, this is a relationship that
will, take a lot of nurturing to become
productive. Historically, practicing
teachers, educational researchers and
teacher training institutions have been
far apart. They have completely dif-
ferent mind-sets about what their roles

'are. If a college or university is
primarily a tv..acher training institution,
chances are their faculty will know lit-
tle about the research. If the institution
is pritharily a research-producer, they
may know little about daily life in the
classrooms. And if the institution does
both . . . this comment by a college

dean reacting to a presentation, on the
project by AFT staff says it best: "If
you can get these institutions talking
and working with teachers, you've
done something tremendous. I can't
evgn get my teaching faculty and
resea. ;h faculty to collaborate!"

Involving the research and the
higher education communities is not
absolutely necessary, but it will
benefit the process in the long run,
puticularly if there are research topics
your members want to investigate
beyond classroom management and
effective teaching. Unless there is
someone in the local who can identify
and translate research for you, you
will have to go to these sources.

In approachihg these institutions
you will have to sell them on the Pro-
gram, providing benefits for their par-
ticipation. Set up a meeting with the
dean of the local schoolof education,
or the director of the research lab or
center. Explain the Program and what
the union hopes to accomplish. Incen-
tives for collaboration are varied.
You'll probably get inquiries from in-
stitutions about money or stipends for
faculty time to do translations for you.
Point out that everyone else is
donating time and effort. That's im-
pressive! If money becomes an issue,
suggest that you can work together to
seek outside funding.

In "selling" the Program stress the
intrinsic rewards. Collaboration can
lead to entree into real classrooms. It
can also provide a lot of substance for
publication. Point out that your
teachers can critique research transla-
tions or summaries, giving feedback
that will help in making them suitable
for t her publications in addition to
academic j mals. Realize that not all
researchers necessarily want to See
their research applied. Some are con-
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tent just to do i.. Underscore the fact
that your members can generate a
good deal of knowledge about
teaching which can be useful to these
institutions'. TRLs and other teachers
can provide suggestions for enhancing
pre-service and in-service training,
and can give-direction to aid future
research. -

Once yOu have generated interest,
propose' the following roles the institu-
tion can play in the collaborative
effort:

1. Identify useful research for TRLs.
2. Translate or summarize research

studies in, a language teachers
will appreciate. This can be clone
by faculty or graduate students.

3. Conduct free research seminars or
_ up-dates for TRLs.

Work. inter - actively with teachers
in doing research.

5. Offer graduate or continuing
education courses for teachers in-
terested in research.

6. Help seek outside funding should
it be necessary.

We can safely predict that the in-
stitutions will want some evidehde
that something is happening.
Therefore, it is advisable that you
have the process 1x/ell-underway
before approaching them.

For those institutions that wish it,
copies of the final report to the Na-
tional Institute of Education on the
pilot project are availablehrough AFT
or NIE.
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TRAINING FOR DISSEMINATION
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR

While implementation in the
classroom is the first level, dissemina-
tion is the second-level function your
TRLs will perforni. For some it will be
anxiety-producing. After all, learning
information for use in the classroom is
one thing. Learning it for the purpose
of sharing with colleagues is another.
From the beginning of the Program
and throughotit you will have to be
sensitive to the needs of the TRLs.
You will have "stars" in your group;
those who can see the benefit of shar-
ing the information almost irranethate-
ly. They will be 'chomping at. the bit
to do So and will feel comfortable in
that role. On the other hand, some
will feel that they don't Want to be
viewed by other teachers as "the ex-
pert," a prophet in their own land. If
they tell teachers, "This is the way to
arrange your room," or "Here is how
you manage groups," they will be
viewed this way. Gently remind them
that the information is based on
research; let the research be the buf-
fer. TRLs who are more comfortable
as disseminators can provide a lot of
help and support to the ones who
aren't.

Let's take a minute to discuss group
process as it relates to the develop-
ment of these trainers. Ultimately, ,you
want them to work as a group, getting
nourishment from each other's suc-
cesses and offering support in over-
coming roadblocks. However, it will
take time for TRLs to become social-
ized into this process. They will get
assurance, feedback and good ideas
from one 'another. And the ore op-
portunity you provide the group for
planning, sharing of dissemination ac-
tivities and watching and listening to

eac h other present, the more they will
develop their talents individually and
collectively.. Becoming a disseminator
is as much of a growth experience as
using the research in the classroom is.

Training infOrmation can be in-
terspersed with research information
in the same sessions or can be
presented in separate sessions. We do
suggest that TRLs have at least one
research study "under their belts" (this
means understanding the concepts,
applying it in their own classes and
:discussing the results.of that applica-
tion) before they begin training other
teachers in it. This is because in plan-
ning dissemination for, say, Effective
Classroom Management for Beginning
the School Year research, the discus-
sion can center on that knowledge.
We'll give you strategies for this
discussion later on.

TRLs should be aware of the
research on adult learning and how it
applies to dissemination. In terms of
training information, this may be the
first segment you discuss with them.

Planning Dissemination
. Once there is a clear understanding
of the research information and how
adult groups- can function, TRLs can
begin to plan dissemination activities.
This can be done individually or as a
group. For example, have TRLs look
at a particular studyEffective
Group Management Practicesand
then have them highlight what they
feel is the most important information
to foyer. As a follow-up "assignment,"
you might ask several TRLs to
develop 15 to 20 minute presenta-
tiOns on specific concepts for the next
meeting. At that meeting have them
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"roleplay" the presentations asking for
critiques by other members of the
group. If video tape equipment is
available, tape them and then go back
over each presentation. We found this
to be a highly successful way both to
judge knowledge of the research and
to allow TRLs to practice presenting in
a supportive environment. If the TRL
is planning on working only with a
small (3-5) group, a formal presenta-
tion may not be necessary. However,
somewhere along the line, the union
should make use of the TRLs with
larger groups where this style may be
more appropriate.

In planning these activities it may
be useful to take TRLs through the
"Suppose That . " activity.lt is par-
ticularly appropriate in helping TRLs
plan for dissemination in their own
buildings. However, try to encourage
TRLs to plan together even though
they work in different schools. In one
site, TRLg planned and presented a
three-part series of workshops in the
union's regional offices. They planned
as a group, to insure continuity of in-
formation in five different settings. In
another site, TRLs planned individual
building sessions which were all
scheduled within a two-week period.
This made planning easier. The TRLs
reported on their sessions at the next
group meeting. The discussion was in-

strumental in establishing and main-
taining their roles as disseminators.

Once TRLs have practiced presen-
ting and planned their dissemination
strategies, you should provide them
with the situational case studies found
at the end of this section. These case
studies are based on actual situations
AFT staff encountered in doing train-
ing. We would like to say that all au-
diences will be receptive to the infor-
mation and each other and that good
planning will insure success. But
that's' like your college education pro-
fessors telling you to have good lesson
plans and interesting instruction to be
successful with children. We know .
there's more to it than that!

How do you manage a potential
conflict in the group? How do you
deal with administrative "intruders?"

Of course, these case studies are
only representative of situations
which may arise, but they do get
TRLs thinking about effectively han-
dling'adversariarconditions.

When actual dissemination is to
begin, we suggest having TRLs pair
up, when possible. It helps to:
strengthen confidence. There are "two
brains" available to handle questions
or situations which may arise. This is
a particularly effective presentation
strategy for more 'formal group
sessions.
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PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING
RESEARCH TRAINING SESSIONS
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

This section will focus on training
for both your group of TRLs and the
teachers they eventually train. Since
the TRLs are your first priority, we
will discuss and outline this process
first.

Scheduling and length of sessions
for TRLs

Training sessions for TRLs should
be scheduled on a consistent basis,
e.g., every other Wednesday. The fre-
quency of meetings is flexible, but
they should be held at, least every
three weeks. Survey the prospective
TRLs to determine the best day for
meetings. In the pilot sites one group
preferred Mondays, another
Thursdays and initially the third
group met on Saturday mornings.
Later on, the third group was able to
take professional leave days for
meetings. Those were held on
Fridays.

The length of a session should be
adequate to cover the information
scheduled, discussion, and planning
for implementation. In the pilot pro-
ject AFT staff initially presented the
information primarily in a lecture/ac-
tivity format. As the group began to
"gel," we asked the TRLs to read the
summary ahead of time and come to
the session prepared to participate
more actively. We found that this in-
creased the time available for discus-
sion, problem-solving,and strategy
development.

Sessions should be no shorter than
two hours. The length of a session
will influence the frequency with
which you meet. If you're meeting for
only two hours, you should try

meeting every two weeks. In the pilot
site that used professional leave days,
we met once per month. Those ses-
sions were from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. with an hour for lunch. In
general, the frequency of the meetings
should not overburden anyone, but
TRLs should have a sense that they
are involved in an on-going and im-
portant program which meets regular-
ly. They should also have a sense of
progress, that they are moving
through a body of research at a
reasonable pace.

Once the calendar for sessions has
been determined, allow it to be
modified only in emergency situa-
tions. There may be times when not
all TRLs can be present.. If it's a matter
of one or two out of a group of fif-
teen, run the session with those who
are available. Setting. a schedule, then

-Changing it, communicates a lack of
importance for the Program and is
time consuming for the coordinator
and creates more work. The local
coordinator, after fully explaining the
Program and planning a schedule
with TRLs, should see that the ,

;schedule is followed. ,

If a session) is scheduled to begin at
3:30, TRLs should,be advised to get
there by 3:15. Start on time. A ses-
sion scheduled to run two hours,
should run two hours. Otherwise,
your TRLs will get/the impression that
the time scheduled is too long. Make
productive use of the full time to
avoid setting a precedent.

If you have done a TRL specific
identification, your first meeting may
cover the introduction of the Pro-
gramwhy the union is doing this

I
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and how it is to be accomplished; and
the dual role of the TRL. You can
focus on the first level of their par-
ticipationresearch application in
their own classroomsbut be sure to
tell them about the second
leveldissemination. AFT Program
staff found that many TRLs readily
and easily locked into their roles as
users or evaluators of research but
needed considerable time to fully
understand and feel comfortable with
their second rolediSseminators of
research to other teachers. Take time
to carefully discuss this aspect and in-

sure the TRLs' acceptance. Otherwise,
when the time comes for dissemina-
tion, you may get reactions like, "I
didn't know I was going to have to do
this!" It will damage the group.

If the length of the first session
allows, plan a presentation on a
research study, either in its entirety or
in part. It will give them a sense of
what the Program is about, and
something to do with the information
develop strategies for use in their
own classrooms. If this is the content
for the first meeting, plan no less than
three hours.

An agenda for that first meeting might look like this:

45 minutes to
11/2 hours
(The length of
time this takes
will depend on
how much prior
information you
have supplied.)

For suggested time,
see research section

I. Overview of the Program (the why and
how) emphasizing the union's support.

II. Outline of the role of the TRL
at both levels. Allow time for
discussion here. Sensitivity and
trust building occurs when you answer
questions about their roles and
listen to concerns sincerely.,

III. Presentation, discussion and
activities related to the first
research segment.

The amount of time will vary
based on the number of concepts
to be covered, whether or not the
group has read over the summary,
how socialized the group is.
Encourage discussion of the concepts
and how they might be applied. If the
discussion is extremely good, you may
not need"to do an activity. Howevet,
activities are available to help stimu-
late thinking and discussion. Use your
own sense of audience to determine
when to wind down presentation and
discussion and begin an activity.
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About 45 minutes

IV. Selection of concepts and planning
strategies using the RESEARCH
ACTION PLAN. * Describe how the form
is to be used and "walk" participants
through completing it. AlloW time
for sharing intended strategies.

V. Reminder of next session date.

`Directions for using these forms follow this section.

Subsequent research sessions should follow this standard format.

I. Gathering feedback using the
REACTION TO RESEARCH form.*
Give participants time to fill
out the form using their RESEARCH

10 to 15 ACTION PLAN as a reference. This
minutes not only helps to identify change,

but also provides a storehouse of
information to feed back to researchers.

20 minutes Open discussion and sharing.

See research II. Presentation, discussion and
section. activities related to new research

concepts. (Same as above)

30 minutes III. Planning for application
of new concepts and strategies.
(Same as above)

'Directions for using these forms follow this section.

TO THE LOCAL COORDINATOR
When TRLs are -eady to begin

disseminating to other teachers, time
will also need to/be devoted to
TRAINING FOR/DISSEMINATION and
planning whicp is disrlissed in the
next section of this manual.

TO THE TRLs
The process you follow in training

other teachers in the research will be
similar to the process you've gone
through, but without the training com-
ponent. Your first meeting with
teachersbeyond a general awareness
sessionshould include some stage-
setting.
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10 to 15
minutes -

I. An overview. of the Program.

Explain why the union has chosen to
offer this service to teachers.

Clearly outline the investigative
nature of the Program. The information
is there for teachers to use as they see fit.

Set forth the ground rules for the
sessions/meetings. Value judgements
about teachers'- practices are
taboo. Teachers are there to work
together, and learn from each other
as well as the research.

II. Conduct the first research presentation
and discussion, then follow the same
format outlined previously.

Other Considerations
Once you have determined the con-

tent of the session, materials you will
be using need to be organized. If you
are using manual materials, feel free
to duplicate any or all of them. Ac-
tivities, supplemental materials, AC-
TION PLANS should be set to go and
at hand. Any equipment should be
ready and the room arranged for the
session.

We need'to comment on
refreshments and/or meals. It is a
courtesy to provide at' least coffee, tea,
and/or soft drinks at ,a session. Since
the Program is designed not to impact
on the local's budget, here are several
suggestions for taking care of
refreshments.

1. Check the budget for "meeting ex-
pense" monies which can be
tapped.

2. Have TRIS take turns providing a
snackfruit, cheese and crackers,
donuts. (Note: the first session
should provide something, then
you can have the turn-taking.)

3. In doing an all day session,
potluck lunches are a real treat.

You are asking people to donate
their time and effort. Providing
refreshments offers a reward for that
and fosters congeniality in the group.
Locals who have always paid
members for contributing time, will
have to plan accordingly.
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USING THE RESEARCH ACTION PLAN
REACTION TO RESEARCH FORMS

Using these forms is not mandatory,
but we found in the pilot project that
teachers going back through a year's
supply of these were more aware of
how useful the information had been
and the subtle changes they had ex-
perienced. In addition, we were able
to use the information to help clarify
what could be addressed by research
and what couldn't. The information
you gather will be of great help in
working with the research and college
communities when the time comes.
These forms can be duplicated as one
sheet; ACTION PLAN on one side
REACTION TO RESEARCH on the
other.

RESEARCH ACTION PLAN
The RESEARCH ACTION PLAN

should be used only after the presen-
tation and discussion of research con-
cepts. The block in the upper right
hand corner may be used to fill in the
specific concepts covered in that ses-
sion (With-it-ness and Overlapping;
Smoothness and Momentum). You
may either do this ahead of time
before duplicating the forms, or have
participants fill them in. Participants
do not need to identify themselves
unless you are going to be consulting
with them individually and will need
a copy for yourself. THESE ARE CON-
FIDENTIAL and are for self or mutual-
analysis only.

Chances are there will,be teachers
who are already applying the con -
cepts. The first section allows them to
identify the strategies they are present-
ly using.

The second and third sections ask
teachers to identify a concept or con-
cepts they would like to apply and the
strategies they will use. Try to get
specific strategies down. "To make my
praise more meaningful" is hardly
specific and will be difficult to
evaluate. If teachers are having a
tough time clarifying problems or
solutions take them through the
decision-making steps found under
"Self-Direction" in the TRAINING FOR
DISSEMINATION section of the
manual.

Once each participant seems
satisfied with his or her PLAN, charge
them with carrying it out until the
next meeting.

REACTION TO RESEARCH
At the beginning of the next session

set aside time, for teachers to report on
the usefulness of the information.
Here is where you'll get some really
good feedback! Let the participants fill
out the form at the session. Our days
are already filled with untold paper-
work and seldom is time available to
reflect on what's going on in our
classrooms. If you ask teachers to
complete the form ahead of time,
there's a slim chance you'll get any
response. They will want to talk about
their successes (and their concerns).
Allot time for follow-up discussions
before introducing anything new.
Above all, let the group interact with
each other. It makes your job as a
trainer so much easier if the group
can help with the problem-solving.
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RESEARCH ACTION

NAME/ID

PLAN

RESEARCH CONCEPTS PRESENTED

DATE

LOCAL

1. Of the research concepts presented today, which of them are you already using
and how?

CONCEPT CLASSROOM STRATEGY

2. Identify one or two research 3. Tell what you will do or change in
concepts you'd like to try in your classroom strategies to make this
your classroom and what you happen. Tell when and with what
hope will happen. group or class you will try your

strategy.

CONCEPT AND EXPECTATIONS CLASSROOM STRATEGY

WHEN/GROUP:

WHEN/GROUP:
,

Mg EDUC.ATIONAL RESEARCH AND
t DISSEMINATION PROGRAM
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REACTION TO ,S CH

Now that you have had the chance to use the research in your classroom, comment on
how well it worked for you. If you feel the research/strategies worked, what change
did you notice? Did what you want to happen, happen? If the research didn't seem to
work, what do you think was the problem?

CONCEPT/STRATEGY TRIED REACTION TO RESEARCH

.

Which of the research concepts do you plan to continue working on? What would you
do differently to apply the research, if anything?

CONCEPTS TO CONTINUE- NEW CLASSROOM STRATEGY

10 / TRAINING FOR DISSEMINATION
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ON TEACHING ADULTS
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLs

Adults do not learn in the .same
way children learn. Therefore, we
cannot "teach" them in the same man-
ner. As a "teacher of teachers" there
are several key factors one must con-
sider:
I. In adult education the curriculum

is built around the student's needs
and interests.

2. Adult orientation to learning is
based on life situations, rather than
subjects.

3. Analysis of experience should be
the core methodology of adult
education since experience, is the
richest frame of reference for
adult learning.

4. Self-direction is a crucial need of
adults; therefore the "teacher"
should engage in a mutual process
of inquiry and problem solVing
rather than a transmission of
knowledge or evaluation of confor-
mity to that knowledge.

5. The older the population, the
wider the range of experiences and
consequently the greater the,yarie-

ty of individual differences. Adult
education must provide for these
differences in style, values, time,
place and pace of learning.'

The teaching of adults differs from the
teaching of children in that it is a pro-
cess model. The content model nor-
mally used with children is one
where someone (teacher, curriculum
committee, administration, text-book
publisher) decides beforehand what
knowledge or skill needs to be
"learned," puts this body of
knowledge into some logical sequence
of units, and selects the means of
presentation (lecture, readings, labs,
etc.). .

The process model is one where
someone (consultant, facilitator) pre-
pares a set of procedures designed to
provide learners with procedures and
resources to help them acquire infor-
mation and skills as opposed to
transmitting information and skills.

Figure 1 indicates the basic con-
trasts in assumptions concerning the
teaching of children and adults.

FIGURE I

ASSUMPTIONS

LEARNER'S SELF-CONCEPT

LEARNER'S EXPERIENCE

LEARNER'S READINESS

TIME

"CURRICULUM"

CHILDREN

Dependent

Inconsequential

Based on physical, mental
social development

Later application

Subject-centered

ADULTS

Independent, Self-directed

Rich resource for learning

Based on need

Immediate application

Problem-centered

'Lindeman, Eduard C., The Meaning of
Adult Education, (New York: New Republic) 1926.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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MODEL DESIGN

ENVIRONMENT

PLANNING

DETERMINATION
OF NEEDS

DESIGN OF OBJECTIVES

"LESSON"
DESIGN

ACTIVITIES

EVALUATION

Authority-oriented
Formal
Competitive

By teacher

By teacher

By teacher

Sequenced in terms of
subject matter
Content focus

"Transmittal techniques"

By teacher

Mutual
Collaborative
Respective
Informal

System for mutual
planning

Mutual and self-
diagnosis

Mutual decision

Sequenced in terms
of need
Problem focus

Experiential techniques
(mutual inquiry)

Mutual

Adapted from The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species by Malcolm Knowles

Experience and Self
Children will often define

themselves in terms of external fac-
torsmother, father, siblings. As we
develop and go through our own life
experiences, we define ourselves in
terms of our own personal experience.
Experience becomes self. When the
experiences of adults are "devalued"
or "criticized," it is viewed by those
adults as an attack on the self.
Therefore, any work with adults .

should allow time for sharing of ex-
perience and respect for drawing on it
as a resource.

You will get a lot of sharing of
teachers' experiences and strategies if
you are successful. Some of these ex-
periences will contradict the research
and/or the practices of other teachers
in the group. You must, therefore,
create an environment that respects
each teacher as a person and values
their input. One strategy the -AFT staff
found particularly useful when this
situation arose was to focus the group

on the intent of the strategy. Allow
the teacher who offers a statement to
verbally analyze why he or she does
this. What is he/she hoping to ac-
compliSh? Ask the rest of the group
for their suggestions on how to
achieve the- same outcome.

Without putting that teacher on the
spot, you may get I)im or-her to re-
evaluate the practice with input from
the discussion. (This re-focus on intent

- is also helpful in dealing with a ;

'research study which seems to con-
flict with prior studies or beliefs. What
is the research question"?) Never allow
the group to "gang up" on another
member of the group and openly
criticize other's practices. Remind
them that we all have different Styles
and determining absolutes is not what
this project is about.

SelfDirection
Adults want to be recognized by

others as self-directed- and non;
dependent. Therefore, any planning,

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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goal-setting, etc., should, come at the
very least out of mutual ,decision-
making rather than decision- making
exclusively by the "expert. ` \\

When the time comes to have-
teachers develop strategies for im-
plementation in the classroom, the
TRL's role is that of facilitator, unless
specifically asked to do otherwise by
the teacher. The Research Action Plan
will aid teachers in making their own
decisions about what to implement
and how to go about it. The TRL can
use the following format as a
"clarifier" in the problem-
solving/decision-making process. Ask
the teacher:

1. "What do you want?" Identify
needs, concerns and/or problems
clearly. Note that they may re-
spond with what they don't
want. Try to get them to express
goals in positive terms; which are
much easier to achieve and
evaluate.

2. "How can you get it?" Identify
possible alternatives. You may
need to probe by asking "Are
these the only alternatives? Is
there another way you can
achieve the same outcome?"

3. "Is it teacher-controllable?" Does
the alternative need external sup-
port to be implemented, e.g., ad-
ministratilie or parental approval?
"Does it fit your belief system?" Is
the alternative counter to teacher
style and beliefs about' teaching
and learning?
"Does the action clearly match
your intention(s)?" Does this alter-
native maintain the integrity of
the overall classroom process?
These are possible criteria for
judging the potential effectiveness
of an alternative. If the answer is
"yes" to all three, then take the
next step.

4. Try out the alternative as a possi-
ble solution.

5. "Did you get what you wanted?"
Refer to Number 1 to evaluate the
effectiveness of the strategy.

6. Start again.

In terms of evaluating the potential
usefulness or effectiveness of a
strategy, another possible question is
"How will you know when you get
what you want?" While rather
simplistic, the step of recognizing a
desired outcome is often overldoked
in the decision-making process. Deter-
mining how you will know when a
strategy is successful ahead of time,
makes the evaluation of it much
easier.

Readiness
While it is assumed that the

"readiness for learning" on the part of
adults i5 based on need, there are
ways to nurture this readiness
through examples of more effective
performance, introspection and self-
diagnosis, higher levels of achieve-
ment or advancement. (Ah excellent
example is additional college course
work for certification or financial ad-
vancement.)

You will have "master" teachers
who will intially see no need to go
through the process. Most of those we
worked with Were experienced
teachers with years of service. One of
the ways the research was helpful to
these teachers was that it validated
the gOod things they were doing in
the classroom. In black and white,
they were given a "pat on the back"
for a job well-done. Those "pats" are
few and far between in our profes-
sion. They found that they could
benefit from working with the infor-
mation, and in fact, many of them did
make useful changes in their practice.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Need can be created. One of the
opening remarks we would make to
teachers receiving the information for
the first time is "How many of you
can say, honestly, that your
classrooms are running as smoothly
as you'd like?" Most of the time, few
hands are raised. Of course, you may
have to do some contingency plan-
ning in the event that you get an
overwhelming positive response to the
question. One of our project TRLs of-
fered this response as a suggestion:
"Terrific! You're probably doing a lot
of the same things research says effec-
tive teachers do. Let's see," and go
from there.

The initial steps in getting people in-
volved in looking at research are your
biggest hurdle. Presented sincerely
and with enthusiasm, these research
concepts will continue to generate in-
terest and feedback from most
teachers.

The TRL should refer to "Tips to
Presenters" for additional motivation-
builders.

Application of New Knowledge
Opportunities for application of new

knowledge or skills by most children
are normally postponed until some
future timeelementary for junior
high school, junior high school for
senior high school; senior high school
for college, and/or the work force.

For adults, the application of new
knowledge or skills is immediate. The
concept in teacher in-servicing that
teachers want to be given something
to use "Monday morning" is not,
therefore, limited to teachers. It is a
basic assumption in theories of adult
learning. As a result, any training
should generate concrete how-to's
which can be immediately applied.

The purpose of the RESEARCH AC-
TION PLAN is twofold. One, it does

take teachers through a step-by-step
decision-making process. Two,
teachers will leave with something
useful. By reinforcing the use of this
type of plan to guide discussion in
future meetings, you are also
underscoring the importance of the
teacher's involvement in the Program
which takes us full-circle back to Ex-
perience and Self.

Environment
In selecting a specific location for

formal training sessions there'are
several things to keep in mind. One,
obviously, is providing a pleasant,
relaxing atmosphere which stimulates
the group's creative problem-solving
skills.

Room arrangement should be sup-
portive of adult learning models. Con-
ference style arrangements facilitate
two goals. First, having participants
seated around a large table promotes
cooperation and collaboration and en-
courages discussion. Second, the TRL
is a part of the group, rather than an
authority figure. This enhances the
concept of mutual planning and
decision-making.

At the end of this section you will
find a variety of room arrangements
for working with groups. There may
be times when you want a more
structured group with you as the iden-
tified leader. For example, a faculty
meeting at which you are doing an
awareness session might be held us-
ing a classroom format. However, if
you wish a session to be more interac-
tive, the room arrangement should
reflect that format.

Summary
In working with adults, adult learn-

ing theories suggest these elements for
your consideration:

1. Motivation is based on need.

14 / TRAINING FOR DISSEMINATION
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2. Needs determine "curriculum."
3. Learners' experiences must be

tapped as a resource.
4. Programs must foster self-
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SITUATIONAL. CASE STUDY
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

During your first awareness session
with teachers in your building, you
deScribe the project as a unique
teacher -to- teacher staff development
process where you will be bringing
them research findings on classroom
management, and teaching effec-
tiveness. They can examine the fin-
dings for. their usefulness in,their
classrooms. After you finish your
short introduction, a hand goes up.
(Fantastic! Someone's interested.) You
call on the teacher. (Crash!) She ser-
monizes, "In° the first place, I don't
think I need any research information

. on how to teach better. I'm already a
good teacher. And secondly, what's so

good about research? We get an awful
lot of so-called research stuff thrown
at us, telling us how to teach and
most of it isn't any good. And no
wonder, what do researchers kpow
about my classroom . . . they're
researchers not teachers. What's so
good about your,research?"

How can you respond to this
teacher to neutralize the negative feel-
ings toward research that she's
expressed? What might you say to in,
dicate that this research and the shar-
ing process have relevance not just for
this teacher but all the teachers in the
room?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND'
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SITUATIONAL CASE STUDY
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

Today, you are leading a discussion
on establishing, teaching and main-
taining classroom instructional Pro-
cedures and behavioral rules with a
group of teachers in your building. In
the course of your discussion on the
importance of providing feedback to
students about how well they are per-
forining, a fifth grade teacher in your
group volunteers the following prac-
tice. To reinforce her rule about
students being quiet andontinuing
their work whenever she leaves the
room for a period of time, she always
singles out the couple of students who
are quietly working when she 'does
return to the room and praises them
for their good behavior even though a
significant number of students are
engaged in noisy chatter'. She might
say, "I really like the way John,
Susan, Michael and Linda are quietly
working. That's how we're supposed

to behave whenever I lea he
room." She feels this kind positive
feedback given publicly to the behav-
ing students will influence the rest of
the students to behave properly.

It's apparent to you that this teacher
is still using this type of vicarious
praise long after her students should
have reorned her rule governing their
behavior when she leaves the room.
Knowing Brophy's research on teacher
praise and how this specific use of
praise is generally ineffective for
desisting student misbehavior and
often-only embarasses the behaving
students, how might you handle this
situation? What can you say or do to
help this teacher see her practice is
one that the research says is ineffec-
tive and that there are more effective
ways to handle this situation for both
the behaving and misbehaving
students?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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SITUATIONAL CASE STUDY
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

Today's group session with the
teachers in your building fOcuses on
the first half of the Kounin research
on group management. You make the
point that good transitions between
activities are essential to maintaining
smoothness and momenturp within a
lesson and throughout the day. You
also link this concept to the Evertson
research, highlighting the necessity for
having good procedures for transitions
between activities. You then ask the
group to share their transition
-strategies. After hearing several good
strategies, the next teacher comments
that she tells her students to put away
their materials and get out the
workbooks for the next lesson. Her
students know that she gives them ex-
actly two minutes and no more to get
ready for the next lesson, and then
she starts regardless of who may or
may not be ready. She adds that two

a

minutes is plenty of time and that it's
their responsibility to be ready when
she is. A few murmurs rumble
through the group. One teacher
responds, "Well, how do you make
sure the kids who aren't ready get
your instructions for the first lesson?
Don't they miss out?"

You personally don't agree with this
practice and it's clear from the general
buzz and show of hands that the ma-
jority of teachers don't agree with this
practice either. As the group leader,
what feedback can you provide to this
teacher? How can you channel the
other teachers' comments so that this
teacher doesn't reel her strategy is be-
ing openly criticized by her peers?
What might help teachers understand
that the outcomes of their teaching
practices may be inconsistent or in
conflict with their intended instruc-
tional and behaviorAl goals?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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SITUATIONAL CASE STUDY
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

Your group sessions on educational
research are going well! Your prin-
cipal sat in on the first session and
complimented you on your pres
tion on classroom management and
your leadership. The teachers were
really interested in the ideas you
shared and actively participated in the
discussion. Your third session starts in
eight minutes and ten teachers have
come to the meeting. Suddenly, in
walks the principal and the district
staff-development officer. They both

Of'

take a seat in the back of the room.
(Moan . . . Oh n ,-who vited her?
What's she doi g here ?tWhy didn't
my principal y anything about this
to me?) The s ow must go ori.

How might you handle this situa-
tion? What might you do if you were
conducting the session on the prin-
cipal's staff meeting time or on your
personal time after school? How does
having the principal attend the first
session or any other session affect you
and your presentation or your discus-
sions with participating teachers?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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SITUATIONAL CASE STUDY
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

After a terrific in-service day
presentation on rules procedures and
consequences, the principal con-
gratulates you on your efforts and
states that more of these meetings
would be helpful. You've met with
her to discuss the Program, emphasiz-
ing the non-evaluative, voluntary
nature of it. But, before the end of the
day, she gets on the PA and gives the
following announcement: "The presen-
tation by Mr. Jones this morning was

excellent. I'm sure we all learned
something. On Monday, I expect all of
you to turn in to my office your

ierarchy of consequences f aling
ith inappropriate student s ehav r.

Have a good weekend!"
The principal has violated th

voluntary, self-evaluative nature o
the program. The teachers are grum-
bling and their hostility is aimed at
you. How can you "re-group" and rec-
tify the situation?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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SUPPOSE
THAT . . .

RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS
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. . . you have been asked to spread the good word about the educational
research information given you through the APT BR&D Program.

I. What kind of arrangements would you have to make within your
building to get a session "off the ground?"
A. Get administrative support

B. Determine meeting space
What are your options?

C. Determine specific time
What are your options?

Before school
Over lunch
After school
Release time
Other

II. What kind of administrative support would you need?
A. Permission for meeting
B. Arranging release time
C. Will need meeting to discuss a workshop

III. Describe how you see the initial meeting with your building principal.

IV. You would need to spark interest in your workshop. Whaf would you do
to motivate your building's teachers to attend and get involved?

V. Who would you invite to this exceptional workshop?
A. All teachers

B. A specific grade level or department

C. Another select group

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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VI: If you were going to invite a specific or select group, write down the
names of those you would invite.

VII. Of the research presented to you so far, which do you feel you would be
comfortable with in presenting to other teachers?

VIII. Which concepts would you want to cover in your workshop?

IX. What additional help would you need?
A. Union building rep

_

B: Another TRL

C. Local Coordinator
D. Other

X. On the back of this paper, design a flyer (to be dittoed) advertising the
session.

r.
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TIPS TO PRESENTERS OF AFT ER&D MATERIALS
RESOURCE FOR LOCAL COORDINATOR AND TRLS

Individual style, diversity, ecclec- teachers with a body of knowledge
ticism, locus of control, area of in educational research, was con-
strength, professional judgement are ceived by the Educational Issues
terms often given "lip-service" in con- Department of the American
versations about teachers, but seldom J Federation of Teachers, and re-
backed-up by credible actions! ceived its initial funding from the
Teachers are constantly confronted Natonal Institute of Education.
with mandates from administrators II It b hooves us as members of the

- who expect them to joyfully and pro- teaching profession to investigate I

ficiently implement programs in and tilize appropriate information
which teachers have had little or no from our educational research
input, received little or no training base. This can serve as an impor-
and, consequently, to which they give -tant tool in helping to restore '
very marginal commitment. public trust in education and in re--

Since it is generally acknowledged establishing teaching as a profes-
that much still needs to be done to sion.
enhance the pre-service training IN This project fully respects the
aspect of the teaching profession, it is rights of teachers and supports the
essential that in-service or retraining concept of teachef participation on
efforts be beneficial to practicing a voluntary basis.
teachers. This may be easier said than MI The teacher union as a peer-
done. interest group is most effective as a

Recent findings in adult learning research dissemination agent
theory have been great clarifiers. We because it operates in a non-
now understand that adults learn best threatening, non-judgemental at-
when the information presented to mosphere. While it is important to
them is couched within their situa- seek the support of school ad-
tional or experiential base. In our ef- ministrators for those who are
forts to share research-based strategies working with the program, we
with teachers through the AFT Educa- must insure that the voluntary,
tional Research and Dissemination non-evaluative aspects of the pro-
Program, presenters should be mind- gram are maintained.
ful of,the following information as I The dissemination model is a
related to the ER&D project and teacher-to-teacher problem-solving
should incorporate the following con- process. This approach has also

cepts in their training sessions: been successful with Teacher
Center programs. Research has

SOME THINGS TO SAY ABOUT THE shown that often teachers go to
PROJECT AND THE RESEARCH IN their colleagues when they need
INTRODUCTION SESSIONS help.
*These items may have to be la Since the conduit for dissemination
repeated at subsequent sessions is the teacher union, project per-

sonnel have received honest feed-
IS This project, designed to connect back as to teachers' needs, con-
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cerns and agreements. This is very
valuable information in validating
present research and in helping to
direct areas of new research.

III The two general areas of research,
Classroom Management and
Teaching Effectiveness, which
have been investigated and sum-
marized by the AFT ER&D team,
were areas of concern highlighted
by teachers in national and local
surveys.
The research has been gathered as
a result of thousands of hours of
observations in classrooms from
kindergarten through high school.
Most of the research on manage-
ment and effectiveness strategies
has been done at the elementary
level, but most of the strategies
have proven applicable at the
secondary levels. An increasing
number of studies are being con-
ducted at secondary levels,
especially junior high school.

II A good portion of this research
was conducted in inner-city
schools. Teachers have discovered,
however, that the findings are
generally applicable to classroom
settings in most communities and
that the strategies can be effective-
ly implemented on a wide-scale
basis.

SOME THINGS TO REMEMBER
ABOUT HOW TEACHERS LEARN
AND FUNCTION IN INSERVICE
SETTINGS

When sharing the research
materials in group formats, the
leaders or trainers should ade-
quately plan for group involve-
ment on a participatory level.
Discussion is very important to
teachers who are anxious to talk
about events and problems in their

U

classrooms or to share their exper-
tise with someone. (Who other
than students, ever have to listen
to teachers?) Try to incorporate
"hands-on" experiences in your
sessions:

a) Develop role play in appro-
priate situations or use the
ones that are included in the
manual

b) Use case studies as motivators
for discussion

c) Think of some divergent
questioning techniques that
will inspire teachers to
respond

d) Simulate classroom situations
in which the research concept
is represented

e) Develop interesting written
assignments which require
that teachers reflect on their
practice to respond

f) Try to maintain a positive
group dynamic by moving
discussion without ignoring
anyone and bringing out as
many suggestions as possible
for solutions to problems.

Avoid criticism of teacher practices
as teachers view their experiences
as defining who they are. Con-
versely, students view experiences
as things that happen to them and
do not tend to personalize to the
extent that adults do.
The findings from research studies
are not presented as "catch -ails"
for all teachers and their students.
Encourage teachers to:

a) investigate the research
concept

b) implement it in their
classroom

c) combine new info with old
practice
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d) share their adaptation with
the group

Much of the research simply af-

ground rules which help to
avoid angry challenges and
which guarantee that each

firms that certain teacher practices
participant will have the op-
portunity to express himself.

are quite, effective in given situa- / b) Plan aheadTry to bring up
situation first, (Contingency
Planningyou open can of
worms ,first). If you have a
sense that a certain subject is
capable of stirring up con-
troversy, take control of the
situation by stating that you
know some people will have
probleins with this, but it will
be beneficial to all to discuss
it.

c) Do not take sides.
d) Role play the situation, plac-

ing the offenders in the
opposite role as a means of
getting them to think through
both sides of the argument.

e) Avoid sarcasm or defen-
siveness as the group leader.
Discourage it in others. .

f) Allow participants to describe
their solutions to the problem.
Present your own solutions
only after others have been
suggested, or if none is forth-
coming.
Remind teachers that these
findings are a result of
classroom observations of
their peers.
Agree to seek further informa-
tion in the future to clarify'a
question or help to settle a
dispute.

tions. Often, the information ap-
pears to be "old-hat," but upon,/
further investigation the most ex-
perienced teachers may find it
useful aS a reinforcer, a prodder, a
re-organizer or an additive. Let
teachers know that research often
supports practice.
Tie research information is
presented to teachers as a supple-

Anent to their knowledge-base. It is
designed to help teachers make
professional decisions related to
their practice and to encourage
them to change practice if they
feel it will be beneficial to their
lives as-teachers. The non-
threatening, non-evaluative aspects
of this project tend to encourage
more teachers to initiate change.

TIPS ON HOW TO HANDLE
ADVERSARIAL SITUATIONS
THAT MAY ARISE
DURING PRESENTATIONS

IN In training sessions where adver-
sarial situations may arise, ia
disagreements with the resea h,
the presenter or other participants,
these approaches may be helpful:

a) Lead an "open" discussion
which allows people to air
their thoughts. in a non-
threatening atmosphere. Set

g)

h)
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RESEARCH REPORT ON

DISSEMINATION, UTILIZATION AND CHANGE

After an initial review of the
research on dissemination, the follow-
ing is a synthesis of references which
can be helpful to the AFT Educational
Research and Dissemination Program.
As part of the internal process of this
project, review of dissemination and
educational change literature is con-
tinuous, in addition to the review and
translation of literature on classroom
management and effective teaching. It
is our hope that this literature will

provide stimulation, motivation and
guidance as we begin to develop-
specific training programs and
dissemination models to be im-
plemented in our three target sites and
eventually replicated in other AFT
locals.

Highlighted here are specific
documents which bear importance on
the delivery of our research literature.
In addition, the attached bibliography
identifies other reference sources.\

Re: Staff development (in-service, profesional growth, etc.)

". it resembles the world's search for eternal peace. The citizens of the
world seek the end of war and violence, yet somehow it always eludes their
grasp. Similarly with staff developmenteveryone extolls its merits and sees
the need for it. Many)ven agree on what characterizes an effective staff
development pftqam. Yet the lament from the east majority of those who are
subjected to staff development activities is that they are ineffective and
generally a failure."

Williams (1979)

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
DISSEMINATION PROGRAM
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A SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS
ACROSS FIVE RECENT STUDIES

IN EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION AND CHANGE
(Emrick, 19.78)

Ab> ract M NDN:
TThe purpose of this synthesis was

to review the findings of recently
completed large-scale investigations of
educational dissemination and change
in order to consolidate findings and
implitations around an issue of com-
mon interest to policymakers, pro-
gram administrators, and researchers:
What can be learned from these
studies about processes and pro-
cedures that facilitate knowledge diffu-
sion and utilization in schools? Five
studies were included in the syn-
thesis:

PSDP: Sieber, S.D., Louis, K.S.,
and Metzger, L. The Use
of Educational
Knowledge: Evaluation of
the Pilot State Dissemina-
tion Program (two
volumes). New York, NY:
Columbia University,
Bureau of,Applied Social
Research, 1972 (ED 065
739; ED 065 740).

M FPSEC: Berman, P., McLaughlin,
M.W., et al. Federal Pro-
grams Supporting Educa-
tional Change (eight
volumes). Santa Monica,
CA: Rand Corporation,
1975 (Volumes 1-5);
1977 (Volumes 6-8).

M PIP: Stearns, M.S., et al.
Evaluation of the Field
Test of Project Informa-
tion Packages (five
volumes). Menlo Park,
CA: Stanford Research In-
stitute and RMC Research
Corporation, 1975 and
1977.

M TAG:

Emrick, J.A., with Peter-
son, S.M., and Agarwala-
Rogers, R. Evaluation of
the National ,Diffusion =
Network (two irolumes).
Menlo Park, CA: Stanford
Research Institute, 1977
(ED 147 327 and ED 147
340).
Moore, D.R., et al.
Assistance Stragegies of
Six Groups that Facilitate
Edigational Change at the
School/Community Level
(three volumes). Chicago,
IL: Center for New
Schools, 1977.

Each study was national in scope,
investigated one or more relatively
distinct dissemination strategies, in-
volved in-depth case study com-
ponents, and made use of on-site
observation and data gathering pro-
cedures. A brief synopsis of each
study was prepared in a common for-
mat and level of discourse to provide
essential study facts relevant to the
synthesis: The dominant goal or mis-
sion and strategies of the program be-
ing studied, the prevailing dissemina-
tion and change assumptions under-
lying the program, the essential
features of the methodology used to
investigate the program, the primary
findings and interpretations developed
by the study.

Five major generalizations were
derived from the cross-study
synthesis:
E Meaningful change occurs as a

process, not as an event.
M Directed personal, intervention is

by far the most potent technical
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support resource and may be a
necessary condition for many
forms of utilization.

III Continuous personal participation
of the implementing staff is heeded
to firmly root and sustain the
utilization.

II Administrators occupy a crucial
role in supporting the utilization
process.

III Descriptive, instructional, and sup-
, port materials are needed, par-

ticularly for utilizations including
organizational or instructional
changes.

General further consideration's for
which evidence is inconclusive or
contradictory are discussed briefly. In
addition, a number of guidelines for
effective dissemination/utilization are
suggested. The report concludes with
a glossary of technical terms used in
the synopsis and synthesis sections.

Comments
In examining these five studies,

Emrick and his associates assert that
indeed all of these interven-
tion/dissemination programs have
common characteristics promoting ef-
fective dissemination and change.
Three overall models are represented
in the synthesis: direct intervention
(PSDP, PIP and TAB); directly inter-
vene in target schools with specific in-
novation; capacity building (FPSEC),
seed money for staff to develop their
own programs; and networling
(NDN), assistance is offered to schools
by a regional facilitator.

The PSDP study showed some in-
stances,.of "ripple effects"; increases in
occurrences of information seeking by
staff at sites using agents. But the fin-
dings of TAG and NDN note little rip-
ple effect. e studies do indicate
more "rip ing" at initial stages rather
than im ementation stages. This is

also borne out in the Lionberger paper
summarized later.

Because of the structure of schools,
it is often difficult to reach teachers
unless the offer of improvement fits
their beliefs as to needs and priorities..
Therefore, any intervention (change
agent, linker, etc.) must first help
them to identify concerns and
priorities and then offer resources
which are need-related. These five
studies indicate n cessary
characteristics f effective change
agents.

Two skill reas are defined: human
relations d technical knowledge.
Evidence in the studies indicates that
the development of these skills is at-
tained by staff selection, experience,
and socilization processes rather than
formal training. The eventual refining
of these skills mandates a good deal of
time"often many years. ".

The synthesis offers 13 suggestions
for guiding fruitful dissemination
strategies:

1. Identify and gain access to clients
(teachers) using networks within
their own social structure.

2. Use face-to-face communication.
3. Recogniz,e, the different levels

within the system structure.
4. Target primary level of entry to

the locus of impactteachers.
5. Provide for and get prior accep-

tance from all administrative
levels above primary entry level.

6. Make use of change agents who
already exist in the target group
(teacher-to-teacher).

7. Be sure that all activities between
the intermediary and client meet
the goals of the prograin.

8. Provide choice in content and
style of target group.

9. Focus on a limited number of
clients.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Emphasis on philosophy/ideology
of information dissemination.

11. Involve clients in initial activity.
Doing something is essential!

12. Provide repeated face-to-face en-
counters.

13. Anticipate that implementation
will be gradual and cumulative.
Studies show that two or more
years are necessary before institu-
tionalization occurs.

In Emrick's summary he concludes
by saying that all five studies validate
the fact that change can and does oc-

38 / TRAINING FOR DISSEMINATION

cur. Generalizations are made concer-
ning varying dissemination programs.

1. Knowledge utilization is a process,
not an overnight otCurence.

2. Some form of personal interven-
tion is necessary.

3. Using staff throughout the process
is essential. One group should not
initiate and another group
implement.

4. Administrative support is crucial.
5. Resources at the "how-to" level'

are necessary.

4
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ON LEARNING TO TEACH EFFECTIVELY
FROM RESEARCH ON, TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS

(Fenstermacher, 1980)

Fenstermacher raises the issue of
how "bridging" of research and prac-
tice can be advantageous to the
classrocm teacher. The term
"bridging" is synonymous with
dissemination, utilization, change, etc.
BTES is used as a reference
throughout the article.

Bridging with Rules or using dic-
tates on teaching does little to enhance
the teacher. The administrator (or ex,
temal agent) who claims "the research
shows this . . ." may only intend to
inform, but if he/she is viewed as an
authority figure, this can be inter-
preted as a mandate. Rule bridging
does not provide the teacher a chance
to consider the research, but demands
behavior changes which may not be
consistent with beliefs.

Bridging with Evidence is done
when research findings are used to
validate/invalidate teacher beliefs and
perceptions. To cite Fenstermacher's
example: the teacher who believes
one learns from his mistakes, may
find the -BTES Phase III finding: "tasks
which produce low error rates provide
situations where students can rapidly
improve performance and copAinue to
learn as tasks with small increases in
difficulty are encounter" in conflict

with that belief. In this case the
research can question the rationale for
the belief. In other situations, bridging .

;ith evidence may support teacher
fiefs.
This type of bridging does not re-

quire a change in beliefs upon each
encounter with research, only that the

-teacher think about the research out-
comes.

Bridging with Schemata provides
teachers with a way to look at dif-
ferent facts of teaching as reflected in
the research. Once again the BTES
feature (schema) of time. The time
dimension is broken down into
allocated time, engaged time, ALT,
transition tirrie, etc., enabling the
teacher to view what he/she does and
what students do in'a defined context.

Quote Fenstermacher, If teaching is
an activity about which we can have
knowledge, is it not reasonable to con-
tend that those who teach ought to
have what knowledge is available
about what it is they do? If the
answer is affirmative, it is. in support
of bridging with evidence and
schemata, for that is precisely the
point of these kinds of bridging: to
proVide to teachers and other educa-
tional practitioners the knowledge that
others have about teaching."

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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TWO FOR THE PRICE O ONE:
STAFF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE UTILIZATION

OF FINDINGS FROM RESEARCH ON TEACHING
\ Smyth, 1981)

This paper, presented at AERA,
focuses on two points: current staff
development practices and their
relative negative impact, and a study
of clinical supervision done in
Australia.

Centering on the first topic, Smyth
cites several reasons why staff
development practices for the most
part have been relatively non-
productive. With the exception of
teacher centers, many activities are
developed (or bought already pack-
aged) without input from teachers; ac-
tivities have little relevance; and
many fail to recognize real teaching
with all its limits. But Smyth puts the
onus for unacceptance on the fact that
much of the past inservice, staff
development, etc., targets "deficit"
teaching (Sergiovanni & Starratt,
1979).

Where the staff developer and
researcher may share the same goal of
educational improvement, little dialog
has gone on between the two. The
sad fact that, in most cases, research
involves the teacher only as subject is
compounded'by the belief that little
research relates to issues with which
teachers readily'identify. Blocking fur-
ther use of research by practitioners is
the "Research, Development and
Dissemination" model of changein-
novation develops outside the school
and is disseminated within. This
reference is also made in Emrick's
"Synthesis"the idea of using clients
all the way through the process.
Teachers themselves often view
research as descriptive (Lieberman,
1980) rather than outcomes that can
affect practice.

Smyth supports Fenstermacher
theory of "bridging" using evidence
and schemata rather than generalized
rules. This is also the concept put
orth by Good and Power (1979):

"We suspect that the generalizations
de 'wing from classroom research and
then have a different role from
those of the natural sciences. They
functi not as predictors of future
events ut as guidelines for
understanding particular situations
and contexts. Thus, at best, generali-
zations about teaching derived from
research act as guides to assessing
likely consequences of alternative
strategies in complex educational
situations. Such generalizations must
necessarily be indeterminate since
they cannot predict precisely what
will happen in a particular case. But
this does not decrease their value fo
the teacher: he is not interested in
establishing general laws. Theories
can be of value in specifying those
dimensions which are relevant to the
understanding of classroom
phenomena, can extend the range of
hypothesis (alternative strategies) con-
sidered, and sensitize the teacher to
the possible consequences of his ac-
tions. Indeed, ultimately, the validity
and usefulness of theory may rest in
the hands of teachers . . . that is,
whether it sensitizes them to the
classroom context, helps them make
more informed decisions, and to
monitor their own behavior."

Using research on teaching as a
focus for staff development leads
Smyth to support a clinical model.
This is, rather than providing one-shot
workshops which take teachers out of
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their daily milieu, the "clinical super-
visor" provides on-going assistance in
a non-evaluative fashion. This concept
as Smyth defines it is somewhat
similar to the two major skills needed
by Emrick's change agent, i.e., inter-
personal skills and technical
knowledge.

Moore and Mattaliano (1973) define
clinical supervision as encompassing
three components:
1. helping the teacher expand

his/her own perceptions in order
to identify strengths and
weaknesses readily.

2.' helping the teacher scientifically
view his own teaching so his out-
ward behavior matches his inward
intent.

3. helping the teacher solve whatever
classroom problems he wants to
solve.

In the true sense of the model, the
supervisor works in concert with the
teacher clarifying and collaborating in
problem-solving.

Atistralian Case Study
In two elementary schools, both a

principal and teacher were trained on-
site in clinical supervision. University
researchers acted as staff developers
and observers. A "familiarization"
phase dealt only with the model of
clinical supervision and its processes
and procedures. All training was done
during the school day. Once it was
determined that participants were

g\

comfort ble with the model, the im-

plementation phasepresentation of,
researchwas introduced. (Borich,
1977; Brophy, 1979; Good, 1979;
Good & Grouws, 1979; Peterson &
Walberg, 1979; Rosenshine, 1976;
Smyth, 1980).

Teacher and supervisouegotiated
which research was to be the focus of
observation in the planned lesson.
Observation and discussion were used
to clarify outcomes related to the use
of research to test teacher beliefs:
a. confirmation of teacher beliefs'

about action
b. a commitment to change actions so

that they aligned with beliefs
c. a rejection of research findings as

being incompatible-with beliefs or
else impossible to implement.
Participants found this method

more favorable than other staff
development strategies because it
allowed both parties a stronger sen-
sitivity to each other and a better
understanding of self. Using gal

model provided information rt...
to teacher decision-making and
problem-solving, leading to behavior
changes with which 'the teacher felt
comfortable.

Referencing Flanders (1976), the
supervisors must approgch the model
from a non-prescriptive perspective.
This is supported by Good's (1979)
caution: "I don't think it's possible to
tell teachers how to teach, although it
is possible to provide concepts that
may allow them to reconsider their
behavior and perhaps improve
instruction."

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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DIFFUSIONS OF INNOVATIONS
IN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND IN SCHOOLS

(Lionberger)

While Lionberger's main arena is
research related to farm practice, his
paper draws some valid conclusions
related to the design and use of in-
novation by teachers. Since a basic
dissemination strategy is adoption of
an "agricultural extension model,"
looking at diffusion of farm practice
innovation as a model for schools
seems useful. Lionberger's diffusion of
innovation encompasses several
aspects: "1) acceptance, 2) over time,
3) of some specific item, idea or prac-
tice, 4) by individuals, groups, or
other adopting units, linked, 5) to
specific channels of communication,
6) to a social structure, and 7) to a
given system of values or culture."

"Stage-process concept." Realizing
that change is a result of a series of
events or invluences operating
through time, the 5-stage process of a)
awareness, b) interest, c) evaluation,
d) trial, e) adoption is common in
agricultural diffusion researchso
much so that farmers can readily
identify the stage they are presently
in.

Lionberger points out the difference
in adoption rates and the influences

on those adopters. That is, early
adopters (innovators) are convinced
by different sources of information
than late adopters. Early adopters may
be willing to try new practices. Only
after these risk-takers have adapted
practices, are others (late adopters)
willing to "buy in". The innovators
are often sought after by others as
validators of new practice, rather than
outside "change agents"

The "community adoption
process"which can be related to
school adoptionis characterized by a
slow initial acceptance followed by a
rapid acceptance rate, and a decreased
rate when adoption is almost com-
plete. This suggests "doing the right
thing using the right people at the
right time." This relates to the ripple
effect cited in Emrick's work above. A
good promotional strategy at the
beginning nurtures dissemination of.
innovations. Once clients become in-
volved, it is their own interaction
which accelerates adoption, rather
than the efforts of change agents.
Therefore, greater effort should be ex-
pended by change agents early on in
the process. Beyond that, there may
be a point of diminishing return.
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FINDING AND, USING RECIPES FOR BUSY KITCHENS:
A SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS OF ROUTINE KNOWLEDGE USE IN SCHOOLS

(Huberman, 1980)

". being 'rational' in such an
applied field as education does not in-
volve the application of basic
disciplines to problems, as in scien-
tific reasoning, but rather in the ap-
plication of values Renstermacher's
"beliefs "] to actions. Small wonder
then that the research utilization
process in education has proved so
tortuous and intractable; . . . the
translation of basic research Into
prescriptive plans of action, is prob-
ably unfruitful and costly."

So begins Michael Huberman in an
attempt to determine how teachers in
particular select and use knowledge.
He lists validation criteria from least
"scientific" to most "scientific", as
follows:
1. personal feeling or intuition
2. personal experience
3. feelings, intuition and experience

of others in the setting or similar
settings

4. traditions, norms related to the
settings, precedent, lore

5. judgements of persons in author-
ity, EXCLUDING legislative and
executive action

6. judgements of experts, persons
with special and extended
knowledge of the subject

7. quantitative measurement or
evaluation of some kind using
some scientific criteria

8. repeated scientific.measures, or ex-
periments, or reevaluated evidence

9. hybrid: validation by more than
one of the above means.

The research Huberman cites in-
dicates that educators tend to select
knowledge using the less scientific
validations, but will turn to more

scientific when they are attempting to
defend their position and see using
scientific validation as "ammunition."

Sources of Knowledge
Sources of knowledge may be util-

ized or not utilized base on three
dimensions: locus (proxim e or distal
to the user); format (personal/impel-,
sonal); and derivation (craft
wisdom/scientific). The tendencyls to
use sources which are easily accessi.\
ble, convenient and relevant to solv-
ing the immediate problem.

Huberman refers to this exchange of
"craft wisdom" as "recipe sharing,"
and states that the focus is usually on
a practical action structurewhat to
doas opposed to examining the
"why" of 'a situation in a conceptional
framework. Because the teacher must
meet classroom demands in a rather
solitary, complex environment, there
is often a little time or opportunity to
request much more than the answer
to "What do I do?" Therefore, simple
solutions are often applied to complex
problems.

Regarding knowledge transfer and
utilization, Huberman offers the
following pointers:
1. Innovations are likely to be tried

out if they have been developed
by fellow teachers or former
teachers.

2. Trial and continued use are likely
if results are immediate and tangi-
ble and if the innovation can be
used piecemeal or easily adapted.

3. Knowledge inputs are best
delivered by fellow teachers
possessing:
a. verbal-inspirational talents

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND I
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b. craft sophistication

c. technical expertise demonstrated,
in the classroom,

"Bringing off a miraculous change
in classroom performance is the most
rapid way to widespread
attention . . ."
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LINKING PROCESSES IN EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
(Lieberman, 1977)

The School as a Social System
Teachers: Teachers perform in a

paradoxical environmenty9ere they
take all children, yet*Oxpiecte1 to
deal with each indivicti4y. Because
they hold on to what ihrY "'mow and
resist new methods (for various
reasons), openness to innovation
needs to be nurtured continuously.
Collaboratiorl and cooperation can
radically alter the isolated environ-
ment in which teachers practice, but
time must be provided for interaction.

Most schools have no real program,
yet teachers are expected to operate
within several sets of norms. In each
case, the outside change agent must
identify what those norms are before
introducing innovation.

According to Lieberman, engaging
teachers in innovation will break two
powerful global norms: one, teachers
believe that all teachers do the same
thing; two, that working with col-
leagues on innovation infringes upon
one's own beliefs-about teaching.

Principal: As a member of this
social setting, the principal may be the
key component to change. At the very
least he should be aware of what is
happening to his staff.

Environment: Linking agents need
to access how the school (system)
functions.

Dynamics of C ge Procetls
In Schools

Concerns B edildoption Model
(Hall & Rutherford, 1975) Change, 5.
takes place as the teacher goes
through developmental stages of per-
sonal concern about the innovation
matched with stages of actual use
(Hall, Loucks, 1975). Personal con-

cern may be time involved, through
specific task concerns to the impact
of the innovation on colleagues. Use is
defined as the altering of behavior
beginning with a request for informa-
tion, exriining the various conse-
quences,'and discussing it with
others. The final stage is asking and
searching for "more universal
benefits."

Crucial factors in linkage:
1. Nature of participationinitial

volunteers become resistant if not
adequately supported. Volunteers
do not necessarily lead to more
volunteers. Sharing experiences is
not enough, new recruits need
their own experiences in order to
learn.

2. Substance of changeinitially
should revolve around personal
concerns and local problems.

3. Mechanisms(for delivery)
development cycle

4.

EDU4" NAL RESEARCH AND
DISS IN ON PROGRAM

new information

sharing,
collaborating,
integrating

trying out
the idea

New Rewardsgreatest intrinsic
rewards: meeting new people;
creating new relationships; larger
network of ideas.
Problem-solving process(increase
individual capacity)
a. to identify problems
b. to identify alternatives
c. to develop criteria to judge alter-

natives
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d. to try out solution
e. to evaluate usefulness
f. to start again

6. Diagnosis of social system
a. how to enter system
b. with whom to work
c. virhq_ti the state of the field is
d. how fast or slow to move
e. what activities are relevant
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f. where to start building relation-
ships

7. Strategy-building
a. knowledge of social system as

well as new information
b. movement from concrete to

more global concerns
c. movement on several fronts at

once: personal, organizational,
etc.
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CONCLUSIONS
The preceding studies offer concrete

suggestions for the dissemination and
use of educational research knowledge
which can impact on the practice of
-teaching.

These studies identify components
which can effect successful dissemina-
Lion and change. For purposes of clari-
ty, the information is broken down
into two major areas: 1) conditions
which should exist for implementa-
tion; and 2) actual presentation of
research information.

I. Conditions
A. Clientelethe local union

It appears the more wide-scale
dissemination attempts are, the
less efforts can be controlled.
Therefore, at the local site level,
target populations should re-
main relatively small. Since our
dissemination model has been
designated as a two-way pro-
cess, the numbers or teachers
who implement research fin-
dings and evaluate their results
should be a number easily
managed by both AFT technical
assistance staff and local site
staff. We are planning to target
five buildings in each site in ad-
dition to more generalized in-
service. For purposes of
documentation and monitoring,
this appears to be a workable
number at this time.

The use of local teacher
trainers (change agents) can be
effective, if these linkers either
possess or have the ,capability
of possessing two basic skills:
good interpersonal communica-
tion skills, and the technical
knowledge of the research 'base.
In addition,, they (and we) need II.

to have links to the social struc-

ture of each group involved in
this process. Lieberman's article
in particular stresses the
significance of view teachers in
their own social setting.
Trainers who have already
established networks can be a
tremendous asset to the
program.

All teachers who go through
the various stages of training
should have their own ex-
periences. Development and
implementation should go
hand-in-hand. Too often in-
novation is developed by one
group and implemented by
another.

B. Time frame
Change can take place, but

innovation and knowledge
utilization is an entire process
rather than a single event. It
does not occur because of two-
day workshops, or mandated
rules governing teaching
behavior. For the institu-
tionalization of real change to
take effect, a period of several
years may be necessary. This
does not mean that changes
cannot be measured, but assess-
ing total impact may be im-
possible by the end of this
grant.

This also means that the
ideology of process must be
emphasized with all local
participants. Ratherthan piece-
meal seminars, a gradual step-
by-step approach must be taken
including presentation of
material, implementation and
follow-up.

Presentation of research
information

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Research should not be
presented as a prescriptive
panacea for righting all the ills of
the classroom, but rather a body of
knowledge which teachers can use
to make informed decisions about
what it is they do. However, in
order to motivate the use of this
knowledge, it must be seen as in-
formation which addresses real
and immediate concerns. By deal-
ing with research on classroom
management and effective
teaching, we are offering a body of
knowledge which generally has
appeal for many teachers.

The piece by Fenstermacher
should be taken to heart. Training
should allow time for teachers to
verbalize beliefs. Research
knowledge can "bridge" that belief-
system with intended outcomes.
The problem-solving process of
Lieberman and clinical supervision
model of Smyth should also be in-
corporated into the dissemination
process for two simple reasons:
one, it nutures logical, scientific in-
formation processing and decision-

making; two, if we intend to report
to researchers the effects of im-
plementation of strategies based on
their findings, and suggest future
areas of research, a scientific,
research-oriented approach will
lend credence to our positions.

Two crucial elements need to be
a part of the model: dialog among
trainers and teachers, teachers 'and
teachers; and options for im-
plementation. Having "how-to's"
ready to go is essential, but prac-
tioners should be given the time to
develop their own strategies and a
rationale for their use. By doing so
ahead of time, strategies which are
developed in a calm creative at-
mosphere as opposed to the urgent
environment Lsreated by normal
classroom press, can be im-
plemented because they have been
thought out and predetermined ef-
fective. In other words, we can
enhance Huberman's "recipes" or
bag of tricks using a more scien-
tific approach, providing a
marriage of craft wisdom and
educational knowledge.
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RESEARCH TRAINING MATERIALS ON

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND
TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS

The research training materials in
this section focus on two areas of
researchclassroom management and
teaching effectiveness. For the purpose
of identifying and selecting research of
practical value for teachers, project
staff defined these two terms. While
there is considerable overlap, taken
together, classroom management and
teaching effectiveness probably make
up the core of all good teaching prac-
tices. Classroom management is what
a teacher does to organize and
manage students, space, time, and
materials at the beginning of the year
and throughout the year to create an
orderly flow of activities and seeming-
ly automatically functioning class-
room. It represents-a-combination of
organizational and management skills,
techniques and practices which
teachers use to establish a classroom
environment in which good instruc-
tion and learning can take place. By
definition, classroom management is
proactive in nature, seeking to create
conditions which prevent or minimize
opportunities for student misbehavior
to occur rather than being simply
reactive, only responding to
misbehavior once it occurs. Without
an effective classroom management
system in place, students tend to be
disruptive and off-task, and\the
teacher spends more\time trying to
control students than tea-thing them.

Teaching effectiveness is what a
teacher does instructionally to max-
imize student learning. It represents a
combination of diagnostic and
prescriptive skills, instructional
management skills, leadership style

and instructional practices which are
commonly thought of as "teaching."

The research material presented in
this section has been translated for
teacher use. Translation refers to a
process by which statistical data and
significant relationships noted in
research findings are interpreted for
their meaning and potential applica-
tion for classroom teachers. The find-
ings are summarized in a language
which teachers can readily under-
stand and supplemented with specific
examples of teaching behaviors which
reflect the research findings.

The research findings presented
here are based primarily on actual
classroom observations of elementary
and secondary teachers. Generally, the
researchers have sought to obseriie
those teaching behaviors or practices
which seem to distinguish more effec-
tive teachers from less effective
teachers as determined by their ability
to consistently establish and maintain
well-managed classrooms and pro-
duce good student achievement gains.
More of the findings are based on
observations of elementary teachers
than secondary teachers since there
has been, until recently, a stronger
research emphasis at the elementary
level due to the federal, government's
support of research efforts designed to
study the impact of early intervention
programs which are also largely
federally fundO. However, findings
from studies conducted at the sec-
ondary level support the basic
management and teaching principles
identified in the elementary studies.
Furthermore, this project has used the
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training materials in this section with
both elementary and secondary
teachers and found them applicable,
with some consideration for contex-
tual differences, for both groups of
teachers. -
activities has a set of Directions for
Trainers to guide presenters in selec-
ting and using the activities in training
sessions. Each chapter or unit also
begins with an introduction which
outlines the materials and other
resources in the unit and suggests
ways for presenting the research con-
cepts and using the activities. General-
ly, the recommendations are based on
two-hour training sessions. The units
are arranged in this section in the
recommended order of presentation
with some exceptions noted in the
unit introduction.

Teacher Research Linkers are en-
couraged to reproduce any and all of
the materials in this section for use in

their research training sessions with
teachers. We strongly recommend that
all who are being trained to use
research findings be given copies of
the research narratives and most of
the activities. To save reproduction
costs, the Reviews of Concepts are
provided as good handouts for
widescale workshop presentations.

The research training materials in
this section are divided into chapters
or units with each unit focusing on a
specific research study or series of
studies addressing one theme. Each
unit includes a summary narrative of
research findings translated for prac-
tical application in classrooms, a
review of research concepts which
serves as a good "quickie" handout,
research references, and activities
designed to stimulate teachers' think-
ing about the findings and their poten-
tial use in classrooms. Each of the
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IN RQDUCTION
he first chapter or unit in

the esea ch training program for
TRL It ocusesfron effective
classro armarfagement practices for
beginni g the school year. Based on
our expe ,tences training, teachers to
use researth, we strongly suggest that
this research unit be presented first in
the training series. We have found
that teachers largely are skeptical of
educational research and any applica-
tion it might have for them and their,
classrooms. As the "bearers" of
research, the trainers or TRLs in this
program need to establish their per-
sonal credibility with the teachers
they train. Linked to this credibility is
the quality and usefulness of the in-
formation trainers present to teachers.

The findings from the research on
Effective Classroom Management for
the Beginning of the School Year 4e
basic and straightforward. There's
nothing really startling, yet it has
been the most well-received body of
research we've presented. While ,

many teachers exhibit the practices
identified by the research, the process
of using this research stimulates them
to reflect on how well they are
following the practices. Many
teachers pat themselves on the back.
Some don't fully appreciate the
significance of the findings until
much later when they realize just
how essential the findings are to good

teaching. To summarize quickly,
teachers readily "buy into" these
research findings and many of their
negative feelings toward the
usefulness of research are disspelled.

The basic concepts presented in
this research summary are:
MI planning effective room

arrangethents
NI establishing rules governing stu-

dent behavior and procedures for
performing instructional routines
and housekeeping tasks
teaching and reviewing rules and
procedures as with any new
content
consistently enforcing rules and
procedures
Since these concepts are inter-

related, we recommend that they be
presented together in one 2 to
21/2-hour training session. There are a
number of activities to supplement
the presentation and discussion of
concepts. The activities are designed
to stimulate teachers' thinking and
discussion of the concepts, particular-
ly since this is the first activity and
teachers may be less participatory. If
the total presentation must be divided
into two sessions, we recommend
that the room arrangement with ac-
tivity be presented as one 1-hour ses-
sion, and the rules and procedures
concepts with activities be presented
as a second 13A-hour session.
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RESEARCH ON

EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
FOR THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

Carolyn Evertson, Edmund Emmer
and Linda Anderson of the Research
and Development Center for Teacher
Education at the University of Texas
(Austin) conducted a series of studies
of classroom management at both the
elementary and junior high school
levels. The purpose of the studies
was to find out how effective
teachers organize and manage their
classes from the first days of school
and maintain their management ef-
fectiveness throughout the year. The
elementary study was conducted in
27 self-contained classes in 8 Title I
or near Title I schools, in a large, ur-
ban district. The experience level of
the teachers who participated in the
study ranged from 1 to 30 years. The
junior high study involved 51
teachers in 11 urban schools. All of
the teachers and their classes were
observed intensely at the beginning
of the year and then periodically
throughout the year. Based on these
observations, the researchers iden-
tified a group of more effective
teachers who had succeeded in
establishing and maintaining well-
managed classrooms and a group of
less effective teachers who had poor-
ly managed classrooms. The
classrooms of the more effective
teachers were characterized by high
levels of student cooperation, success
and task-involvement. Students in
these classes also made good achieve-
ment gains during the year. The
observation records of the two sets of
classrooms were then compared to
determine what distinguished the
more effective teachers from the less
effective teachers in what they did at
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the beginning of the year to organize
and plan for classes and to establish
their management systems, and how
they maintained their management
systems throughout the year.

Evertson, Emmer and Anderson
found there were striking differences
in beginning of the year management
styles between the more effective and
less effective teachers. The greatest
differences were in the areas of
classroom rules and procedures,
monitoring of students and delivery
of consequences. The more effective
teachers were distinguished by how
clearly they articulated and integrated
their rules and procedures into a
workable system and how effectively
they taught them to their students.

The better managers established
clear, specific rules and procedures
governing student behaviors and in-
structional activities prior to the first
day of school. They had thought out
how they wanted students to behave
in the classroom and what pro-
cedures students needed to know in
order to meet students' personal
needs and to perform routine instruc-
tional activities and "housekeeping"
activities. Effective managers created
rules and procedures to guide
students' behavior with respect to:
the appropriateness of student talk; .

movement within and outside the
classroom; getting the teacher's atten-
tion; storing personal belongings in
"cubbies," coatrooms or lockers; us-
ing the pencil sharpener, bathroom or
water fountain (elementary); lining
up; using learning centers; taking
down and turning in assignments;
heading papers; etc. They also iden-
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tified a set of strategies or logical con-
sequences to be used either to
positively reinforce good student
behavior or sanction misbehavior. In
short, on the first day of school, these
teachers were prepared to teach their
rules and procedures to their students
and to respond to the demands
students' behaviors might impose.

In contrast, the poorer managers
did not have well worked-out rules
governing students' behavior or pro-
cedures for instructional activities.
One new elementary teacher
reportedly had no procedures for
students' use of the bathroom, pencil
sharpener or water fountain. Conse-
quently, students seemed to come
and go as they pleased, enormously
complicating the teachers' organiza-
tional tasks. Even if it was this
teacher's intent to allow students to
exercise personal responsibility for
using the pencil sharpener, bathroom
or water fountain as needed, some
guidelines regarding the ap-
propriateness of when to go, in-
cluding emergency situations, would
have helped to minimize the disrup-
tions to the class.

The more effective classroom
managers taught their rules and pro-
cedures to students just as they
taught any other content area. First,
they presented the rules; then they
reviewed the rules, reteaching as
necessary; and finally, they rein-
forced the rules through the applica-
tion of pi3itive and negative conse-
quences. Review and reinforcement
were especially critical because few
students could be expected to follow
all the rules and procedures correctly
after only one presentation. In fact,
Evertson and Anderson found that ef-
fective elementary school managers
devoted the first three weeks of
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school to presenting, reviewing and
reinforcing rules. After that point, all
students were able to function
smoothly in the classroom and the
teacher could begin to concentrate
more on instruction. However, even
at the end of the year, more effective
elementary classroom managers were
observed reviewing and reinforcing
their rules and procedures although
not nearly as intensely as at the
beginning of the year. Such feedback
was an essential ingredient to main-
taining an established, effective
classroom environment. At the junior
high level, students were already
socialized into the role of being a stu-
dent so considerably less time was
needed to teach rules and procedures
to the point where students could
follow them automatically, In fact, at
this level, the teacher's major respon-
sibility was to teach his or her in-
structional procedures.

Better managers presented their
rules and procedures in an orderly
fashion over a period of days or
weeks. Not all the rules were
presented at once but rather as need-
ed. Rules and procedures concerning
students' personal needs such as
where to sit, where to store one's per-
sonal belongings, the use of learning
centers in the classroom, and how
and when to sharpen pencils, use the
bathroorri or water fountain were
generally presented first. This re-
lieved students' anxieties over how to
satisfy some of their most urgent
needs and helped to foster positive
teacher-student relationships by
demonstrating the teacher's concern
for student needs. It also aided the
teacher greatly by eliminating a big
source of potential disruptions later
on in the day or period.

Rules governing appropriate and
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inappropriate student behavior were
generally taught next along with the
logical consequences for students'
behaviors. In presenting these rules,
more effective teachers emphasized
student responsibility for self, i.e.,
students freely choose to behave ap-
propriately or inappropriately. If a
student chooses to behave inap-
propriately the student can expect to
suffer certain negative consequences
which he or she has already been
taught. More effective teachers also
limited the number of rules govern-
ing student behavior to between three
and six. Too many rules can com-
plicate the teachers' task of enforce-
ment and the student's of following.
Furthermore, too many rules can
erode the student's feeling of respon-
siblity for self. More effective teachers
create mostly general rules which re-
quire thinking and interpreting on the
part of the students to guide their
behavior instead of very specific
rules. However, some rules need to
be specific such as "You may not
leave the room without a pass," or
"Only one person speaks at a time
during discussion." Evertson, Emmer
and Anderson found that rules can
be stated either positively or negative-
ly. Generally, the recommendation is
that most rules be stated positively
but that some may need to be stated
negatively for effect.

Daniel Duke (1981), a researcher at
Stanford University, supports the
Evertson, et al., findings for
establishing a limited number of rules
and stating them in such a way as to
guide rather than prescribe student
behavior. He, too, advocates creating
student responsibility for self. He also
adds another dimension to rule
establishment. He encourages ar-
ticulating rules of behavior in terms

of students' rights such as their right
to an education in an environment
free of verbal or physical abuse from
other students. Duke argues that too
often students' "ownership of rules"
is destroyed by the creation of
classroom and school rules for the
protection of teachers, administrators,
and school propertyeveryone and
everything but students,,

Evertson, Emmer and Anderson
also found that, better managers at-
tempted to promote student owner-
ship of rules by encouraging
classroom discussions of the reasons
for establishing rules, the rationale for
the rules, and examples of specific
student behaviors which fall under
the rules. In some instances, teachers
may want to present an area in
which rules are needed and have the
students make up the rules. This
democratic approach to rule-making
can be successful if used discreetly.
In general, more effective teachers
identify at least all the areas in which
rules are needed and often define
most of the rules. This.places the
teacher in control as the leader of the
classroom and provides an immediate
base for establishing expectations for
student behavior.

Successful managers also integrated
their classroom rules and procedures
into their instruction so that impor-
tant ones become part of the cur-
riculum. Procedures governing in-
structional activities in particular
were taught as needed and as part of
the instructional activity. For exam-
ple, teachers taught students how to
head their papers (name, date, title or
subject, etc.) at the first opportunity
for students to do a paper or an
assignment. Similarly, teachers taught
their students how to take down
assignments when the first time arose

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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for students to take clown an assign-
ment. The teacher explained the pro-
cedure slowly and carefully noting
where and when assignments are
posted and if there are any excep-
tions to the general procedure, The
second time the teacher gave an
assignment, she announced, "There is
an assignment for today, please
look..." and reiterated the procedure
for the students. For the next few
days the teacher continued to review
the specific procedure. As she
perceived that students understood
the procedure, the teacher simply
reminded the students that there was
an assignment. The reminder alone
was a sufficient cue to direct the
students to take down the assignment
appropriately. After the first three
weeks, the students came to automat-
ically look to the board for assign-
ments without the teacher's cue.

As another example of teaching an
instructional routine, consider the ac-
tivity of lining up. Students need to
know how the teacher wants them to
line up for such activities as going to
recess, the library, the cafeteria,
auditorium, etc., at the first oppor-
tunity in which there is a need to line
up. Teaching how to line up is not
necessary before the procedure is
needed because it only complicates
the student's task of learning
routines. To teach lining up, more ef-
fective teachers explained their pro-
cedure and the rationale for it in
specific, concrete language. Addi-
tionally, teachers demonstrated the
procedure and had (elementary)
students practice it at least once
before lining up for an activity. Dur-
ing the practice, effective teachers
provided specific feedback to students
on how well they performed the ac-
tivity. For the next few times in

which lining up was necessary, the
teacher reviewed the procedure by
explaining it again and even practic-
ing it, as necessary.

In contrast to better managers, the
poorer managers exhibited a great dif-
ference in the way the rules were
presented and followed up. Like the
better managers, they had rules but
were often vague"Be in the right
place at the right time"and then not
clarified. Sometimes rules were in-
troduced at an inappropriate time, as
when a new teacher rehearsed lining
up and exiting for fire drills on the
first day. In other instances, poorer
managers introduced their rules
casually without discussion or
without posting them, as though a
single presentation to a class of third-
graders or even eighth-graders would
be perfectly comprehended and re-
tained. One teacher was observed try-
ing to institute a system in which one
bell ring meant "stop talking" and
two rings meant "pay attention." Un-
fortunately, the teacher only ex-
plained the system and did not
rehearse it. Furthermore, she added
the two-ring signal before the
students understood the one-ring
signal. The result was confusion.
Another experienced but less effec-
tive teacher also used a bell as a
signal system but frequently allowed
the children to ignore it. This ineffec-
tive monitoring and inconsistent en-
forcement of the rule gave the
students an unclear message about
whether the rule was really to be
followed. In summary, these teachers
did not use rules as cues for ap-
propriate behavior and they did not
teach them to their students.

Actively monitoring the classroom
and providing specific feedback to
students on how well they have per-
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formed a routine or behavior are
essential steps in the process of
teaching students to behave ap-
propriately. Effective managers spend
a good part of the first three weeks of
school reviewing and reinforcing the
rules and procedures they have
taught. Reinforcement is consistently
applied because it sets clear expecta-
tions for student behavior, indicates
to the students that the teacher is
aware of their behavior, and conveys
the message that the teacher is in
control of the classroom.

At the beginning of the year, when
a student or students behave ap-
propriately or demonstrate that they
have followed a rule or procedure
correctly, effective teachers reward
them through praise, a special
privilege, classroom treat or other
form of reward which the teacher
perceives will please the students.
When praise is used it is sincere and
specific so students know what they
did well, "Johnny, thank you for
pushing your chair in so quietly
before coming to the reading circle,"
or "Class, I'm glad that you all re-
mained so quiet and finished up your
assignments while I left the room."
Teacher praise of individuals or
groups of students who model the
kinds of behaviors teachers are trying
to establish in the classroom is an ef-
fective reinforcement strategy.
However, effective teachers avoid
praising students for good behavior
as a means of delivering a "stop or
desist" message to students who are
misbehaving, since this strategy em-
barrasses the good student who is
singled out and is largely ineffective
with the misbehaver.

When students behave inappropri-
ately or do not follow classroom pro-
cedures correctly, effective managers

consistently apply negative conse-
quences or sanctions. The negative
consequences should be fair and ap-
propriate to the degree of the inap-
propriate behavior. For most teachers,
in the beginning of the year especial-
ly, establishing eye contact with a
student, frowning, or pointing a
finger or some other gesture is all that
is necessary to stop an inappropriate
behavior. Having the student state
the rule that was broken and/or ex-
plain what he or she should have
done is also effective reinforcement.
Sometimes having the, student change
seats removes him or her from a
distracting environment. Higher
levels of consequences might include
having the student stay after school,
withholding a privilege from a stu-
dent, having the student agree to a
behavior contract, "visiting" the prin-
cipal, sending a letter home to the
parentS or having an informal confer-
ence with parents over the phone,
having a formal conference with
parents, isolating the student in a
special area or room (time-out) to cool
off or think about his behavior, etc.

Poorer managers were also ineffec-
tive at monitoring the classroom and
providing reinforcement to students.
In some cases, their ineffectiveness at \.
monitoring was attributable to not \,,

having adequate procedures to guide
students' activities. When children
are wandering around the room, it is
difficult for a teacher to keep track of
all of them or to conduct a lesson.
Many teachers busied themselves
with clerical or adminiStrative tasks at
their desks early in the year rather
than actively monitor the classroom
and their students' perfOrmance of in-
structional activities. Other teachers
also removed themselves from active-
ly surveying the whole class by
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dev g considerable time to work-
in wi just one child. Some
to the s had not adequately prepared

it first few (days and had to
le e the room to get materials or go
to e office:-One-Jteacher was ob-

---(----sirved leaving her pupils three times
'during the first hour of the first day.
The result of this poor monitoring
and inadequacy of rules and pro-
cedures was that the teachers effec-
tively forfeited their leadership roles
and thus their control of the class. By
not actively guiding students'
behaviors, the teachers permitted the
students to interact among
themselves and set their own
behavior standards. Furthermore, as
a result of the teachers' inconsistent
application of positive and negative
consequences with respect to student
behavior, some children tended to
push the limits, causing even greater
disruptions to classroom environment.

Evertson, Emmer and Anderson
also reported differences between
more effective and less effective
teachers in their instructional
management styles. Many of the in-
structionally related problems faced
by less effective managers were at-
tributable to their poor behavior
management and lack of organiza-
tion. The better instructional
managers were also good overall
classroom managers. These teachers
had worked out procedures for their
instructional activities which
minimized problems just as they had
worked out systems for their overall
management. Directions and instruc-
tions were given clearly and written
on the board, and routines were
established early. Students knew
what they were expected to work on
and what they could do once their
regular work was completed.

Students were o ten assigned the role
of helper to facil tate passing out or
collecting materi Is or to generally
assist when the teacher' was working
with another group. Teachers taught
their instructional !routines like their
behavior management routines, step
by step, monitoring to see that all
students understood the routines and
providing rinforcement.

More effective managers described
their objectives more clearly, used a
greater variety of effective materials,
always had their materials ready and
gave clear directions. Their activities
and lessons were presented more
clearly with smoother, shorter transi-
tions. To relieve occasional tedium
and compensate for students' atten-
tion spans at the elementary level, ef-
fective teachers used a variety of in-
structional activities including singing
and dancing. They carefully planned
the sequence of their activities, con-
sidering scheduled physical educa-
tion, art, and music classes. Effective
teachers also structured their ac-
tivities to provide reasonable work
standards and a high degree o suc-
cess for their students.

Both more and less etfectivi in-
structional managers used a variety
of approaches in reading and
mathematics insl:r.;,:tion. Some highly
individualized sv.., ems for reading in-
struction were used by both groups,
although grouping into three or four
groups and basal instruction (elemen-
tary) was used most frequently. In
arithmetic, the mode of presentation
varied between totally individualized
systems, groups and whole class in-
struction. The worst instances of in-
structional management occurred
when new teachers tried to use in-
dividualized instruction. The com-
bination of inadequate procedures,
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vague directions and poor monitoring
resulted in frequent off-task behavior
and occasional chaos.

Another important element of
classroom management, identified by
Evertson, Emmer and Anderson, was
how well teachers coped with
various constraints including the
physical organization of the
clagsroom..Effective managers had a
good room arrangement which
helped to eliminate potential distrac-
tions for students and opportunities
for inappropriate behavior, and per-
mitted easy monitoring of students at
all times. All furniture was arranged
to facilitate easy flowing traffic pat-
terns, avoiding congestion in such
high traffic areas as the pencil
sharpener, trash can, water fountain,
lavatory or work area. Desks and
learning centers were grouped based
upon students' instructional and
behavioral needs. Storage areas were
also arranged for easy access by both
teachers and students. EffectiVe
managers were able to take stock of
their rooms and the characteristics of
their students and develop a room/
plan which met their instructional',
behavioral and organizational needs.

Other constraints frequently placed
on teachers included: interruptions
caused by late arriving students,
parents, administrators or other
school personnel on the first day-of
school; insufficient supplies in-
adequate facilities; and the arr`1Va of
new'students one or two weeks after
the beginning of the year. Effective
managers had better procedures for
coping with these constraints. They
had identified potential problems
before the school year started and
developed procedures and alter-
natives for meeting the problems. If
there were interruptions, teachers did

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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not attend to them until they had
their students engaged in a specific
activity. Especially during the first
few days, teachers would not leave
the room unless absolutely necessary.
Where possible, the teacher would in-
vite a visitor, e.g., a parent or ad-
ministratqr, into the clagsroom to pur-
sue a coWversation, rather than go in-
to the hall. In this way, effective
teachers maintained the surveillance
Of the classroom (See Kounin's '!with-
it!Iness") and their leadership role. If
new students were expected, student
helpers were appointed to acquaint
the new student with Classroom. rules
and procedures and the teacher
Monitored them to insure they
understood the system.

FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL
Better classroom managers planned

their first day for maximum contact
with their students and for establish-
ing themselves as the leader of the
class. These teachers recognized the
importance of their students' first ex-,
periences with the classroom and
with them.

Effective managers greeted their
students at the door, handing them
name tags (elementary) and directing
them to their assigned seats. This
simple teacher behavior insured that
their students would enter the
classroom in an orderly fashion and
be ready for their first activity in
minimal time. This also helped to
establish the teacher as leader of the
class an.,1 i'astrated an important pro-
cedure ow students enter the
classroom.

Effective teachers stayed with their
class even when parents interrupted
or the office called. They invited
visitors into the classroom if they
wanted to talk. In this way, the
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teacher never relinquished her
responsibility for monitoring the
classroom. 'If the teacher had to leave
the classroom, she tried to arrange it
for later in the day or period, after
she had established some.clear expec-
tations for students working on an
assignment. (Note: this may require
administrative cooperation.)

As soon as most students had ar-
rived and were seated, effective
elementary teachers began introduc-
ing students to the room, explaining
what each area was and how it
would be used. All teachers carefully
explained their rules and procedures
giving examples and rationale. Not all
the rules or procedures were
presented, but only those which ad-
dressed students' immediate concerns
or were needed for initial activities.
In short, students were taught what
they first needed to know (and could
apply), but were not overloaded with
information. Many of the rules and
procedures were either posted in the
room for the students' review or
given to them as a hand-out.

in contrast, in classrooms of less
successful managers, students' first
experiences with the room and
teacher were less orderly. Teachers
were observed sitting at their desks
taking care of some administrative
task or talking with parents or others
outside the room. Their initial contact
with students was minimal. Conse-
quently, they forfeited an opportunity
to take control and guide students'
behaviors. Students entered the room
noisily, talking to each other, and ex-
ploring the room on their own
without precise instructions on where
to sit or what they should do. These
teachers frequently left the classroom,
having given little or no information
to guide student behavior. Some of
these teachers also failed to introduce

students to their environment or to
set expectations for student behavior.
Consequently, students either
wandered around on their own, or
interrupted the teacher frequently for
information on how to use a learning
area or equipment, how to use the
bathroom or water fountain, how to
head a page, or what materials to
bring to class. These interruptions
seriously complicated the teacher's
managerial and instructional role.

Introducing students to one another
was also an important activity for ef-
fective .managers. They saw this as
the first opportunity for students to
establish their identity and to make a
contribution to the group. Thus, these
teachers tried to make this an easy
and enjoyable task for students. Less
successful managers either over-
looked this important activity or con-
ducted it in such a way as to make it
uncomfortable for students.

At the elementary level, when the
first academic activity was intro-
duced, effective teachers made sure it
was a simple, enjoyable one such as
drawing or coloring. The teacher did
not attempt to group children or
begin with workbooks or readers or
other heavy academic activities. The
teacher stayed with the total class,
monitoring closely and giving clear,
specific directions. This behavior
helped to foster positive teacher-
student relationships and student-
learning attitudes. It maximized the
amount of time for teacher-student in-
teraction and gave the teacher a
greater opportunity to observe and
assess her students' needs. By using
this mode of whole class instruction
for the first few days, teachers could
easily and actively monitor the entire
class, establishing themselves as
classroom leaders and stopping inap-
propriate behavior immediately. This
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reinforced the teacher's expectations
for student behavior and helped to
establish a productive environment
for learning early.

To summarize the Evertson, Em-
mer, Anderson research, more effec-
tive managers assumed leadership in
their classrooms from the beginning,
introducing students to their new en-
vironment and the appropriate ways
of functioning in it. These teachers
systematically taught their rules and
procedures for operating in the ,/
classroom and school to their
students in discreet steps. They ac-/

tively monitored the class to be sure
that 41/students understood their
systeM and functioned accordingly.
During the first three weeks of school
especially, they emphasized rule pre-
sentation, review, and reinforcement.

/Thereafter, most students were
uniformly ready to behave ap-
propriately and shift in emphasis to
instruction could vosily be made. Ef-
fective managers continued through-
out the. year to actively monitor the
classroom and provide positive and
negative reinforcements to maintain
their leadership of the class.
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RESEARCH ON

EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT FOR
THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

A REVIEW OF CONCEPTS
1. More effective classroom managers are distinguished from less effective

managers by the following teacher practices. More effective managers:
MI have good room arrangements;
MI establish Clear, specific rules governing student behavior and procedures

for conducting routine instructional and housekeeping activities;
N teach their rules and procedures to students as they would any other

new content area;
N consistently enforce their expectations (re: rules and procedures) by

monitoring student behavior and applying reasonable and appropriate
consequences

2. A good room arrangement is essential to effective classroom management
because it eliminates ,potential distractions for students and minimizes
opportunities for students to disrupt others.

3. A good room arrangement is one which:
N permits an easy flow of traffic throughout the room avoiding congestion

in high traffic areas such as the pencil shaiy.!ener, storage areas, reading
group, exits, etc.

MI arranges students' seats so students can easily see instructional displays
and presentations.

N insures high visibility so the teacher can quickly and easily monitor
students in all areas of the room.

N facilitates ready access to storage space and necessary materials.
4. Before school starts, effective classroom managers plan how they want their

classrooms to operate and develop a set of rules and procedures to meet
their expectations.
N Rules govern student behavior such as student talk, respect for others

and their property, etc. Effective managers limit their rules to 3 to 6,
stating them in generic language which encourages students to take
responsibility for their behavior. Some rules may be specific.

M Procedures apply to specific instructional routines or housekeeping tasks
such as: storing personal belongings, using the bathroom or water foun-
tain!, distributing and collecting materials or assignments, getting the
teacher's attention, lining up, movement within the classroom or to
other school areas, heading papers, taking down assignments, etc.

5. Effective managers re-evaluate their rules and procedures throughout the
year. In particular at the beginning of the year, they develop alternative
procedures in the event their tried and true methods don't work with this
year's class.

6. Effective managers teach their rules and procedures to students just as they
would any other content area. This involves:
N presenting rules and procedures as they are needed by students

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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® carefully explaining the rule or procedUre, demonstrating it as necessary
II leading a discussion of the rationale and application of rules and

procedures
having students practice procedures as necessary

II providing feedback to students
IN reviewing and re-teaching as necessary rules and procedures to the

point where they become automatic for students (usually 3 weeks).
7. Effective managers also develop a reasonable system for consistently

reinforcing their rules and procedures which includes positive feedback and
rewards for good behavior and fair and appropriate consequences for
inappropriate behavior.

8. Effective managers establish a hierarchy of consequences or sanctions
which they feel comfortable administering. A hierarchy of consequences
might range from: a) establishing eye contact, pointing a finger, moving
closer to the student to b) having the student re-state the broken rule, con-
ferencing with the student, withholding a privilege, assigning detention, to
c) contacting the parents, behavior contracting or visiting the principal.
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RESEARCH SUMMARY
ON

EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
FOR

THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR
AT A LOW SES JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Julie Sanford and Carolyn Evertson
Research & Development Center for Teacher Education

University of Texas at Austin

THREE CASE STUDIES

la THREE TEACHERS:
One very effectivescored high

on all process and product
measures (e.g.students on
task, occurrence of disruptive
behavior, achievement gains)

One less effective
One who appeared effective at

beginning of the year, but in
whose class behavior problems
arose

M THE SCHOOL:
Located in low socio-economic,
urban' minority neighborhood.
Fairly young staff, principal in his
first year. Community structure
usedteachers in different con-
tent areas shared same group of
students with a common prepara-
tion/conference time. School
climate was rather permissive,
rules against tardiness were not
enforced and many teachers were
lax in procedures for students
leaving the room for water, using

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS ON TASK

the restroom, going to lockers, etc.
All three teachers (A, B, C) had
had previous experience in this
school with Teacher B having the
least. All three taught either 7th or
8th grade math or English.
Teacher A-19 students, achieve-

ment levels 2.6 to 9.8 CAT
mean-10 raw score points
below grade level, 75% of
class achieved at or above
grade level

Teacher B-22 students, achieve-
Ment levels 2.1 to 6.8 CAT
mean-13 raw score points
below grade level, 69%
achieved at or above grade
level

Teacher C-23 students, achieve-
ment levels '3.4 to 7.0 CAT
mean-11 raw score points
below grade level, 76%
achieved at or above grade
level

Beginning of
Year Mid-Year End of Year

Teacher A 89% 94% student teacher

Teacher B 73% 85% 81%

Teacher C 98% 91% 81%

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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FIRST DAY AC
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOO

Teacher A
.1~

Teacher B

IN THREE
HERS' CLASSES

Teacher C

Introduction of
teacher and roll
call

Presentation of
rules and
procedures

Election of
class officers

Preview of
week's activities

Seatwork

Closing

5 minutes

21 minutes

2 minutes

7 minutes

18 minutes

1 minute

Filling out
information cards
and roll call

Presentation of
rules and supply
requirements

9 minuies

8 minutes

Introduction of
teacher and roll
call

Presentation of
rules and
procedures

Diagnostic test 21 minutes Filling out
information cards

Oral review of 2 minutes Seatwork
rules and supply
requirements

Free time:
students talking
or waiting

16 minutes

2 minutes

12 minutes

7 minutes

33 minutes

Taken directly from the R&DCTE Report NO. 6104

DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR

Beginning of
Year Mid-Year End of Year

Teacher A Very Little Very Little
(1.5) (1.0)

Teacher B Higher than (2.33) Higher than
A or C (3.67) A or C (3.00)

Teacher C Very Little Escalates Decline (2.00)
(1.17) (3.33)

1 = no disruption; 5 = high frequency of disruption

INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR

Beginning of
Year Mid-Year End of Year

Teacher A 1.5 1.25

"Teacher B 3.50 3.67 4.75

Teacher C 2.00 4.00 4.50
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FIRST DAY ACTIVITIES

Teacher A spent more time going
over rules and procedures. Both
Teacher A and Teacher C gave seat-
work assignments which were
relatively easy, leading to student suc-
cess. Teacher C used the 33 minute
seatwork time to gather information
for a future activity from each student
thereby providing all students with
teacher contact the first day.

Students in A's and C's classes were
cooperative and quiet the first day. B's
class, however, suffered a good deal
of disruption and inappropriate
behavior (primarily from one group)
which she frequently ignored. Rules
presented were vaguely stated and
other important facets of routine were
not mentioned. Little leadership or
direction came from this teacher and
her credibility was quickly under-
mined.

THE FIRST THREE WEEKS
Rules an)( Procedures

Teachers B and C did little beyond
the first day to teach and/or reinforce
rules and procedures. Teacher A, on
the other hand, devoted some time
almost every day to the presentation,
review or discussion of rules and pro-
cedures amounting to almost 1/3 of the
class tithe. Most areas of classroom
behavior were covered and both
positive and negative consequences
were discussed.

Teacher B ignored several areas of
behavior (ie. call-outs, leaving seats or
room, make-up work) and presented
no consequences.

Teacher-c omitted any policy on
leaving jbeiroom during class and
spent more time than the others on
school-wide procedures (probably a
7th grade class).

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

Consistent Enforcement
and Feedback

Teacher A was fairly consistent in
"desisting" or stopping off -task
behavior, sometimes ignoring inap-
propriate behavior only when it was
short and not distracting to the class.
She did assign demerits for students
not having supplies and reviewed the
reasons for certain rules and pro-
cedures.

Teacher B ignored a lot of
misbehavior (e.g., call-outs, paper
throwing, cheating, off -task). When
reprimands and threats were given,
she seldom followed through.
Responses to call outs were
sometimes negative, sometimes
positive.

Teacher C was weak in enforcing
rules (tardiness, call-outs). Inap-
propriat behavior was ignored often
allowin it to escalate. Sometimes
when mi ehavior was desisted it was
not punish . She did not ignore non-
workers or students out of seats.

Clarity of Directions and Instruction
Both Teachers A and C were clear

and specific in presenting directions
and instruction in a step-by-step
sequence. Teacher C often used an
overhead to demonstrate assigned
tasks to students. In B's class, a good
deal of confusion on the part of
students was noted by observers.
Visual aids were seldom used.

Knowledge and Understanding
of Students

Once again Teachers A and C
seemed to have a more significant
awareness of student abilities, in-
terests, etc. Observers reported A's
specific awareness. of attention spans
and her use of a variety of activities
within a period. Teachers A and C
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provided high success rate activities
during the first several weeks,
avoiding more complex assignments.

B seemed unaware of her students
low academic ability, hence a lot of
student frustration over too difficult
tasks. Students were expected to take
lecture notes the second day with no
assistance.

Student Accountability
Teacher AStudent folders for in-

class work. Assignments
collected.

Teacher BEncouraged but did not
require students to finish
classwork at home. Classwork
usually. not collected or
monitored.

Teacher CCollected all papers
and gave academic feedback fre-
quently during first three weeks.
Assigned and collected
homework during the second
week announcing five-point
penalty for late work. Monitored
seatwork and called on all
students during recitation.

Time Use and Class Routines
Teacher ANo "dead time."

Employed a beginning-of-the-class
routine which effectively got
students on task.

Teacher BContinued to have "free
time," between 5-10 minutes, at
the end of the class. Used a
beginning-of-the-class routine
(copy assignments, pick up
materials for work that day) but
did not ask all students to comp-
ly. No dismissal routine.

Teacher CNo beginning-of-the-
class routine, but a consistent
dismissal routine.

Standards for Students Behavior
Teacher A maintained a low level

of student talking during seatwork.
Students were expected to remain in
assigned seats and to leave the room
only for "emergencies." During seat-
work students raised hands for help,
but during discussions call-outs were
accepted. Observers noted no inap-
propriate call outs.

In Teacher B's class there were no
assigned seats and students were
often "wandering" around the
classroom. Students were fully permit-
ted to leave the room and did so
often, even the first day. Called out
comments and questions were permit-
ted, but B was inconsistent in dealing
with thempositive, negative or ig-
nored responses. Students openly
engaged in conversation during seat-
work.

Inappropriate behavior was rare on
the first two days of Teacher C's class,
but increased during the second and
third weeks. Some talk was allowed
during seatwork, especially peer-tutor-
ing. As talking increased, however,
Teacher C employed an ineffective
"shush." Call-outs were accepted
when she was not calling on a
specific student, but the problem soon
became chronic and C often had to re-
mind students of the procedure.
"Violations" were ignored, corrected,
but never punished. Assigned seats
were often empty due to "socializing"
on the way to the restroom, pencil
sharpener, or teacher's desk. More tar-
dies were observed here, one or more
per day, which were often ignored.

Teacher Leadership Role
Teacher A maintained a constant

leadership role. When working with
individual students (testing), she made
sure the rest of the class had been
given seatwork tasks and monitored
them, small group work was handled
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the same way. Teacher A used the en-
tire period, then dismissed students.

Teacher B often left the class with
no structure, particularly during "free
time." She interacted with few
students during these times. B often
gave up her leadership role by spend-
ing extended periods of time with one
student, or a small group and not at-
tending to the rest of the class.

Teacher C, during the first three
weeks, maintained whole class in-
struction and interaction, even when
addressing student concerns.

REMAINDER OF THE YEAR
Classroom narratives by observers

showed that Teacher A was able to
maintain a high level of student
cooperation, behavior and task orien-
tation throughout the year. Students
achieved a great deal and li ed the
class.

Teacher B's class also mai tained
the same levelinappropriat , disrup-
tive, and off -task behavior, student
confusion and frustration. Student
achievement and attitudes, while not
particularly low, measured lower than
the other two classes.

Teacher C began well, but ap-
propriate student behayior and orien-
tation to task decreased significantly
after the first three weeks. Student
achievement was at expected levels
and attitudes were positive, but in-
creasing discipline problems put a \_
strong demand on teacher time.

Observers noted two probable
causes for C's breakdown:
1. Consistency and Conse-

quencesRules were not con-
sistently enforced and when
disruption occurred the teacher
seldom "punished" students. By
the time discipline problems
escalated she was too late.

2. Changes in ClassThe first three
weeks were primarily devoted to
whole class interaction with the
teacher. Afterward, however, there
was a shift from whole class
presentation and recitation to more
time spent in seatwork. As seat-
work increased, so did the need
for individual help, thereby "tying
up" the teacher while other
students waited. While the shift
may have been necessary (after
the first few weeks of review,
students began new work at dif-
ferent levels) the teacher did not
provide a smooth enough transi-
tion from one format to the other.

While this was a limited case study,
findings were consistent with those of
the larger junior high school study. In
addition, after having been presented
with the findings of the Beginning of
the Year Classroom Management
study at the elementary level, one can
see that there are various
characteristics of more effective
man gers which surface regardless of
grade level and school organization.
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DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

BEGINNING OF THE YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

TITLE: "Starting the Year Right: Room Arrangement"

OBJECTIVES: To develop optimum room arrangements based upon the
guidelines for room arrangements identified in
the Beginning of the Year Classroom Management
Research

PROCESS: Group DisCussion

FORMAT: Large oar Small Group

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

15 to 35 minutes

Provide each participant with the following activity
materials:
1. directions
2. Guideline for Room Arrangements
3. classroom furniture cutouts reproduced on colored

paper (preferably)
4. large piece of plain paper to serve as the classroom

floor
5. paste, glue or tape
6. scissors
Ideally, the furniture cutouts should be reproduced on
different colored paper and cut out in advance so par- .

ticipants can quickly and easily arrange and paste them
on their floor plan. If you don't have the time, you can
simply provide the participants with sheets of the fur-
niture pieces which they can cut out themselves.
Another, less effective but time-saving approach is to pro-
vide the participants with colored pens and plain paper
for drawing room arrangements.
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DIRECTIONS: As noted in the preparation comments, this activity is
best performed by having participants manipulate the fur-
niture pieces, arranging them on the paper according to
the dimensions of their room and other physical limita-
tions. This activity has been an especially popular one
because it forces teachers, who haven't previously found
the time, to reflect on their room arrangements and
design one that is most effective for their, room, their
students' needs and their instructional style. Some
teachers are aware of existing problems in their room ar-
rangements but haven't identified solutions.

Direct teachers to draw a basic floor plan on the plain
paper provided indicating doors, windows, closets or
storage rooms, lavatories, wash basins, learning centers
or other permanent fixtures, etc. Then have them either
design an optimum room arrangement, using the_fur-
niture pieces provided adding other pieces as _ne-cessary
(create what's needed) or layout their current arrange-
ment, analyzing it for trouble-spots. If they're already
aware of a problem, encourage them to work out a solu-
tion. Encourage the teachers to work in groups so that
they can share their ideas or problems with others as
they work.

After all the participants have designed a room, have
them share their designs with the whole group. Those
who still feel they have problems with their ooms can
ask for suggestions from the group.
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Guidelines for Room Arrangement'

KEYS TO GOOD RC013/1 ARRANGEMENT

High traffic areas are free of congestion.

Students are always visible to the teacher.

Storage space arid necessary materials
are readily accessible.

Students can easily see instructional
displays and presentations.

AVOID UNNECESSARY CONGESTION IN THE FOLLOWING ARLAS:
Group work areas, centers and stations

SI Pencil sharpener and trash can
M Bathrooms, sink and water fountain
IS Bookshelves and storage areas

Students' desks
U Teacher's desk

TIPS FOR ARRANGING FURNITURE
Make sure all students can easily see:
You, when you are presenting information
Chalkboards
Overhead projector screen
Instructional displays

OM Keep in mind potential distractions such as:
Windows and doors
Animals or other interesting displays
Small group work areas
Leave plenty of room around student desks so that you can get to each
student when monitoring.
Locate your desk, work areas and instructional areas where you can see
all of the students all of the time. Avoid placing centers and work areas in
"blind corners" where you will not be able to monitor adequately.
Plan to seat students who need extra help or attention close to where you
will be most of the time.

M If you must use tables or desks with inadequate storage space, you will
want to have "tote trays" or boxes for student belongings and materials.
These should be easy for students to get to, but out of the way.
Even if other arrangements are to be used later in the year, consider plac-
ing students desks in rows facing the major instructional areas at the
beginning of the year. This minimizes distractions for the students and
allows the teacher to monitor behavior more readily and to become
familiar with individual students' work habits.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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STORAGE SPACE
Place instructional materials that you will need where they are easily ac-
cessible to instructional areas.

El Include adequate, convenient space for students' coats, lunch boxes,
show-and-tell items, and r ells.

El Find easily accessible sh a bookcase for those everyday books
materials that will not Ix student desks.

121 Place long-term, ,seldom-u i special occasion items at the back of cup-
boards, on top of cabibets, or out of the room, if possible.

OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER
Plan a particular location, easily seen by all students, where you will post
assignments for the day (or week, if possible). This can be done on the
chalkboard, a bulletin board, poster on a wall, large tablet, or individual
assignment sheets.
Check all electrical equipment (e.g., overhead projector, record player,
movie projector) to be sure it is working and that you know how to use it,
before using it in class. Be sure a plug is within easy reach, or have a
sturdy extension cord available. Plan a space to post instructions for the
use of complicated equipment.

Di Wall space and bulletin boards provide extra areas to display rules, pro-
cedures, assigned duties, calendar, schecule, student work and extra credit
activities. In addition, ceiling space can be used to hang mobiles, decora-
tions, and student work, and windows cay be used for displays, decora-
tions, and student work.

Developed by the Classroom Organization and Effective Teaching (COET)Project, Research
and Development Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin 78712.
This project was supported in part by the National Institute of Education, Contract OB-NIE-
'G-0116, P2. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of
the National Institute of Education and no official endorsement by that office should be
nferred.
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BEGINNING
TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED)
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

THE YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH
"Keeping on the Right Track!"

To develop an awareness of the many instructional and
housekeeping procedures which are necessary for the
smooth functioning of a classroom and to identify effec-
tive procedures for meeting the many needs

Group Discussion

Large or Small Group

4"

15 to 30 minutes

Reproduce activity for approprLite number of participants

Have teachers scan the Classroom Procedures Checklist to
get a feel for the kinds of procedures that are necessary
for the smooth operation of a classroom. Select several
topics for procedures and ask teachers to share their
strategies. Encourage teachers to identify specific topics
for procedures they might like the group to discuss. Be
sure to address several management type procedures as
well as accountability type procedures.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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"KEEPING ON THE RIGHT TRACK!"

Training Activity
for

Beginning the Year Classroom Management Research

The research on Effective Classroom Management at the Beginning of the
School Year emphasizes planning before school begins how you want your
classroom to function and what procedures will be necessary for its smooth
operation. More effective teachers also carefully teach students these instruc-
tional or housekeeping routines, reviewing and re-teaching them as
necessary. Use the attached Classroom Procedures Checklist to make sure you
have a procedure for each of the topics noted. Carefully consider how well
each procedure is working with this year's class. Sometimes those old tried
and true procedures that always worked before just don't click with a group
of students. Develop an alternative pi ocedure where one seems needed. Share
your strategies with others.
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This exercise is adapted from the
training manuals, Organizing and
Managing the Elementary School
Classr, um and Organizing and
Managing the Junior High Classroom
developed by the Classroom Organiza-
tion and Effective Teaching Project,
Research and Development Center for
Teacher Education, The University of
Texas at Austin.
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TOPIC RULE/PROCEDURE FOR STUDENTS

I. Use of Room Areas
A. Students desks/tables and

storage areas

B. Learning Centers, stations

C. Shared materials, bookshelves,
drawers

D Teacher's desk and storage area

E. Drinking fountains, sink,
bathroom, pencil sharpener

II. Use of School Areas
A. Bathrooms, drinking fountain, of-

fice. library, etc.

B. Lining up procedures

C. Cafeteria or lunchroom

D. Playground or other school
ground

III. 'Beginning School Day or Starting
Class
A. Attendance, early dismissal

students

B. Tardies

C. Behavior during PT.
announcements

D. "Warm-up Routines
"Do nows"

E. Distribution of material or
supplies

*(Elementary level primarily)

9-kJ
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TOPIC RULE/PROCEDURE MR STUDENTS

EV. Instruction/Whole-class activities/
Seatwork
A. Teacher-student interaction

B. Movement within room

C. Cues for student attention

D. Paper

E. St i

assignment

G. 114"17,i. to do when seatwork is

H. Safety precautions

V. Small Group Activities
A. Student movement to and from

group (lab stations)

B. Bringing materials to group

C. Expected behavior of students in
group

D. Lxpected behavior of students
not in group
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TOPIC RULE/PROCEDURE FOR STUDENTS

VI. Ending School Day or Class
A. Clean up and putting materials

away

B. Organizing for different classes

C. "Wind- down" routine or activity

D. Dismissal

VII. Miscellaneous
A. Movement Outside classroom

B. Fire/disaster drills

C. * Housekeeping and student
helpers

9
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TOPIC
STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY
RULE/PROCEDURE POLICY

44W

I. Student Work
A. Paper heading

B. Pen or pencil?

C. Neatness

D. Incomplete assignment

E. Late Assignment

F. Missing Assignment-

L. Due dates/*timeS of day

H. Make-up assignments

II. Assignments
A. Where posted?

B. Explain assignments to various
groups

C. * Keeping students working from
one assignment to next

D. Let absent students know what is
to be made up

E. EXplain grading 1
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TOPIC
STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY
RULE/PROCEDURE POLICY

III. Monitoring
A. How do you check on all

students?

B. Check work-in-progress for errors

C. Achieve total participation in
discussion

IV. Checking Work
A. Students exchange papers

B. How do they mark papers?

C. Students turning in papers

V.

D. Keeping track of work that is/is
not turned in

Feedback and Grading
A. Giving specific feedbackgrades,

written comments, conferences

B. Determine reportcard grade
1. What's included?
2. How is it weighted?

C. Grading daily assignments

D. Recording grades

E. Have students keep record of
grades

F. Returning graded work to
students

G. Having students correct mistakes

H.-Checking and returning
corrections
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DER CT FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

BEGINNING THE YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

"Rules of the Road"

To develop a greater awareness of the diversity of rules
governing student behavior in classrooms and alternative

tegies for applying consequences or sanctions when
tudents break rules

Group ,scussion

Large or Small Group

15 to 30 minutes

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants

Have teachers read the activity and write down 2 or 3
rules they've established governing student behavior.
Also ask teachers to list potential consequences-they
might impose for failure to Tallow their rules. Stress
listing a hiearchy of consequences which are appropriate
to both the severity of the misbehavior and the number
of times the rule has been broken by the student. Also
discuss the importance of establishing consequences
which the teacher can "live with," i.e., be willing to im-
pose. Encourage teachers to share their strategies with the
group.
Hint: The discussion on consequences can be particular-,
beneficial because it serves to identify alternativeS for
coping with typical problems in classrooms. Some
tr.ach,?rs may want to discuss how to handle fighting
abusive language while others may want to discuss
strategies for dealing with students who come unprepared
for class. This discussion can become very sensitive as
teachers may not always agree with the consequences
used by others. An example might be imposing academic
sanctions for behavioral infractions.
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"RULES OF THE ROAD"

Training Activity
for

Beginning the Year Classroom Management Research

The research on Effective Classroom Management at the BeginWng of the
School Year stresses the importance of clearly establishing 3-6 general rules
governing the behavior or conduct of students in the class, the "rules of the
road." The research also advocates that teachers plan ahead how thr.y will
respond to students who don't follow their rules and that th,.:4 teach these
consequences to students just as they teach their rules. In the space provided
below, identify two or more behavioral rules you insist upon in your
classroom. Next to the rule, develop 2 or 3 well thought out consequences or
sanctions you would apply the first time students "broke" your rule, the third
time, and later when the problem is becoming more chronic.

Behavioral Rules Consequences or Sanctions

A. 1.

2.

3.

B.

C.

2.

3.

2.

3.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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BEGINNING

TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

_ PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIFE2C17ONS FOR TRAINERS

4
TraininforActivity

OF THE YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

"Teaching Rules and Procedures"

To identify effective approaches for presenting rules and
procedures based on the Evertson, Emmer and Anderson
research.

Roleplay

Large or Small Group

20 to 45 minutes

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants.
Make sign posts depicting each of the rules and procedures
in the scenario to serve as props for the actors in the
roleplay (optional).

Have the participants read the entire activity. Select one or
two (or more) participants to roleplay the part of the teacher
presenting rules to his or her class on the first day of
school. Let the "teacher" select the two rules he or she
wishes to teach the "class."

Encourage group discussion of the roleplay(s). Focus upon
the "teacher's" specific behaviors which reinforce the
research concepts concerning teaching rules. Use the -discus-
sion questions as a guide.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
DISSEMINATION PROGRAM
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Are the rules or procedures clearly stated?
2. Does the teacher offer the rationale for the rule or does

he or she encourage the students to identify the
rationale?

3. Does the teacher demonstrate the rule or have students
demonstrate it?

4. Are students given the opportunity to practice or discuss
the rules?

5. Are there other things which can be done to enhance
this teaching process? (Use or refer to props, post rules,
etc.)

80 BEGINNING SCHOOL YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
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"TEACHING RULES AND PROCEDURES"

Training Activity
for

BEGINNING OF THE YEAR CLASSRCOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

Read the following classroom scenario concerning the first day of school and
the establishment of rules and procedures. Keeping in mind the Evertson,
Emmer and Anderson research on teaching classroom rules and procedures,
select two of the rules and decide how you would best present them to the
class.

CLASSROOM NARRATIVE
It is the first day of school and students have already arrived in class.

Among the rules and procedures which the teacher plans to teach students this
period are:

III all personal belongings are to be stored in the student's "cubby" or locker
N students must raise their hands to get the teacher's attention
O before leaving the clathroom, students are to line up in the following

manner . . .

N students are to show respect for one another and their belongings
O students must be silent whenever the teacher or others are speaking to

the class; at other times students may be quiet which means a soft
whisper

The teacher has written each of her rules on individual sign posts, complete
with illustrations, to serve as reinforcement for the class. After greeting the
class and orienting them to the room, the teacher begins teaching some of her
rules and procedures to the stidents. She starts by saying . . .

r
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DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

5
Training Activity

for
BEGINNING OF THE YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREP TION:

DIRECTIONS:

"Holding It Together"

To identify effective approaches for reinforcing rules and
procedures to insure student cooperation

Group Discussion

Large or Small Group

15 to 25 minutes

Reproduce activity foe appropriate number of participants

Have 1 e participants read the entire activity. Encourage
then to discuss how they might handle this class, drawing
upon their own experiences and the research findings on
teaching, reinforcing and enforcing rules. Some of the
points which should dome out in this discussion are:
III the need to reteach or review the rules to insure

students understand them and1/4know what is expected
of them; perhaps encouraging discussion of the rules
and rationale

III the need to reinforce the rules through positive feedback
and consequences
the need to apply consequences in a hierarchy, not just
reminders and removal. Name some consequences in
between.

ill the need to exert leadership and apply the consequences
outlined (students obviously thought they could "get
away" withMisbehavior)
perhaps the need to have students set the rules and
consequences

EDUCATIONAL REV-ARCH AND
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"HOLDING. IT TOGETHER"

Training Activity
for

BEGINNING OF THE YEAR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

Read the following classroom narrative concerning a less effective teacher's
approach to handling students who fail to follow rules and procedure's. Draw-
ing upon your experiences and the research on teaching, reinforcing, and en-
forcing rules, decide how you would respond to the students in this class. Use
the disCussion questions to guide your thoughts.

d. CLASSROOM NARRATIVE
On the first day of school, the teacher established his classroom rules and

procedures and posted them on the bulletin board for students to review. He
carefully read each rule to the class, explained what it meant and what some
of the consequences would be if students didn't follow'the rule. The ultimate
consequence for disobeying rules was to remove students from the 'room.

On the second day of school, the teacher began instructing the class. He
found that many of the students were not following his rules or procedures
despite reminders. By mid-afternoon, he became exasperated feeling as if he'd
lost control and began asking students to leave the room when they mis-
behaved. At this point, three tudents have already left the room.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What could the teacher h ve done to gain better control of his class?
2. Do you think using the " Itimate consequence" on the second day of school

will influence the students' perceptions of the teacher?
3. How might he have avoided removing students from the room so early in

the year?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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INTRODUCTION
This is the second research training

unit on effective classroom Manage-
ment practices.!The findings in this
study support those reported in the
unit on Effective Classroom Manage-
ment for the Beginning of the Year.
We recommend that this unit be
presented after the Beginning of the
Year unit as these findings address
the issue of maintaining good
classroom management once a
system is already in place. Together,
these two research units offer good

Istrategies and practices for
establishing and maintaining a good
management system.

The basic concepts presented in
this research summary are

with-it-nesi and overlapping
smoothness and momentum
group focus and accountability

Depending on the time available
for research training sessions, we

C

recommend that these concepts be
presented and discussed with ac-
tivities together as one 21/2-hour ses-
sion, two 13/4-hour sessions, or three
1-hour sessions. The best grouping
arrangement for two sessions is to
present and discuss with-it-ness and
overlapping and smoothness and
momentum together with activities in
one session and group focus and ac-
countability along with activities 3
and 4 in a second session. Generally,
you should plan to spend 20 to 30
minutes presenting and discussing
each concept (e.g., with-it-ness and
overlapping) and 15 to 30 minutes
working through an activity. Ac-
tivities 3 and 4 in particular will tend
to take the greater recommended time
allocation for them. Also plan to
spend the last 15 minutes of each
session working through the Plan of
Action exercise for selecting concepts
for classroom implementation.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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RESEARCH ON

GROUP NAGEMENT
'EFFECTZif
PRACTICES

Jacob Kotitiin, a noted edUcational
researcher and professor of educa-
tional psychology at Wayne. State
.University (Michigan), identified a
group of proaciiye teacher behaviors
which distingUished more effective
classroom managers from less effec;
tive managers. His /findings are the
result of many- years of research on
group management techniques. `-

Initially, Kounin's research'focused
specifically on teacher desist tech-
niques, or how teachers stopped mis-
behavior. In an incident involving his
own college classroom,' Kounin ob-
served that the action he took to stop
a misbehaving student (a desist) had
a visible effect upon the other stu-
dents in his class, those who were
the actual audience to the event, not
'the misbehavers. He termed this phe-
nomenon a ripple effect. To under-
stand it more fully, Kounin studied
teacher desist techniques in various
school settingskindergarten,camp,
elementary school, high school and
collegeto determine what kinds of
ripple effects were produced by vari-
ous teacher deSists and if certain
desist techniques were more effective
than others in producing more con-
forming-student behavior.

Kounin sought answers to such
queStions as, do desists influence
students' attitudes toward the teacher
with respect to strictness orNfairness,
etc.? Do desists affect students' atti-
tudes toward the deviant studitor
the deviancy? Does a desist "serve'as.
an example" and restrain behavior in
other students? Does a desist cause-
other students to behave better or to

pay more attention to their work or
does it actually increase the tendency
of other students to misbehave?
Which students are affected the most
by the teacher's desistthose stu-
dents who are also engaged in off -
task activities or those students who
are working on-task? Do certain qual-
ities of teacher desistsclarity, puni-
tiveness, anger, firmness; disappro-
val, intensity, humorproduce any
consistent ripple effects?

The results of his research showed
that with one exception the manner;
in Which teachers handled misbehav7
ior made no difference in how audi
ence students reacted. In-Other
words, it was not poisible to consis-
tently predict any ripple effect from
any: quality off a disciplinary event
(Kotinin, 1970). However, there was
some evidence suggesting that puni-
tive desists\ generate emotional dis-
comfort among audience students.

These findings do not rule out the
fact that some teacher desists are ef-
fective and others are not. Kounin ob-
serv0 one teacher walk to the light
switch, and flick the lights on and off
two times as a signal for the children
to be quiet and listen'to her. It
Worked. The children immediately
stopped talking.and faced the teacher
attentively. The'following day; -.-

Kounin observed another teacher in
the same school and same grade use
the/same technique to quiet her stu-
dentS and it didn't Work. The chil-
dren Who were talking continued
talking and'thoSe who were playing
around continued playing around.
Kounin concluded frdm this and

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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other findings that while-some teach-
ers were more effective than others in
desisting student misbehavior, their
effectiveness was not tied so much to
the manner in which they handled
the misbehavior as it was to some
other prevailing dimensions of class-
room management.

This led Kounin to a second major
study of classroom management in
which he videotaped 80 elementary
classrooms, grades 1-2 and grades
3-5. He reasoned that the videotapes,
which could be played over and over
again, would allow' him to analyze all
the many simultaneous variables in a
classroom which may be influencing
student behavior. His analysis of the
videotapes showed that maintaining
high levels of student work involve-
ment was more important to main-
taining good classroom management
than how a teacher actually handles

misbehavior (Kounin, '1970). In ef-
fect, the essence of good classroom
management lies in establishing con-
ditions which prevent or discourage
behavior problems before they occur.

From the videotape studies, Kounin
identified the following dimensions of
classroom management which were
effective in maintaining high levels of
student work involvement and mini-
mizing student misbehavior: demon-
strating knowledgeability of children's
behavior in the classroom; attending
to more than one issue simultaneous-
ly; managing activity movement;
maintaining group focus; and pro-
gramming learning with variety and
intellectual challenge. He termed
these group management strategies:
with-it-ness and overlapping,
smoothness and momentum, group
focus and accountability, and pro-
gress, variety and challenge arousal.

WITH-IT-NESS AND OVERL PPING
With-it-ness is defined as a,

teacher's ability to communicate to
her students that she knoys what
they are doing in the clafsroom at all
times. In effect, with- it -ness is what a
teacher does to give her students the
impression that she must have eyes
in the back of her head because she
sees all and knows all. Teachers who
exhibit this ability are more success-
ful in preventing student behavior
disruptions in their classes and in
keeping students,working on their
academic tasks than teachers who do
not exhibit this .ability. If students

erceive that the teacher.really
k ows what's going on in the
,classi-oorriat all times they are less
inclined toward misbehavior because
there's a fear of getting caught.

The significance of this concept is
not sirnply that the teacher is aware

of what's going on in the classroom,
but that the teacher indicates to her
students through some action that
she is aware:of their behavior. The
easiest and most visible way for
teachers to send this message to theiri
students is by stopping misbehavior
in a timely and appropriate manner.
This means nipping problems in the
bud before they escalate, catching the
right culprit, and handling the more
serious of two misbehaviors occur-
ring at the same time.

The timing of the teacher's re-
spOnse to student misbehavior is im-
pOrtant because if the teacher fails to
stop the misbehavior before it
spreads or increases in seriousness, it
raises a question in the minds of the
students concerning how well the
teacher knew what was going on. For
example, two children, Lucy and
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John, start talking across the table
about a class 'romance. Robert and
Jane join in. Jane. starts giggling and
turns to Mary to whisper something
to her. If at this point the teacher says
"Jane and Mary; stop talking!", the
teacher's desist was too Late. Or con-
sider another, more serious example
in which timing also influenced the
amount of effort the teacher had to
use to stop the misbehavior. David
walks toward the learning center to
use the computer. Mike pushes his
way in front of David and beats him
to the computer.. David pushes Mike
out of the way, claiming he was
there first. Mike hits back. David hits
back. Both boys start fighting. If the
teacher had been aware of what was
happening, she could have spoken to
Mike when he first butted in and
prevented 4; potential major disrup-
tion. At this point, the teacher not on-
ly would have demonstrated her
awareness of student behavior but it
would have been relatively easy to
desist Mike. Now, the total class, has.
been disrupted and the teacher'must
stop a fight.

The appropriateness of the
teacher's response to misbehavior is
equally important because it, too,

demonstrates that the teacher is fully
aware of the nature of the misbehav-
ior and the target student or culprit
responsible for the misbehavior.
Target mistakes occur when a teacher
catches the wrong student or desists a
less serious misbehavior when a
more serious one is occurring at the
same time. For example, suppose
Bob and Bill are teasing Mary while
the teacher is busy working with a
group of students. Mary-finally states
in a loud voice, "Stop that, you two!"
The teacher tells Mary to go sit alone
and ignores the instigators of the inci-
dent. Or the teacher observes Johnny

and Jimmy talking at a table instead
of working 'on their math assignment.
He tells the two to stop talking and
get back to work but sayS nothing to
the two boys on the other side of the
room who are throwing paper :wads
at students. If mistakes like these oc-
cur often, students begin to get the
idea that the teacher is not truly
aware of the classroom and that
there's a reasonable likelihood they
can misbehave unnoticed.

Teachers also exhibit,with-it-ness
when they call a child's attention to
the fact that he or she is using an in-
correct prop in class or when they ,

redirect a child who is working prob----
lems on the wrong page. These two
examples, however do not occur as
frequently as do the opportunities for
teachers to desist misbehavior and
therefore do not provide the same --
continuous message that the teacher
knows What is going on at all times.
These examples of teacher with-it-
ness are also not as readily perceived
by other students in the class.

A teacher's ability to exhibit with;
it-ness depends upon how effectively
he or she monitors the classroom for
cues to student behavior. Whether
the teacher is directing small group or
whole group instruction or having
seatwork, monitoring means periodi-
cally scanning the room to assess if
students are actively paying attention
to the teacher's instruction or engaged
in other academic work or simply
misbehaving. Such scanning also
alerts the teacher to those in-between
stages of student behavior when they
are neither working or misbehaving
but simp off-task. Establishing eye
contact wi those studeflis, asking
them a estion during group discus-
sion or giving them some other cue

redirect them to their work can
head off student misbehavior before
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it'occurs,
Evertson, Emmer and Anderson's

research on classroom management
supports Kounin's findings on teacher
with-it-ness. To set clear expectations
for student behavior, teachers need to
monitor behavior and consistently en-
force rules. Establishing good room
arrangements facilitates both high,
visibility for easy monitoring of stu-
dents and good traffic patterns which
reduce student bottlenecks and per-
mit the teacher to freely circulate
around the room. Positioning prob-
lem students' desks close to the
teacher and in areas which can be
readily monitored also aid the teacher
in maintaining his or her with-it-ness.
Overlapping is the teacher's ability to
effectively handle two classroom
events at the same time as opposed
to becoming so totally immersed in
handling one event that the other one
is neglected. Teachers spend most of
their day w. g either in small or
whole class g, ws, and it is not un-
common for a teacher to be interrupt-
ed by a student outside the group
who needs assistance to complete an
assignment or who has just returned
from a pull-out program or who is
misbehaiing. Teachers skilled in
overlapping are able to maintain the
,flow of instruction by holding the
group accountable for continuing
their work, while at the same time
dealing with the intrusion or
misbehavior.

Consider the following example of
overlapping. A teacher who is lead-
ing a small reading group notices that
John and Richard are talking loudly
in the room instead of doing their
seatwork. While listening to Mary
read and correcting her mispronunci-
ations, the teacher tries to establish
eye contact with the boys to motion
them to get back to work. Unable to

establish eye contact, the teacher calls
on Mike, a good reader, to read the
next page. She tells the group she
will have a question for them on the
page Mike is reading when-she gets
back. The teacher then quickly and
quietly walks to John and Richard.
She tells the boys to stop talking and
get back to their work. The teacher,
returns to the reading group and,
after Mike is finished reading, asks
the group a question. In both at-
tempts to stop the misbehavior in the
back of the room, the teacher careful-
ly maintained the instruction within
the group by remaining an active part
of the group and by holding the stu-
dents accountable. In a similar situa-
tion, a secondary teacher who is
Leading: a whole class discussion no-
tices John and Richard in the back of
the room talking instead of listening.
The teacher,'while_directing a ques-
tion to the class, walks over to the
boys and taps their desk lightly to
signal to them to stop talking. She im-
mediately calls on David to respond
to the question and shifts rnost of her '

attention to him in order to provide
feedback to his response.

In contrast to the above two exam-
ples of overlapping, consider a dif-
ferent.classroom event. The teacher is
with a reading group and Betty is '

reading aloud. Gary and -Bob are.,sit-
ting at their desks poking each other.
The teacher sees Gary and Bob, gets.
up, walks away from the reading
group and over to the boys, and
angrily says, "I want this nonsense/
stopped! Right now! Both of yOu get
busy on your assignments." In thi$
situation the teacher became so total-
ly involved in desisting Gary andiBob
that she neglected the reading grpup
and left them dangling without ny
instructions to guide their behavior
during the desist. A similar .situation
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arises when teachers become so im-
mersed in helping one child with a
learning problem that-4*y fail to
monitor' the rest of the class or gener-
ally make themselves available for
assistance to the rest of the class. Or
consider what frequently happens
when the principal comes to the
door. S meteaChers become so intent
o eaining .iAchat the principal wants
hat they immediately stop what

they're doing to-Xneet with hf'm. They
are no longer- monitoring the class
and the students are left without a
task or directionAo hold them ac-

untable during their teacher's

SMOOTHNESS AND MOMENTUM /,

absence. A teacher skilled in overlap-
ping.might give thestudents a short
assignment or a direction to continue
working before, meeting with the
principal and when possible keep an
eye or ear tuned into the class to
monitor their behavior.

Overlapping is an important group
management technique. Coupled with
with-it-ness, it helps to maintain high
levels of student work involvement
and to discOutage deviant behavior. If
students perceive that the teacher is
aware of their ations and capable of
dealing with them, they-are more
likely to cooperate and stay on task.

A teacher's'ability to manage tines for.moving between activities
smooth transitions between learning and use signals and cues to focus stu-
activities and to maintain momentum dents' attention throughout
throughout the lesson and. the day is transitions.
one of the most important behaVior Less' effective teachers are not able
management techniques for sustain- to maintain this same smooth, seem-
ing student work involvement and ingly automatic flow of activities. In-
the teacher's 'control of the classroom. stead, their transitions are jerky, fre-
Whether teaching whole groups or quently losing students' attention.
small groups, effective managers are Kounin identified five types of teach-
well prepared and thus able to con- er behaviors which cause transitions
duct smooth, well paced lessons that to be jerky: thrusts, dangles, trunca-
move briskly. In general, all materials tions, flip-flops and stimulus-bounded
and props needed for lessons are events. (WhileAdnerminology is not

":ready and easily accessible so that essential to the classroom teacher, the
behavior patterns associated with
jerkiness are important.)

A thrust occurs when the teacher
suddenly bursts in on the students'
activities with a new statement or
direction and the students are not
ready to receive the teacher's mes-
sage. For example, the teacher is
working with the Red Group at the
reading circle. John has just finished
reading.aloud. The teacher closes her
book dnd says, "That' good John.
Now all of you go back .to yOur desks
and 'finish your seatwork." She im-

there are few unnecessary interrup-
tions associated with tracking down
materials. Effective teachers know
what to do next,ayhatthiere is no
need to stop and consult /he teacher's
manual, no false starts aM no back- -
tracking to preknt informartion that
should have been presented earlier.

SMOOTHNESS
Effective classroom managers con-

duct good transitions, moving qpickly
and smoothly from one -activity-to the
next. These teachers have good rou-
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mediately stands and says, "Blue
Group, it's your turn to come to the
reading circle now." Half of the Blue
Group hear the teacher's call and start
to put away their materials. The other
half are Still working at their seats. In
this example, the teacher interrupted
the Blue Group's seatwork without
first checking to see if they were
ready to receive her direction. A
more effective process might have
been for the teacher to first wait a
few seconds to allow the Red Group
to return'to their desks to signal the
Blue C`Troup that they soon -,,cztild be
cafled.

A dangle is when the teacher
leaves one activity "dangling" in mid-
air to Start another activity !lad then
returns \t,o the first activity. For exam-
ple,"a chemistry teacher begins the
class by going, over the homework as-
tignment. The teacher asks three stb,--)
dents to go to the board and write the
chemical equations for the first three
problems from the homework. On
their way to the board, the teacher
asks, "How many o' you are ready to
write your conclusions from yester-
day's experiment?" The teacher
counts the number of raised hands
and jots it down. The class is distract-
ed from the homework and many
.students, are talking about their lab re-
sults. One student at the board is not
sure if the teacher counted her. It's
now difficult for the teacher to re-
focus; the class's attention on the
homework.

A truncation is a variation of a
dangle except that the teacher never
returns to the first activity or returns
considerably later. A civics teacher
asks the g.rass to get out their home-
work assignment. As they begin he
asks,. "Have we gone ver the rules
and procedures for mg on our field
trip tomorrow? N 'Oh dear, we

should do that right now." Home-
work is.forgotten, left dangling in
mid-air.

A flip-flop, another variation of a
dangle, happens when the teacher
terminates one activity, starts
another, and doeS something to re-
turn to the first activity. For example,
a teacher tells the class to put away
their spelling papers, take out their
arithmetic books, and (urn to page
23. After most of the class have
turned to the right page, the teacher
says, "Let's see the hands of those of
you who got all their spelling words
right. Terrific! You're all doing so
well. Okay class, today we're going to
review subtraction..."

A stimulus-bounded vent i
situation in which the t cher er-
rupts the flow of an instructional ac-
tivity to respond to an irrelevant
event or one which could have b
handled just as effectively I
after the learning activity is over. For
example, a French teacher is review-
ing a vocabularly assignment with
the class. She slowly walks down a
row, looking at students' work as she
explains masculine and feminine arti-
cles. She happens to look on the floor
and notices a' paper bag. She picks
the bag up and turns to Mary saying,
"What is your lunch bag doing here?
You know you're supposed to keep
your lunch bag` in your locker. Now ir
go put it away." After looking around
the entire floor and writing Mary a
hall pass, she resumes her review of
the assignment which Mary misses
since she's out of the room. Or, the
teacher is explaining an arithmetic
problem at the board while working
the answer. The teacher suddenly
walks over to Jimmy and says, "Jim-
my sit up straight. How can you pay
attention and write well when you're
slouching like that? Now sit up
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straight." He then walks back to the
blackboard and begins working the
next problem with the class. In both
of these examples, the teacher inter-
rupts the flow of activities in the class
to call attention to One child for a
problem that does not need to be at-
tended to immediately. More effective
teachers selectively ignore certain mi-
nor misbehaviors which they know
can just as effeCtively be handled
after a learning activity is completed
in order to avoid interrupting their
instruction. H

MOMENTUM
Effective classroom managers

maintain momentum or a steady
sense of movement throughout their
lessons and throughout the day. They
conduct their lessons at a brisk pace,
providing a continuous academic sig-,
nal for students to focus upon. In
contrast, less effective managers are
troubled by slowdownsdelays and
wasted time between activities which
cause students to/lose interest.
Kounin identified two types of teach-
er behaviors which impede the prog-
ress of a lesson/or cause slowdowns:
overdwelling and fragmentation.

Overdwelling is spending more .

time on an issue such as student be-
havior or task performance than is
necessary for the student's under-
standing. It ay be sp nding too
much time gi ing el orate directions
and long, dra t explanations or
it may be lecturing about student be-
havior. A listener's response to
teacher overdwelling might be, "All'
right, all right, enough already. I
understand." Some specific examples
of overdwelling follow. .

In response to Richard's talking in
class, the teacher not only tells
Richard to stop talking, but interrupts
the flow of the lesson to lecture the

class about talking saying, "Now you
all know this is not a playground.
This is a classroom and we're sup-
posed to be learning. We have rules
governing student talk and the rules
say you are not to talk when I talk
and when we are all busy-working,
you are supposed to be quiet. Quiet
means whisper so you don't disturb
others who are working. Now let's all
be good classroom citizens by follow-
ing the rules and not disturbing --%
others ( Kounin, 1977)." Such lecturs'

usually turns students off and
t ey begin thinking about something

se while the teacher talks. Consider-
ble learning- time is wasted.,,
During a recitation setting, 't)-ie stu-

dents are at the reading circle taking
turns reading. It's Mary's turn and
she begins reading. The teacher inter-
rupts her to tell her she could read
better if she stood or sat up straight,
held her head up, faced the other
children, and held her book properly.
The teacher then demonstrates what
she means to Mary and to the-rest of
the reading group. Before allowing
Mary to resume reading, the teacher
directs the group. to sit up'straight so
they can be good listeners. Finally,
the teacher says, "All right, I guess
we're all ready. So, Mary please con-
tinue." The teacher has drawn the
students' attention away from the
reading and the story and focused it
on procedural details. This has
slowed the activity and caused the
students to lose sight of the tpain ,

fo us of the lesson.
n another situation, the teacher is

explaining to the class how to add by
twds to prepare them for a seat as-
signment. The teacher has the class
call out in unison all the lodd num-
bers as she points to thein on a num-
ber chart, beginning with. 1 and'con-
tinuipg.through 99. By the time the\
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teacher finishes the activity, many of
the students have lost interest
because they feel they already under-
stand the process and the activity .1s
too repetitive. Overdwelling, in
general, causes students to lose inter-
est in the main idea of the activity.
To avoid overdwelling, more effective
managers consider tl*-appropriate-
ness of their actions or activities with
respect to the main academic focus
and practice giving the minimum
amount of instructions necesary for
their lessons.

The other major type of slowdown,
fragmentation, occurs when a teacher
breaks down an activity 3nto several
unnecessary steps when the activity
could have best been performed as a
single activity. A common example
might be when the teacher has the
students turn in their assignments in-
dividually rather than collect them by
tables or rows. Thi7i procedure wastes
time and generates considerable con-
fusion as students gather around the
teacher's desk. Fragmentation also oc-
curs when a teacher, directing her
class to put away their spelling books
and materials and take out their arith-
metic workbooks, actually coaches
the students through the entire pro-
cess step by step"close your books,
put them in your desks, take out

\ your math workbooks, now turn to
page...." Or consider the science
teacher who has the class collect the
materials for their experiments sys-
tematically by rows. "Row one may
get up and get their beakers. Row
tw1 o may get theirs. Now row three.
Now row one may line up to put
some salt in their beakers. Now two
may follow," and so forth until each
row \has.salt and water (Charles,
1981). This process leaves most of
the class sitting at their desks doing
,nothing. A better process might be to

have each row move in rotation from
one supply table to another so that
more than one row is getting their
supplies at one time or have a mem-
ber of each row go to the supply
table at the bzirie time to get all of
one supply for their row. Involving
as ma y students as possible in an
activity helps to focus their attention
and keep them invovled. It also re-
duces the possibility of misbehavior
stemming from boredom.

Keep in mind that these types of
slowdowns represent common be-
havior patterns of less effective teach-
ers. That is to say, effective teachers
may exhibit these patterns occasion-
ally, but ineffective teachers exhibit
them frequently. Furthermore, these
patterns occur well after the school
climate has been established. For in-
stance, overdwelling and fragmenta-
tion to some degree might be present
at the beginning of the year in order
for teachers to teach rules and pro-
cedures to students and reinforce
them.

In general, students tend to be at-
tentive when they have a clear, con-
tinuous academic signal to attend to.
Managing smooth transitions between
activities and maintaining momentum
are key to establishing this continu-
ous'signal. In fact, Kounin found that
maintaining momentum throughout a
lesson and the day was the single
most successful behavior manage-
ment technique forpromotingwork
involvement and minimizing behav-
ior disruptionk Movement manage-
ment was even more significant in
controlling behavior .than techniques
of deviancy management per se. In
short, without a continuous academic
signal or task to focus upon/ students
tend toward misbehavior and such
problems escalate in frequency and
intensity the more often students. are
left without a signal.
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GROUP FOCUS
Classroom teachers are charged

with the rer,ponsibility of teaching
large numbers

room
students at one time

and in one room or space. They are,
not simply tutors respOnsible for only
one child at one time. Typically,
teachers teach students either as a
whole class or as several small
groups working concurrently. KOunin
found that a teacher's ability to main-
tain group focus, i.e. keep students
on their toes and actively involved in
learning, and to hold students ac-
countable for their work is essential
to good classroom management. This
finding is supported by another study
conducted by Wilford Weber (1981).
Weber identified a variable similar to
group focus, group cohesiveness, as
one of ten techniques selected by
teachers successful in maintaining an
effective classroom environment.
Kounin studied three aspects of group
focus: format, group alerting and
accountability.

GROUP FORMAT
Typically; within any recitation set-

ting, there are performing students
those students who are reading
aloud, responding to a teacher's ques-
tion or demonstrating a skill-7and
non-performing students. Group for-
mat refers to the degree to which the
organization or formal set-up of a
learning activity has been pro-
grammed to actively involve the non-
performers as well as the performers.
Kounin identified a range of formats
from high to moderate to low partici-
pation. An optimal or high participa-
tion format is one in which all the
students in the class are required to
perform individually at the same
time. For example, an elementary
teacher asks her students to locate the
number card at their desks which an-

swers the question, "How much is
eight plus four?" After everyone has
selected a card, the teacher has the
students raise their cards simultane-
ously on a cue; she then provides
feedback. Another example would be
having students work a geometry
problem at their desks while others
work it at the board. The teacher then
compares the answers of the students
at their desks to those at the board
through a show of hands. A moder-
ate participation format is one in
which children in a reading group are
asked to read along silently while
another student reads aloud, knowing
that they will be asked to locate some
word, picture or event after the read-
ing. Programming lessons for a mod-
erate to high degree of student partici-
pation is an effective behavior man-
agement technique because it helps
to elithinate dead time for non-per-
formers and keeps them actively in-
volved in the learning. However,
Kounin found that the activity format
per sethe organization, the props
students usedin and of itself did
not affect student work involvement.
Rather, it was how the teacher con-
ducted the lesson to hold the group's
focus, and to hold them accountable
for their work which was instrumen-
tal to maintaining student work
involvement.

GROUP ALERTING
Group alerting is what a teacher

does to grab the attention of all the
students in a group and keep it con-
tinuously focused on the learning ac-
tivity. This teacher skill is key to
maintaining high levels of student
work involvement (or time on task
See Time on Task research) especially
during recitation settings and to pre-
vent student off-task behavior.
Kounin identified the following group
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alerting or high interest techniques
used by more effective teachers to.
hold students' attention and other-
wise keep them on their toes:

1. Attracting Vudents' attention by
asking a questi3O before calling on a
student to respond.

2. Holding attention by pausing to
look around the group to bring the
students in before calling on someone
to respond or recite, by asking for a
show of hands before selecting some-
one, or by using other high interest
cues such as 'saying "Let's put on our
thinking caps, this one might fool
you," before selecting a student
(elementary).

3. Keeping students in suspense as
to who will be called upon next by
avoiding a predictable pattern for
selecting students. *

4. Calling on different students
witlksufficient frequency so that stu-.
'dents don't tune out because the
same group is always called upon.

5. Interspersing individual re-
sponses with mass unison responses.

6. Alerting non-performing students
in a group that they may be called
upon in connection with the perform-

, er's response or to recall something
the performer recited.

Kounin also identified some.com-
mon teacher practices which reduce
student attention levels, particularly
among non-performing students. Less
effective teachers do the following
.too often:

1. Focus on one student at a time,

NOTE: Kounin actually argues for a random selection
of students (turn-takers) to respond to keep students
alert. However, Jere Brophy has produced research ad-
vocating ordered turn-taking. Briefly, Brophy has found
that with totally random selection, teachers frequently
miss certain students in their classthose they subcon-
sciously don't want to have to deal with (chronic
misbehavers or the generally unsuccessful) or those in a
particular part of the room as in the teacher who consis-
tently missed students in the first row because she urf--\k
knowingly looked directly beyond them. Brophy con-

shifting their attention away from the
group and to the performing student
only.

2. Choose a student to respond be-
fore asking the question, causing the
other students to lose interest because
they know they don't have to
respond.

3. Select students in a predictable
pattern or sequence, such as clock-
wise around a circle, or by rows, so
,that students are free to focus their at-
tention elsewhere until it is their turn
to respond.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Accountability is simply holding

students accountable for doing their
work. If students know that their
teacher expects them to do their
work, will always check to see that
they did it, and will provide feedback
regarding their performance, they are
more inclined to remain academically
involved and on-task and to complete
their work. In a recitation activity, ac-
countability is a specific group man-
agement practice which ensures the
academic involvement of non-per-
forming students as well as perform-
ing students. Some specific tech7.,
niques for holding non-perf9rming
students accountable during recitation
activities follow (Note that many of
these are the same for group alerting);:

1. Teacher checks students' an-
swers or other performances by ask-
ing them to hold up their cards or
other props.

dudes that the benefit of creating suspense through ran-
dom selection is far less than the liability created when
all students are not given a fair and equal chance to in-
teract directly with the teacher. A strategy which draws
upon the merits of both random selection and ordered
turntaking is to call upon students in some §ystematic
pattern which allows the teacher to interadwith all stu-
dents and yet is not recognizable to the students, such
as, calling on students randomly while recording it on a
eating chart so the teacher can readily determine which

s dents haven't had an opportunity to respond.
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Teacher requires group to recite
unison while actively listening for

individual responses. ,

.1 3. Teacher checks for understand-
ing of a larger number of students ,by
asking some students to comment on
whether another student's perform7
ance was right or wrong. ("Mike,
watch Linda do, the problem at the
board and tell me if it's right.")

4. Teacher circulates around the
group and checks the answers or per-
formance of students at their seats
while another student is asked to per-
form aloud or at the board.

5. Teacher asks for the raised
hands of students who are prepared
to demonstrate a skill or problem and
then requires some of them to dem-
onstrate it.

AVOIDING SATIATION
Satiation means becoming bored,

or coming to dislike an activity be-
cause one's had enough of it. This
term describes a classroom phenome-
non in which there is a noticeable
change in the dynamics of an activity
due to repetition. Specifically, Kounin
found that repetition of an activity
often causes less work involvement
in and liking for an activity (Charles,
1981). As students perceive that an
activity is becoming increasingly rep-
etitious they become less involved in
it and exhibit more off-task behaviors
such as looking out the window or
around the room, daydreaming, tying
shoes, talking to a neighbor, reading
a newspaper or "good" book, etc. In
effect, students begin looking for
something. more stimulating to do.

As satiation increases, the quality
of student work decreases because
students become even less involved
and more careless. Students begin
performing their Work mechanically
which often leads to a "breakdown"

in the activity. Either because they
want to invest as little energy as pos-
sible in the activity or in an effort to
add some variety to the task, students
breakdown an activity into a series of
meaningless steps. For example, stu-
dents made to write multiplication
facts (say the 7s tables) for the "urn-
teenth time" may start by writing a
series of 7s down their paper, fol-
lowed by a series of Xs next to the
7s, followed by a listing of the fac-
tors, followed by a series of signs
and so forth rather than write each
multiplication equation separately.
Often in this process it becomes ap-
parent that students have lost the
meaning of the activity or the concept
being learned since they are no
longer writing a series of multiplica-
tion equations but rather a listing of
numbers and mathematical signs.

PROGRESS
Kounin identified three instruction-

ally related qualitiespi-ogress, va-
lence and challenge arousal, and
variety-.--which when present help to
reduce the level of satiation in class-
rooms, The most important element
influencing the rate of satiation is a
sense ofprogress. Students who feel
they are making definite progress
either don't become satiated or take
considerably longer to become sati-
ated. In contrast, students who are
forced to do the same thing over and
over have a sense of not getting' any-
where and are quickly satiated. In
looking for specific positive cues
which teachers might use to help cre-
ate a feeling of progress or accom-
plishment such as building on a pre-
vious day's work, "Yesterday we
learned...now we're going to see if
we can...," or pointing out some real
improvement, "You got two more
problems right today than you did
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yesterday," Kounin found that there
were very few instances in which
teachers did anything special to cre-
'ate a sense of progress; yet, feeling a
sense of progress is crucial to slowing
the rate of satiation especially for
older students. This concept of prog-
ress can also be linked to the concept
of success rate in the teaching effec-
tiveness research. The findings on
success rate suggest that students
learn more when they are given, new
instruction at a brisk pace and at a
difficulty level which they can master
readily. This mode of instruction
would not only insure a high success
rate (which the research says is most
effective) but also a sense of progress
which leads to greater work
involvement.

Kounin also looked at the length of
activities in a school day as a dimen-
sion of progress. He found that pro-
gramming the length of an activity to
take into consideration student atten-
tion spans was not a significant factor
in maintaining high levels of student
work involvement. That is to say the
length of an activity per se did not af-
fect student attention.

VALENCE AND CHALLENGE
AROUSAL

Valence and challenge arousal refer
to the specific techniques teachers
use to "psych up" students for the
next academic activityget them
more involved in, curious or enthusi-
astic about it. Such techniques in-
clude the teacher showing genuine
zest or enthusiasm for the activity;
making motivational comments like,
"This one is going to be fun, I know
you'll enjoy it;".or delivering a spe-
cial challenge as in, "You're going to
need your ,thinking caps for the next
one, it's tricky." As a technique for

reducing satiation and 'maintaining
student work involvement, Kounin
found valence and challenge arousal
to be somewhat successful.

VARIETY
Programming variety into learning

activities and the school day plays a
significant role in reducing satiation.
Kounin found that early elementary
students, in particular, need variety
to hold their attention and keep them
from losing interest. By variety,
Kounin means designing a day or
week with sufficiently different learn-
ing activities so as to limit the
amount of time students spend work-
ing on the same type of activity.

To add spice to the day, teachers
can vary the academic content or
subject between activities perhaps
starting with a quiet reading period,
followed by an active physical educa-
tion session, followed by a math ses-
sion and then a spelling game., Teach-
ers can also vary the group configura-
tion of an activity by using a small
group format, a whole class format or
by having students shift from one
subgroup to another across activities.
The type and level of intellectual
function required by a task can also
vary. Some activities might require
students to simply listen or copy
something down. Others might re-
quire students to practice a skill as in
oral /reading, or demonstrate their
comprehension as in recalling part of
a story, or answering questions orally
or in writing. Still other activities
might require abstract thinking or cre-

/alive expression. Teachers can also
vary the props used' in a lesson as
well as the way they present. They
can demonstrate, direct an activity,
lead a discussion, participate along
with students, circulate among stu-
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dents and observe students. All these
techniques Can combine to create
variety among activities to reduce
satiation.

While older students benefit from
variety, Kounin found that they did
not need as much of it. as younger
students. These students seemed to
benefit more by working on the same
activity for a longer period of time or
at least for a sufficient length of time
which would allow them to experi-

ing satiation among older students
than was experiencing variety.

Kounin also found that variety was
more critical during seatwork ac-
tivities than during recitation
tivities. In fact, programme valiety
during seatwork activiqes-was the
single most imporpnrmanagement
technique for ,maintaining high levels
of student,Work involvement. In con-
trast,thi other group -management
techniques presented earlier were far

ence, mastery of the activity. Having/ more important to maintaining stu-
a sense of progress and accomplish- dent during recitation
meni was more important f r'reduc- activities.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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RESEARCH ON

EFFECTIVE
GROUP MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

REVIEW OF CONCEPTS

Jacob Kounin in Discipline and
Group Management in Classrooms
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 'NY,
1970) identified the following teacher
behavior patterns associated with
more effective classroom manage-
ment as evidenced by greater student
time spent on learning activities and
less student misbehavior.

With -it -mess is a teacher's ability to
communicate to her students that she
knows what they are doing in the
classroom at all times. In effect, it's
what a. teacher does to give her stu-
dents the impression that she has
eyes in the back of her head. The
easiest and most visible way for
teachers to let their students know
they are "with-it" is by nipping
behavior problems in the bud before
they escalate, catching the right
culprit, and stopping the more seri-
ous of two simultaneous misbehav-
iorS first.

Overlapping is the teacher's ability
to effectively handle two classroom
events at the same time as opposed
to becoming so totally glued to one
event that the other is neglected.
Teachers frequently, encounter' such
problems as having to deal with a
student who needs assistance com-
pleting an assignment or who has
just returned from a pull-out pro-
gram, while trying to work with a
small group of students or having to
deal with a misbehavior such as
student-talking or a student reading a

newspaper while trying to lead a
whole class discussion. Teachers
skilled in overlapping are able to
maintain the flow of their instruction
or otherwise hold students account-
able for their work while at the same
time effectively dealing with the
interruption.

Smoothness is a teacher's ability to
manage smooth transitions between
learning activities. It involves having'
good transition routines; using signals
as cues to prepare students for transi-
tions and clearly ending one activity
before moving on to another. '

Smoothness also involves selectively
ignoring certain minor misbehaviors
which can be handled just as effec-
tively after a learning activity in order .
to avoid interrupting the instruction.

Momentumgs the ability to main-
tain a steady sense of movement or
progress throughout a lesson or the
day. Teachers skilled, in momentum
conduct their lessons at a brisk pace,
providing a continuous academic sig-
nal or tasks for students to focus
upon. They avoid any behavior
which may slow down a lesson or
lose students' interest such as giving
long drawn out directions or explana-
tions, lecturing on student behavior
or breaking activities down into steps
which are too small.

Group Focus and Accountability
refers to a teacher's ability to keep the
whole class or group of students "on
their toes" and involved in learning

. ,
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by struct ring activities so that all
students, tt1 non-performing and
performing wading aloud, answering
a question) are actively participating;

r-

by students accountable for
doi : their ork; and by creating
suspe-_-,o other high interest tech-
niques for holding students' attention

ds,
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

1
Training Activity (

for
GROUP MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

"Ego-Tripping on With-it-ness"

To understand what it means to be "with-it" and to iden-
tify specific teacher techniques which lead to greater
with-it-ness

Group Discussion

Large Group

15 to 30 minutes

Reproduce- activity for appropriate number of particip4its

Have teachers read the entire activity and jot down (if
time permits) their thoughts to the questions on the last
page of the activity. Ask the teachers to share their
responses with the group. Encourage teachers to look for
cues as to how they can become more "with-it" by under-
standing their moments of good and poor "with-it-ness."
Bring out the importance of monitoring student behavior
at all times and ask for specific techniques or strategies
which can make this process easier for teachers. Some
examples might be: checking more frequently those parts
of the room in which you anticipate more off-task
behavior or misbehavior occurring; positioning "problem"
students nearest to you so they can quickly and readily
be monitored; establishing a good room arrangement
which eliminates "blind spots" and permits easy monitor-
ing by the teacher; keeping your detk relatively clear so
that if you have work to do you can readily glance up
and check on students; .circulating around the room
especially during seatwork; etc.

.1)
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A good captain utilizes the crew to its fullest potential. Each person has a
job to do; has been given instructions on how to do the job; knows where
and when to perform his duties; and fully expects that the captain will
check to see that it's well done.

YOUR CHORE

Reviewing Kounin's Definitions:
1. With-it-nessletting your students know that you are aware of everything

that is going on in.. the classroom.
2. Overlappingdealing with two simultaneously occurring classroom

events.

Consider these questions in light of your present situation.
A) During which classroom activities do you feel "with-it"; in other words,

your students perceive you as knowing what's going on in the
classroom?

2) During which classroom activities are you most likely in need of your
with-it-ness and overlapping skills?,

3) Are there any class periods or certain times of the day when your,"with-
it-ness" wilts?

4) Can you identify a student, a group, or an area of the room, that needs
more specific attention than others during independent activities?

Having considered the pr.vious questions, now respond to the following:
I. I am really "with-it" when...

II. I don't think I'm with-it when... .

III. I. can get "with-it" by..;

Please share some of your discoveries with the group.

I
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

GROUP MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

"Keeping It Smooth"

To recognize those teacher behaviors which can 1eacito a
breakdown in instructional activities

Group Discussion

15-30 minutes

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants

Have teachers read the'entire activity. Then ask teachers
to share their assessments of each Roman numerated
situation with the group. Where discussants indicate a
breakdown in the activity teacher's instructional process,
have them identify how the teacher could have better
managed the situation. Also encourage the discussants to
talk about how and at what point the teacher might have
regained the focus and momentum of the activity.
Note: An annotated activity, the Trainer's Copy, is provided to assist
the trainer in Ieadipg a group discussion.

I
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Trainer's Copy

"KEEPING IT SMOOTH"

Training Activity
on

Group Management Research

Read the follqwing classroom scenario. Identify those situations in which
the teacher seems to be running the class smoothly. Also identify those situa-
tions in which the teacher's smoothness and momentum seem to break
down. Make spedfic suggestions as to how the teacher could have better
managed those situations using good group management techniques.

CLASSROOM NARRATIVE
I It is the first period of the day. The

students are in
their assigned seats and have just com-
pleted their ,opening exercises which in-
clude: taking attendance, collecting lunch
money, etc.

II Next, the teacher instructs the. class to go
quietly and directly tothe "Discussion
Corner" so that they can share the experi-
ences they had on the trip they took on
the previous day. As the students are
moving to the Discussion Corner, the
teacher remembers that they had home-

, work, which was a writing assignment
about their trip. She announces "Before
you go to the discussion corner, turn in
your homework"

III Most of the students in the class manage
to get back to their desks, rummage
through and/find their homework assign-
ments. Since they had received no in-
struction as to where to put the assign-
ments, the students begin to crowd
around the teacher in an effort to place
the papers in her hands. Those students
who didn't do the homework siMply pro-
ceed to the Discussion. Corner.

TRAINER'S NOTES

Class is running smoothly.

Lesson on smoothness and
momentum are interrupt-
ed by a dangle. Teacher.
Creates a false start by ask-
ing for the students' home-
work after they already
begin to follow her first
direction to move to the
Discussion Corner.

Teacher's dangle creates
confusion and disorderly
behavior. Problem is com-
pounded by a lack of spe-
cific directions regarding
how or where to turn in
the homework assign-

I ments. Teacher could
have regained the lesson
smoothness and momen-
tum by_grabbing the stu-
dents' attention, refocusing
it and giving clear, specific
directions.
Confusion and misbehav-
ior intensify.
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IV Other students who manage to give their
papers to the teacher join the no home-
work" group at the Discussion Corner.
Some of them seize upon the moment of
confusion and begin to roll,around on the
carpet.

V The teacher notices the misbehavior in
the Discussioh Corner and promptly
marches over to reprimand, those students
who are acting out, leaving, the other stw
dents in the vicinity of her desk and other
parts of the room.

VI Those students who had not been suc-
cessful in giving their papers to the
teacher are not sure about what they
should do next, so some of them place
the papers in different areas on her desk;
some hold on to their, papers; and some
of the papers fall to the floor.

VII After the entire class has assembled in the
Discussion Corner, the teacher states "Be-
fore we talk about our trip experiences, I
think we should discuss the way we be-
haved during the last five minutes. Jim-

t.you were the silliest, you talk
first....and if ever you behave like that
again, I'll send for your parents..."

The teacher exhibits with-
it-ness by iminediately at-
tending to the misbehav-
ior, However, she fails to
overlap by giving the stu-
dents who are trying to
turn in their papers any
direction to hold them ac-
countable before dealing
with the misbehavior.
Students who: are left
without any teacher direc-
tion exhibit confused
behavior.

While the teacher needs to
regain the group's focus
and give feedback about
the students' poor behav-
ior, her reprimand of Jim-
my, is -not very effective
and borders on overdwell-
ing. Teacher could discuss
the past five minutes in a
more constructive man-
ner, especially since her
lack of smoothness precip-
itated the eventr
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"KEEPING IT SMOOTH"
Training Activity

on
Group Management Research

Read the following classroom scenario. Identify those situations in which
the teacher seems to be running the class smoothly. Also identify those situa-
tions in which the teacher's smoothness and momentum seem to break
down. Make specific suggestions as to how the teacher could have better
managed those situations using good group management techniques.

CLASSROOM NARRATIVE: ,
I It is the first period of the day. The students are in their assigned seats

and have just completed their opening exercises which include taking
attendance, collecting lunch money, etc.

II The teacher instructs the class to go quietly and directly to the "Discus-
sion Corner" so that they can share the experiences they had on the
trip they took the previous day. As the students are moving to the
Discussion Corner, the teacher remembers that they had homework,
which was a writing assignment about their trip. She announces
"Before you come to the discussion corner, turn in your homework."

III Most of the students in the class manage to get back to their desks,
rummage through and find their homework assignments. Since the
teacher gave no instructions as to where to put the assignments, the
students begin to crowd around the teacher in an effort to place the
papers in her hands. Those students who didn't do the homework
simply proceed to the Discussion Corner.

IV Other students who manage to give their papers to the teacher join the
"no homework" group at the, Discussion Corner. Some of them seize
upon the moment of confusion and begin to roll around on the carpet.

V The teacher notices the misbehavior in the Discussion Corner and
promptly marches over to reprimand those students who are acting
out, leaving the other students in the vicinity of her desk and other
parts of the room.

VI Those students who had not been succe8sful in giving their papers to
the teacher are not sure about what they should do next, so some of 2

them place the papers in different areas on her desk, some hold on to
their papers, and some of the papers fall to the floor.

VII After the entire class has assembled in the Discussion Corner, the v
teacher states "Before we talk about our'trip experiences, I think we
should discuss the way we behaved during the last 5 minutes. Jimmy
you were the silliest, you talk first... and if ever you behave like that
again, I'll send for your parents...."
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME.

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

.DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

3
Training Activity

for
GROUP MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

"With-it-ness in Action"

To identify effective desist techniques and specific teacher
behaviors which demonstrate with-it-ness and
overlapping

Roleplay or Group Discussion

Small or Large Groups

Roleplay 45 minutes/Group Discussion 30 minutes

Reproduce activity for/appropriate number of partici-
pants. If the activity is to be roleplayed, determine
whether the participants need a description of the scenar-
ios (see Roleplay direction). If the activity is to be used to
stimulate group disCussion, reproduce the necessary
number of worksheets to focus participants' ideas.

There are several options available to, you for leading this
activity. Participants can either roleplay the scenarios or
discuss them as a group. A decisio/Iregarding the appro-
priate format should either be mad ahedd of time' or you
should use your best "sense of-audience" to determine
which format is most suited to. the group's mood.
Roleplay can be particularly stimulating because it pro-.
vides for physical movement and teachers enjoy acting
out, especially after a long day; however, sometimes the
numbers and the momentum of the 'group suggest group
discussion may be best.
Roleplaying: As the activity leader, you can control the
amount of information the actors have regarding their
parts. For example, you can decide that the participant
who plays the role of the teacher should have a full

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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understanding of the scenario he or she is to resfinnd to,
including the problem student's part, thus eliminating
any anxiety. In this situation, supply the actors with a
copy of the classroom narrative and the scenario, Or yo
can deciFle to have t e par cipant playing the role of
teacher respond to th sroom disturbance spontane-
ously. in this situation, supply all actors with a copy of
the classroom narrative only. Privately explain to the
selected actors their roles of "teacher" and "problem stu-
dent," being careful to give the "teacher" minimal infor-
mation. For example, in scenarios I and H, simply explain
to the "teacher", that there are two other groups function-
ing. Let the "teacher" discover the disruption for him or
herself. Or in scenario III, simply explain that an LD stu-
dent is out of the classroom. (Note: The participants need
not be divided into three groups. Two groupsthe teach-
er directed group and the, problem group are sufficient.)

Encourage group discussion of the roleplay. Focus
upon the "teacher's" desist techniques and his or her spe-
cific behaviors which reinforce the concepts of with-it-
ness and overlapping. Use discussion questions as a
guide.
Group Discussion: Have the participants read through the
entire activity, including the scenarios. Select one or more
scenarios for the participants to respond to. Have the par-
ticipants complete the worksheet before disFussing their
strategies or have them use it as a reference throughout
the discussion. Encourage the participants to share their
desist techniques and multiple strategies for managing the
scenarios. Reinforce their with-it-ness and overlapping
behaviors. Use the discussion questions as a guide.

DISCUSSION'
QUESTIONS: I. What action did the teacher take to control the

interruption?
Was it effective and why? Was he or she "with-it"?

2. Are there circumstances in which the approach might
not be as effective?

3. What provisions did the teacher make to insure that
the other groups continue functioning while he or she
attended to the disruption?

4. What other strategies for managing the situation can be
used?

r
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"WITH-IT-NESS IN ACTION"

Training Activity
for

Group Management Research

Read the following classroom scenarios involving a typical learning period \
in which the teacher is managing several instructional groups simultaneously.
Choose one or more of the scenarios and decide how you would respond to
the behavior disruption using your with-it-ness and overlapping skills and
Our most effective desist techniques. Keep in mind the concept of accounta-
bility, also identified by the Kounin research.

CLASSROOM NARRATIVE
There are three groups functioning simultaneously in the4lassrooma

reading group directed by the teacher, an independent vocabulary group and
an independent research group. (Other academic activity groups could be
substituted.) One child is out the classroom for L.D. instruction. The teach-
er has already given cleir, s ecific directiTs to both the vocabulary group
and the research group regar ing their assignments. She has also reminded
the groups abOut working "quietly" which means soft whispers are allowed.

The vocabulary group is wbrking individually on crossword puzzles. T
have dictionaries and other reference books at their table to help them with.
their assignment.

The research group is answering questions about an independent reading
assignment. The questions are written on the chalkboard nd the students are
grouped around the board, writing the answers td the qudtions in their
notebooks.

The teacher is leading a group discussion on the main ideas developed in
the chapter the reading group has just finished reading aloud.

r

Scenario I
One student in the vocabulary group decides that she needs a thesaurus to

find a special word for her crossword puzzle. She doesn't see one among the
reference books. She also doesn't wish to disturb the teacher so she gets up
and begins wandering around the room in search of the thesaurus.

Thelteacher looks up from the reading group and....

Scenario II,
One student in the research group has become bored with the assignment

and decides to liven up the group. She moves to the chalkboard and 'draws a
funny face on the board, labeling it "teacher." The research group begins to,
giggle. The student, inspired by the attention, adds more to the picture. The..
group starts to laugh louder.

The,teacher hearing the laughter looks up, scans the room, notifies the class
clown at the board and....
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OR (The teacher doesn't yet notice the disturbance,) Other students in the
group join in the fun and begin scribbling on the board, adding their own in-
terpretations to the teacher's picture, The group now has the attention of the
whole class which is watching the entertainment.

The teacher notices the "turned" heads and keys in on the noise coming
from the research group, The teacher goes into action....

(Respond to one or both situations. Distinguish between those steps you
might take in the first situation where you have caught the problem early and
only one student is misbehaving and a few are off -task versus the second
situation in which the disruption has been noticed much laterseveral
students are misbehaving and the whole class is off-task.)

Scenario III
The L.D. student, who attends a rigularly scheduled pull-out program, has

been made to wait alone in the tutoring room for some time only to find out
his special education teacher will be unable to meet with him today.
Frustrated and angry he returns to his regular class. He arrives unexpectedly"
and visibly upset. He slams the door, bumps into other students and their
desks, and mumbles loudly to himself.

The teacher looks up surprised and....
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"WITH-IT-NESS IN ACTION"

Worksheet
for

Group Discussion/Written Activity Format

1 , Check the classroom scenario on which you focused.

0 Scenario the student from the vocabulary group looking for the
thesaurus
Scenario II: the class clown(s) in the research group
scenario III: the unexpected LI). student who returns to class

2. Explain the group management strategies you recommend for dealing with
that scenario.

Describe how these strategies are supported by the Kounin research. Please
identify specific research concepts.

Share your strategies with the group. Discuss alternative strategies.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH Alb
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DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

4
Training Activity

for
GROUP MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

"Putting Together"

OBJECTIVES: To link the findings from the Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management research regarding room arrange-
ment, setting clear expectations, having good procedures,
and reinforcing expectations with the findings from the
Group Management research

PROCESS:

FORMAT).

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

Brainstorm/Group Discussion

Large Group

30-45 minutes

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants

Have teachers read the entire activity. Ask them to brain-
storm all the things they would have to consider within
each of the three aspects of grouping in order to make
sure their groups operate smoothly. Use the following
flow-chart' as a guideline to the points that should be
covered in the brainstorm. Encourage teachers to high-
light differences in grouping preparations which may be
based on the reason for the grouping pattern. An example
might be procedures for seeking the teacher's help if
students are ability grouped or if the teacher is actively
leading one group.
Hirit: To reinforce the ideas shared, you may want to
reproduce the brainstorm schefnata on a board filling in
the ideas generated around the appropriate grouping
aspect, or in some other way, record the ideas generated
on a board or tabloid.
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Trainer's Copy

"PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER"

Flow Chart for Trainers

Brainstorm

I. Forming Groups
room arrangementtypes of grouping possible
procedures for moving into groups - permanentgrou s

- ad hoc groups
general rules governing behavior in groups, i.e., talking, get-
ting teacher's attention
procedures for creating group - task oriented/teacher defined

- student choice
- count, off

appropriateness of task for groupsdifficulty and in-
dependence level

II. Giving Directions
clear concise explanation of academic task
how and where to get materials or supplies
what to do when students complete tasksupplemental or
enrichment activities
how to get teacher's attentionwhen there is/is not a
teacher directed group functioning simultaneously
when to give directionswithin groups or for all groups at
once
reinforcementwritten directions on board or ditto to sup-
plement teacher directions
checking for understanding

III. Accountability and Monitoring
expectations for work completionfeedback
if teacher is/is not also actively leading a group
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"PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER"

Training Activity
for

Group Management Research

Teachers frequently use small, simultaneously functioning groups for
various instructional periods or activities. These groups may be formulated
based on student ability, student choice, the design of the activity, team
learning strategies, etc. The findings from the Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management research and the Group Management research are
both related and mutually supportive. Think back to the basic beginning of
the year concepts such awoom arrangement; setting clear expectations for
behavior and work, and reinforcing expectations through monitoring, with -it..
ness and accountability. What groundwork do you have to lay or prepara-
tions do .you haveaa make to insure your groups function smoothly and with
minimal opportunities for disruptions? Brainstorm around the following
aspects of grouping.
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INTRODUCTION
This research unit is on providing

Teacher Praise as a form of positive'
feedback. Given its -relationship to
feedback, it can be presented either
as a separate unit on Teacher Praise,
as shown here, or as a sub-unit of the
section on "Providing Feedback"
-under the research unit on Direct In-
struction or Interactive Teaching. We
found it useful to present this
research study after the Classroom
Management research for several
reason's. First, it provided a link to the
feedback sections of the classroom
management research and served as
a transition between the management
and teaching effectiveness research.
Secondly, this research is counter-
intuitive in nature; it's an "eye
opener" because some of the findings
are counter to teachers' feelings about
praising students. We found that
teachers readily accept the classroom
management research findings
because they offer immediate prac-
tical applications for teachers and,
they make sense; they it.teachers'
value systems. As noted; in an earlier
unit, it's important initially \to
dissuade teachers' negative feelings
toward research and to gain credibili-
ty for yourself. We introduced the
Teacher Praise research after the
classroom management research as a

way of challenging teachers and en-
couraging them toquestion research
findings, now that they were willing
to view research as a useful tool for
teachers.

The basic concepts presented in
this research summary are:
E teacher praise is not essential to

student learning; it seldom serves
as a reinforcer for student
behavior.

III Teacher praise can serve a variety
of other meaningful functions, par-
ticularly since most teachers enjoy
praising students and most
student.sappreciate some teacher
praise, especially private praise.

111 effective teacher praise exhibits the
following qualities: contingency,
specificity and sincerity.

E more effective teachers are con-
scious of4keir distribution of
praise.

This unit can be presented as a 1
to 11/2 -hour training session with ap-
proximately 30 minutes for presenta-
tion and discussion of the concepts,
15 to 30 minutes for discussion of
the activity, and 30 minutes for the
Reaction to Research exercise from
the preceding research session and
Plan of Action exercise for implemen-
ting new research concepts.
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I

RESEARCH ON

ThACHER PRAISE
Educational and psychological re-

search have clearly established that
providing students with simple, time-
ly feedback or knowledge about how
well they're performing is essential to
student learning.* Such feedback can
be poSitive, as in-an affirmation that
a response is correct, "right," "yds,"
or "okay;" negative, as in a simple re-
sponse, "no, that is not correct;" or
corrective, as in a statement which
gives the student the correct response
or a cue to the correct response.
When providing feedback to students,
most educational psychologists stress
the value of reinforcing or rewarding
good student conduct or academic
performance. Moreover, they advo-
cate teacher praise, which goes be-
yond simple positive feedback, as a
desirable form of such reinforcement.
Praise not only tells a student he or
she is correct, it also expresses appro-
val, admiration, delight or enthusi-
asm as in "very good!" or "You've
got them all right, good work!" Such
recommendStions by education psy
chologists presume that students
perceive teacher praise as a reward
worth working towards.

However, Jere Brophy, a professor
of teacher education and educational
psyChology at the-Institute for
Research on Teaching (Michigan State
University), found in his studies and
after reviewing other studies that
teacher praise' did not have any signi-
ficant impact on student conduct,
academic perforinance or other class-
room processes in ways it should
have if it were truly serving as an im-

. 'Thus, providing feedback, either covert or otherwise,
becomes an important on-going responsibility of teach-
ers. Research has also shown that feedback need not

portant reinforcer for students, i.e. a
reward students were willing to work

'harder for (Brophy, 1981). He also
found that most teacher praise does
not function as a reinforcer either.be-
cause it-lacks certain critical qualities
or because it's not being conscio-usly
used as a reinforcer. He concluded
that while feedback and positive re-
inforcement are essential to student'
learning, teacher praise is not. This
does not suggest that teacher ppise
shouldn't be used or that it can't be .
used effectively. Since most students
enjoy receiving some i?raise and most
teachers enjoy giving rbraise, this con-
clusion simply points out that while
praise can serve a variety of func-
tions if used effectively, its power has
short term lithitations. This summary
will highlight some of Brophy's find-
ings on teachers' uses of praise and
offer recommendations, based on his
research, for using praise effectively.

THE EVIDENCE OF TEACHER
PRAISE, AS A REINFORCER

Studies of how typical teachers
(those not directly involved in
DISTAR pr behavior 'modification pro-
grams that feature regular use of
praise) use praise indicate that they
do not use it as a reinforcement tech-
nique. If teachers intended praise to
be 'reinforcing they would use it to
help shape or modify student behav-
ior by praising when students do well
and by not praising when students
don't do well. However, typical
teacher praise is given infrequently;
is largely dependent,on students' per-

always be covert since most learners assume they are
orrect unless explicitly told otherwise (Barringer &
holson, 1979).
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sonaliti9,or the teacher's perceptions
of studeqs; need for praise rather
than geiYine accomplishment; and is
global and uninformative in nature.
Dunk /n and Biddle (1974) found 'that
teachers use praise "no more than six
percent of the total time on the aver-
age." Classroom observations by
Brophy and Good (1970a) reveal that
praise of good answers or good work
occurred fewer than five times per
hour and praise of good conduct ap-
peared only once every 2-10 hours in
the early grades and was virtually
nonexistent thereafter. The average
student is praised only about once
per day, and most of these praise
statements are responses to good an-
swers offered during recitations or
discussions (Brophy, 1981b). Brophy
and Good (1970a) also found a ten-
dency for teachers to praise good
work and to criticize poor conduct
rather than praise good conduct. Not-
withstanding that teacher style and
pertonality influence overall frequen-
cy-of praise, these low rates generally
indicate that teachers do not system-
atically use praise to reward or rein-
force student performance.

Examination of the distribution of
teacher praise among students leads
to the same conclusion. If teachers
were using praise as a reinforcer, one
would expect to see teachers concen-
trating their praise on those students
whose behavior needs to be modified
the most. However, research indi-
cates that most teacher praise is not
given because student accomplish-
ments warrant it, but because stu-
dents are successful in "pulling" it
from the teacher or because student
personalities make them more attrac-
tive to the teacher. For example,
Brophy and Good (1974) found that
certain students (generally boys) re-

6 / TEACHER PRAISE

ceive both more praise and more crit-
icism simply because they make
more contacts with the teacher and
are generally more active within the
classmiom. Thesersame students also
tend to have more of every kind of
interaction with their teacher. Brophy
et al. also found that some students
systematically receive more praise be-
cause they initiate contacts with the
teacher to show off; their work and
because they convey an expectation .

for teacher praise. Still others receive
more praise because they exhibit
such personality traits as confidence,
sociability, and extroversion which
make them more socially attractive as
individuals and effective in eliciting
teacher praise. Some students actual-
ly condition teachers to praise them
by rewarding teachers directly for
their praise with smiles or beaming
proudly (Yarrow, Wexler and Scott,
1971). In fact, a recent study (Stokes,
Fowler, and Baer, 1978) indicated
that preschool children trained to
recruit praise from teachers by
prompting their teachers to comment
about their work, actually received
more praise from their teachers fol-
lowing the training than did the chil-
dren without the training. Thus,,
while some teachers may consciously
use praise to, encourage students or
reinforce student effort, especially
among those experiencing difficulty
mastering curriculum, most teachers
are not using praise to systematically
shape student behavior or
performance.

The evidence presented demon-
strates that most teacher praise is not
used as a deliberate, systematic rein-
forcement of student behavior or aca-
demic accomplishment. Even if

--
teachers .intended praise to ,lie rein-
forcing there is some question as to
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its potential effectiveness for modify-
ing or shaping student performance..
Only a few students are so strongly
interested in pleasing their teacher
that they are motivated"to Work better
in exchange for teacher praise. gener-
ally students in the early elemenlary
grades who are still adult-oriented
find teacher praise reinforcing
(Walker, 1979). Also, at any grade
level, but perhaps especially in the
earlier grades, students who are .low
in ability or low achievers may be
more responsive .to teacher praise and
encouragement (Brophy, 1981a).
Such praise may be more meaningful
and motivating for these students be-
cause they frequently experience fail-
ure and are likely to be easily dis-
couraged with learning. In contrast,
high ability students and high-
achievers who are accustomed to suc-
cess find teacher praise less motivat-
ing. Also,, older students who are
more interested in peer approval are
generally less re.sponsive to teacher
praise, especially public praise, even
to the.point of being less likely to per-
form the praised behavior again.
High school students ranked teacher
praise and encouragenient 10th out
of a list of-fifteen potential rewards,
including the opportunity to reach a,
goal first (ranked.first), being ac-
cepted, receiving compliments, tro-
phies, certificates or special privi-
leges, or having one's name in the
press. Interestingly, teachers ranked
their praise even lower, almost at the
bottom of the same list (Ware, 1978).
Some social and educational psychol-
ogists question the merit of using
praise, arguing that teacher praise
should not be relied on too heavily as
it,represents a form of extrinsic re-
4rard. Too much teacher praise may
focus students' attention on pleasing

the teacher rather than working for
their personal gratification, an intrin-
sic reward (Brophy, 1981a).

HOW TEACHERS USE: PRAISE
Since it seems that most teachers

do not deliberately and systematically
use praise as a reward, Brophy drew
upon. .some observational studies and
discussions with teachers to make
some inferences about how teachers
do use praise, some of which is desir-
able and some is not. Some Pctise.oc
curs as a spontaneous expressfkri of
surprise or admiration in reaction to a
student's ihsightful comment or. ac-
complishment. This unplanned praise
.prob.ably is more effective than any
deliberate attempt to praise particular-
ly since it's based on genuine student
accomplishment and because the
praise is accompanied by facial ex-
pressions and other body language
which make it sincere. Suci-nuine
praise not only makes students feel
good, it helps them to better under-
stand and appretiate their accom-
plishments. As always, care must be
taken however, not to express too
much surprise over a student's ac-
complishment; otherwise, it Might
backfire, embarrassing the student
and .lindermining his or her confi-
dence in his or her ability.

Sometimes, teachers use praise to
specifically draw students' attention
to their accomplishments, particularly
with underachievers or students who
have a negatiVe self- image. ("You
didn't think you could do that, did
you? It just goes to show what I've
been trying to tell youif you'll stick'
with it and not give up so easily, you
will find you can do the work") This
kind of praise can be encouraging
and inspire students to try harder.
However, some teachers may use this
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kind of 1j-raise to justify an earlier crit-
icism of a tti.iciient for sloppy or poor
work when ey could have done
better. To the extent that the teacher's
praise has a strong, "See, I told you
so" message, its effectiveness as a re-
i.-.Forcer probably is questionable.

Some teacher Praise is misused as
a kind-of vicarious reinforcement.
The intent of this praise is not so
much to praise the desired behavior
of the targeted student but rather to
indirectly send a message to other
students to change or control their be-
havior. For example, before leaving
the classroom for recess, students are
supposed to clear their desks. As the
teacher looks around the room after
the warning bell, she sees that only a .
few students have cleared their
desks. Instead of directing a state-
ment to those students who haven't
cleared,their desks, the teacher sin-
gles out Mary and says to the class
and to Mary, "Mary, I like the way
you cleared your desk. It looks so
neat!" Or consider the teacher, who
upon. returning to her room after be-
ing called away for a few minutes,
notices several students in the back
of the roomiwho are obviously
clowning around instead of working
on their assignment. Rather than de-
sisting those students, the teacher
praises Nancy and Steve for working
so quietly while she was gone. In
each instance, the effectiveness of the
teacher's praise as a signal to the
non-conforming students, to behave
properly is highly questionatile. In
the second example, recalling
Kounin's research, students may
question how well the teacher knew
what was really going on or how
strongly the teacher intends to exert
her leadership and insist that students
follow her behavioral rules. Further-

more, unless the children are very
young and adult-oriented (wanting to
please the teacher), such praise state-
ments would have little impact on
the behavior of misbehaving stu-
dents. Lastly, this kind of praise may
have some ,unfortunate effects on
Mary, Nancy and Steve who recog-
nize its true intent as manipulative
rather than, sincere. They may be
concerned about being perceived by
their peers as teacher's pets and may
even begin responding slowly to the
to her's directions to avoid being
si gled out.

ometimes vicarious praise can be
an ffective alternative to criticizing
or agging" over inappropriate be-
havi For erele, at.the beginning
of the s year when teachers are
trying to teach students behavioral
rules and instructional procedures,
rather than negatively commenting
on inappropriate behavior, the teach-
er might praise students who have
learned the new rules as a way of of-
fering. guidance about student behav-
ior in a positive way. Such selectively
used praise not only serves to rein-
force good behavior and re-state class
rules, it also helps to create a friend-
ly, supportive atmosphere at the be-
ginning. To avoid the teacher's pet
syndrome, such praise may be better
directed at groups of students rather
than individuals.

Teachers sometimes use praise as
an icebreaker to establish communi-
cation with-an alienated student or a
peace offering to reestablish normal
relationships with students they've
had to criticize or punish. Often this
praise takes the form of a compliment
regarding the student's grooming or
clothing or some other personal
aspect. With some students such
praise can be helpful, recognizing
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that it is not a substitute for solutk ns
to students' communication proble
or misconduct.

Most teacher praise kives to pro-
vide encouragement to students, es-.
pecially those of lower ability who
have difficulty with their school work
or those who have feelings of self-
doubt, ration or failure. Often,
this pr 'se is given for effort rather
than ac mplishment, and when it is
given for accomplishment, it's l'ased
on some scale of progress appropriate
to the individual's ability level. This
type of praise is certainly appropriate
and potentially very effective. How-
ever, care must be taken to insure
that public praise of student effort is
credible and rewarding. Sometimes
praise can inadvertently be counter-
productive as in the following exam-
ple. During a fnultiplication drill exer-
cise, a teacher was heard giving the
following feedback. "Tom, how much
is eight times seven? ...Right. Jane,
nine times six? ...Okay. Bill, do you
know how much two times two is?
...Good, Bill! That's exactly right!
Nancy, how much is nine times
eight? ...fight." The teacher's con-
spicuous praise o(Bill for knowing
two times two could actually embar-
rass Bill, 'particularly in light of how
the'teacher responded to the other
students' correct answers to more dif-
ficult problems. Bill and his class- .

mates probably noticed the difference
between the praise Bill, received for
his answer and the simple positive
feedback the other students received.
If Bill is praised in this manner too
often, the students will eventually see
that the teacher doesn't think Bill is
too bright (Brophy, 1981b),

PRAISING EFFECTIVELY
Even though praise may not be a

significant reinforcer for student

r-

learning, it's apparent that teachers
do give praise and that it can serve a
variety of appropriate functions. Fur-
thermore, at least under some cir-
cumstances, students appreciate re-
eiving praise. It's important then, for

chers to know how and when to
pr se students to maximize its
ben its.

To e most effective, teacher praise
shoul .

Ube de vered contingently upon a
student perkrmance of a desired
or note rthy behavior;

specify th praiseworthy particulars
of the perfumed behavior;

II be sincerely expressed using
language which is appropriate to
the specific situation and
preferences of the praised student
(O'Leary and O'Leary, 1977).

Contingency
For praise to have the most mean-

ingful, positive effect on students, it
should be given contingently or only
after a student has performed a note-
worthy behavior. Quality and credibi-
lity of praise are probably much
more important than quantity. Praise
is much more effective when teacheri
u e it selectively, coitentrating their
pra'se on genuine student progress or
acc i mplishment (Brophy, 1981 b). In
fact when teachers are-consistent in
3' praise contingently, students do
recog ize that they've done
something praiseworthy when they
receive praise (Brophy, 1981a).
However, if teachers overuse praise
or use it indiscriminately,
acknowledging both genuine accom-
plishment and not so significant ef-
fort, the praise becomes ambiguous
and meaningless for students.

In judging what constitutes praise-
worthy progress "or accomplishment,
the individual student's past history

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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or perfqrmance pectation should be
considered. That is,' more effective
praise is contingent upon some stan-
dard of performance which is appro-
priate to the individual instead of
sofne rigid, absolute standard pre-
scribed for all or comparisons of
other students. Thus, it might be ap-
propriate to praise slower students for
accomplishments that may not be
considered praiseworthy for brighter
students. (Such praise might also best
be given privately.) Similarly, it
might be appropriate to praise a stu-
dent who gave an incorrect response
if the effort behind the respbnse was
significant or 'indicated some level of
creativity, imagination or good
thinking.

Specificity
Effective teacher praise is specific;

it provides concrete information to
students about their competence, the
value of their accomplishment or the
praiseworthy aspects of their behav-
ior. For example, in response to blue
group's moving quietly and quickly
to their seats in the reading circle, an
effective, praise statement would be,
"Very good! You all moved so quietly
and quickly to the circle today. You
even pushed in your chairs quietly."
The praise not only gives specific
feedback about the students' behav-
ior, it also reconfirms the teacher's
expectation and rule for moving into
reading groups. In contrast, a less ef-
fective praise response would be
simple, global statement like, "Ve
good, boys and girls!"

Anderson, Evertson and Brophy
found that much teacher praise is
vague rather than specific. In a study -
of first grade teachers (1979), they
found that teachers were specific
about 40 percent of the time in their

praise of good conduct but only
about 5 percent of the time in their
praise of good work. While its true
that in many academic situations, it's
obvious to the student what is being
praised, these overall rates are very
low, particularly if teachers want
their praise to be effective (Brophy,
,1981a).

Praise should also help students to
more fully understand their accom-
plishments and better appreciate their
own thinking and problem solving.
Students frequently know when
they've done well and a teacher's
praise becomes an affirmation of
what they already know. However:
there are some -situations in which
teachers can use their praise to single
out specific noteworthy aspects of a
student's accomplishment which he
or she may not fully appreciate. Such
praise might be particularly valuable
when students are s -cful in gen-
erating creative ideas ions to
difficult problems or in working on
complex projects. It can also"be help-
ful to students who suffer self-doubt.
As much as possible, praise should
also focus on the student's accom-
plishment and not on the teacher as
an authority figure or evaluator. This
helps students to appreciate their
work for intrinsic reasons and.not
always for extrinsic reasons (Brophy,
1981b),

Credibility
Perhaps the most important aspect

of praise is credibility. Effective
praise leaves the student convinced
that the teacher has considered the
performance carefully and means
what he or she says about it
(Brophy, 1981b). For praise to be ef-
fective, it must be sincere and genu-'
ine and the teacher's expression of
praise must reflect that sincerity.

10 / TEACHER PRAISE
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Several researchers have noted a
lack of credibility in teachers' praise,
particularly in how they. express their
praise and in the situations they
choose to praise. Sometimes the prob-
lem is monotony of expression; the
teacher relies on only one or two
stock phrases and delivei's them with-
out animation (Brophy, 1981a). More
effective' praise has variety in expre-
sion ancspecificity, highlighting the
student's accomplishment. It is sim-
ple, not gushy or overdramatic and
delivered in a natural voice Which
conveys sincerity.

A different kind of credibility prob-
lem arises when the teacher's verbal
expression is contradicted by some
negative. non-verbal expression or
body language such as frowning, gri-
macing, a show of disinterest or flat
affect. This seemed to be a particular
problem when teachers praised high-
ly disruptive students, students they
disliked, or students ho were hostile
to the teacher ( Brophy, et al. 1981).
Body language is thus an important
aspect of credibility since students are
just as sensitive to what teachers say
with their body language as they are
to verbal expressions.

The credibility of a teacher's praise
is also dependent upon thi context in
which the praise is given. More effec-
tive teachers are sufficiently aware of
students' performances to selectively,
concentrate their praise on genuine
student accomplishments and to com-
ment meaningfully on their work.
Consider the following examples of
teacher praise. "John, I really enjoye
your story, especially the machine -
that converts peanut butter into ener-
gy. I'd like you to read it to the class
later today. Also, how about drawing
a picture of what that machine might
look like? ...Mary, you did a fine job.
I especially like the way you wrote

so

your story so neatlycentered head- -
ings, no smudges, writing' carefully
on the lineskeep up the good
work!" ( Brophy, 1981 a)

The teacher's praise of John's work
is genuine-and sincere focusing on
real success. By drawing attention to
a pFticular detail of John's story, she
has indicated that she truly was im-
pressed with his work. John is likely
to be very pleased about the teacher's
praise. In contrast,' the teacher's
praise of Mary's work focuses on her
form and neatness, not on
substancethe content or crea vity
of her writing. The absende of any in-
dication that,the teacher liked Mary's
story or even remembered the par-
ticulars of it, espscially.coming right
after the praise of "John's story, is like-
ly to cause Mary to, suspect that.the
teacher either didn't like her story or
didn't think. too much of her writing

This
credibili
teachers
praise so
genuine a

ample illustrates- the
gap that can occur when
nsistentlyand publicly..
e students for substance or
complishment and others

for mere forma perfunctory expres-
sion of praise. If this practice occurs
too frequently, it establishes a clear
message regarding the teacher's ex-
pectations for some students. No
doubt, John will appreciate the
teacher's praise and view it as a gen-
uine sign of personal accomplish-
ment. However, Mary will probably
come to disregard the teacher's praise
recogni in its association with form

me 'gless for her. Thus, in
szt4Ny praise credibly, teachers

be aware not only of the con-
ten and sincerity of their statements
but also the genuineness of the stu-
dent's accomplishment and the con-
text within which the praise is
delivered. What may be considered
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praise under one set of circumstances
may be considered insincere or
manipulative under another set.

More effective teachers also
enhance the credibility of their praise
by considering the preferences of the
students whom they are trying to
praise. Typically, 'tudents in he ear-
ly elementary grades are adult-
oriented and highly interested in
pleasing5the teacher. These students
are reinforced by teacher praise,
especially public praise. However;
not all students are receptive to
teacher praise. Some students simply
do not appreciate receiving praise; .c
embarasses them, especially if it's
public, of otherwitemakes them feel
uncomfortable: As students grow
older and become more peer-
oriented, teacher praise becomes less
influential and when given publicly
can be a negative reinforcer.. In other
words, it so embarrasses the student
to be praised in front of their peers
that they avoid behaviors which may
be considered praisewOrthy by their
teachers. These same students might
better appreciate receiving teacher
praise if it were delivered in private
or in writing.as in a meaningful com-
ment at the top of a paper. Still, for
other students, teachers may have to
devise other ways of recognizing stu-
dent accomplishment such as high
grades, gold stars (young students),
displaying a student's work, giving
the student an opportunity to share
his or her work with the class or ask-
ing the student questions concerning
his or her work.

CONCLUSION
Simple, timel feedback--positive,

negative o rrective---iis essential to
efficient 1 rning. There is no ques-
tion that udents need to know how
well they a performing, what their

strengths and. weaknesses are, and
what they know and do not know in
order to truly learn.

However, teacher praise of student
performanCe, which' has long been
advised as a form.of reiriforcement, is
not essential to student learning.
Brophy foUnd in study after study
that teacher praise was either not be-
ing used as an effective reinforcer' or
that fits impact on students showed
praise to be a weak reinforcer at best.
Thus, students do not actually need
praise in order to master the cur-
riculum, to leti good conduct, or
even to develo healthy self-
concepts. Further reflection on this
finding can be reassuring as the time
and effort required for teachers to
notice and effectively praise all the
desirable behaviors Sand performances
that should be reinforced would
seriously impair their instructional
functions (Brophy, 1981b). On the
other hand, most students enjoy
receiving teacher praise in some form
and most teachers enjoy praising. Ef-
fective praise can be informative,
helping students to more fully ap-
preciate their accomplishments; rein-
forcing under some circumstances;
and appropriate feedback for meeting
other student needs such as pro-
viding encouragement and support
and establishing friendly relationships
between the teacher and student.

For praise to be most effective in
any of its functions, it must possess
certain qualities. It should be given
only when a genuinely praiseworthy
accomplis ent has occurred,
recognizin that the standard for such
an accomp 'shment may vary depen-
ding upon t degre 'of progress ex-
pected from a indi 'dual student.
The teacher's prai e should be infor-
mative, specifying some particulars
about the noteworthy behavior or
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performance to help the student bet
ter understand his or her successes:-
And praise should be genuine,

sincere and credible. The following
table offers some additional
guidelines on praising effectively.
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GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE PRAISE

Effective Praise

1. Is delivered contingently upon student perfor-

mance of desirable behaviors or genuine

accomplishment

2. Specifies the praiseworthy aspects of the stu-

dent's accomplishments

3. Is expressed sincerely, showing spontaneity,

variety and other non-verbal signs of

credibility

4. Is given for genuine effort, progress, or ac

complishment Which are judged according to

standards appropriate to individuals

5. Provides information to students about their

competenceor the value of their

accomplishments

6. Helps students to better appreciate their think-

ing, problem-solving and performance

7. Attributes student success .to effort and ability,

implying that similar successes can be ex-

pected in the future

8. Encourages students to appreciate their ac-

complishments for the effort they expend and

their personal gratification

Ineffective Praise

1. Is delivered randomly and indiscriminately

without specific attention to genuine

accomplishment

2. Is general or global, not specifying the success

3. Is expressed blandly without feeling or anima-

lion, and relying on stock, perfunctory

phrases

4. Is given based on comparisons'with others

and,without reird to the effort expended or

significance of the accomplishment for an

individual

5. Provides no meaningful, information to the

student about their accomplishment

6. Orients students toward comparing

themselves with others

7. Attributes student success to ability alone or

to external factors such as luck or easy task

8. Encourages students to succeed for external

reasonsto please the teacher, win a competi-

tion or reward, etc.

Adapted from Jere Brophy, "Teacher Praise: A Functional Analysis,' Review of Educational Research, Spring 1981, Vol. 51, No. 1, pp. 5.32.
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

TEACHER PRAISE

"To Praise or Not to Praise: That Is the Question"

To develop a greater awareness of and sensitivity to situa-
tional contexts and their impact on providing appropriate
and effective feedback

Group Discussion

Large or Small Group

15-45 minutes depending on the number of situations
discussed

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants

Have teachers read the activity directions and some of the
situations. Either select a situation for the participants to
discuss or have them select one they're interested in. Ask
the participants to share how and what kind of feedback
they would give for each of the selected situations.
Discuss as many of the situations as the participants seem
interested in`n discussing. (This is a very popular activity.)
NOTE: There are no clearly right or wrong responses to
these situations."Most of them are fairly open-ended, .

allowing teachers to respond based on their own ex-
periences and interpretation of the contextual factors
which influence theindecisions regarding appropriate
feedback. In the discussion, it is these contextual factors
and subtle differences in feedback responses which are
important to highlight.
HINT: Sometimes, one or two of the situations can also
be used as a warm-up discusson before presenting the
research findings.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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TO PRAISE OR NOT TO PRAISE: THAT IS THE QUESTION"
Training Activity

for
Teacher Praise

DIRECTIONS: Consider the following classroom situations and determine
what kind of teacher response or feedback is most appropri-

, ate. Indicate whether you would praise, criticize, give simple
positive or negative feedback, provide some other corrective
feedback or not respond to the student. Also indicate
whether you think the feedback should be given privately or
publicly. Give an example of how you would respond.

1. A reluctant reader has just handed
in his first book report.

2. You've instructed your class to
select one of three enrichment acti-
vities you've provided to work .on
in the event they finish the regular
class assignment early. A high-
achieving student who finishes
early, once again selects the least
challenging of the three activities.
At the end of the period, he hands
in the enrichment activity partially
completed. You know could
have finished the entire activity.

3. A highly disruptive student in
your class has just picked up a
whole stack of papers which were
accidentally knocked off your
desk.

4. You have graded the class' math
tests. The students' test results are
consistent with regular patterns of
performance in class. The "good"
students did very well, the
"average" students passed, and the
"failers" failed.

5. You gave an English test. The ma-
jority of the class received 100%.

6. Johnny never participates in class

discussions. He has just volun-
teered and given his first re-
sponse. The answer is incorrect.

7 Ellen never participates in class.
She has just volunteered and
given her first response. The
answer is correct.

8. A student for whom you have
high expectations and who is a
high-achiever has just failed a
class quiz.. s)

9. A student whose performance is
generally average has just re-
ceived his first 100%.

10. An underachieving student has
just shown you some very sub-
standard work of which she is
very prOud.

11, It was necessary for you to leave
the room in an emergency situa-
tion. There was quite an uproar
while you were out of the room.
The teacher next door com-
plained that your class's activities
were disturbing to her class.
Wh n you discdssed the problem
with your class, the guilty parties
admitted their involvement.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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INTRODUCTION
This research unit focuses specific-'

ally on effective teaching practices. It
draws upon a wide body of research
and is fairly comprehensive iri its
reporting of the research findings on
teaching effectiveness.

The bisic concepts presented in this
research summary are:

M' direct instruction or 1rderactive
teaching

M pacing and success rates
teacherquestioning strategies

M providing feedback to student
responses

Given the volume of research find-
ings covering the basic concepts, we
recommend that this unit be presented
in, at least 'two 13/4 hour sessions
one on direct instruction or interactive
teaching and pacing and success rates,
and one on teacher questioning
strategies and providing feedback to
student responses. This allows 45
minutes for concept presentation and
discussion, 45 minutes for activities,
and 30 minutes for the Reaction to
Research and Plan of Action exercises.
Other grouping arrangements for
presenting the concepts are possible.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Research on
DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR
INTERACTIVE TEACHING

If there's one thing that research on
teaching effectiveness clearly
demonstrates, it's that teachers do
make a difference in student learning
(Brophy, 1979). What teachers do to
make this difference represents an or
chestration of a very large number of
diagnostic, instructional, managerial,
and therapeutic skills, tailored to fit
specific contexts and student needs
(Brophy, 1979).

The research on teaching effec-
tiveness has helped to identify pat-
terns of instruction which are clearly
more effective in producing student
achievement gains. The term "pattern"
is used for several reasons. First, the
research on teaching effectiveness is
not comprehensive; it addresses only
certain aspects of instruction. Con-
siderably more research is needed
about how students learn and how
teaching practices influence student
learning. Secondly, while there are
common threads within the identified
instructional patterns for all students,
there are also identified and uniden-
tified differences which correspond to
the differences among studentsin
ability, motivation, anxiety level
'toward learning, and maturity: While
these patterns of instruction are
related to achievement gains, they
also influence affective gains.
Teachers, who produce maximum
student achievement gains, also pro-
duce healthier attitudes among
students toward school and self
(Medley, 1977).

The research su marized Jere' ad-
dresses the followi g instructional
practices: direct in traction or interac-
tive teaching, paci and success

rates, teacher questioning and feed-
back. It represents .a synthesis of the
findings from a very large number of
studies by different researchers con-
ducted at the elementary, junior high
and high school level. Much of the
research comes from elementary
classrooms, primarily because of the
federal government's support of
research designed to evaluate the ef-
fettiveness of federally funded in-
tervention programs in early educa-
tion. Like the classroom management
research, the findings on teaching of -,
fectiveness are the result of many
hours of actual classroom observa-
tibns of teachers who have been
classified as more or less effective
based upon their track record for Pro-
ducing consistent student achieve-
ment gains. In an effort to identify
some (certainly not all) contextual dif-
ferences in teaching, teachers were
further examined on the basis'of their
effectiveness in producing learning
gains with lower ability, lower
motivated, higher anxiety students
versus higher ability,-higher
motivated, lower anxiety students.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR
INTERACTIVE TEACHING

Studies of more and less effective
teaching practices conducted at the
elementary, junior high and senior
high school level have identified a
pattern of instructional practices or
teaching style which is clearly more
effective for producing greater student
achievement gains. The researchers
have termed this pattern or style
direct instruction. For many
educators, the term direct instruction

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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conjures up a stereotypic vision of a
very structured and disciplined
classroom in which students sit in
orderly rows and the teacher lectures
the whole class from the front of the
room. However, in coining this term,
the researchers are seeking to
describe a pattern of practices in
which the teacher is clearly the in-
structional leader, actively teaching
students and engaging in academic
interactions with students as opposed
to merely serving as a resource per-
son or facilitator for students who
primarily acquire their learning on
their own through workbooks and
programmed materials. Loosely
described, this pattern of active
teaching is one in which:

M the teacher places a clear focus on
academic goals, promoting exten-
sive content coverage and high
levels of student engagement in
learning;

M the teacher selects instructional
goals and materials and structures
learning activities;

M the teacher actively presents the
process or concept under study
through oral presentations such as
lectures and/or demonstrations;

M the teacher assesses student 7
understanding and progress
through follow-up with recitations
or practice exercises in which
students have an opportunity to
demonstrate their acquisition of
knowledge or skills; and

tal the teacher provides immediate
corrective feedback to student
responses. (Rosenshine, 1979;
Good, 1979; Brophy, 1979)--/

From this description, it is clear that
this pattern not only describes a set
of practices or style in which the
teacher is actively teaching, but also

C.
a style in which the teacher actively
interacts with students through oral
presentations, discussions and feed-
back. For this reason, many research-
ers and educators have begun to call
this pattern interactive teaching in-
stead of direct instruction.

This pattern has been shown to be
particularly fective at the elemen-
tary level w re the emphasis is on
acquiring a using basic skills and
at the seco dary level with lower
ability or I achieving students who
are sti astering basic skills. This
pttern has also been shown to be
especially effective with secondary
students of all ability and achieve-
ment levels in such skill development
areas as math and reading. In gener-
al, it seems this pattern might prove
most effective for teaching all
students knowledge and skill acquisi-
tion where such learning is hiear-
chical in nature. At the secondary
level, in subjects other than math and
basic English (language arts and
reading skills), this pattern may be
most effective with, some modifica-
tion or selective use. Other instruc-
tional approaches may be more effec-
tive for teaching such subjects as
literature appreciation and'analysis.

THE ESSENCE OF
DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR
INTERACTIVE TEACHING

The essence of direct instruction or
interactive teaching is teacher-
directed learning and high levels of
teacher-student interactions,: These
two components are key to producing
greater student achievement gains.
Teacher-directed learning means the
teacher series as the instructional
leader for students, actively selecting
and directing or leading the learning
activities. Depending on students'
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abilities and maturity levels, the
teacher either actively makes all the
instructional decisions or prescribes a
range of specific learning activities in
which students can engage. In con-
trast, teachers who give students too
much responsibility for their own
learning, allowing them t9...tnOce
many of the decisions or choices
about learning activities and pacing
have students who make less
academic progress.

As instructional leader, the teacher
actively presents and/or
demonstrates new skills and content
to students; directs students to spend
more time working on reading and
mathematics activities using texts,
workbooks and instructional
materials; organizes learning around
questions she poses; assigns practice
work or homework and holds
students accountable for its comple-
tion; tests students frequently; and
approaches the subject matter in a
direct business-like fashion (Soar,
1973; Stallings and Kaskowitz, 1974;
Stallings, Cory, Fairweather and
Needles, 1977; Good and Grouws,
1979; Brophy and Evertson, 1974).
In emphasizing academic goals, more
effective teachers, at the elementary
level particularly, spend less time on
non-academic activities such as arts
and crafts. ti

High levels of teacher-student in-
teraction 'mean during most of the
day or period, or in most learning
situations, students spend their time
interacting with the teacher either in-
dividually or as part of a group as op-
posed to spending most of their time
in independent study or seatwork.
Such interactions occur when the
teacher orally presents new informa-
tion to students, the teacher leads
discussions or solicits student

resp ses to questions, and the
teac r provides feedback to
stu nts. More effective teachers are
con cious of the distribUtion of their
int ractioris, providing all students
with a fairly equal opportunity to in-
teract individually with the teacher.
'However, not all interactions need be
on an individual basis, students learn
from hearing others interachwith the
teacher and receive feedback as in
grotip discussions (Stallings, 1981).

THE RELATIONSHIP OF
DIRECT INSTRUCTION TO
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION,

Many educators who advocate in-
dividualized instruction view direct
instruction or interactive teaching to
be in conflict with their goals since
they stereotypically interpret direct
instruction to be whole class instruc-
tion. Such interpretations are very
narrow and inaccurate. Indeed both
approaches are easily integrated and
mutually supportive.

Consider, the essence of direct in-
struction or interactive teaching is
providing teacher-directed learning
and high levels of teacher-student in-
teraction. It is true that proponents of
direct instruction advocate instructing
students in a whole group or in a'few
small groups, in most situations.
These are the best approaches to
maintaining maximum interaction.
Having students work in groups,
rather than individually, insures that
they can be managed relatively easily
by the teacher and that'the teacher's
interaction time is not spread too
thinly. Proponents of direct instruc,'
tion also recognize that grouping
allows teachers to better meet the
varying educational needs of their
students, the major thrust of in-
dividualized instruction.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Now consider, the essence of in-
dividualized instruction is helping
each student develop to his or her
full potential by tailoring instruction
to meet individual learning styles or
needs with the input of students.
However, like direct instruction,
many educators have different inter-
pretations of what individualized in-
struction means and how best to
reach its objectives.

Some educators attempt to design
their instruction to meet the needs of
each student in their classroom in-
dividually. Such highly individual-
ized instructional approaches tend to
be less effective in producing student
learning gains because they lack the
qualities of teacher-directed learning
and maximum teacher-student in-
terktion. These ineffective in-
dividuali.zed instruction programs
place greater resonsibility on the stu-
dent for his or her own learning. The
teacher no longer actively teaches.
but assumes a role more similar to a
resource person or facilitator.
Students, in this setting, spend most,
if not all, of their time working in-
dependently at their own pace, ac-
quiring their learning indirectly
through workbooks or sources other
than the teacher, and working on
highly differentiated materials or
assignments. These forms of in-
dividualized instruction are ineffec-
tive because they involve unrealistic
expectations about the degree to
which students, particularly in the
early grades, can access information
and manage their learning indepen-
dently (Brophy and Evertson, 1976).

Stallings (1981) notes that many
newly developed programmed
reading, mathematics and science
materials aimed at providing
children with activities in which they

8 / DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR INTERACTIVE TEACHING

could work independently and pro-
gress at their own rates have been
generally unsuccessful. Students
learn best when new information is
presented by the teacher to a small
group of students who are operating
at a similar pace. Learning occurs
when students read aloud, ask ques-
tions and receive feedback, and hear
others ask questions and receive
responses. Individualized programs
based almost totally on workbooks
do not allow for this type of groups
learning experience.

Nor do highly individualized in-
structional approaches allow for a
high level of individualized teacher-
student interaction. Class size
necessarily lirns this interaction to a
minimum. For example, in a class of
twenty-five students where the
average instructional period may last
fifty minutes, if the teacher provides
highly individualized interaction,
each student will receive only two
minutes of interaction with the
teacher and will spend forty-eight
minutes working alone. This situa-
tion overly taxes the teacher's ability
to effectively interact with students.

However, not all individualized in-
struction is ineffective. Indeed, many
individualized instruction programs
are highly effective because they in-
corporate the essence of direct in-
struction. These educators long ago
recognized that highly individualized
instruction characterized by twenty-
five students working independently
on twenty-five related but different
things most or all of the time is un-
manageable and ineffective. Whether
these more effective teachers in-
dividualize through small
manageable groups or through in-
dependent learning activities, most
instructing situations are still teacher-

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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directed and high levels of teacher-
student interaction are still main-
tained. The teacher actively presents
new information and/cr
demonstrates skills in! fnostly whole
or small groups. Within these group
settings or the teacher-student con-
ference, the teacher prepares
students for all independent work,
assesses student progress and pro-
vides feedback. Thus effective in-
dividualized instruction approaches
utilize many of the same components
of direct instruction or interactive
teaching.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION:
A PRACTICAL GUIDE

Following is a list of Instructional
Functions* which serve as a practical
description of, or guide to, direct in-
struction. These functions describe an
approach which insures that the
teacher is directing and leading stu-
dent learning and spending con-
siderable time interacting academical-
ly with students in the form of
teacher presentations of new
material, question and answer,
discussion or problem-solving with
students, and corrective feedback to
students.

Perhaps the most significant item
in this list of Functions is number
three, "Leading initial student prac-
tice." Research has shown that less
effective teachers immediately pro-
vide independerkt practice or seat-
work following the presentation of
new content while more effective
teachers provide an \initial teacher-
led student practice period before
assigning independent student prac-
tice. The purpose of this initial stu-
dent practice period is both to rein-
force the concepts presented by the
teacher through practice and feedback

and give the teacher an opportunity
to assess students' understanding of
the content presented. During this
practice stage, the teacher might
direct questions to the students as in
a recitation setting, lead a discussion
of the new material or assign prob-
lems or exercises for the students to
work independently at their desks
while some work them at the board.
As the students 'complete the prob-
lems, the teacher immediately
reviews them with the students, pro-
vides feedback end checks for
students' understanding. At this point
the teacher can determine if the
students fully understand the new
material and are ready for indepen-
dent practice, if additional practice is
needed to fully reinforce the concepts,
or if reteaching of the material is
necessary for some or all of the
students. If the teacher finds that all
but a few students understand the
material, he can move on to the next
function and assign the class in-
dependent practice or seatwork (or
homework). Those students who do
not yet firmly understand the
material can be grouped for
reteaching and additional teacher-
directed practice. Alternative ap-
proaches to presenting the material
may be necessary to insure mastery
of the concepts for this group.

*This list of instructional Functions i
from an unpublished paper entitled
Functions in Instructional Programs
presented by Barak Rosenshine at the Na-
tional Institute of Education's Conference on
The Implications of Research on Teaching
Practice, February, 1982. The Functions '-
represent a synthesis of the findings from a
large number of studies on teaching effec-
tiveness and most closely approximate Tom
Good's list of effective teaching behaviors for
mathematics.
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This list of functions is a guideline. 3.
What teachers do to specifically im-
plement and integrate the functions
and diagnose student needs with re-
spect to ability and maturity levels,
will vary with teacher style. For ex-
ample, for lower ability and low
achieving students and for less ma-
ture students with short attention
spans, teachers may want to present
new content and skills in smaller
chunks, and provide extended peri-
ods of initial student practice and
teacher feedback. Dividing a given
content into two smaller chunks and
using two consecutive sequences of 4.
presentation, initial practice and feed-
back, steps 2-4 may be necessary to
teach these students a given content.
For higher ability and high achieving
students, the teacher may present
larger chunks of content or skill at
one time and provide smaller or dif-
ferent initial practice periods accord-
ing to student need.

INSTRUCTIONAL FUINIC2IONS

Barak Rosenshine
Robert Stevens

February 1982

1. Checking previous day's work and
reteaching (if necessary).
check homework
reteach areas where there are stu-

dent errors
2. Presenting and/or demonstrating

new content and skills.
provide overview
proceed in small steps, if

necessary, but at a rapid pace
if necessary, give detailed or

redundant instructions and
explanations

phase in new skills while old skills
are being mastered

5.

6.

Leading initial student practice.
provide a high frequency of ques-

tions and overt student practice
(orally with the teacher and with
materials),

provide prompts during initial
learning, when approriate

give all students a chance to re-
spond and receive feedback

check for understanding by
evaluating student responses

continue practice until students are
firm

insure a success rate of 80% or
higher during initial learning

Providing feedback and correc-
tives (and recycling of instruction,
if necessary).
give specific feedback to students,

particularly when they are cor-
rect but hesitant

student errors provide feedback to
the teacher that 'corrections
and/or reteaching is necessary
for some or all students

offer corrections by simplifying
question, giving clues,
explaining or reviewing steps, or
reteaching last steps

when necessary, reteach using
smaller steps

Providing independent practice so
that students are firm and
automatic.
seatwork and/or homework
unitization and automaticity (prac-

tice to overlearning)
need for accountability procedure

to insure student engagement
during seatwork (i.e., teacher or
aide monitoring)

insure a success rate of 95% or
higher

Providing weekly and monthly
reviews.
reteaching, if necessary

Permission to reprotvre this list was granted
by Barak Rosenshine.
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SOME SPECIFIC FINDINGS AT THE
ELEMENTARY LEVEL

The research findings on direct in-
struction or interactive teaching,at the
elementary level show that students
taught with a structured curriculum
do better than those taught with more
individualized or discovery learning
approaches; and those who receive
much of their instruction directly
from the teacher do better than those
expected to learn on their own from
one another (Bennett, 1976; Ga e,
1978; Good, 1979; McDonald, al.,
1975; Rosenshine, 1976; Stalli gs,
1975). Additionally, teachers' interac-
tions with students in the form of lec-
tures and demonstrations are impor-
tant, as are recitiation, drill and prac-
tice (Brophy and Evertson, 1976;
Good and Grouws, 1975; Brophy,
1979).

Brophy and Evertson found that
early elementary students, and
especially those with lower ability
and motivation levels, showed
significantly higher achievement
gains in more structured en-
vironments in which learning is
highly teacher-dire ed. Tie
significance of a structured environ-
ment is in part due to the emphasis
on mastering basic skills at the early
elementary level (as opposed to using
basic skills in the later grades to ac-
quire new knowledge), and in part
due to the lower cognitive develop-
ment of these students.

The early elementary grOes ap-
propriately involve more small group
instruction relative to whole class in-
struction. More effective teachers of
early elementary students present '
new information or demonstrate new
skills in smaller chunks, providing
students with immediate and suffi-
cient opportunities to practice skills

after teacher demonstrations. These
teachers closely monitor student per-
formance and provide immediate,
corrective feedback. More effective
teachers of early elementary students
circulate around the room frequently, 1
and more often initiate feedback com-
ments with students who are working
on assignments independently in con-
trast to letting students come to the
teacher for feedback. This limitation
on young students' physical move-
ment insures a greater degree of
teacher-directed student movement
and can help to minimize student
behavior problems.

In contrast, instruction for upper
elementary students (grades 4 and
,up), higher ability and higher achiev-
ing students is less structured. The
direct instruction pattern of teaching
is still most effective for producing
achievement gains, but older, more
able students benefit from being of-
fered more freedoms and some OD-
portunities for independent learning.
As these students are generally well
motivated, they can be expected to
take some responsibility for their own
learning. As these students demon-
strate that they are capable of assum-
ing more independent responsibility,
more successful teachers all
students the opportunity of oving
more freely about the room, or in
small groups. Similarly, as low abili-
q or low achieving students benefit
from a structured curriculum and
demonstrate substantial progress,
more successful teachers recognize
the need to relax the structuredness
of the environment and offer these
students more freedoms and oppor-
Widnes to make choices (Brophy and
Evertson, 1976).
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SOME SPECIFIC FINDINGS AT THE
JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL

Evertson, Anderson and Brophy
(1978) studied more and less effec-
tive junior high teachers of
mathematics and English. They
found that more effective
mathematics teachers:
1 emphasized lectures and drill, and

spent less time using individual-
ized instructional techniques.

2, were highly task-oriented in their
instruction (although there were in-
dications that personal interest in
students and tolerance of some
distractions were effective in low-
ability/achievement classes).

3. were more active (e.g., they had
more interactions With students
and tended to lead all interactions).

4. made more extensive use of effec-
tive praise during class discussions
and treated student contributions
with respect.

Brophy and Good (1984) also
found that teachers who exhibited
more of the behaviors in column A
had students who achieved more and
held more positive attitudes toward
learning and their teachers than did
the students of teachers who ex-
hibited more of the behaviors
column B.

JUNIOR HIGH
MATH TEACHER BEHAVIORS

Column A

GREATER STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
MORE POSITIVE ATTITUDES

III Effectiveness of teacher's manage-
ment methods

Student obedience to teacher

U Consistency in enforcement of
rules

U Efficiency of transitions during
class period

U Teacher enthusiasm

III Student respect for teacher

Teacher deals effectively with per-
sonal problems

U Academic encouragement by
teacher

Column B

LESS STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
LESS POSITIVE ATTITUDES

U Classroom interruptions

NI Length of time after bell for class
to begin

U Variety and choice in
assignments

111 Teacher use of self-paced work

Teacher primarily assigns
seatwork
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M Teacher concern for academic
achievement and grades,.

M Teacher use of blackboards for lec-
tures and discussion

M Time,, allotted for class discussion

Amount of class time spent in pro-
ductive work

Interestingly, their findings on
English teachers showed that there
were no consistent patterns of
teaching to suggest why some
teachers were more effective. The in-
vestigators suggest that part of the
problem may be that English teachers
(in contrast to math teachers) tend to
agree less on goalssome value
literary analysis-§kills, others value
writing skills. These findings suggest
a conclusion similar to the one
reached by McDonald (1975) and
Soar and Soar (1978), that different
patterns of teaching may be effective
for different goals or subjects (Good
and Brophy, 1980).

Indeed, while research has shown
direct instruction or interactive
teaching to be an effective pattern for
teaching skill and content to 'students
at all levels (with adaptations as to
the degree of structuredness, vat,?ty
and independent learning), other
teaching patterns may be more effec-
tive for other kinds of student learn-
ing, like secondary level literature ap-
preciation and analysis.

Fa- teaching basic skills in secon-
dary schools, Stallings, Cory,
Fairweather and Needles (1978) iden-
tified a number of effective instruc-
tional strategies including interactive
instruction, time management, and
focus of instruction. Effective teachers

who helped secondary students
.,reading at the first- to fourth-grade`
level gain up to two grade levels in
one school year distributed their class
time in the following way:

Instruction
giving examples, explana-
tions, linking to student
experience

Review
discussion of seatwork and
story content

Drill and practice to help

16%

12%

memorize 4%
Oral reading in small groups 21
Silent reading 9%
Written assignments 4%

(Actual percentages varied according
to student achievement levels.)
Observe that the greatest time alloca-
tions are given to highly interactive
teaching behaviors.

Stallings (1981) notes that ample
amounts of oral-reading were helpful
for low achieving students, although
it was not so important for those stu-
dents achieving above a fourth-grade
level. Low achieving students need to
hear and way words as well as read
and write the words. These students
can usually pronounce or sound out
words, but often do not understand
words in the Context of the story.
These secondary students' com-
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prehension scores art? often lower
than their vocabulary scores. Oral
reading allows the teacher to hear the
student's reading problem, ask clari-
fying questions, provide explanations
to help students comprehend new
words, and link the meaning to the
students' prior experience or
knowledge. Students who were in
classrooms where slight or no gain in
reading was made spent more time
than other students on written
assignments (28%) and silent reading
(21 %). They had less instruction,
discussion/review, and drill/practice.
In short, these students received less
direct instruction and less interaction
with the teacher than other students.
Some of these students were assigned
to spend entire periods working in
workbooks with very little instruction
from the teacher. Such classrooms
often exhibited more misbehavior.

Throughout the study, it was clear
that teachers who were interactive in
their teaching style had students who
achieved more in reading. According
to Stallings, this interactive style in-
cluded providing oral instruction for
new work, 'discussing and reviewing
students' work, providing drill and
practice, asking questions,
acknowledging correct responses and
supportively correcting wrong
responses.
Stallings (1981) also notes that this
type of interactive instruction is im-
portant when teaching subjects other
than remedial reading. Tom Good
(1980) found junior high school
students learned more mathematics
in classrooms where teachers actively
instructed, made assignments, pro-
vided clear directions, asked students
appropriate questions, and provided
immediate feedback to student
responses. Stallings (1981) also notes
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that, unfortunately, many teachers of
general math students are not interac-
tively teaching. In a study of math
classes in 11 schools, Stallings and
Robertson (1979) found that teachers
more often assigned general math
students workbook exercises and less
often gave instruction\or reviewed
seatwork than they did, with students
in geometry or calculus classes. In
fact, some teachers of both advanced
and other general math classes were I
observed actively teaching the ad-
vanced classes and not the other
classes. While all studentS, need active
or interactive teaching to Inaxitnize
learning gains, students in! basic classes
especially need active te4ching to bet-
ter understand relationships and to
stay on task.

PACING AND SUCCESS RATE
Pacing and success/ate are two im-

portant and related factors influenc-
ing student learning./Pacing refers to
the speed with which teachers move
students through thee material to be
learned, i.e., specific lessons, ac-
tivities and the curriculum. In
general, research/shows that suc-
cessful teachers /move students brisk-
ly from step to step, keeping, the
steps small an easily attainable by
most students (Brophy, 1978). The
principle underlying successful pac-
ing is teaching material that is at the
appropriate level of difficulty but
moving students through it briskly.

Success rate refers to the overall
difficulty level of the material being
3:, !-:;ented to students. The California
L: ginning Teacher Evaluation Study
(RTES) found that students v.,ho are
given an opportunity to engage in
learning activities which they can
complete successfully 75 percent of
the time achieve more than students
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who are given instruction at a dif-
ficulty level in which they will be
successful only 5Q percent of the
time. For example, during the initial
practice period with students which
may be a recitation, optimal learning
takes place when teachers ask ,

students questions that they can tie
expected to answer correctly about
75 percent of the time (a 75 percent
success rate).

The figure of percent is only an
average estimate of the overall level
of success students should be ex-
periencing. It is intended to serve as a
barometric reading for the class not
as an exact measurement of how
many times any given student or all
the students answer questions cor-
rectly. Recall that students learn from
hearing other students respond cor-
rectly. In general, the research data
strongly supports the approach of
giving students a high level of suc-
cessful learning experiences (not to
be confused with giving work that is
too easy) over the popular notion thai
students peed to be constantly
challen d. Too often this latter ap-
proach esults in trying to teach
students material that is too difficult.
Allowing students to master materials
quickly creates a feeling of personal
success and progress. Even Kounin's
research on classroom management
stresses giving students a sense of
progress to minimize against
boredom and maintain students' at-
tention to their work.

The fundamental principle that
learning will be optimal when
presented at the optimal difficulty
level is supported by considerable
research including the Brophy and
Evertson (1976) study of second- and
third-grade teacheis,/as well as the
California Beginning Teacher Evalua-
tion Study. The findings from Brophy

and Evertson suggest that low a ity
or low achieving students learn ore
by having less material taught t
them, by having it presented in s e 11

steps which they can easily master
wit! Iut becoming frustrated, and `by
having it taught to the point of
overlearning. In fact, it seemed im-
portant for teachers of low ability
students to "err" on the side of
overteaching rather than move too
briskly. Thus more successful
teachers moved at a relatively slow
pace, taking time to teach and reteach
the fundamentals of reading, riting
and arithmetic., Most assignm nts
were at the skill practice or fa al
memory level. In terms of success
rate, students learn best when in-
struction is tailored to give them
greater opportunities for successful
experiences, say 8D percent of the
time. Again, while this is only an
estimate, it's clear these students,
who so often experience failure,
achieve more when they are given
instruction which they can .quickly
and successfully master.

Rosenshine's review of educational
research (1982) confirms this point.
For younger students and' lower abili-
ty students, the key concept here is
mastery to the point of overlearning.
Basic skillsarithmetic and
decodingare hierarchically learned
skills, so that success at any given
level is dependent upon the applica-
tion of knowledge and skills learned
at an earlier point. Typically, students
are not able to retain and apply
knowledge and skills unless they /
have been mastered to the point of
overlearning to the point where
they are automatic. Thus students
must be helped to achieve this level
before they can successfully move on
to the next step.

Rosenshine also argues that this
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overlearning, and automaticity of
basic skills is' necessary for higher
processing. In discussing beginning
reading, Beck (1978) noted that the
data supports the position that the
brain is a limited capacity processor
and that if a reader has to spe d
energy decoding a word (wh ther
through phonics or context) then
there is less energy available to com-
prehend the sentence. Similarly, in
mathematics, Rosenshine (1982)
notes that mathematical problem
solving is 'enhanced when the basic
skills are learned to the point of
automaticity.

For higher ability and higher
achieving students, this finding for
automaticity must be balanced with
Brophy and Evertson's finding that
providing interesting variety and
stimulating assignments was more
important for higher ability and more
highly motivated students than con-
tinued practice at mastering the fun-
damentals. These students cover the
same material more quickly and
learn more by being given material in
somewhat larger chunks at a faster
pace and by bekg challenged with
slightly more difficult questions and
assignments. More effective teachers
Varied their materials and teaching
methods, and blended in some prob-
lem solving and other high level ac-
tivities involving application of the
skills as well as mastery of the skills.

These higher ability or high achiev-
ing students learn best when they ex-
perience a success rate of about 70
percent. It seems particularly in-
teresting that while these students
need to be challenged more, they still
need to experience a fairly high level
of success. Teachers have the difficult
task of challenging these brighter
students without overchallenging

them to the point where they t?ecome
frustrated and achieve less. //

In judging success rate, Brophy
and Evertson make a clear/distinction
between learning situatiOins in which
the teacher is present to provide im-
mediate feedback and/help to
students and those situations, such as
seatwork or even homework, in
which IF?. teacher/may not be im-
media'.'.1:1 kr available for feedback for
all students. Du.ritig the latter situa-
tion in which the teacher cannot be
available for /all students, Brophy and
Evertson recommend that students be
given assignments which they can e
expected to complete successfully-15
their own about-9-51)-6cent of the
time. Such a high success rate is
necessary if teachers are to expect
students to work continuously to
completion.

's This raises an important considera-
tion for homework, a situation in
which the teacher is totally
unavailable to the student. If a
teacher finds, that his or her students
are not completing their homework
as he or she expects, one possible ex-
planation Might be that the assigned
homework was too difficult for
students to complete on their own.
From, a slightly different but related
perspective, the amount of work
given was not consistent with the
teacher's overall homework
assignments. (An overly long assign-
ment, compared to most, may be
considered too difficult.)

Finally, success rate as a critical
factor influencing student learning is
less applicable to older, average or
higher achieving students at the
secondary level. Instead, self-
motivation plays a much stronger
role (Fisher, 1982).
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TEACHER QUESTIONING AND
FEEDBACK

As with much of research, while
the findings on teacher questioning
and feedback are not comprehensive,
the research has identified several
factors which influence the effec-
tiveness of teacher questioning of
students and proViding feedback.
These factors address the issues of
to whom you direct questions, What
kinds of questions you ask, how you
ask questions and how you respond
to student -esponses.

Who to call on: Turn Taking
Turn taking refers to the process by

which teachers select students to re-
spond to the questions they pose.
Most educators and many eduCational
researchers, including Jacob Kounin
(1970), have argued that more effec-
tive teachers randomly select students
to respond to questions on the theory
that holding students in suspense as
to when they can expect to be called
upon keeps them alert and holds
them accountable for the entire class
discussion. This accountability is a
good group focus technique (See
research on Effective Group Manage-
ment Practices) which insures high
levels of student engagement.

However, Brophy's research on
teacher questioninegrfatn4 that
teachers who used 'ordered or pat-
terned turn taking pr6cedures for
selecting students achieved better
learning results than teachers who
used random turn taking. In a two-
year study of elementary classrooms,
Brophy and Evertson (1976) found
that teachers who called on students
to read in a reading group in a pat-
terned order rather than a random
order tended to produce better
achievement gains tharileachers who

did not. Patterned turns seem to
reduce the anxiety level in students
because everyone knows when they
are going to read. This allows
students to concentrate more fully on
their performance. Furthermore, at
least among younger children, they
don't appear to circumvent the lesson
by not paying attention when other
children read and only "boning up"
on their paragraph or passage.

The most important advantage of
patterned turn taking is that it gives
every student an opportunity to be
called upon to demonstrate their
knowledge to the teacher and to
receive feedback from the teacher. It
is an efficient way to insure that all
students have equal opportunities to
interact directly with the teacher.
From the research on interactive
teaching (Stallings, 1982), it's clear
this is an important variable in max
imizing student achievement.

Brophy found that teachers who
call on students randomly tend to
more often call on certain competent
students who are more likely to re-
spond correctly or demonstrate skills
accurately while ignoring certain
other students who experience more
difficulty responding. Thus teachers'
expectations of students may un-
conscigusly influence their choices of
students when they select turn takers
randomly. Still other teachers seem to
unconsciously miss students seated
in certain areas of the room as in the
students sitting closest to the win-
dows. Some teachers avoid looking in
the direction of the windows because
of the glare. Brophy observed one
teacher .who systematically called on
all the students in the class except
those seated in the first row. When
this was brought to her attention, she
was surprised. Apparently from her

I
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vantage point in the front of the
room, she looked directly over and
beyond the heads of the students in
the first row.

Patterned turn taking also has im-
plications for student ability levels. In
high ability reading groups or other
instructional settings where there is
strong competition for either extra
reading turns or opportunities to
show off to the teacher, patterned
turn taking helps to eliminate some of
the need for competition and insure
everyone an equal number of turns.
In low achievement groups where
anxiety can be a key stumbling block
to learning, patterned turn taking has
been shown to reduce anxiety or at
least hold it to a minimum. Likewise
it serves to insure that everyone
receives an equal nuViber of oppor-
tunities to interact with the teacher.

In considering the seemingly con-
flicting research findings on random
turn taking versus patterned turn tak-
ing, it is important to consider the in-
tent underlying both bodies of
research. The intent of random turn
taking is to hold students' attention
and keep them accountable during
the lesson. Brophy's research has
shown that with younger students
such accountability techniques may
not be so critical, but with older
students particularly, such account-
ability or group focus techniques are
necessary to maintain student
engagement. Indeed without such
techniques, older students, unless
well motivated, are more likely to
"tune out" the teacher and the lesson
until they anticipate being called
upon to respond. The intent of pat-
terned turn taking is to insure that all
students have equal opportunities to
interact with the teacher and receive
feedback, an important factor in stu-
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dent achievement. Brophy argues
that the merits of insuring such op-
portunities for interaction far
outweigh the liabilities of losing
students' interest. The best approach
for selecting students seems to be a
combination of the two intents.
Teachers need to identify processes.
or patterns for selecting students by
which they can readily determine
which students have or have not had
an opportunity to respond. Such pat-
terns or processes need not be readily
recognizable to the students and can
be changed daily or weekly. For ex-
ample, teachers might, use a seating
chart to record which students
they've called upon during a lesson
or the day, or they might draw
students' names from a fishbowl, etc.

Another consideration in determin-
ing which students to select to re-
spond to teacher questions is whether
or not to call on volunteers. As with
patterned turn taking, Brophy and
Evertson (1974) found that teachers
should limit the number of times
they all on volunteers in order to
contro the distribution of opOor-
tuniti s for students to interact with
the acher.

What Questions to Ask: Success Rate
Although teachers are frequently

urged to ask students higher-level
cognitive questions, recent research
does not support this emphasis
(Rosenshine, 1979). In fa4 there is
considerable evidencd. to siiggest that
students (particularly low achieving
or low ability students) achieve more
when they are asked a high frequen-
cy of lower-level questions of the fac-
tual or inferential single-answer type
(Rosenshine, 1979). Students who
are asked a high frequency of higher-
level, open-ended, opinion type ques-

1
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tions actually achieve less (Stallings
and Kaskowitz, 1974; Soar, 1973;
Brophy and Evertson, 1974). In an
experimental study, Gall (1975)
found that askig students different
numbers of,higher-level questions
has no effect on the students' perfor-
mance on essays or on tests measur-,,
ing these.

One explanation for these
somewhat surprising findings might
be that most of the research on
teacher questioning has been con-
ducted at the elementary level and
there is some uncertainty as to the
expected cognitive development of
these students and their ability to re-
spond to higher-level questions.
Another explanation lies in the use of
standardized tests as a measure of
student achievement. Most achieve-
ment tests ask lower order factual or
single-answer questions; they seldom
ask question's requiring interpretive
or critical thinking skills.

Thus it seems from the research,
asking students a high frequency of
factual or inferential questions is
more effective for producing student
achievement gains. However, increas-
ing achievement per se is not the
only goal of education; students do
need critical thinking skills. Develop-
ing such skills among students may
be addressed by diversifying teachers'
questioning strategies to incorporate
higher-order "thought" questions.
Keeping in mind the research on suc-
cess rates, teachers will be more ef-
fective if they pose questions which
students can answer successfully 75
percent of the time.

How to Ask Questions: Wait Time
Kounin's research on group focus

found that more effective teachers
more often ask a question before call-

ing on a student to
technique helps to
and tuned in to the
them in suspense a
selected to respon

sp. d. This
eep s dents alert
Less by holding
tp/w o will be

is technique
also gives the to cher time to con-
sider which stu nt(s) can successful-
ly answer the question posed (suc-
cess rate).

Having asked a question, wait time
becomes a critical factor for both high
and low achieving students. Rowe
(1974) found-that one of the most
common mistakes teachers make is to -
push too hard for student answers.
After asking a question, teachers give
students an average of just one sec-
ond to initiate an answer. If a student
fails to reply within that second,.
teachers typically repeat the question
or redirect it to another student.
When teachers do get a response,
they wait somewhat less than a sec-
ond after the response before com-
menting, asking a new question or
moving on to another topic. Under
these conditions, students tend to re-
spond to questions using short
phrases and seldom- offer complex
answers.

When teachers lengthen the wait
time between asking a question and
calling on a student to three seconds,
Rowe noticed a significant impact on
students' responses. Students'
answers became substantially longer
and contained more expamples of
speculative thinking. Teachers also
received more appropriate answers.
Similarly when teachers waited
longer (three seconds) after students
responded before commenting or
moving on, it gave students an op-
portunityo enlarge on what they
said. Generally, longer pauses before
repeating a question or edirecting to
to another student gave students
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longer time to prepare their answers.
This greatly reduced the number of
times teachers received an "I don't
know" or no response. Overall, in-
creasing the wait time makes recita-
tion activities more conversational
and less inquisitional (Gage and
Berliner, 1979).

PROVIDING FEEDBACK TO
STUDENT RESPONSES

Feedback, receiving knowledge
about one's performance, is essential
to student learning. To be effective,
feedback should-be timely and specif-
ic; it should give the student informa-
tion. Feedback can be positive, as in
a simple affirmation that a response
is correct, "right," "yes," or "okay;"
negative, as in a simple response,
"no, that is not correct;" or corrective,
as in simplifying the question or
responding with a statement that
gives the student a cue to the correct
response or the correct response
itself.

Brophy and Evertson (1976) found
significant differences between more
effective patterns of providing feed-
back to high ability or high achieving
elementary students and low ability
or low achieving elementary
students. In general, they found high
ability or high achieving classrooms
were characterized by well motivated
and competitive (sometimes overly
competitive) students who were eager
to respond-to the teacher's questions.
They raised-their hands energetically
and tended to speak out loudly and
clearly when giving their answers. In
contrast, low ability or low achieving
classrooms were charcterized Mostly
by students who wished to avoid be-
ing called upon. When they were,
these students often looked down or
away, muttered, shrugged or spoke
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in a whisper. It was clear these
students were trying to avoid re-
sponding at all.

While effective teachers of high
ability or high achieving students
would have little difficulty getting the
response they wanted from their
students, they would have to work
hard to control the competitiveness of
their students. This meant working
hard to keep students' E ntion
focused on content ratht.r than racing
to be the first one to give a correct
answer. It also meant maintaining
order and control over students'
responses to insure respect for a
fellow student's turn to respond.
More effective teachers enforced rules
against call-outs, insisting on quiet
and respect whenever another stu-
dent was responding or thinking of a
response.

In contrast, effective teachers of
low ability or low achieving students
often had to work to get any kind of
response at all from their students, let
alone a correct response. While
teachers of high ability students had
to deal with competitiveness, teachers
of low ability students had to deal
with a fear of failure. As a result,
more effective teachers patiently and
persistently worked to get students to
respond. They made it clear that they
expected to receive a response from
their students, and would wait to get
it, whenever the students were called
upon, even if the response was sim-
ply, "I don't know." The important
thing to these teachers was encourag-
ing students to give any kind of
reasonable response. Thus, in con-
trast to the approach used with high
ability students, these teachers en-
couraged student initiated comments,
accepted student call-outs when they
were relevant, and praised good ef-
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fort even if the answer was not com-
pletely correct.

More effective teachers of high
ability or high achieving students
conducted fast paced lessons in
which they moved around the group
quickly, giving a large number of
students multiple opportunities to re-
spond. Questions posed to students
were of a difficulty level in which 70
percent of them could be expected to
be answered correctly. In those in-
stances in which a student who was
called upon gave an incorrect answer
or was unable to answer, the teacher
usually gave the correct answer and
only sometimes redirected the ques-
tion to another student. It seemed im-
portant for the teacher to provide the
correct answer as feedback instead of
calling on another student to respond,
since too often calling on another stu-
dent only reinforced an unhealthy at-
mosphere of over-competitiveness,
with students rushing in to be the
first to give a correct answer when
someone else failed. Furthermore,
Brophy and Evertson's research
showed that attempting to improve
responses (probing for some answer
from an "I don't know" or eliciting a
higher level answer) ;rom these stu-
dents was more often associated with
less learning gains. At first surprising,
these researchers determined that
since most high ability students
already know most of the answers to
the questions they are asked (at least
to the extent of what they gave), at-
tempting to improve upon their
responses was often pointless pump-
ing. If these students knew a better
answer they would have already
given it. To the extent that high abili-
ty students are asked to respond fac-
tually,this research seems valid.
Some teacher discretion may be in

order when students are asked to
"reason" through to an answer. In
this situation, probing by the teacher
may prove to be more successful in
reaching a higher level response from
the student.

In low ability classrooms, lessons
moved at a much slower pace. As a
general rule, it was better for teachers
to teach thoroughly to the point of
overteaching rather than moving
through material too quickly. The
research indicates that it's important 1
for the teacher to provide students
with immediate opportunities to prac-
tice the skills presented as well as im-
mediate corrective feedback. Thus
more effective teachers of low ability
or low achieving students conducted
short group lessons, giving clear
demonstrations, and then immediate-
ly moved around the group giving
each student an opportunity to prac-
tice the skill learned and receive time-
ly, corrective feedback. Teachers who
simply gave demonstration lessons
without providing students with an
immediate opportunity for practice
and feedback and/or teachers who
gave opportunities for practiCe but
didn't monitor to provide student
feedback were less effective than
those who did.

To elicit student responses to
teacher questions, more effective
teachers were patient and made it
clear that they expected a response.
When students responded, "I don't
know" or responded incorrectly, it
was often because they were fearful
(of failure) or anxious. When the
teacher recognizedauch a situation,
he or she tried to get an improved '-
response by providing clues or hints
and by simplifying the question.
Simply repeating the same question
only made the students more anx-

-
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J
ious. When the student clearly gave
what he thought was a correct
answer and was wrong, attempts to
elicit an improved response were
almost always unsuccessful without
substantial teacher help in the form
of providing more information. One
exception to this practice occurred in
reading instruction where phonics

clues (providing the first sound, etc.)
were useful for children, particularly
low ability students. Giving a student
a clue when they were stuck on a
word helped make the response
easier for the student and established
an expectation that students would
make responses when called upon.
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TnaEARCH ON

I INSTRUCTION OR INTERACTIVE TEACHING

REVIEW OF CONCEPTS
1. Studies of relatively more and less

effective teachers at the elemen-
tary, junior high, and secondary
level have clearly established that
direct instruction or interactive
teaching is more effective in pro-
ducing student achievement gains
(skill and knowledge acquisition).
Or, students learn best when the
teacher is actively teaching and in-
teracting with students.

2. Loosely defined, .direct instruction
or interactive teaching describes a
pattern of active teaching where:
II the teacher places a clear focus

an adademic goals, promoting
extensive content coverage and
high levels of student ,engage-
ment;

1111 the teacher selects instructional
goals and materials and struc-
tures learning activities;

111 the teacher actively presents
the process or concept under
study through lectures and/or
demonstrations;
the teacher assesses student
progress through follow-up
with recitations or practice ex-
ercises in which students have
an opportunity to, demonstrate
their acquisition of knowledge
or skills; and
the teacher provides immediate
corrective feedback to student
responses.

3. The two basic ingredients of direct
instruction are: teacher-directed
learning and a high level of
teacher-student interaction.

4. The degree of structuredness and
student independence associated

with the direct instruction ap-
proach vary according to student
ability and maturity levels.

5. While direct instruction is effective
for skill and knowledge acquisi-
tion, not all types of learning fall
into this category. For example, a
secondary English unit on
literature appreciation may be
more ectively,iaught through
ano er approach.

6. A practical guide to direct instruc-
tidn encompasses the following
Major instructional functions:
111 checking previous day's

assignment
IN orally presenting and/or

demonstrating new content and
skills

IN directing initial student practice
to assess understanding

IR providing positive feedbaCk
and correctives

la providing independent practice
so students are firm and
automatic in content and skills
providing weekly and monthly
reviews.

7. This guide to direct instruction is
highly flexible in that teachers can
select specific strategies for im-
plementln,g the guidelines which
fit their style, desire for variety
and assessment of student ability.

8. Generally, to the extent that
students are younger, of lower
ability (mastering basic skills), and
less motivated, teachers are more
effective when they:
IN structure students' learning

experiences

EDUCAUOIAL RESEARCH AND
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II actively present new informa-
tion in small steps but at a
rapid pace

with more opportunities to
make choices.and to work in-
dependently

II give detailed and more actively present new informa-
redundant information and tioh in larger, but appropriately
explanation sized steps and at a rapid pace
have a high frequemy of initial
student practice in the form of
questions, especially at the fac-

have a fairly high frequency of
initial student practice (not as
high as for lower ability'

tual level
IN encourage students to respond

to questions, accepting call-outs
when they are relevant to the
subject

II provide positive feedback, in-
cluding some praise when

students) using questions at the
factual level as well as some
higher level questions involv-
ing application

III insure a success rate of 70-75
percent

al call on students to respond,
students respond correctly and
firmly, and a moderate amount

maintaining order and control,---
over students' responses

of process-oriented feedback
when students respond correct-
ly but hesitantly

N insure a success rate of 80
percent

respect for fellow students
II provide simple-p6sitive feed-

back when students answer
correctly and fintly, or im-
mediately pose another_ques-

111 divide seatwork into smaller
assignments

tion (as a feedback signal) to '
maintain momentum

provide continued student II provide moderate amounts o
practice to theipoint of over-
learning or adtomaticity.

)reinforcing or process-oriented
feedback when students are
correct but hesitant

9. Generally, to the extent that
students are older, of higher 'abil-
ity, and well-motivated, teachers

III give the correct answer more
often as feedback when
students respond incorrectly

are more effective when they:
have less structured learning
experiencesprovide students

II provide interesting variety and
stimulating assignments for
continued student practice.
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SUMMARY OF KEY INSTRUCTIONAL BEHAVIORS
FOR MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

Daily Review .(First 8 minutes)
a) review the concepts and skills

needed to do the homework
b) have students correct each

other's papers. If necessary re-
teach areas where students had
problems and difficulty.

c) ask several mental computation
problems

Development of new material
(20 minutes)

a) briefly focus on prerequisite
skills and concepts

b) teach the new material using
explanations, demonstrations,
"process explanations" and il-
lustrations

c) assess student comprehension of
new material by askiiig questions
and/or supervising practice

d) repeat explanation where
necessary

Prompted practice (10 minutes)
a) students work 1-3 problems -with

teacher supervision and help
b) teacher provides frequent process

explanations
c) continue prompted practice until

success rate is high

Seatwork (15 minutes)
a) provide uninterrupted suc..qsful

practice
b) get everyone

sustain involvemew
c) alerting: let students ;.crow their

work will be checked i:At end of
period

d) accountability: check tudent's
work

Homework assignment
a) assign on a regular basis at the

end of each math period
b) should involve about 1.5 minutes

c' work to be done at home
c) should include one or two

review problems
Special reviews

Weekly
a) conduct during the first 20

minutes each Monday
b) focus on skills and con;.epts

covered during the previous
week

Monthly
a) conduct every fourth Monday
b) focus on skills and concepts

covered since the last rnonthly
review

Thomas Gocd and Douglas Grouws, The Missouri Teacher Effectiveness Project in Mathematics.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 1979,
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DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

1
Training Activity, /

for
DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR INTERACTIVE TEACHING RESEARCH

TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

9 ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

"Planning Instructional Time"

To focus teacher's attention on how much time they
allocate to interactive instruction.

Group Discussion

Large or Small Group

15\ to 30 minutes

Reproduce. Activity for appropriate number of participants

Have teachers read the entire activity. Ask them to com-
plete the chart based upon a class or subject they've already
taught or upon their plan for teaching an upcoming class.
Encourage teachers to reflect on whether they would make
any changes in their instructional plan based upon the
research findings on interactive teaching. Ask teachers to
share their strategies for reteaching those students tyho
have not successfully mastered the material taught. Hint:
Knowing how to plan for and provide reteaching for'
students seems to be a particular instructional management
problem for teachers.
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PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL TIME

Training Activity
for

Direct Instruction or Interactive Teaching Research

Drawing on your own classroom situation, pick out a particular class or subject
you taught this past week which you felt went extremely well, or one you are
planning to teach which you want to go extremely well. Fill in the following
chart with the information requested. Analyze your time allocations to deter-
mine where your priorities seem to be with respect to the instructional func-
tions. Are you spending sufficient time interacting ,vith students, reviewing,
presenting and practicing material?

Class
Total Allocated Time

minutes

INSTRUCTIONAL FUNCTIONS

FORMAT

TIME () () (k")

Review of homzwork (or previous lesson)

Need to re-teach?

Presentation of new concepts/skills:

Initial student practice/feedback

Need to re-teach?

Independent student practice:
dragrStioUlhdXIIMSLI,S;

Need to re-teach?
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Assignment:

Whole Class

Small Groups
(A, B. C. or D)

Individual

32 / DIRECT INSTRUCTION OR INTERACTIVE TEACHING 182

'Indicate criteria for grouping:
A = ability C = student choice
B == interest D = other
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DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

DIRECT INSTRUCTA JN OR INTERACTIVE TEACHING RESEARCH

TITLE: "Teaching Effectiveness, Case Study"

OBJECTIVES: To recognize effective direct instruction or interactive
teaching behaviors and the contextual factors which help
shape the degree of structuredness and teacher directedness
associated with this pattern of instruction.

PROCESS: Group Discussion

FORMAT: Large or Small Group

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT: 15 to 30 minutes

PREPARATION: Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants.

^-\ 'DIRECTION:1 Piave f chers read the entire activity. Then, depending on
the av lable time, eit!.)er ask the teacherS to jot down their
ans rs to the questions in the space ptovided before shar-

g them, or simply lead a discussion, having the teachers
share their response-TOthe questions with the group.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
A. Y u would expect to se- e lower ability or low achieving

st dents in her class. The clues to identifying the types
of 'students present are:

1 high degree of structuredness
2. teacher's acceptance of student call-outs
3. large proportion of time devoted to teacher presenta-

tion/demonstration and monitored student practice
4. investment of several days of instruction on the

same skill
B. Mrs. Johnson appears to be a very effective teacher. It

seems likely that her students will have a high success
rate. Some of the clues are:
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1. the amount of time devoted to review, presenta-
tion/demonstration and monitored student practice
before assigning seatwork

2. the degree of feedback and individual assistance
given to students

3. the willingness/to reteach students
4. the degree of preparation of students for assign-

mentsclear directions and expectations for work
C. Allow teachers to 'share their own strategies
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TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS
CASE STUDY

Training Activity
for

Direct Instruction or Interactive Teaching Research

The following is a case stu y"-'
description of an effective to cher who
exhibits many of the direct i struction
or interactive teaching practi s. Read
through the case study and answer
the questions at the end.

CASE STUDY
Each day as students enter Mrs.

Johnson's classroom they find a writ-
ten schedule of the day's activities, in-
cluding a breakdown of time, subject
area, skill or concept, types of seat-
work and homework assignments, i.e.
worksheet, workbook, textbook, etc.,
and what materials students will
need.

Mrs. Johnson feels this gives her
class a sense of the number and
nature of the tasks she expects them
to be involved in during the day. She
has also taught her students (as part
of her rules and procedures) to
organize their materials according to
the schedule to make for easy transi-
tions between activities. As students
enter and "put things in order," they
flip over a green card taped to the
front of the desk indicating they are
ready to "go." Mrs. Johnson, therefore,

Questions:
A. Assuming Mrs. Johnson is an ef-

fective teacher, what kinds of
students would you expect to find
in her class? What are the clues
which help you identify student
characteristics?

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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can quickly scan the room during at-
tendance, assist those students who
are having trouble, and get the class
under way. When all students are
organized," the cards are flipped

back, to be used at the beginning of
each new activity.

A Typical Lesson
A typical math session in Mrs.

Johnson's class might look like this.
Mrs. Johnson reviews the skills/
concepts of the previous night's
homework, as students check each
other's papenl. Where there seems to
be .,roblem or lack of understand-
ing, Mrs. Johnson will go back over
the problem, working it through on
the board or overhead projector. She
sometimes has a student work
through the problem for tl:?, class but
only if she is sure the ,..r.;.!nt under-
stands it. She constantly monitors the
class with quirk checks )r under-
standing. In addition, she may ask
students to solve additional problems
reflecting the same skill or concept.
When necessary she "re-teaches"
skills/concepts with which students
are having trouble.
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B. Do you feel Mrs. Johnson's
students will have a high success
rate? What clues determine your
response? What other techniques
do you use to insure student suc-
cess in responding to'questions?

C. The "Green Card" is just one ex-
ample of a "check" for readiness,
attention, and understanding.
What other techniques can you
suggest which are "quick checks"
particularly in small or large group
situations?

Presentation of New Material
When new material is presented,

Mrs. Johnson is very active
demonstrating new skills, watching
students practice the same or similar
activity at the board, asking questions
and explaining the process. Student
call-outs are allowed if related to the
work. If a student responds to a ques-
tion incorrectly, she waits for self-
correction, provides clues or rephrases
the question. The teacher presenta-
tion/demonstration and monitored
student practice segments of the
lesson involve about 70% of the math
time slot.

Individual seatwork assignment
time ranges from 15-20% of he math
period. During this tirric, tt7r:-s. Johnson
gives clear directions as to what is to

be accomplished by the class, checks
for understanding, and then circulates
around the room giving individual
help and feedback to students as she
checks their work. She does cue them
before the end of the session with a
gentle reminder. Once all students
complete the work and turn it in, Mrs.
Johnson explains the homework
assignment. Students may spend
several thqs on the same skill/
concept and often Mrs. Johnson uses
time left at the end of the period for a
game which reinforces the skills
presented.

Transition
As students complete an activity,

they ready themselves for the next
one and flip over the green card. Mrs.
Johnson checks for readiness before
beginning the next activity.
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INTRODUCTION
This research unit 'son managing

instructional time maximize stu-
dent learning is body of research,/
known as Time on Task, overlaps the
areas classroom management and
teaching effectiveness. As such it can
be presented either as a unit follow-
ing the research on Direct Instruction
or Interactive Teaching, as shown
here, or as the first research unit in
the entire training sequence. We
presented this unit after the Direct In-
struction unit because the findings in
the studies summarized here support
the Direct Instruction or Interactive
Teaching research and because,
unlike the other research units, the
implication: of the findingc on Time
on Task go beyond the tea'cher's im-
mediate control within the classroom.
While teachers can implement many
of the findings, other findings require
administrative support. At least in-

in the training sequence, we
felt teachers ought to be in total con-

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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trol of selecting concepts for im-
plementation and determining their
outcome. However, there are some
advantages to presenting this research
unit first as it introduces th6, ideas of
time on task, and on-task versus off-
task behavior. These are expressions
which are frequently used in the
classroom management and teaching
effectiveness research.

The basic concepts presented in
this research summary are:

allocated time
IS engaged time
NI academic learning time

This research unit can be presented
in a 13/4 -hour training session, with
20 to 35 minutes for presentation
and discussion of the concepts, 20
minutes for an activity, and 30
minutes for the Reaction to Research
exercise from the previous session
and the Plan of Action exercise for
implementing the new research
concepts.

\.)
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RESEARCH ON

TIME ON TASK
One of the most widely discussed

concepts to emerge from the research
on teaching during the 1970s was
time on task, or the amount of time
students actively spend working on
academic tasks. Many educators now
feel that increasing student time on
task will increase student achieve-
ment. While there is considerable re-
search to support this feeling, simply
increasing a student's time on task
may not t) enough to substantially
increase learning. The issue of quali-
ty of time or how students spend
their time and its relationship to
learning is one which has yet to be
fully explored by researchers.

The birth of the interest in time as
an ess rte iel factor in learning can be
trac to John Carroll's 1963 paper,
"A odel of School Learning" (Ander-
so 1982), in which he linked
school learning directly to time. Car-
roll suggested that learning is depen-
dent upon the amount of time stu-
dents actively spend learning
something compared to the amount
of time students need to learn
something. In other words, if a stu-
dent needs 60 minutes to learn or
master a new skill, does this student
spend a full 60 minutes working on
learning the skill? According to
Carroll's model, if this student spends
less than the needed 60 minutes
learning the new skill, he will not
completely master it. Symbolically
Carroll's idea is represented by the
following equation in which learning
is a function (I) of time spent learning
and time needed to learn.

Learning = f time spent
time needed

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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Considering Carroll's equation, 11 a
student only spends 30 minutes
learning a new skill, he will succeed
in only half learning the ,skill (30
minutes spent/60 minutes needed).
Carroll also suggested that a defini-
tion for student aptitude might be the
amount of time a student needs to
spend learning a skill in order to
master it.

Since the Carroll paper, a number
of research studies, conducted at the
elementary and secondary level have
explored the relationship of time to
learning and the use of time in class-
rooms. In essence these studies have
focused primarily on Carroll's concept
of "time spent" in learning. These
studies largely indicate how time is
currently being used in classrooms
and suggest how time can be more
efficiently used. They also identify
those instructional qualities which
lead to seater amounts of active stu-
dent participation in learning or time
on task. These studies do not indi-
cate, however, how much time is ac-
tually needed by average, below av-
erage or above average sL dents to
learn something, other than to say
that below average students require
more time to learn something than
average or above average students
and average students need more time
than above average (Stallings, 1981).

One of the most significant "time
and learning studies" has been the
California Beginning Teacher Evalua-
tion Study (BTES). The purpose of
this study was to identify teaching ac-
tivities and classroom conditions that
foster student learning in elementary
school (Fisher, et al., 1980). The
study focused on reading and mathe-
matics instruction in grades two and

IS3
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five. Three important time concepts
emerged from the research findings:
allocated time, engaged time, and
academic learning time. These con-
cepts are currently receiving consider-
ible attention from researchers, edu-
cators and administrators. Two of the
concepts, allocated time and engaged
time, are concerned with the quantity
of time students spend learning. The
third concept, academic learning
time, addresses the quality of time
students spend learning.

ALLOCATED TIME
Allocated time is the total amount

of time allocated or available for
learning. It can refer to the length of
a school day, the length of a class pe-
riod, or the amount of time scheduled
for a specific content area or skill de-
velopment. Allocated time is a mea-
sure of "opportunity to learn." It
establishes the upper limit on the
time available within school for stu-
dents to learn.

Findings from the BTES show the
amount of time allocated to instruc-
tion in a particular content area in-
fluences the amount of student learn-
ing attained in that area (Fisher, et
al., 1980). That is, teachers who allo-
cate more time to a specific content
area have students lAto achieve at
higher levels within tliaLazea than
teachers who allocate less time -to' the
same area. This finding is also sup-
ported by Cotton and Savard's (1u8!)
review of rty -five studies on 'in-
structional time. They found that in-
creasing allocated time led to in-
creases in student achievement, espe-
cially for low ability students and
particularly when the amount of in-
structional time allocated to teacher-
student interaction was increased (See
Interactive Teaching Research).

The issue underlying allocated time

6 / TIME (N TAsK

is whether sufficient instructional
time is made available for students to
achieve at appropriate levels. The
minimum number of minutes per
day or hours per week allocated for
certain subject areas is usually man-
dated by the states or school districts.
However, the actual allocated time
within curriculum areas is often in-
fluenced by building level decisions
regarding scheduling and the curricu-
lum eeds of the students served by
the schol. Actual allocated time
within--th classroom, particularly for
specific skills is further influenced by
teachers' sense of priorities for subject
areas and student learning needs.
These factorsstate or district man-
dates, building level decisions, and
teacher influencecombine to create
large differences in allocated time or
"opportunity to learn" time for stu-
dents within schools and between
schools.

Findings from several studies of el-
ementary and junior high classrooms
have indeed noted such differences in
allocated time. Harnischfeger and
Wiley (1978) found that the length of
a school day between two second
grade classrooms in the same school
district differed by 45 minutes. In the
National Follow'Through Study (Stall-
ings, 975), first grade classrooms
varie,_, as much as 11/2 hours in the
length of their school day. In a study
of secondary schools (Stallings,
Needles and Stayrook, 1978), remedi-
al reading classes varietlbetwr_.'en 40
and 55 minutes in length.

The BTES looked at how class time
was allocated for hr_r.2.ernic activities,
including reading, mathematics, sci-
ence and social studies; non-academ-
ic activities, including music, art,
storytelling and physical ,..lucation;
and non-instiuLti.mal in-
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NCI

cluding transitions, waiting between of time allocated to each of these
activities and routine class business. areas -is summarized below.
Their findings on the average amount

Average Class Time Allocations
THE BTES

Academic Activities
Non-academic Activities
Non-instructional Activities

Grade 2
2 hrs. 15 min.

55 min.
44 min.

Grade 5 .
2 hrs. 50 min:

1 hr. 5 min.
45 min.

From Rosenshine, 1980, p. 110
(Note: the average second grade day was shorter than the average fifth grade day due to the
number of split classes in second grade-9 to\ 2/10 to 3.)

In both the second and fifth grade
clas.srogms observed, academic activi-
ties accounted for approximately 60
percent of the time; non-academic ac-
tivities accounted for almost 25 per-
cent or I/.1 of the time; and non-in-
structional activities consumed almost
20 percent or 1/5 of the day. Thirty-
five of the forty-five minutes spent on

non-instructional activities was due to
transitions between activities.

A breakdown of how the academic
activity time was allocated to reading
and language arts, mathematics, and
other academic areas, mostly science
and social studies, in the second and
fifth grade follows.

Average Time Allocations for Academic Activities
The BTES

Grade 2
90 min.
35 min.

8 min.

Reading & Language A?t-.3---
Mathematics
Other Academic Areas

From Rosenshine, 1980, p. 111

Again, the average amount of time
allocated to specific subject areas was
proportionally thesame for both sec-
ond and fifth grades. However,
Fisher, et al., of the BTES, found
wide differences between classes
within the same grade in the amount

Grade 5
110 min.
45 min.
17 min.

of time allocated to ea subject area.
For sample, the av rage amount of
time allocated for athematics in thet
second grade ranged from a low of
25 minutes per day in one classroom
to a high of 60 minutes per day in
another classroom. The average math

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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time for all second grade classrooms
was 35 minutes per day. Similarly, in
fifth grade classrooms, the average
amount of time allocated for reading
and reading-related instruction
ranged from a low of 60 minutes per
day in some classes to a high of 140
minuted per day in others. By com-
parison, the average reading time for
all classes was about 110 minutes
per day.

Even within reading and math
classes, there were differences be-
tween teachers in the amount of in-
structional time riven to specific skill
areas. For -xample, during the course
of the school year an average student
in one second grade class received 9
minutes of instruction on the use of
money while an average studcht in

SUBJECT
Reading instruction,
Language arts"
Mathematics
Science
Social science, art, music,

physical education combined

Within-class differences were also
observed. IRT found in the area of
writing instruction that students in
one class were given instructional
time only for the mechanics of writ-
ing (spelling and punctuation) while
almost three-fourths of the instruc-
tional time in another class was de-
voted to the composing process of
writing (sentence completion, com-
posing sentences, gathering informa-
tion for reports). Also, in two of the
observed classrooms, non-instruction-
al activities, including lunch, fire-
drills, classroom interruptions, transi-
tions between lessons, bathroom
breaks and social activities consumed

another second grade class received
315 minutes of instruction on the
same topic. Similarly, students in
some fifth grade classes received an
average 1,000 minutes of instruction
on reading comprehension through-
out the school year (or 10 minutes
per day), while students'in other fifth
grade classes received 5,000 minutes
(50 rihinutes per day) of reading corn-
prel4nsion instruction during the
same school year.

Similar,differences in allocated in-
structional time ere found in
another study of six elementary ass
rooms in Michigan conducted by the
Institute for Research on Teaching
(IRT). IRT found the following ranges
in allocated time within the same
grade level:

RANGE IN:_MINUTES PER DAY
24-84
36-67
28-63

0-48

14-55

as much as 42 percent of the day
(151 minutes out of the total 360
minutes).

The findings from these studies in-
dicate that there are substantial differ-
ences between districts, schools and
classrooms in how much instruction-
al time is allocated for the school
day, specific subjects, and specific
skills. These differences are signifi-
cant because allocated time repre-
sents a clear measure of opportunity
to learn. Students in classrooms
which have greater amounts of in-
structional time have a greater oppor-
tunity to learn and achieve more than
do students enrolled in classrooms

8 );,1 IASI<
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with less instructional time. Thus,
allocated time is an important factor
in the effort to provide equal educa-
tional opportunities for all.

ENGAGED TIME OR TIME ON TASK
Engaged time is the amount of

time students are actively paying at-
tention to instruction or working on a
learning activity. It's the amount of
time students are on task. While alio-
catedaime sets the upper limit on the
amount of classroom time available
to students for learning, not all of this
time is actively utilized by students
for learning. There are any number of
,factors which pull students away
from their learning or cause them to
lose interest, thereby reducing the
total learning time:
MI school management practices

unnecessary or untimely public
announcements, unscheduled in-
terruptions, visitors, drills, student
pull-outs, etc.

M classroom management practices
"jerky" transitions between ac-
tivities, inefficient routine pro-
cedures for distribution and collec-
tion of assignments, supplies, etc.

M instructional practicesover
reliance on seatwork or other non-
interactive instructional styles,
poor group focus, lessons which
are uninteresting or too difficult.

Thus, engaged time more accurately
reflects student learning time. In fact,
the BTES found that the more en-
gaged time students have, the more
they learn as evidenced by higher
achievement.

As with allocated time, the BTES
also found differences among class-
rooms-in the amounts of time students
were actually engaged. Lvethe second
grade, students typically spend 1
hour and 30 minutes engaged in rele-

vant academic activities. This
amounts to less than half (40 percent)
of the total in-class time. In contrast,
second graders in the most effective
classrooms spend 1 hour and 55
-ninutes engaged in relevant academ-
ic activities. This means these stu-
dents effectively have an additional
25 minutes of learning each day.
Similar time differences were ob-
served in fifth grade classrooms as
well. Students in the most effective
classrooms are engaged in learning
35 minutes more each day than stu-
dents in average classrooms. Com-
pared to the least effe&v class-
rooms, the most effective Clarooms
had students engaged an additidnal
hour each day (Rosenshine, 1;180>
While the differences of 25 minutes
and 35 minutes per aly in engaged
time between the average and most
effective second and fifth grade class-
rooms may not seem like much, over
the course of a school year 25 min-
utes daily becomes 75 hours and 35
minutes daily becomes 105 hours. If
some students ar' actively engaged in
learning for 75 ,-n ore hours a year
than qther students, it seems reason-
able that they would learn significant-
ly more than other students.

In accounting for these differences
4.n the amount of time students are'
actively engaged in learning, the
BTES identified both instructional fac-
tors and management factors which
impact on student engagement. The
BTES found that highly interactive in-
structional stylesthose with high
levels of teacher-student interaction
particularly in the form of teacher
presentations, questions, answers,
feedback and explanationsled to
higher amounts of student engaged
time. Overall, students were actively
engaged (in learning) 84 percent of
the time during teacher-led activities
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but only 70 percent of the time dur-
ing seatwor:c. Partiiplarly disturbing
was the fact that seatwork and stu-
dents working alone was the domi-
nant activity pattern found in the
classrooms studied. In fact, students
spent about 66 percent of their read-
ing time and 75 percent of their math
time doing seatwork. The BTES also
found that student engagement
dropped considerably lower when
students spent almost all of their time
(90 percent) doing seatwork.

Thus highly interactive instruction-
al styles (see research on Interactive
Teaching) led to greater amounts of
student engaged time and subse-
quently, greater student learning.
During group work especially, the
BTES found that high levels of
teacher-student interaction not only
led to higher overall engagement in
groupwork but also higher engage-
ment during seatwork. This suggests
that the teacher-guided practice and
feedback during groupwork better
prepares students for seatwork and
thus keeps them more engaged dur-
ing seatwork.

Cotton and Savard's review of
research on time (1981) also found
that students with high engagement
rates in listening, discussing, question
answering and other kinds of interac-
tive learning activities achieved more
than students with high engagement
rates in non-interactive activities such
as seatwork. Furthermore, students)
who were highly engaged in interac-
tive activities had better self con-
fidence and attitudes.

Some non-engaged time is typical I
of all classrooms. For example, time
spent on non-instructional activities
such as transitions between activities
or following breaks, housekeeping
tasks, exchange of papers, distribu-
tion and collection of assignments,

materials and supplies, and waiting
between activities is necessary. While
most teachers spend approximately
45 minutes each day on such non-
instructional activities, it's clear that
good classroom management prac-
tices are essential to holding this dead
time to a minimum; otherwise it can
quickly grow beyond this level and
significantly reduce learning tame.
Consider the following scenario.

.Suppose by law, the minimum
amount of time required for mathe-
matics instruction in the second grade
is 40 minutes each day. Suppose,
too, that the mathematics time begins
at 11:10, after a recess, and ends at
noon. The principal, teacher, and su-
perintendent may well feel that the
state minimum requirement is being
met and even exceeded by 10 min-
utes. Howev er, closer examination
will reveal otherwise. An 8-minute
delay in the start of work on mathe-
matics may occur as students noisily
enter the room, stand around talking
before taking their seats, calm down
and finally get out their worksheets.
Another 4 minutes in transition time
may be lost during the period as
students change from one activity
and begin-Work on another. Toward
the end of the allocated time,
students are putting workbooks and
cuisinaire rods away, getting lunches
out and lining up for noontime dis-
missal. Another eight minutes are
lost. Functional time for mathematics
is now reduced to 30 minutes, which
is 75 percent of the legal require-
ment. Over the course of a school
year, that 10 minutes lost each day
from the required time can add up to
1800 minutes or 30 lost hour's of re-
quired math instruction.

Maintaining time management bez'
comes an important and sometimes
difficult skill to master. Even the best
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teacher's time management system is
often exacerbated by unscheduled ad-
ministrative interruptions such as an-
nouncements over the P.A. system,
messages from the office, calls to
come to the office, firedrills, student
pull-outs, ete. Consider the effect of a
simple announcement over the P.A.
system. Not only is students' atten-
tion drawn away from the lesson to
the announcement for its duration,
but the momentum of the lesson is
altered. Valuable learning time is lost,
as the-teacher must work to re-focus
students' attention and regain the
lesson's momentum. The problem
can be further compounded by the
gene:al temperament of the class as
Borne are more difficult to manage
than others. Or, consider the effect of
a school rule which requires teachers
to be in the hall monitoring students
while they pass between classes. By
having to be in the hall until the bell
rings signalling the start of class, the
teacher is unablet to provide the nec-
essary leadership\to insure that stu-
dents enter his or her class properly
and quickly get ready to start class.
Instead, the teacher has to use the
first minutes of the instructional peri-
od to ready the class. If this is a par-
ticularly difficult class which requires
a strong, instructional and managerial
leader or if the teacher is a poor man-
ager, considerable allocated instruc-
tional time can be lost trying to focus
the students.

ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME
The third concept, academic learn-

ing time, is-conccrned with the quali-
ty of time students spend learning.
Academic learning time is the
amount of time students spend 'ac-
tively working on learning activities
or tasks which are of an appropriate
level of difficulty. The BTES defines

appropriatOevel of difficulty as one
in which there is a high success rate
or a situation in which students have
a good grasp of the academic task
and make few errors.

The concept of success rate is
linked to the cyclical nature of learn-
ing which is a process of moving'
from coot knowing something lo
knowing. When new content or skills
are first introduced, a student most
likely will not understand it com-
pletely and will make some errors.
Through teacher-guided practice, ex-
planations, feedback and corrections,
a student comes to understand the
material and makes fewer errors. Ad-
ditional (generally independent) prac-
tice and review help to solidify or
consolidate learning. Eventually, the
student's understanding reaches a
level where he knows the material
and performs correctly. At this stage
continued practice is of minimal
value (Fisher, et al., 1980).

The B,TES found that to keep stu-
dents engaged in learning activities
and consequently to maximize stu-
dent achievement, students need to
have a high level of successful learn-
ing experiences. Specifically, students
who were presented new material or
given exercises to work on at a diffi-
culty level in which the students
could be expected to succeed 75 per-
cent of the time, achieved more than
students who were given more diffi-
cult work in which they were suc-
cessful considerably less than 75 per-
cent of the time. In other words, the
more time students spend working on
reading and mathematics activities
which they can perform with high
success (correctly), the more engaged
the students will be and the more
they will achieve.

The 75 percent success rate figure
is more of a "rule of thumb" figure or
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general indicator of how well the
class and specific students are pro-
gressing. The -BTES found that lower
ability and lov,ver achieving students
benefit by having a slightly higher
overall success rate, 80-85 percent,
while higher ability and higher
achieving students benefit by being
challenged a little more, experiencing
a success rate of 70 percent. The evi-
dence for high levels cif successful
learning experiences is also supported
by Kounin's behavior management
research. Recall that he found that
students needed to experience a gen-
uine sense of progress in their aca-
demic work to keep them on task
and minimize their need to seek other
forms of diversions in the way of off-
task or inappropriate behavior.

The key to designing lessons and
student practice with a high success
rate is good diagnostic and prescrip-
tive skills. In planning for student
success; a caution is raised that the
concept does not suggest that
students should spend all of their
time worlzing on high success tasks.
A balance between providing suc-
cessful experiences and challenging
students must be found. The message
is td be careful not td over-challenge
students to the point where they
become frustrated. In particular, a
real balance must be found for older
more mature students and high
achieving students who are skilled in
problem solving. These students need
successful experiences but they do
not need as much time working at a
high success rate. Finally, the BTES
also found that high success rates
contributed to higher levels of student
esteem (Fisher, et al., 1980), an
especially important factor for lower
achieving students.

Implications for Classroom

Management and Teaching
Effectiveness

The research findings on the wide
variance among classrooms in allocat-
ed time, engaged time and academic
learning time and their impact on stu-
dent achievement suggest in

for teacher's claksrociA manage-
ment and teaching effectiveness skills
as well as administratively controlled,
school-wide management strategies.
In particular, the research emphasizes
the necessity of having good class-
room management processes and
highly interactive teaching styles to
maintain student engagement over a
high degree of seatwork and indepen-
dent learning. This section will link
some of the findings on classroom
management and teaching effective-
ness to the specific time concepts.

Classroom Management ReLiearch
The difference among classes in

allocated time and engaged time are
in part due to the differences among
teachers in their ability to manage
student behavior and their ability to
manage time, both their time and stu-
dents' time, efficiently. Good class-
room management skills and strate-
gies help to minimize student off-task
behavior.

The Evertson, Emmer and Ander-
son Beginning of the Year Classroom
Management research stresses the im-
portance of planning efficient room
arrangements, establishing student
behavioral rules and instructional
procedures, teaching and reinforcing
rules and procedures, assuming
strong leadership for the class, and
actively enforcing all rules. Planning
an efficient room arrangement pro-
vides for an easy and orderly flow of
student traffic throughout the room
and insures a high level of teacher-
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student eye contact. A good room ar-
rangement reduces student bottle-
necks and opportunities, for students
to cause disruptions or distract other
students who are on-task. It also in-
sures that students moving about the
room can do so quickly and easily.
Eliminating physical barriers which
impede the teacher's ability to main-
thin a Iv_ti level of eye contact with
students eases the teacher's job of
monitoring and helps to keep stu-
dents on task during assignments or
actively attend!ng to the teacher dur-
ing presentations. High eye-contact
reduces opportunities for student
misbehavior by reinforcing the idea
that the teacher knows what students
are doing at all times (see Kounin's
research on with-it-ness).

Establishing, teaching, reinforcing
and enforcing classroom behavioral
rules set clear expectations for stu-
dent behavior and how they are to
operate in the classroom. While this
strategy does not eliminate all student
misbehavior, the research shows it
clearly and .greatly reduces the occur-
rence of student misbehavior or other
forms of off-task behavior by estab-
lishing an instructionally effective en-
vironment in which students know
they are expected to enter rooms'ap-
propriately and quickly get to work.
Not only does this reduce the amount
of allocated time wasted due to dis-'
ruptions, it also reduces the amount
of time (and energy) the-teacher must
devote to handling disciplinary
'Matters.

Establishing and reinforcing effec-
tive instructional procedures also
serves to create more efficient use of
time. For example, one of the contrib-
uting factors toward loss of_allocated
time is inefficient transitions between
activities. Having good procedures for
entering the room, turning in and

handing out assignments, moving to
learning stations or groups, etc.
reduces the amount of time needed
for transitions. Teaching these proce-
dures to students to the point where
they become automatic hips them to
be performed quickly, quietly and
smoothly.

Kounin's researc on classroom
management identi ed specific teach-
er behaviors whic promote higher
levels of student on-task behavior.
With-it-ness refers to a teacher's abili-
ty to both actively monitor students'
behavior and to communicate this ac-
curate and "omnipresent" awareness
of °student behavior through her ac-
tidhs to stop inappropriate behavior.
By demonstrating that she "has eyes
in the back of her head," the teacher
sends a clear message to her students
that any efforts to misbehave will be,
clearly noticed and decisively acted
upon. In short, for the cooperating/
student, the-message is "why /
bother?'

Smoothness and momentum refer
to the teacher's ability to handle
movement within and between les-
sons, i.e., pacing, momentum, transi-
tions. The teacher's ability to move
smoothly from- one activity to another
and to maintain momentum within
an activity serves to keep students'
attention focused and on-task, and
greatly reduces transition time. Being
prepared and managing instructional
time so there is a steady flow of ac-
tivities which keeps students actively
focused on instruction eliminates
"lulls" or dead time which give stu-
dents an opportunity to turn their at-
tention elsewhere.

Group focus and accountability
also serve to maintain student on-task
behavior. Group focus refers simply
to the techniques a teacher uses to
keep all students within a group ac-
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tively.attending to the teacher and
the learning activity. By structuring
activities so as to insure.a high
degree of student participation, active
and/or passive,' teachers effectively
maintain high student engagement.
Accountability refers to the tech-
niques a teacher uses to hold
students accountable tor (ic,ing the
necessary work. Setting clear expecta-
tions that work must be done helps
to maintain student on-task behavior.

Finally, variety in learning activi-
ties, especially seatwork is an instruc-
tional strategy which helps to keep
students active:y on task by holding
students' interest and reducing
boredom. Obviously, if tasks are in-
teresting, students are more likely to
work on them to completion.

From this brief overview 9f the
classroom management research, it is
obvious that effective classroom man-
agement skills and strategies play an
i portant role in maximizing allocat-
d time by preventing most outbreaks

of student misbehavior or other forms
f off-task behavior and by creating

more efficient use of time for teachers
and for students. Furthermore,
classroom management strategies
enhance student engaged time by
maintaining student's attention and
high interest.

Teaching Effectiveness Research
The differences among classes in

student engaged time or time on-task,
and adacemic learning time (engaged
time in which students are working
successfully) are directly related to
the teaching effectiveness research. In
fact, findings from the BTES and Jane
Stallings' research on time and stu-
dent achievement identify a series of
teaches behaviors associated with
higher levels of academic learning
time and student achievement. In

both studies, interactive instructional
behaviors or those beha tors com-
monly referred to as direct instruction
are associated with high levels of stu-
dent achievement while non-
interactive instructional behaviors are
related to lower revels of achieve-
ment. Briefly, the BTES identified the
following interactive teacher behav-
iors associated with higher student
engagement and greater learning
gains:

M ability to accurately diagnose stu-
dent skill levels

M prescription of learning tasks ap-
propriate to student's skill levels
(high success ''rate)

M substa five interaction between
the teacher and student consisting
of oral presentations-of new con-
tent and skills, asking questions,
monitoring of student work and
providing corrective feedback
about student performance

M structuring the lesson and giving
clear, concise directions on task
procedures.

Stallings, Cory, Fairweather and
Needles (1978) identified a series of
strategies for teaching basic reading
skills in secondary schools. tssential-
ly, Stalling, et al., found that those
teachers who were interactive in their
style of teaching, i.e., providing oral
instruct-on, discussion and reviewing
students' work, providing drill and
practice, asking questions and pro-
viding corrective feedback, had
students who achieved more in
reading than teachers who had a
non-interactive style, relying heavily
on written assignments and silent
reading. A list of specific interactive
and non-interactive behaviors
follows:
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Interactive

M Discussion of homework

M Instructions for new work

M Drill and practice

M Students rig -,d aloud

HI Focusing instruction on small
groups and whole group

M Praise and support

M Positive corrective feedback

M Short quizzing

Non-interactive

M Teacher working on own man-
agement tasks

M Outside intrusions (visitors,

U

ou

loudspeakers) *

Social interacttons

Student misbehavior

Offers students too many options

Too many written assignments

Too much silent reading

Too much individual work with
or without teacher intervention

*Came up as an unexpected variable as research was being conducted.

Stallings (1981) also' found that the
distribution of time across several ac-
tivities during the class period was
also an effective strategy for helping
students on task. Effective teachers in
Stallings studies of secondary schools
distributed time in the following
ways:
Organize/Management Activities
(15%)
M Take roll
111 Make announcements
M Make clear expectations for quality

and quantity of work
M Clarify behavioral expectations

Pass papers or books (out and in)

Interactive On-Task Activities (50%)
M Review/discuss previous work
M Inform/instruct (demonstrate/give

examples)
M Question/check for understanding
111 Reteach small group (if necessary)

M Read aloud/develop concepts

Non-Interactive On-Task Activities
(35%)
M Written work
111 Silent reading
KG Teacher-monitoring/guiding
From this brief overview of the time
on task research associated with ef-
fective teaching, it is apparent that
highly interactive teaching styles and
teacher-directed learning activities
play a significant role in maintaining
high student engagement rates and
high student achievement. Also,
teachers' diagnostic skills, interaction
with students, and monitoring of stu-
dent performance help to insure that
teachers structure learning activities
at an appropriate difficulty leVel for
students. This leads to greater
academic learning time and, subse-
quently, student achievement.
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RESEARCH ON

TIME ON TASK

A REVIEW OF CONCEFTS
1. Time on Task is one of the most popular and widely discussed concepts

among researchers, administrators and educators to emerge from the
research on teaching during the 1970s.

2. Many educators now feel that simply increasing student time on task will
increase student achievement. While increasing the amount of time
stueents are actively involved in learning is important, the more significant
issue may be quality of time, or how students spend their time in
classrooms, and its relationship to learning. This issue has yet to be fully
explored by researchers and educators.

3. In linking learning to time, John Carroll suggested that how much students,
learn depends on the amount of time students actively spend learning
something compared to the amount of time students actually need to learn
something.

4:The California Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study identified three impor-
tant time concepts which impact on student achievement: allocated time,
engaged time and academic learning time.

5. Allocated time is the total amount of time allocated or available for instruc-
tion (or learning). Generally, it refers to the length of the school day, the
length of a class period or the amount of time scheduled for instruction in
a specific content or skill area.
Some specific findings:
11 The amount of time allocated to instruction in a particular subject or

content area influences the amount of student learning attained in that
area. Specifically, teachers who allocate more time to a given skill area
have students who achieve higfier in that area.

1111 Factors which influence the amount of time allocated for the school day
or to a specific subject or skill area are: school district policies, building
level decisions regarding scheduling, and teachers' sense of priorities for
skill development relative to student needs.

11 Studies show there are significant differences in the amount of time
allocated for the school day, content instruction and specific skill
development between school districts, schools within the same district,
and even classroOms within the same school.

6. Engaged time is the amount of time students actively spend paying atten-
tion to instruction or working on a learnircactivity; it's the amount of time
students are on-task. Some specificArn'dings:
M Engaged time more accurately reflects a measure of student learning
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since students may not be acflvely engaged in learning during any
given, allocated time period.

MI Factors influencing the 'amount of student engaged time include school
management practices, classroom management practices, instruc-
tional practices.

II School management practices which can reduce students' engaged time
by pulling them off-task are: unnecessary or untimely public announce-
ments, unscheduled interruptions by visitors, drills, student pup-outs,
etc. More effective schools establish schgol-wide policies with teachers
regarding the above which allow teachers to better manage their time by
planning for the interruptions during certain times of the day.

II Effective classroom management practices concerning preparations of
materials for lessons, smooth transitions between activities, efficient pro-
cedures for routine housekeeping chores and instructional tasks, etc. are
essential to good time management and keeping students' attention
focused on academic activities.

Highly interactive teaching behaviors characterized by high levels of
teacher-student interaction in the form of oral presentations on new
material, question and answer or recitation type practice sessions with
students, and feedback and explanations lead to higher amounts of sti4.-

dent engaged time.
1 Studies show there are significant differences between classrooms in the

amounts of studert,eng ed time. W hile the differences of say 25
minutes per may no seem like much, over the course of a year this
difference becomes 75,h urs (of learning)!

7. Academic Learning time 6Ahe amount of time students spe,nd working on
learning activities or tasks which are of an appropriate level of difficulty.
Some specific findings:
111 An appropriate level of difficulty is one in which students have a high

success rate or high level of successful_learning experiences.
El The research shows that students who are given the opportunity to

engage in learning activities which they can complete successfully 75
percent of the time achieve more than students who are given instruc-
tion at a difficulty level at which they will be successful only 50 per-
cent of the time.

IIII The more time students spend actively working on reading'and ,

mathematics activities which they can perform successfully, the more
engaged students will be and the higher they achieve.
Research shows a 75 percent success rate seems optimum for most
classes (slightly higher fqr lower ability classes and slightly lower for
higher ability classes). This'figure is intended to serve as a barometric
reading for the class, not as an exact measurement of how many. times
any given student or all the students answer questions correctly.

8. The research findings on the wide variance among classrooms in allocated
time, engaged time and academic learning time and their impact on stu-
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dent achievement underscore the importance of having good classroom
management practices to maximize the available instructional time and
highly interactive teaching practices to optimize students' engagement and
achievement.

9. The findings also highlight the important role that administratively-
controlled, school-wide management policies play in supporting teachers'
time management and classroom management practices.

M
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training Activity
for

TIME ON TASK RESEARCH

"Finding the Time" in Elementary Classrooms

To identify classroom routines which may be potentially
troublesome for teacher's time management and strategies
for performing these routines more effectively

Group Discussion

Large or Small Groups

15 to 30 minutes

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants
I

Have teachers read through the activity, and if time per-
mits, write down their answers. Ask the teachers to share
their strategies for managing the trouble spots effectively.
Encourage the teachers to identify specific strategies for
each of the items, particularly the last one on creating
learning experiences from routine tasks.
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"FINDING THE TIME"
in Elementary Classrooms

Train* Activity
for

Time on Task Research

t.pe Efficiently utilizing allocated time is sometimes easier said than done. Use
the following'exercise to take a 'closer look at your classroom routines to
determine which ones you.are already perfomiing effectively and which ones
you would like to run more smoothly. Share your strategieewith others.

1. What are the no&academic classroom routines or tasks that are performed
in your class on a day, weekly, or occasional basis? List them along with
an estimate of the time used to complete each routine.

2. Who is currently responsible for perfor,ming the above routines?
Which routines do YOU perform? /

/

Which routines does someone else perform? (Para, student aide, class
monitor, etc.)

Are there some routines which you are currently performing which some-
one else could take responsibility for? (There is considerable evidence
which indicates that teachers tend to burden themselves with tasks that
students can perform.)

3. The research on time management stresses that considerable time. can be
lost during transition periods between academic activities. What procedures
do you use for handling transitions-smoothly and effectively ?.
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4. Some classroom routines-can be organized to provide learning experiences
for students thereby -treating learning time from dead time. Consider the
following strategy for using student monitors to pass out books and
supplies.

Appoint student monitors to pass out materials. A class chart can be de-
vised to decide who are the monitors; how long they will be the monitors;
and, what they will be responsible for distributing to the class. (You might
also want to consider how you distribute materials to ensure maximum
use of time.)

The materials monitors might be required to correlate the daily attendance
tally- with the number of books and materials needed for different learning
assignments, by whole class or by groups. Voila! This routine can become
a math and sorting activity.

ACTIVITY:
Consider the following classroom routines. Select one or two from tfise list
or another routine from your class and try to think of ways in which these
routines could be used to provide academic experien'ces for students. (You
may want to share a routine you've already designed for this purpose.)

Attendance

Lunch Count

Collecting Monies

Taking Care of Classroom Pets

Passing Out Materials

Housekeeping

24 / TIME ON TASK
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

PROCESS:

FORMAT:

RECOMMENDED
TIME

ALLOTMENT:

PREPARATION:

DIRECTIONS:

DIRECTIONS FOR TRAINERS

Training 'Activity
for

TIME ON TASK RESEARCH

"Finding the Tinie" in Secondary Classrooms

To identify potential trouble spots for time mana ement
in secondary classrooms and strategies for copin with
these problems effectively

Group Discussion

Large or Small Groups

15 to 30 minutes

Reproduce activity for appropriate number of participants

Have teachers read through the activity, and if time per-
mits, write down their answers. Ask the teachers to share
their strategies for managing the trouble spots effectively.
Encourage the teachers to identify specific strategies for
using "others" to help with routine tasks, and for begin-
ing and ending class.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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"FINDING THE TIME"
in Secondary Classrooms

Training Activity
for

Time on Task Research

Efficiently utilizing allocated time is sometimes easier said than done. The
following exercise focuses on potential trouble spots for time management.
Read through the activity, answering the questions as you proceed. Think
about the areas you might want to run more smoothly in your class. Share
your strategies with others.,

A. ROUTINES:
1. What non-academic routines (attendance, collecting and passing out

papers, distributing materials, etc.) are part of class time?
iS

2. What routines do YOU take care of?

What routines does someone else take care of? (Para, student aide, class
monitor, etc.)

Are there some routines yt, are presently doing which someone else
could take responsibility for?

3. How do you take attendance?
Call roll name by name
Scan for empty seats (using seating chart)
Other (using quizzes, assignments, etc.)

4. What successful provisions have you made for collecting and returning
assignments or materials?

B. BEGINNING OF CLASS:
Because most secondary teachers receive a totally different group of stu-
dentls every 45 to 60 minutes 5 or 6 times a day, the "beginning": of class
occurs more often than in elementary rooms and this "transitio0 is more
dramatic. Therefore, it becomes a potential hazard for wasted time.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND
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How soon after the "official" start of class do you begin?

What kinds of "activities" could prevent the clasS from starting on time?

Do you have routines at the beginning of each class or while students are
entering which help to ready students and focus tfietr attention while you
take care of necessary administrative tasks or prepare to begin? (Examples:
journal writing, picking up materials, copying assignments, etc.)

What 1-6 been successfUl for you?

An Anedd
A seconda -teacher could not understand why she.had problems.main-

taining her 5th period on task as efficiently as other classes. Her frustration
pervaded the whole period, losing a lot of time. After examination of the
possible contributing factors, she realized that 4th period was her lunch
time and she was getting to class at the same time as the students. In her
other classes, she was already there waiting for ,students and using passing
time to regroup. When she realized this,,she re-organized her time.
Without giving up her lunch timew she made sure she was there to greet
students and start the class on time: She reports that it has made a signifi-
cant difference in student on-task behavior and has lowered her frustration
level grcatl /

C. ENDING CLASS:
Secondary classrobkItis frequently have fewer transitions during any one
period than elementary classrooms since-the number of activities is limited
by the short time. A potential hazard toward the end of a period occurs
when the class finishes the planned activities with time left, but insuffi-
cient time to start something else.

What are some successful ways of utilizing this "end of class" time?

D. What "school" factor poses the greatest problem for you and your col-
leagues in relationship to time use?

28 / TIME ON TASK cE41138,6
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The System Largely Depends on People in Their Fifties

Adult Life Cycles and Teaching

DON ROBERTS

In English Journal

(ADULT life cycles have a defi-
nite effect on teaches and their
teaching. Recognizing the phe-
nomenon of adult life cycles and a
generalized understanding of the
dynamics of change in the adult
can lead to improved communica-

\tion among teachers, teachirs and
administrators, and teachers and
students.

Until recently adulthood was
considered to be a kind of devel-
opmental plateau on which age
rudely intruded. Educators and

\ 'psychologists explored childhood
\ and adolescence, but until Eric

.Erikson began publishing his find-
ings, adulthood was regarded as a
static and featureless psychological
landsCape.

Contemporary psychologists be-
lieve that adult development oc-
curs according to a generally pre-
dictablecl., age-grouped timetable.
Underlying each person's individ-
ual differences are basic governing
principles of development. Ad-
vancing from one adult stage to the
next means meeting specific devel-
opmental tasks. Ignoring the chal-
lenges and crises inherent in tht,
life cycles can stifle normal devel-
opment during the early and mid-
dle periods.

What designates adulthood is

APRIL 1978

Don Roberts is a teacher-writer,
John Day, Oregon. Londensed
by permission of the National
Council of Teachers of English
from English Journal, LXV/ (Sep-

tember 1977), 38-41.

subject for debate in itself. It
would appear that the only way to
arrive at any one acceptable defi-
nition or description of an adult is
simply to assign a chronological
age as the boundary betv(reen ado-
lescence and adulthood.

Becoming V! Adult, or the Ter-
rible Twenties.The 20s is a per-
iod of impatience and idealism.
"Now" becomes an obsession and
change must be quick. Those in
their early 20s are infatuated with
ideals but have not experienced
and observed enough life to
provide a workable basis for them.
This contradiction often leads to
impetuous behavior which is
regarded by authority figures as
rebellious and by adolescents as
patronizing. Young teachers
caught in an age bind, where they
are too young to identify with their
colleagues and too old to identify
with their students, suffer from
isolationist feeliAgs of nonaccept-
ance.

The young teacher's adherence
to idealism will oft6r1 translate in
teacher-student relationships as an

Reprinted with permission of Education Digest, April, 1978.
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overestimation of fact. Young
teachers frequently overestimate
their students' abilities, which is a
fine error with optimistic implica-
tions. But eventually there is a
souring effect. "Why can't the lit-
tle savages appreciate poetry?"
"When I give them freedom, why
do they climb the rafters?" "They
just don't want \m learn!" Tem-
perance becomes just temper.

In contrast, older teachers tend
to underestimate. ;Their pessimism
is sometimes poisbnous to the en-
thusiasm of disk students, but has
a positive effett et the, teachers
themselves. When a student does
transcend the norm, it comes as a
pleasant surprise.

4' Crucial to the passage into
adulthood is The Dreameach
young adult's imaginings of him-
self in the world. The Dream is
usually cast in an occupational con-
text. To help realize their dream,
many people in their 20s seek
someone one or more decades
older who takes the young fledg-
ling under his professional wing,
shows him the ropes, imparts ad-
vice, and, most importantly,
bestows his blessings.

The need for mentors in the
education field is difficult to re-
pudiate, yet there is little or no
concerted effort by most school
districts to encourage such a rela-
tionship. It is, however, a relation-
ship which could be easily arranged.
Unfortunately, mentors in this field
are a rare species, basically because
many likely candidates are so con-
scious of protecting their own posi-

FE CYCLES 15

tions that they will not risk being
identified with the "foolish"
young.

The Thirties: the TrAnsition
Period. By the time a teacher
reaches age 30, young kids, teen-
agers, even college students seem
remote and untouchable. Yet the
early 30s are marked by turmoil
and confusion reminiscent of ado-
lescence. The major difference
between the teenager and the 30--
year-old adult is that the adult is
too tired and cautious to be
rebellioushe is simply confused.

By the mid-30s most adults are
M a period of transition and tur-
moil. Painful self-reflection resur-
rects nagging doubts: "What is life
all about now that I am doing what
I am supposed to be doing?" Self-
deception about the adequacy of
both marital and career choice is a
common element of the 30s. Often
they feel whatever they did for the
last 10 years is suddenly wrong. At
this point, they frequently change
their jobs, or spouses, or seek
solace in a bottle (or all three) in a
desperate attempt to mollify doubt
and coddle insecurity.

In the late 30s the obsession sud-
denly switches from ideals to prag-
matics. At 35 we become systems
people. The activists of the early
1960s are now writing memos,
punching their time clocks, and
worrying about what color to paint
the trim. The energy once devoted
to changing the system is now
locked in on \overtime, deadlines,
and upward nobility.

The Forties\ Dull Realization,
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or the Downhill Drag.At this
point successes seem hollow and
bittersweet. Many jobs, including
teaching, lose their challenge. The
40-year-old has leatned the rules,
knows the game thoroughly, and
can play it blindfolded. Life's main
ingredient is a gnawing predicta-
bility. Ideals are suspect and new
concepts seem like romantic
vagaries and vacuous notions.
Death becomes veal and heavy.

Change is vigorously opposed
while the 40s person valiantly
strives against mental turmoil,
aging, and bodily decline to pre-
serve the certainties of the past.
The 40- to 50-year-old teacher
usually has a repertoire of stan-
dard, glib responses to the 25-
year -old teacher's dissatisfied mut-
terings and naive revolutionary
concepts. More often than not
what results between the two is not
a dialogue, but two separate inter-
locking monologues.

After Fifty: Mellowing, or the
Golden Age.At the 50th year
the human is entering the era of
stahiization. There is not necessar-
ily any personal resolve; The
Dream may be. as amorphous as
ever. But there is a sense of total
self-acceptance and tolerance of
others. There is no looking back
nor direlling on morbid reflec-
tions, and the paranoia associated
with the future dissolves into the
fluid warmth of the present.

The 50s person is interested in
and concerned with world events,
familial relations, interpersonal
contacts, and his job, but he no

APRIL 1978

longer reacts. He can afford to be
philosophical wi hour also being
cynical.

The survival of any system, in-
cluding the school system, largely
depends on the 50s people. a is at
50 and beyond that many teachers
become the "master" teachers,
teachers who support the system
without p.utdering to it. They have
learned to be honest and forthright
without Mug inflammatory. Fifty-
year-olds do not so much control
othm as they establish, by their
own el:ample, an emotional
climate conducive to harmony.

it is chafing this last adult life
cycle that people become aware
that life doe': not so much require
"to be made sense of" as it
requires that "its incomprehensi-
ble nature simply be accepted."

The adult life cycle researchers
are years, perhaps decades, away
from arriving at a thoroughly de-
tailed portrait of adult develop-
ment. Obviously the idea of an
adult life cycle can.be applied only
within the widest scope and broad-
est range of interpretation. How-
ever, to deny the orderly pro-
gression of developmental stages in
the adult is to ignore a vast percep-
tive field in the dynamics of man.

To admit and come to terms
with the realization that adults do
go through dramatic change is to
begin a reasonable and logical re-
evaluation of our social structures.

As Margaret Mead suggests, it 's
not enough simply to learn a ut
each other. To survive we rnus also
learn for and from each other. 0
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The

her
Laboratory helps
educators break the bonds
that restrict theiiteaching
time.
by Mary Sally
Mary Sally is editor of Educational R&D
Report.

Everyone knows that student
achievement is directly related to the
amount of time teachers devote to
instruction, right?

But; as most teachers realize, raising
achievement isn't as simple as increas-
ing the afnount of time allocated to a
subject. Recent research studies, in facj,
have revealed a more complex rela- <
tionship between instructional time
and student learning. The most
noteworthy is the Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study (BTES), described in
the Fall 1979 issue of Educational R&D
Report.

The study shimed that besides the
time allocated to instruction, two other
factors are important to achievement:

the amount of time students actively
engage in learning, and the degree of
success they experience while learning.

To increase student achievement, the
study suggested, teachers must:

make good use of time allocated to
instruction;
increase the percentage of time that
students engage in learning; and
assure that students spend more
than half their time working on
tasks that provide high success.

Translating this "formula for success"
into practice, unfortunately, isn't easy.
But approximately 100 schools work-
ing with Mid-continent Regional Edu-
cational Laboratory (McREL) are dean-
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pnstrating that it ca.: done.

Studies point way to success
"After the BTES results came out,
many educators in our laboratory's
region asked us to help them translate
the findings into practical steps for
improving teaching and learning," says
C. Larry Hutchins, deputy director of
McREL. "We began this task by taking
a look at what research has to say
about increasing Academic Learning
Time."

Academic Learning Time, or ALT, is
the term researchers at Far West Labo-
ratory coined to describe the amount
of time students spend engaged in an
academic task that they can perform

4 *

with a high degree of success. The
more time'students spend actively en-
gaged in such tasks, the more they
learn.

"We found that many. research
studies on classroom conditions and
student learning offer clues about how
to increase at least one component of
ALT," Hutchins continues. "Inter-.
estingly enough,. most of these studies
come from the regional laboratorie.s
and university -based r&d centers."

One example is research conducted
by Carolyn Evertson and colleagues at
the R&D Center for Teacher Education
at the University of Texas. These
researchers spent thousands of hours

observing differences between effective
and ineffective teachers. A major find-
ing was that teachers set the tone for
the entire year during the first days of
school.

"Teachers who immediately establish
and teach classroom rules run classes
in which more time is devoted to
instruction throughout the year,"
Hutchins notes. "Obviously, then, one
way to improve learning is to help
teachers develop effective strategies for
operating their classrooms during the
first few days of school."

After searching for similar clues on
how to increase ALT, Hutchins and his
colleagues pulled together findings
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from a variety of such studies and
developed a workshop series in which
to present them to local educators.

Educators like it
iow the workshops are put together

and just which topics are covered, .

though, depend on the requirements of
the schools involved. That's one of the
features that appeals to local educators.

"What I appreciate most is that a lot
of good information is included, but
we can pick what we're ready for," says
Jim Meszaros, principal of Meadow-
brook Elementary School in Rapid 'City,
S.D. He and a team of teachers from
his school participated in a workshop
series that began early in 1981.

"The McREL staff assume that parti-
cipants are professionals with skills," he
continues. "No one is saying 'We've got
the answers and here's what you have
to do.' Instead, the attitude is 'Here's
some information that you can apply
to make your school better.'

"With this approach, we can pick
and choose, and build on what we've
already got."

One area that Meszaros and his team
targeted for improvement was the way
teachers manage their classes during
the first days of school. Prior to the
opening of the school year. the team
arranged a day-long inservice for the
entire school staff based on the re-
search they had learned about earlier
from McREL. The workshop incorpo-
rated specific strategies for teaching
classroom rules to students and manag-
ing instruction and behavior during the
first days of school.

Meszaros claims a clear success for
his staff.

"During the first three weeks of
school, every one of my 28 staff
members commented on how
smoothly their classes-were going
compared to previous years," he
reports.

He also notes that during this time
period only one.student was referred to
the office because of a discipline prob-
lem. "Now that's unusual in a school of
656 kids," he adds.

"We don't have statistical proof that
improving the way we've run classes
during these first weeks has resulted in
an immediate increase in our student's
ALT," he continues. "But we believe it
will. There's simply more time for
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instruction. We're now a month into
the school year. And our judgment is
that were three irees ahead of where
we were at this time last year."

Schools undertake improvements
The McREL workshops thus help
teachers and administrators increase
ALT. Before they can begin, though,
school staff members need to know
just where they now stand.

"We begin by giving participants a
means of looking at themselves and
their students," explains Hutchins.
"Participants calculate the amount of
time they devote to instructional ac-
tivities during the typical school day.
They learn how to observe one
another's classrooms to determine the
percentage of time students are en-
gaged in learning. And they analyze
student success rates on different types
of assigriments for each subject matter
area.

These written assessments are ac-
tually modifications of some of the
questionnaires and observation proce-
dures developed, tested and refined by
the BTES researchers. McREL staff
analyze the results and return the
"scores" to individual teachers or for-
mulate a composite score for the school
as a whole.

Once teachers and administrators
have a fix on the time they devote to
instruction, their students' engagement
rates and their success rates, they can
decide what areas to target for im-
provement. The rest of the workshop
presents strategies in three areas
classroom management, building man-
agement and student testingthat
can contribute to increased ALT.

Covering all these areas might seem
like too big a job for a workshop.
Actually, though, the McREL workshop
series is really a school improvement
process that typically involves four
one-day sessions spread over a period
of several months. Between each ses- ,

sion, participants carry out
"homework" assignments in their
schools.

The workshop series is generally
conducted for a school district or group
of schools within a district. Each par-
ticipating school sends to the workshop
a team of the principal and two or
three teachers; a central office staff
member is also involved.

"Teachers, of course, play the pri-
mary role in increasing students' ALT,"
says Hutchins. "Buts research on school
improvement shows that central office
support and principal leadership are
also essential."

Principals are particularly important.
They are responsible for ensuring thae
their team carries, out the improvpment
effort for their building. This means
developing a way of sharing knowl-
edge gained'atke workshop sessions
with the rest the school staff.
Equally important, some improvement
strategies, such as ways to decrease .
student disruptions, must be initiated
building-wide to be successful.

"Dealing with behavior problems
robs teachers of valuable instructional
time and is responsible for low ALT in
many classrooms," says Hutchins. "Yet
discipline is not just a classroom con-
cern. Principals, and even parents,
often become involved in the discipli-
nary process. To ensure that unaccept-
able behavior is handled consistently
and effectively, it is critical to imple-
ment a school-wide policy. Everyone
should know what the rules are and
how they're enforced."

Climate for learning key
Hutchins goes on to point out that
discipline is just one aspect of a school's
climate that may affect ALT.

"A recent study from England proves
that what school a student goes to and
what goes on at that school does.
matter," he says. The study is. called
15,000 Hours because that's approxi-
mately the amount of time a student
spends in Britain's schools.

Accordingto Hutchins, the study is
important because it rejected the usual
measures of a school's success/such as
the amount of money spent,/the num-
ber of books in the library arid the
academic degrees the teachers hold.
Instead, the researchers loOked at such
factors as:

the amount of emphasis placed on
academics;
the consistency with which com-
mon goals were shared by teachers
and communicated to students;
teachers' engagement in student
learning:
appropriate use of rewards; and
the degree to which students partic-
ipated and shared responsibility.

216

"Schools that did well on all these
dimerisions of schooling produced stu-
dents with much higher academic
achievement, fewer discipline problems
and better attendance," says Hutchins.

Based on the study, McREL staff
have constructed an "Academic Indi-
cators Survey" that helps educators
focus on those characteristics and con-
ditions that the study says have the
greatest impact on student achieve-
ment. The survey is completed by all
the staff of schools that participate in
the McREL workshop series.

Each of the 28 items in the survey
allows staff to rate the degree to which
a particular characteristic is true for
their school. And for each item a list of
"evidence" provides a concrete basis for
making judgments. A sample charac-
teristic is "Disruptions of classroom
instructional time are minimized." One
of five pieces of evidence is: "Noise
levels in the hall are low." Staff mem-
bers not only rate the characteristic, but
check the pieces of evidence they
consider most important. Space is pro-
vided for adding other indicators.

"The survey results give schools a
valid basis for deciding which areas to
tackle first," says Hutchins. "If a high
percentage of staff says student disrup-
tions are a big problem, for instance,
well, that's hard to ignore."

Class management affects ALT
Although the McREL workshop series
aims at school-wide improvement,
many of the activities focus on the
classroom because that's where most-
learning actually occurs.

"The way classrooms are organized
and managed," says Hutchins, "deter.
mines not only the amount of time
available for instruction but whether
kids successfully engage in learning.
Several research and development
projects offer strategies for streamlining
and improving classroom organization,
and increasing student motivation."

"A good example of the latter," he
continues, "is Student Team Learning,
a program developed and tested by the
Center for Social Organization of
Schools at Johns Hopkins University.
This program encourages kids to tutor
one another, increases their involve-
ment in learning, and raises achieve-
ment levels."

Information about such strategies is
presented in the workshops. Topics
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0
include ability grouping of students,
whole-class instruction vs. independent
work, motivational techniques, reward
systems, strategies for dealing with
discipline problems, and the relation-
ship between achievement and
teachers: expectations of students.

Research conducted by McREL:s staff
shows, for instance, that students get
off task during independent learning
easier than during whole-class
instruction.

"But independent learning shouldn't
be abandoned just because it can result
in kids goofing off," states Hutchins.
"In fact, teachers can use independent
learning activities to meet individlial
needs and improve the amount of
success students experience, provided
they help kids stay on task."

Materials developed at Far West
Laboratory, he explains, skell out ways
to help students of differen\ ages re-
main on task while working alone.
Suggestions include: explaining to stu-
dents what independent learning

.t. means; defining rules for working
alone; clarifying what's to be learned;
identifying and discussing problems

. that might arise; setting up routines for
when students are finished with their
tasks; developing in sfaents the ex-

. pectation of a delayed teacher-response
to tlxir work; and evaluating with
students their success at independent
learning.

in other words, teachers need to
recognize that children must be taught
to work alone," says Hutchins. "And
teachers must treat independent learn-
ing as serious business. If they do, their
students will, too."

Testing procedures,questioned
arsides covering both building-level
aatVlassroom management strategies
for-increasing students' ALT, the work-
shop incorporates information on
testing.

"Schools are traditionally judged
through students' performance on tests
usually nationally normed, stan-
dardized tests," says Hutchins. "But a
lot of evidence suggests that
standardized-test results are a poor
indicator of school success."

Hutchins explains that a recent
analysis by the Institute for Research
on Teaching at Michigan State Univer-
sity has shown that 30 to 40 percent of
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the items on leading tests are not
covered bylmajor commercial
textbooks at the same grade level. Yet
teachers are guided primarily by the
textbooksithey use.

"If sch4ols intend to improve student
achievenient by increasing ALT, they
need to/take a second look at the way
stude is are evaluated," he says. "les
not p ssible to have a clear pidure of a
sch )I's effectiveness unless tests cover
w is taught."

Of course, teachers and building-
).vel administrators generally find it

/impossible to develop alternative
evaluation systems. Such changes
usually require district-wide action,
which can take several years.

"Instead of developing a new testing
procedure," Hutchins notes. "school
staff must often make the best of what
they have and increase its validity for
measuring what they're teaching. So
our workshop participants learn how
to assess the content of tests, how to
make sure that what they're teaching
conforms to what they're testing, and
how to improve their students' test-
taking skills."

Junior high principal comments
The McREL workshop series thus offers
teachers and administrators a solid,
research-based foqdation on which to
build a total school improvement ef-
fort. It provides tools for assessing
current practices as well as strategies
for improving building management,
classroom management and student
testing procedures.

Although this approach to improve-
ment is most applidtble to elementary
schools, some secondary schools have
participated as well.

"Not all the research knowledge
presented is applicable to all the subject
areas taught in junior high," says Vince
Henderson, principal of South Junior
High in Rapid City, S.D. "But it's
extremely valuable for subjects like
English, social studies, reading and
math.

"Some of our teachers have changed
their entire teaching format based on
what they've learned," he continues.
"And even those who haven't found
the research particularly applicable to
their subjectindustrial arts t,eachers,
for instancehave reported tpat
they've applied certain techniques to
their situation."

Henderson comments on the McREL
improvement strategy. "Often such t
workshops offer a lot of theory. Not so
with McREL staff. They spell out good,
practical applications."

According to Hutchins, these com-
ments are consistent with what other
participants say. "Evaluations of the
workshops show that educators believe
they're an effective approach to school
improvement. We hope to further
prove the process works through a
formal field test with the Mapleton
School District north of Denver," he
adds. This year, McREL staff are con-
ducting a research project with six
schools in the Mapleton area to deter-
mine how the workshop series affects
teacher behavior and student
achievement.

You can participate
The Mapleton and Rapid City teams
are among more than 100 that will
have started or completed the work-
shop series by the end of the 1981-82
school year. The teams come from
schools in the region served by McREL.
With offices in Kansas City and Den-
ver, McREL is a regional laboratory
that works primarily with schools in
seven states: Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota and Wyoming. However,
McREL staff are willing to conduct the
school improvement workshops for
schools in other states on a cost-
recovery basis.

'Typically, this would first involve
discussions that might lead to a half-
day awareness workshop for a group of
schools or an entire district. After the
awaeness session, school and district
staff Would decide whether or not to
proceed. The workshop can be
packaged to meet different local
requirements.

Much of the research covered in the
workshop has been reported in the
Summer 1981 issue of Noteworthy, a

magazine produced by McREL for dis-
tribution in its region. Single copies are
available for $3.

To order a copy of Noteworthy or to
find out more about the workshop
series, contact Hutchins, deputy di-
rector of the Mid-continent Regional
Educational Laboratory 1800 Pontiac
Ave., Denver, CO 80220; 303/399-
9285.



David Berliner was director o:
California's Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study, the prime
source of today's attention to
time-on-task. In this interview
with Execbtive Editor Ron
Brandt, Berliner claims there's
one best way to make teachers
more effective.

c.
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On Imp laving Teacher
Effectiveness: A
Conversation with David
Berliner

What's been Your experience in
helping teachers tisi: the re-
search oirteacher effectiu. +less?

Be r I've tried to disseminate
knoAcdge by making presentations,
but tilt seemed to have sere little im-
pact. '('tic times l'ye gone into e lass-
rooms. though. what I did and said
meant something to teachers and it
made a difference. W,e mld chart the
changes. So nn e is simple:
the research on teacher et ectieness
gets used when somebotly arks with
teachers in their classrooms There's
no substitute for what Bruce losce calls
"coaching.-

Q: \\that is that like' \,ICtik. "'hit do
You do?

Berliner: Take the major kanahlt of
"engaged time.- I asked teacheis in .1
district near Tucson if we could send

'graduate students into their classrooms
to take some records of their funition.
ing and feed it back to them. 'I he
graduate students had learned how to
code engaged.tinic, transition tone.
wait time. and so on. 1.11 ((de(' Mitt
graphed data to iii three. four, mahe
Ilse visits. Then thus sat down with
the teacher and hid a conference. Its-

cry precise consultation
techniques deselopcd hs hotessin
John Bergan of the rink eisits ii .\ri-

Bergan's approach is designed
to elicit from the client both a state-
ment of the problem and a statement
of intent to change it.
) \Viten the teachers had defined their
problems and solutions, the consul-
tantsthe graduate studentstook
sonic inure measures. rive of the sis

classes showed remarkable change;
they went from 40 or 'in percent on-

David Berliner is Professor of Viliicational
Psvcholtw, linirersit) Arizona. T nest»,

eprinted from Educational Leadership, October, 1982,zliFitAsociation of Supervision
id Curriculum Development, 1982. Used by permission
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task time up to whatever goals the
teachers had set-70 or 80 percent.
The only exception was a mathematics
teacher whose time-on-task was about
40 percent. That teacher said, "Fine,
that's all I want it to be." At that
point, we had nothing more to do.
Teachers have to make those decisions.

Q: That indirect, consultative ap-
proach seems inconsistent with the im-
age of direct instruction.

Berliner: It's indirect in the sense that
we don't tell teachers what their prob-
lem is or how to solve it. It's coercive
in that we never leave an interview
without a statement of the problem
and either a proposed solution or the
teacher's, statement that he or she
doesn't want to change.

Q: How does setting a goal lead to im-
provement?

Berliner: Let me give you an example.
I might say to the teacher, "Your time-
on-task in mathematics averages "43
percent over the five days we observed.
How could you bring it up?" The
teacher might say, "01-- /, let me
think. Maybe, because I'm grading pa-
pers when they're ,doing their math
workbooks, I'm not monitoring them
enough."

"Terrific. Why don't you take some
breaks frOm your grading of papers and
wandei the classroom a little bit. Let's
see-if that has an effect."

So we collect data as the teacher in-
creases his or her monitoring. Well,
we happen to know that works. If the
teacher is roaming the classroom, at-
tending rates are higher.

Another thing the teacher might say
is, "When kids are through with thpir
assignments, have other assign-
ments ready so they'll have something
to work on."
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In our consultative model, the con-
sultants learn eliciting questions like,
"What can you do to accomplish
that?" "Is there any other way you can
use resources?"

Q: Wouldn't it be simpler just to tell a
group of teachers some of the common
problems and some ways to make bet-
ter use of time?

Berliner: Teachers already know these
things; they've heard about them in
methods courses; they've been
preached to. But nothing happens un-
til someone gets the teacher to sicecify
what he or she is going to do, and
then monitors and helps the teacher
look at the effects.

Q: Considering all the things teachers
need to be concerned with, how im-
portant is time management?

Berliner: Probably 50 percent of all
teachers don't have to worry about
time allocation. But the other 50 per-
cent ought to look at it. And half of
them-25 percent of all teachersare
probably badly under-allocating time
in some areas of the curriculum. We
have evidence that the actual time'
available for instruction in reading and
math in some elementary classrooms
may total less than 100 hours. That
strikes me as a gross misuse of time. So
I'd say that as many as one-fourth of
the teachers in this country could
make marked improvements in instruc-
tion by just looking at time allocations.

Beyond that, maybe 70 percent of
teachers could be helped by attending
to engaged timehow time is used.
Whenever managers in the business
world do time audits, they find ways to
save minutes. And that's true of teach-
ing. For example, when, the Austin,
Texas, school district took this concept
seriously, they found ways to save the

"But nothing hap-
pens until someone
gets, the teacher to
specify what he or
she is going to do,
and then monitors
and helps the
teacher look at the
effects."

equivalent of 10-14 days of school,
worth $2-3 million.

Q: Determining engaged time involves
making judgments about whether stu-
dents are doing what they're supposed
to be doing. How can an observer tell
whether students a e*on-task or not?

Berliner: Young kids ve no guile.
To observe on-task or o sk behavior
in kids third grade or under asy.
You and I could sit in the 'back the
room, come up with some rules
about ten minutes, and show alm st
perfect reliability all day long: Yo ng
kids either are or are not on-task and
you can tell. If they're off-task, they're
dancing, tapping their pencils, chatting
with friends, and soon. They're on-
task if they scrunch up their faces and
hold their pens and pencils tightly..
You can almost see them thinking!

As students get older, you begin to
see "anticipatory graduate student be-
havior": head-nodding, smiling, note-
taking, and other signs of attending.
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You may code this as on-task, but in
your heart of hearts, you know the
kid's not processing anything. '!'lie op-
posite occurs with the kid who's look-
ing out the window: you code him off-
task even though you're pretty sure he's
processing everything. Because of this,
we decided that with older students,
individual data may be faulty, but the
means for classes or groups are still
valid. There are probably as many stu-
dents off-task that we coded "on" as
on-task that we coded "off." So once
you and I agree on sonic coding rules,
our inter-rater reliability would be

about .95 at virtually any grade level.

Q: Arc you suggesting that principals
and central office supervisors should
concentrate their staff development ef-
forts on in-class coaching?

Berliner: I sure am. I think they
should bring in fewer speakers and in-
stead have somebody in classrooms
helping teachers make changes. .

Q: But that's a very time-consuming
approach. With fewer people in super-
visory roles can we really expect them
to do coaching?

Berliner: They won't get much change
unless they do. I'M convinced that the
number of people who will change by
exposure to books and lectures and
workshops is just too small.

Q: How would someone who's already
a principal or supervisor learn more
about consultation skills?

Berliner: Well, Professor Bergan's
model takes time to learn because it
involves asking questions that do not
prompt but elicit. BecOniing expert re-
quires many practice sessions, as well
as analyzing transcripts of those ses-
sions. It's extraordinarily useful. but
very technical. But there are other
consultation models: Meredith Gall
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and Keith Acheson' have one, and I'm
sure there arc others.' The behavioral
one appeals to me because it puts the
responsibility on the person being
counseled.

Q: How confident are you that this is
what is implied by the term "coach-
ing"?

Berliner: A precise definition isn't nee-
ess,iry. What's important is that some-
body who knows the skills in question
is in the classroom and provides feed-
back. Just as a batting coach might
say, "Spread your legs a little farther
apart," or "Hold the bat a little high-
er," a teaching coach might say, "You
had the opportunity at that point to ask
an analytic question and von didn't.
Let's figure out why."

Q: That kind of statement is part of the
consultative model?

Berliner: Not during the time of elicit-
ing solutions. At that pciint you'd only
say, "Here's the data. Is this what you
want?" If the teacher says, "No, I want
tochange," you say. "Okay, how can
you change?" The teacher might say.
"I'm going to try to ask analytic ques-
tions." Then you can follow up by
watching and saving, "Here was an op-
portunity to ask an analytic question.
Why didn't you?"

What I exclude from coaching is
walking into the classroom and saving,
"You're deficient in analytic questions.
I'm going to tell you how to do it.".
That strikes Inc as the wrong way to
Work with professionals.

Q: Must the consultant be an expert.
teacher?

Berliner: Coaches may not have to be

superior teachers themselves, but they
must know good teaching. I'll use an-
other analogy. We all marvel at the
Olympics when somebody does a very
complex dive and the judges hold up ,

scores within three tenths of a point of
one another. It happens because every
one of those judges knows how to ana-
lyze a dive. Even though the div'e takes
only 1.8 seconds, they have coded 30 -
different aspects of itentry into the
water, where the legs were, whether
the rollover was correct, and a lot of
other things that experts know and
novices don't. They're connoisseurs of
diving. We need connoisseurs of
teaching.

Q: What else besides time allocation,
engagement rates, and time manage-
ment do you watch for when you're
observing classrooms?

Berliner: One thing is the match of
the instructional materials to the goals
of the school or district. For example,
if the district says second grade kids
should learn two-column addition,
look for whether there's two-column
addition going on, I check the teacher-
made materials to see if they're con-
gruent with the expected goals, be-
cause lots of teachers work very hard
making their own materials, sonic of
which are good and sonic which are
not. I've seen teachers put a lot .of ef-
fort into producing units that are irrel-
evant to the goals of the district.

Another thing. is classroom manage-.
ment and discipline. If the class is not
learning because the teacher's time is
being taken up. by two or three kids,
that has to be dealt with.

I also look for politeness and kind-
ness. Classrooms should conform to a
model of what a democratic workplace
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is like: the teacher is in charge and the
kids have work to do. But they should
be able to talk to each other about
theitassignments, there should be
some choices, there should be consid-
eration.

Q: These things you look forare they
based on research or are they simply
common sense and personal values?

Berliner: They're really extrapolations
from research. We don't have research
that says polite classes do better, but
we do have research that says observ-
ers' ratings on a scale of one to ten for
"How willing would you be to send
your own child to this place?" correlate
pretty well with school effectiveness in-
dicators.

It takes a connoisseur of classrooms
to know what that means, just as it
takes a connoisseur of wine to know a
full-bodied wine. You can't define an
effective classroom precisely, but I can
point to some things: there's laughter
and the teacher doesn't bother with it,
doesn't say, "Quiet." If it goes on for
ten minutes, though, the teacher does;
there are limits.

Kids should learn that school is fun
and school. is work. Classes that are
high on academic engaged time do
better. Classes that are high on conviv-
iality also score higher.

Q: There's no inconsistency, then, be-
. tween what you like to see and what

research says you should be seeing?

Berliner: No. The only time I hit an
inconsistency was on the issue of suc-
cess rate. I didn't believe very high
success rates were necessary for kids to
learn. I thought kids should be
"stretched." Thc data changed my
mind on that. It changed Barak Rosen-
shine's and Jere Brophy's minds, too.
.Now, we're all sayingespecially for
young kids and slow.learnersthat
high success rate is important.

Q: You also seem to be saying that test
scores aren't the only measure of
teacher effectiveness.

Berliner: Effectiveness can be defined
that way, but I don't think you can
avoid certain moral concerns. If a
school produces achievement better
than other schools but its suicide rate
for teenagers is higher, is that a price
you're willing to pay? We have evi-
dence that there are schools like that.

We need at least two criteria for
judging schools: we have to see them
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as work places in which society expects
certain things to be mastered. But
schools are also! places where young
people spend important parts of their
livesso they should be enjoyable.

Q: But time-on-task research can be
misused if educators aren't concerned
with both criteria?

Berliner: Sure.

Q: Are you worried that some adminis-
trators may in fact be abusing the idea
of time-on-task? That their singlemind-
ed devotion to improving test scores
may be at the cost of other outcomes?

Berliner: I don't think so. I haven't
heard of any real abuses. History may
look back on these times and say there
were some; I don't know. The admin-
istrators who adopted scientific man-
agement principles in the 1920s proba-
bly didn't feel foolish even though
history says they did some of the stu-
pidest things possible. I don't know
what a Callahan4 would say about the
current back-to-basics movement, but
my feeling is that for the most part
we're reasonably well-balanced.

If American schools have gone over-
board, it's in the direction of an educa-
tional smorgasbord: smatterings of
knowledge and low time-on-task. We
ought to take more seriously -the out-
comes we want.

Q: Your comments seem a bit para-
doxical. You've said supervisOrs need
to recognize that teachers have goals of
their own, so they can best be ap-
proached by asking, "How can I help
you accomplish your goals?" Children
have goals as well, but the time-on-
task researchers say effective teachers
don't waste time involving students in
decision making. They tell kids what
the goals arc and get on with teaching
them.

Berliner: You've tapped right into a
basic educational philosophy of mine.
I believe the amount of choice you
should give kids in school looks like an
inverted pyramid. It should be very
limited in the first few grades, but
maximal in the last year or two of high
school. In the early grades where basic
skill acquisition is taking place, we
should offer whatever opportunities for
choice are reasonable because that's
the way we should treat human be-
ings--but In fact, the expected out-
comes of education are quite clear at
that level; there aren't a lot of choices.

We shouldn't be hypocritical about it;
kids are there to learn to read and write
and do math, and a school has failed if
large numbers of its kids can't do that
by the end of elementary school.

But schools have also failed if that's
all students can do at the end of 12
grades. Once they've acquired basic lit-
eracy, students should begin making
choices about their own education.

Q: There are early childhood class-
rooms that are very impressive in the
amount of freedom children arc given
and the amount of self-control they de-
velop. In some of those classrooms the
kids continue to work even when the
teacher leaves the room. Yet those
classrooms tend not to produce the
highest standardized test scores, at least
in the short run. Wouldn't it be wrong
for a supervisor to come into that kind
of classroom and report data about
how the kids are not quite as much
on-task as they would be if the teacher.
stood up in front and said, "Everybody
listen to me "?

Berliner: If the teacher has a good sys-
tem working and we're talking about a
few lousy items on a standardized test,
I'd leave the teacher alone. If the class
is at the 20th percentile but predicted
to be at the 60th, the teacher has
somehOw missed the boat.

The kind of-classroom you've de-
scribed is wonderful, but among teach-
ers who have tried it, more have failed
than succeeded. You can get teachers
to succeed more easily in a direct in-
structional model than in an open
model. So if I have to make a choice,
and only 10 percent of the teachers
can pull off the, more open kind of
classroom, while 90 percent failand
I think the rates are pretty close to
thatI'm going to try to redirect some
of them into a more structured situa-
tion. That way, kids won't be cheated
of their education: But for the 10 per-
cent who can pull it off, my god, hug
them. EL

'J. Bergan, Behavioral Consultation (Co-
lumbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1977).

'Keith A. Acheson, and Meredith D.
Gall, Techniques in the Clinical Supervision
of Teachers (New York: Longman, Inc.,
1980).

'See also David Champagne and R. Craig
Hogan, Consultant Supervision: Theory and
Skill Development, .1981, available from
C. H. Publishing Company, 812 Irving St.,
Wheaton, IL 60187.

4Raymond E. Callahan, Education and
the Cult of Efficiency (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1962).
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How much quality teaching time is there in your

day? How much time d
spend engaged in lea
likely, a great deal less
recent research is any
consultant Elizabeth F.

o your students actually

ruing activities? Quit
than you may think, if

ndication. Educator and

Noon tel you how to

. and yo t productivityincrease time on task .

as a teacher.

Reprinted from Instructor Magazine, September, 1981. Copyright 1981 by Instructor Publica-
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A teacher I know had a hard and fast rule:
students could use the pencil sharpener
only before school. This, she hoped,
would save time during the school day.
But it didn't work out that way; when the
bell sounded, more than half of the kids
were still in line at the pencil sharpener!
That little operation had become a major
event to them . . . and it killed a lot of
time. But being conscious of time wasted,
the teacher .hanged the rule. Children
could go to the sharpener whenever they
wantedone at a timeso long as no one
was speaking. The sharpening of pencils
became incidental and natural. Problems
ceased. And in the end, the teacher in-
creased that valuable commodity known
today as time on tusk.

While that may seem a rather remote
case of time lost, more than likely it isn't.
Have you ever calculated how much qual-
ity timelearning time is dissipated in
your class by students lining up for this
or ,that, competing with themselves for
attention, redoing work they already can
do, sitting passively while a handful of
others participate in a classroom situa-
tion, moving from room to room for spe-
cial classes and the like, and waiting im-
patiently while you perform operations
that they could do as easily themselves,
thereby freeing you to use their time
and your ownmore efficiently?

Consider this: If just five minutes an
hour are lost, that's equal to a half hour
or more each school day; or two and a
half hours a week; or an entire day in just
over two weeks. And that's figuring only
five minutes an hour. Yet, in some studies
children were found to be spending only
about 25 percent of their school time in
activities directly related to learning goals.
Clearly, something is wrong here. And
you pay the price for this wasted time
because you're being deprived of time to
dO what you want to doteach children.
Children lose out, too, because they are
missing all that valuable learning time.

How can we avoid such a loss? Let's
look at three areas in which it may not
seem as if time is being wasted, but in
many cases a great deal of it is. These
areas are school and classroom systems,
responsibility sharing, and individual
teaching style.

Analyze your school and classroom
systems
First, think of yourself as a classroom
manager and consider your systems of
operation. Is more time devoted to tasks
than' is needed, at the price of important
learning time? Certainly, there are tasks
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common to every school and classroom
that are necessary and time consuming,
but sometimes they assume undue impor-
tance. For starters, think about the dis-
tribution and collection of work materials
and ironies, dissemination of informa-
tion, and room housekeeping chores.
They all have to happen, but can they be
simplified or dc- emphasized? Irrsome
cases you may have unnecessary rules that
can be phased out; in ,other cases, you
may need better systems of operation that
will result in new rules. Remember, too,
that you aren't efficient if you are "doing
for the children" what they can be doing
for themselves.

Sometimes overall school programs are
set up to provide efficiencies, but the net
result is insufficient attention to individ-
uals. In one school that had to have four
lunch periods, the principal insisted that
all children be lined up outside the door
to the cafeteria well in advance. And
when the door opened, it was another 10

Primary teachers found
they were spending up
to eight hours a week

on housekeeping

minutes before the children at the end of
the line were served. Teachers pointed out
that one class lined up in advance was
enough. The others could come along
more gradually. .

Bottlenecks, frustrations, irritations are
inevitable with 25 children in a room and
maybe 12 times that many in the school.
But invariably, there are things we can do
about them. One teacher moved her art
class to the first period after lunch. Then
she had a monthly committee of students
that arranged all the materials on students'
desks when they returned to the classroom.
Time was saved.

In another school, primary teachers
analyzed their time and found they were
spending up to eight hours a week on
housekeeping. They worked out models
and kept refining them until they got it
down to about an hour a week.

A principal who had a good corps. of
parent volunteers asked them to collect
lunch and milk money, freeing teachers
from that time-consuming task.

In the same school, teachers asked the
principal for a better break with the PA
system. They were being interrupted on
an average of six times a day. Now it
happens far less frequently.

A big problem teachers .omplain of is

children being taken from the classroom
for Title I, speech classes, and the like,
with little consideration for their class
schedules. One teacher decided enough
was enough. She went to the principal and
said that she was responsible for the chil-
dren's progress,' she could and would
teach them to read. And she did! In other
cases, where teachers and students have
worked together to improve the carrying
out of classroom tasks, they often doubled
their time on task quotients. The result:
more time for art and music, more time
to read to children, more time to work
with individual students, and higher pro-
ductivity for everyone concerned. What's
the point? As you clean up operations,
eliminating nonproductive tasks and busy-
work, there is more time and incentive for
children to be the dreamers, thinkers, and
hypothesizers you want them to be. (And,
remember, you undoubtedly have some
instances in your school day where you
are exceedingly efficient to begin with.
Think of why, of what you did to score
this success in your classroom manage-
ment, and then use those techniques in
other situations.)

Share responsibilities with children
A big difficplty in achieving better time
on task lies in an inbred distrust of chil-
dren. That's right! Teachers are often re-
luctant to hand over operations or even
share them.

Today's kids feel pretty useless. The
old days of household and school chores
are gone and no one wants them back.
But what must happen to replace them?
Who needs Billy? Who is depending on
him for what? If he isn't there will it make
any difference?

Inherent to greater learning efficiency
are opportunities for children to take hold
of their lives and run them. They must
consciously obligate themselves to ac-
complish prescribed tasks. The pattern
has to start early and continue in ever
growing complexity.

It's easy to see why teachers get off on
the wrong foot. Children begin school
with few of the skills needed to carry out
the type of experiences thy have in
schools. Many times they iFe" self-cen-
tered and only moderately equipped to fit
into a group. So as far as school is con-
cerned, we treat them as if they have just
been born. They are protected and di-
rected instead of being encouraged to be
individuals ready to claim their birthrights
of dependable fulfillment.

What is involved in giving them more
responsibilities is not permissiveness but
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the opposite of it. In Kindergarten A the
children are lined up and taken to the toi-
lets and water fountain. In Kindergarten
B'the teacher says from the first day that
it is just like home. When one needs to
leave the room he or she does. The first
few weeks in Kindergarten B find a pro-
gression of children trying out the privi-
lege, but the more interesting their activ-
ities become, the less they go, almost to
the point the teacher needs to remind them
once in awhile.

The Kindergarten A teacher also helps
to dress her children for the playground
on cold days, while the Kindergarten B
children tug and pull with their boots.
Kindergarten A teacher wears herself out
providing duplicated sheets to color and
patterns to trace When her children go
to the library, she has the easy or picture
books put out so that no one will pick too
difficult a book, and kids walk in line
both to and from the classroom. Through-
out the day, Teacher A makes decisions
for students. By 3:30 she has put in a hard
day, having been totally dedicated to her
tasks. But, time on task was lost. And
there were few chances for ego fulfillment
by the children. In Teacher B's case,
however, time was saved and egos
gratified.

T\ Are you guilty of similar practices?
When you consider strategies for a lesson,
do you solicit alternative ways from the
students, then let them elect the one that
works best for them? ost teachers and
textbooks do not vest such responsibility
in children. Either the curriculum, text-
book, or teacher is to decidc what is to
be learned and how to go about it. Then
it is up to the students to follow through.
Maybe so, but it sure doesn't put much
trust in the kids.

The biggest area most teachers reserve
for themselves is evaluation. As a result,
some children go through school not
knowing what evaluation is all about.
They tell you tests are to get marks or to
go on report cards or to put in teachers'
books. But testing in school should be to
find out if something is mastered or re-
quires more practice. It tells you and the
children whether the strategies used were
effective. It is the prime tool whereby you
improve your efficiencies; for it says

carry on, or stop and consider what needs
to be changed.

Elementary children need many sub-
tests, immediately marked by them to see
if they are on target. And if they aren't,
they turn to you, the expert, to find out
whether they should change methods,
study more, even to make sure they un-

derstand the basic process and what it is
all about.

How much of the testing process are
you ready to share with your students?
Are you prepared to lay mastery or the
lack of it squarely on their desks and ex-
pect them to do something about it? That's
what trusting kids really means, and you
won't have an efficient operation until
this happens.

So we are talking about three points:
insisting that children assume responsi-
bility for their behavior; including them
in selecting strategies to achieve mastery;
and involving them in each evaluation
operation that directly affects thcir
achievement.

You won't make changes in these areas
overnight, but you might think about in-
stances where you can begin. For exam-
ple, make a list of tasks and experiences
that occur during the day. Note those that
you reserve totally for yourself, those
done largely by the children, and those
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in which both occur. A sample list might
include: arranging the room; keeping the
room neat; maintaining standards of cour-
tesy; settling personal differences; check-
ing homework; collecting homework and
other papers; controlling movement in the
classroom; selecting learning objectives;
selecting strategies to achieve objectives;
carrying out strategics; carrying out eval-
uations; carrying out major evaluations;
making media selections; deciding on
need for additional work; deciding on or-
dering of tasks; and movement outside of
the classroom.

Now, select two situations for change:
one, a task or control which you totally
reserve for yourself at present and another
in which you and the children share re-
sponsibility but which you think they
might possibly take over. In both cases,
determine what the risks are in changing,
what the advantages' are to you, and what
the advantages are to students. Your an-
swers will determine your action. Do the
advantages outweigh the risks? Are there
really.iny risks at all? Act "accordingly!

Critique your teaching style
Privately and to ourselves, we are profes-
sional enough to admit that some of our
daily teaching techniques could be more
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efficient. The day is gone when it is suf-
ficient for a classroom to be quiet and
orderly, and no longer does each child get
the same amount of time in skill areas:
15 minutes a day is enough for some chil-
dren to spend on reading, but others need
30, 45, 60, and maybe 75 minutes, and
we have to have management techniques
that will accommodate that kind of
variance.

So let's look at the heart of the matter,
how to make daily teaching techniques
more time efficient. Let's start with a list
of what's wron , today.
1. Many teachers talk too much in their
desire to orient, motivate, and explain.
One reason might be that the objective of
the lesson is too big or not clearly artic-
ulated. But regardless, it's a false as-
sumption to think children are learning
much while they are "being told."
2. Time is wasted and a lot of learning
opportunities missed when an entire class
is supposedly involved but only a few
children are making responses. It would
be far more economical to have four si-
multaneous groups with peer leaders.
3. Unevenness in rate of accomplishment
has always been a problem, with some
children completing a task while others
are just getting', started. Teachers cope
with this situation in varying ways such
as extra or bonus assignments, but the
bonus task should not be on the same level
as the task just completed. If the student
can already do the task, why do more of
the same to fill up the time?
4. Often a child is told to do something
without really knowing why he is doing
it, thereby diminishing his personal ef-
ficiency. Similarly, when he isn't in-
volved in selecting the method of mas-
tery, he may be employing a method that
makes poor use of his attributes.
5. Not having enough evaluation breaks
(times when the student stops and checks
how he's doing) results in learning errors,
especially if the student is on the wrong
track. He also loses interest if the task
continues without his knowing how he is
doing.
6. Poor planning within a room or poor
coordination among teachers often causes
students to "sit and wait." Because they
are children, we are careless (though un-
intentionally). They must wait for us with
more grace than we wait for them.

Those six problems are often noted by
time on task experts as they observe in
classrooms. But they also note a number
of positive actions being taken to make
better use of time.
1. Teachers are increasingly rejecting the

. continued
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TIME ON TASK continued
busywork type of workbooks and dupli-
cating sheets.
2. They are setting up a goal and then
selecting methods t meet it. This can't
help but lead to better appraisals of what
works effectively and what doesn't.
3. Teaqhers are applying variety to indi-
vidualized instruction and learning.
4. Materials are more precise and relate
more directly to their users.

Here's an example of how a teacher set
up a time-efficient lesson, The main goal

was mastery in single letter alphabetiza-
tion; the time was 30 minutes.

To increase motivation, she prepared
a sample- worksheet with a list of class
members typed down the middle. On the
left, students were to alphabetize the first
names, on the right the last.

Passing out materials, warmup, and
directions took about five minutes. Chil-
dren were advised that as soon as they
were through, they were to pair up with
others who had finished and the two

If 'five Minutes an hour
are Oat ;eaqh, day,
Mari eft) entire day

in just Oiler 'two weeks

would check their work together. (Such
paired activity was one of the subgoals
of the lesson.) The teacher was deliber-
ately not providing answer sheets because
she wanted students to look critically at
each other's work. BO there was a simple
tally system at the bottom of the page,
adding up the two columns and subtract-
ing the misses with no translation into
letter or percentage scores.

For those who would finish in advance
of others, there were "game sheets"
which they could play with their partners.
These contained shorter lists of words re-
quiring attention to the second and third
letters. Not more of the same, but a step
forward.

While most of the students proceeded
on their own, the teacher worked with the
five slower children at a table at the back
of the room. For them, she added alphabet
cards to which they could refer.

After about ten minutes, all five were
at work on their own and the teacher was
free to return to her desk. She said she
would be glad to check game sheets with
students as they' were completed. Twice
she got up and touched the shoulders of
checkers to remind them to keep their
voices down.

In about 20 minutes, the main activity
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was complex(' by all but those still at
work at the back of the room. The teacher
recorded the scores, noting names of stu-
dents who had gone on to the more ad-
vanced work. Some asked about grade
equivalents; she responded by asking
what standard, less than perfect would be
acceptable. She asked for suggestions of
places where alphabetizing occurs in which
it would be confusing to have a word,
name, term, town, and so on out of place.
Practically every child was able to name
a situation where it would make a big
differencedictionary, city or road list,
encyclopedia, and so on. The message
was clear. No room for error.

Any good teacher will say there was
nothing spectacular or different about that
lesson. Of course, there wasn't, but it was
time effective. It had a goal, strategy, and
evaluation: It placed responsibilities on
children. It provided for individual dif-
ferences. No one wasted time. It made a
point. And it was fun.

Time on task in action
The following reports tell how teachers
across the country are finding ways to
increase time on task . . . and learning.

Individualization can be time effi-
cient Laura Mader wanted time to spend
with seven, first graders who were defi-
cient in reading skills. This is hard to
achieve, especially early'in the year when
students lack independent facilities for
moving ahead on projects of their own
without teacher direction. But she devised
a plan.

Ms. Mader had a large board with a
pocket for each child, clearly lettered with
his name, sturdily built and designed to
last for the year. Few of the children could
read proposed -activities; so color coding
and pictures suggesting projects had to be
her allies at first. Examples: A book
drawn on the card meant the child could
select one and take it to his seat. Likewise
for a puzzle or manipulative. A green card
meant the teacher had looked over his
workbook and he was to inspect it and see
what she had marked. A yellow card en-
titled the child to go to the media center
if he wished.

Once the children left for lunch, it took
Ms. Mader about five minutes to put the
cards in the pockets. But behind that was

-a lot of organization, because she wanted
a good mix of activities that were mean-
ingful and would keep interest high. Fre-
quently she had to strike a balance be-
tween needed drill and creative activities.
It was a varied and balanced diet.

continued

"42 percent of the
day is spent in

noninstructional
activities"

Linda Shalaway
Recent research concerning time on task
has pointed out not only the obvious
the more time students spend on a sub-
ject, the more they learnbut also the
ominousmany teachers are not mak-
ing the best use of time on task.

For example, a study at Michigan
State University's Institute for Research
on Teaching (IRT) revealed that some
elementary classes receive the equiva-
lent of five and one half weeks more
instruction yearly than other classes
during the same number of days!

What causes this loss of valuable
learning time? Drastic differences, ac-
cording to the study, in time spent on
noninstructional activities such as tran-
sitions between lessons, classroom in-
terruptions, beginning and ending ex-
ercises, special assemblies, lunch, and
recess. In fact, in several of the class-
rooms studied, as much as 42 percent
of the school day was spent in just such
noninstructional activities.

Research also shows that not only
does the amount of instructional time
vary among classrooms, but the time
teachers allocate to individual subjects
differs substantially as well. In the IRT
study, for example, researchers found
that the average daily time allocated to
reading ranged from 24 minutes in one
classroom to 84 minutes in another.
Differences in time spent on other sub-
jects were just as great.

Other researchers have also noted that
time given to different topics within a
subject likewise varies among classes.
Researchers conducting a Beginning
Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES) at the.
Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development found that
math instruction on the use of money
ranged from an average of nine minutes
per year in one second grade classroom
to 315 minutes in another. These dif-
ferences, the studies stress, obviously
indicate that some students have more
opportunity than others to learn certain
subjects and skills.
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Now when engaged time is consid-
eredthat portion of the allocated time
during which a child is actually working
or paying attentionthe differences in
opportunity to learn are reported to be
even greater. BTES researchers Charles
Fisher, David Berliner, and colleagues
found that in math instruction, student
engagement ranged from 50 percent to
90 percent among the classes they stud-
ied. But they further estimate that in
some classes students are engaged as
little as 35 percent of the time. In a 30-
minute lesson, that amounts to slightly
more than 10 minutes of actual learning
time.

The situation described by research
boils down to one simple fact: Time is
opportunity to learn, and some students
have more opportunity than others. What
can be done about it? Plenty. And here's
what recent research suggests.

First, find ways to increase
instructional time itlelf

I. Control outside interruptions and
recover wasted minutes. A short dis-
cussion with your principal, for exam-
ple, can help control time wasters like
frequent intercom announcements, sur-
prise visitors, and unnecessary
assemblies.

2. Reduce transitions between les-
sons and activities. Transitions are those
moments lost when students are getting
out bOoks, sharpening pencils, putting
away materials from previous activities,
and otherwise "getting ready." In
some rooms, transition time has becn
recorded by researchers at over 70 min-
utes per day. Established routines can
help keep transitions brief. If children
know what to' expect and what comes
next, they can move quickly from one
activity to another. Also, make sure stu-
dents have the necessary materials at the
proper time.

Next, find ways to increase the amount
of instruction within your
instructional time

I. Better pacing of lessons is one
way, according to research reports. The
faster the pace, the more content cov-
ered and the more students achieve.
Certainly, there is a limit to how fast
you can go. But research clearly shows
that many teachers underestimate the
pace students can follow and the amount
of content that can be covered.

2. Integrating or combining subjects

into multipurpose lessons is another
suggestion. For example, have students
write a science report, or read an ac-
count of an historical event,

3. Be businesslike and work-ori-
ented, Many rcscarchcrs, including Ber-
liner, have noted that a teacher's attitude
is a critical factor in this issue, and those
who arc businesslike and work-oriented
seem to be the most successful in getting
their students to pay attention and learn.
He suggests that this does not mean you
should not be warm and caring; you can
be both serious and enthusiastic while
still communicating the belief that ac-
ademic learning is important.

4. Abundant research also points to
the effectiveness of ',direct instruc-
tion." Organized and structured les-
sons, formal presentations of the ma-
terial to be learned, and teacher leadership
and supervision help decrease the num-
ber of errors students make on academic
tasks. And fewer errors mean greater
success at a task, which also increases
attentiveness.

.5. Studies reveal that even the form
of an activity or instruction 'affects the
time students spend on a task. BTES
researchers report that students who
spent more time in a group setting had
higher rates of engagement. But rates
wcrc low when students spent two-thirds
or more of their time in seatwork and
had little interaction with an instructor.

6. Monitoring and supervision of
work, researchers found, are also nec-
essary to keep students on task. In the
rooms of effective teachers, they noted
little free time or unsupervised activity.
Careful monitoring, they added, is per-
haps easiest in a group setting, which
doesn't mean instruction can't be indi-
vidualized or that children can't work
on their own. It just means that teachers
must be faster on their feet, even though
much physical energy is required of
those who monitor well in rooms where
students work individually.

Time, as, various studies conclude, is
the one resource in short supply in every
school, rich or poor. It's also the re-
source with the greatest effect on student
learning. Effective use of time on task
is a skill, and not an easy one to master.
Like other important skills, it takes
time. But considering the gains, it's
time well spent.

Linda Shalaway ie a contributing editor of
INSTRUCTOR
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TIME ON TASK continued
About 45 minutes a wcck were required

to lay out her master sheet showing what
cards would go in what pockets during
the week, but the discipline was worth it.

By February, the card pockets had more
extensive use. There wcrc cards for on-
going projects of two or three days as well
as the daily ones. A student could divide
his time between the two, giving the
teacher even more flexibility in helping
slower children to have additional practice.

In evaluating this plan, Ms. Mader
points out that each child is working in-
dependently and feels an individual re-
sponsibility to complete his task. She con-
siders it a big improvement over handing
out duplicated worksheets which some do
fast, some slow, and some never complete.

Sometimes minor modifications can be
major time-savers Three fourth grade
teachers assigned math homework four
nights a week. Teacher A began math
class by collecting the homework. The
process took about five minutes and often
got the class off on a sour note, since
children without homework were scolded
or given a penalty.

Teacher B had weekly charts with the
students' names in alphabetical order and
four places to check off. When a student
entered the room, he dropped his home-
work into the box and put a check beside
his name in the appropriate column. The
teacher could quickly look down the sheet
and see whose work was missing.

-Teacher C appointed two pairs of mark-
ers each week. When a student arrived,
he took his paper to a marker, who used
a felt-tip pen to credit him with thc number
correctly done. Then he went to a chart
and entered that number. Every student
in class had the chance to be a marker,
a much sought-after job.

Teachers A, B, and C all got to see the
papers. Teachers B and C got their ma
classes off to a better start and picked up
valuable minutes each day. Teacher C
also eliminated the need to mark the pa-
pers and vested responsibility in students.

In some cases, time on task may require
using more time than you might expect
to use A fifth grade social studies cur-
riculum called for children to have a
working use of words denoting land or
water forms such as strait, island, penin-
sula, and the like.

Two teachers created somewhat similar
models, differ only in the responsibil-
ity put on the. students. In Model A the
student had to create and write the defi-
nition for each te,m, while in Model B;

continued
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TIME ON TASK continued
the definitions were given in different
order in a second column and the student
needed only to draw a line to the correct
response. Thereafter, the models were
identical in requiring students to make a
diagram illustrating each definition, and
then to find a location on the globe that
illustrated it.

In Mode! A, creating the definitions
proved hard, even using the dictionary,
though by the time they had them done,
students could usually spell the words,
too. Three students used three days, 16
used four, 7 ran over into the fifth day,
In Model B, 17 students finished in two
days, and all others in three days.

Both classes took an identical test based
mostly on identification. There was no
appreciable difference in the marks, with
Model A doing just slightly better than
Model B. But four weeks later, they were
tested again. This time Model A scores
were almost double those of Model B. The
teachers checked again near the end of the

year. with similar results. They decided
that the more intensive Model A was es-
sential for mastery.

When everyone participates, instruc-
tion requires less time Teaching stu-
dents to reason and argue effectively is
a middle grade social studies objective
that usually takles a lot of time. When Ms.
Randall analyzed time spent on this ac-
tivity. she recognized that many children
in her class didn't even participate except
as listeners or observers. To provoke dis-
cussion, she often did a great deal of the
talking. Also, she was usually the sole
arbitrator in the arguments.

To improve this situation, she an-
nounced a topic one day in advance and
reminded students about it in brief men-
tions. Then she started the class- by an-
nouncing groups of three, explaining that
each was going to carry on a debate with
an affirmative speaker. a negative speaker.

and a judge.
For about five minutes. the teacher so-

licited pro and con arguments. and as
usual, most responses came from a small
group of students. This was the pump-
priming part of the activity.

Then for a few minutes. each debater
had the chance to organize his attack
while the teacher was meeting with the
judges to discuss how they would record
points of argument and rebuttal so as to
choose' winners.

Eight debates occurred simultaneously,
viith the teacher working the egg timer,
which had a loud bell, and listening in
,here and there. Each speaker had two
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minutes, the judge talked for two minutes
more, followed by one minute rebuttals
in the reverse order, Points were tallied,
winners declared, Five affirmatives, three
negatives. Every student in the class had
been a participator.

Too much preparation on your part not
only takes time; it deprives children of
valuable learning experiences Every
week, Mr. Mitchell spent a good hour to
an hour and a half preparing a worksheet
that would accompany the weekly spell-
ing list. To acquaint children with the
words, he wrote sentences and they had
to supply correct spelling words. Some-
times he gave definitions and they had to
put in the appropriate word.

But when he stopped to think about it,
he was doing most of the work . . and
eating up time. He was making up the
sentences and definitions; the students
only had to put in the words. Also, the
sheets might be good language exercises,

but they seemed to have little effect on
weekly spelling scores.

Then Mr. Mitchell set out to more
nearly meet the needs of each student.
New worksheets provided space and de-
vices for students to make their own anal-
ysis of words. They listed those they
thought they were sure of and, those that
looked hard. They set individual goals for
how many they would master.

Some exercises pointed out idiosyncra-
cies in the words, places where they were
not phonetic, or other variances. There

were clues for studying. When the teacher
wanted sentences, he might say. "Pick
the hardest half of the words you arc
learning and write sentences using them
on the back of the sheet." He might also
use a light touch. "There will be a small

prize for the student using the most words
on the list in a single sentence that makes

reasonable sense."
Mr. Mitchell had learned some impor-

tant lessons. When he made his original
sheets, it was a group activity. When chil-
dren wrote their own sentences it was an
individualized activity. When a student
committed himself to learning so many
words, he had taken the first step toward
mastery. When he became involved in

identifying the foibles of the words, how

they are syllabified, and their tricky spell-
ing, he was further along the way.

Time can be saved by allowing two ob-
jectives to be met at one time It was
customary in Ms. Fox's kindergarten for

her to sound a bell at 9;30 A.M. This was

a signal for kids to put away what they

were doing and form a circle on the floor.

A variety of activities then took place;
kinesthetic, musical, reportorial, count-
ing, and the like, followed by the morning
story which she read or told.

It seemed to take the children longer
and longer to put away their things, often
using as much as 15 minutes of what Ms.
Fox thought was the most valuable part
of the day, thereby crowding out the story
entirely. This defeated her purpose of in-
teresting them in books as well as pro-
viding a quiet time before they went out-
side to play.

A goal of the kindergarten was to teach
organizational skills and Ms. Fox decided
to attend to it as well as her other problem
with a single management decision. Each
week, two children were appointed to put
away the playthings, and in introducing
the plan, Ms. Fox and the class discussed
what would be involved. As soon as they
heard the bell, all but the.two would come
immediately to the group. The weekly
"putter-awayers" would ever so quietly
pick up the toys and stow them away.

The new system worked amazingly
well. To her great surprise, the two did
the picking up in just about the same time
that the whole class was using before.
Then they would quietly join the group.
When the hour was over, Ms. Fox would
go with the two to inspect how they had

done their jobs. She could confirm how
. quietly they had performed, or subtly sug-

gbst that they be a bit more careful about
noise. When a child introduced a new sys-
tem os. arrangement, she would see it and

comment on his judgment or creative
idea. In almost every instance, she noted
an improvement' in how they put things

away from Monday to Friday. Clearly,
they grew in their jobs . . . and she had

the full time to work with the group.
And that's what time on task is all

about; increasing the amount of quality
teaching time during your limited day,
increasing the time your students spend,
learning rather than moving about or sim-
ply waiting, taking full advantage of the

time you have at your disposal . . . to the

benefit of your students, and yourself.

Elizabeth F. Noon is a writer and education
consultant and Editor Emeritus of
INSTRUCTOR.
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Teachers frequently complain about
the number of events that constant-

ly interrupt instruction in their schools.
Assemblies, field trips, student council
meetings, and other activities seem regu-
larly to remove one or more students from
every classroom. As a result, classroom
teachers must often revise, postpone, or
repeat lessons.

One school, however, has come up
with a plan to eliminate daily interrup-
tions. The plan, known as the Friday
Plan, was initiated this year at the Modern
(Missouri) Middle School.

Larry Lightyear, assistant superinten-
dent in charge of innovation, explained
the plan: "We have taken all the typical
events that interrupt instruction as-

semblies, club meetings, and the rest
and scheduled them for Fridays. Under
the Friday Plan, teachers carry out regular
instruction on Mondays through Thurs-
days. Fridays are reserved for all the other
activities that would normally interrupt
instruction. Since no instruction occurs on
Fridays and there are no interruptions on
the other days, no lesson plans ever have
to be altered in any way."

To illustrate how the plan operates,
Lightyear provided the following schedule
for a typical Friday at Modern Middle
School:

8:10 - 8:35: Prayer and Meditation
A new Missouri Senate bill will allow

five minutes of prayer per day. Under the
Friday Plan, that translates to 25 minutes
every Friday. Anticipating full legislative
approval, the innovative staff at Modern
intends to be the first in the state to imple-
ment a prayer program. Participation will
be voluntary, and a priest will be on duty
to hear confessions.

8:35 - 8:45: Swish and Spit
After cleaning their minds through

prayer, students clean their mouths with
fluoride. A companion program, Wipe
and Flush, has been discontinued.

8:45 - 9:30: Advisor /Advisee Program
During this time, teachers meet with

small groups of students to "rap." Stu-
dents and faculty are able to rid them-
selves of much hostility during these ses-
sions oy sharing their real thoughts about
one another.

RICHARD B. JOHNS teaches seventh-
grade social studies in Marshall, Mo. The Mar-
shall schools do not currently use the Friday
Plan. CO 1982, Richard B. Johns.

THE FRIDAY PLAN
by Richard B. Johns

9:30 - 10:30: Assembly of the Week
Last week the Moral Minstrels, a gos-

pel group from Joplin, shared their music
with the students and also talked about
their past experiences as gang members
and drug addicts.

10:30 - 11:00: Collection of Money
Because of budgetary problems in the

district, Modern has instituted the "Fund-
Raising Project of the Week." Recently,
students collected unread newspapers on
their way to school and sold them to pass-
ing motorists. The school office also col-
lects various debts from the students (such
as lunch charges and library fines) at this
time. Representatives of a local finance
company are available for consultation.

11:00 - 11:30: Lost and Found
Students- who have misplaced items

during the week are allowed this 30-
minute interval to search the building.
Finders-keepers rules are strictly ob-

served.
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11:30 - 12:00: Study Period
During this time, students may turn in

all the assignments that they left in their
lockers on Monday through Thursday. If
homework is still unfinished, students use
the time to dream up creative excuses
before visiting their respective teachers.

12:00 - 12:30: Lunch
Leftovers are served every Friday so

that the cooks, like the teachers, have only
four preparations per week.

12:30 - 1:30: Film of the Week
The most popular film from the

Monday-through-Thursday classes
chosen by student vote is shown back-
ward and with stop-action to the entire
student body.

1:30 - 2:30: Club Program
Various groups meet with teachers or

community volunteers to learn about

(Continued on page 630)

Ronrinted from Phi. Delta Kappan with permission of the author, © 1982.



The Friday Plan
(Continued from back cover)

favorite hobbies or special interests. Some
current offerings include "Strategy and
Tactics in Electronic Football," "Crea-
tive Desk Graffiti," "Our Drug Laws,"
"How to Watch TV," and "Your Rights
in Juv`eltile Court."

2:30 = 3:00: Pep Assembly
Recently, the girl's field hockey team

was honored with an assembly as they
prepared for their first intrasquad game of
the year.

According to Lightyear, the Friday
Plan is working quite well at Modern Mid-
dle School. Although teachers must still
plan lessons four days per week, no plans
are needed on Fridays, and no plans ever
have to be changed. One veteran staff
member. commented, "Nobody ever did

anything on Fridays anyway. Why not
blow the whole day?"

The students at Modern appear to be
learning just as much as in the past,
because there no interruptions to in-
struction. In addition, attendance has im-
proved on Rtidays. One student stated:
"Friday irit lot more fun now than it used
to be. We call it Fun Day."

The Friday Plan can be adapted to fit
the needs of almost any school that has an
interruption problem, according to Light-
year. He warned, however, that the plan
could fail if the interruption level has not
yet reached a sufficient level. To deter-
mine the interruption level of a given
school, Lightyear suggested that staff
members keep interruption logs for
several weeks, recording the number and
length of all interruptions to basic in-
struction. If the interruptions average
four to five hours per week, Lightyear
believes that the Friday Plan will success-
fully solve the problem.

rot
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During a math class in Westwood LookingBehind the
Elementary School, Paul S., an 11-year-old
sixth grader, was, observed to pinch the Teacher's Back
boys sitting next to him, throw spit wads
across the room, and make punching mo-
tions at the posterior of the teacher who
leaned over in front of him. Paul was not Dee Ann Spencer-Hallreprimanded; in fact, his behaviors went

UniversityStateunnoticed. At the end of the school year Central Missouri

Paul was selected by his teachers to win a
coveted "Good Citizenship Award." How
was it possible for a child to exhibit such
overt disruptive behavior in near proxim-
ity to teachers and yet win an award re-
served for children whom teachers consid-
ered to be cooperative, well behaved, and
generally nondisruptive? The answer lies
in the fact that the teachers did not observe
Paul's disruptive behavior. To reprimand
disruptive behavior, a teacher must first
see the behavior exhibited.

However, given the complexity of
classroom settings, teachers are able to give
selective attention to some, but not all, of

113)the activities-in the classroom. W n a dis-
ruption occurs, the teacher may 1 k for a
student whom he or she expects to be
causing the disruption. One outcome of
such selective attention is explained by
Good: "Since the teacher looks (because of
the expectation) for a particular student to
be a behavior problem, the student is likely
to be criticized when the situation is am-
biguous" (1980, p. 82). Good states that
when several disruptions occur simulta-
neously, a student may escape the teacher's
detection because the teacher might not
look in the student's direction, particularly Ths Elnanamy School Jwwal
if the teacher did not expect that child to Volume el. Number 5

be disruptive. 00I3 59
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This' paper is concerned with teacher
expectations, but also examines the ways
that students help to mate and/or main-
tain the expectations teachers have for
them. Students develop expectations for

teachers; they learn the extent and
limitations of teachers' selective attention:
and they act in ways that support the
teachers' expe' ctations for their behaviors.

The research reported here shows that
some children become quite adept at tim-
ing their disruptive behaviors to occur be-
hind the teacher's back. The example of
Paul demonsthates that some children can
and do anticipate \the actions of their
teachers (form expectations), manipulate
their own actions to occur at particular
times and for particular audiences, and,
most of all, that they play an active role in
determining what occurs in classrooms.

Other children choose to behave in
ways they know will be acceptable to the
teacher. They support the teacher's ex-
pectation that they are not disruptive.
These children are rewarded by eliciting a
positive response from teachers and a
self-fulfilling prophecy occurs through the
reciprocal reinforcement of teacher and
student perceptions and expectations for
one another's behavior.

Other children have not learned what
behavior teachers expect of' them, nor have
they learned that disruption can occur as
long as the teacher does not see that dis-
ruption. These children complain that
"Johnny gets by with murder, 'why do I
always get in trouble?".Such children are
"in trouble" more because they get caught
more often. They get caught more often,.
because they cannot perceive how and
when they can be disruptive without being
seen, or when they should not misbehave
at all. By disrupting when the teachers are
looking at them, these children support
the expectations teachers have for them as
disruptive children.

The research reported here is based on
observations of children Loth in interac-
tion with teachers andindependent of that

interaction. While utmost studies in class-
rooms have focused on teacher-pupil
interaction, few have looked at children's
behaviors independent of interaction with
teachers, A notable exception is found
the recent work of Carew and Light hum
(1979), who 'observed children in
nonteacher-structured schol activities to
determine how the children's behaviors
influenced the teachers' perceptions and
treatment of the children and to study the
effects of the teachers' behaviors on the
childrens' academic perliomances'.. Carew
and Lightfoot have suggested that child-
focused observations can "tell us mitch
about the teacher's understanding of chil-
dren, of how they develop and how their
development can 1)e influenced, or how
they differ ind what aspect ofdiversity the
teacher values" (1979, p. 71).

Most studies have defined children's
development in terms of their intellectual
or academic growth. Children's classroom
behaviors, however, include a wide range
of academic and nonacademic activities
which occur either simultaneously with, or
separately from, one another. Taking all
behaviors into account gives a better pic-
ture of the social world of the classroom.

Study design
Pupils and classrooms

Paul and his sixty-two fourth-, fifth-
and sixth-grade classmates were observed
as a part of a year-long field study in
Westwood Elementary School (Spencer-
Hall 1976). In a unit of the school there
were four teachers' and several student
teachers who taught as a team, and all the
teachers had contact with all the children.
The learning program was individualized,
and in most classes children were working
at different levels. There were two features
of the unit which are important to note
because of their influence on classroom
interaction.

First, the classrooms were more open
than traditional classrooms are, but less
open than classrooms where children are
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allowed to move about frequently.
Although students were required to stay in
their seats most of the time, the proxemic
(spatial) arrangement of desks, tables, and
chairs varied on a day-to-day basis. This
arrangement made it impossible for
Kounin's "withitness" to occur. According
to Kounin (1970), when students are ar-
ranged in typical traditional rows, teachers
are able to detect disruptive behaviors even
when their backs are turned, because they
know who is sitting in the area from which
the noise or movement came. Withitness
would also occur in traditional classrooms,
because 'there is a front and back of the
room, with teachers taking the spotlight in
the front. In the observed unit, teachers
could turn in any direction and have stu-
dents behind them, yet the teachers would
not know who was behind them at any
particular time.

Second, these children all came from
similar socioeconomic backgrounds and
were white. Most were the children of pro-
fessionals, primarily professors; nor* were
from, working-class backgrounds. They
were also high-achieving children who
scored well on standardized tests. The stu-
dents' socioeconomic status influenced the
ways they interacted with their teachers,
because the children possessed good verbal
skills.

Data collection
Instnces of disruptive behaviors were

recorded over a school year in the form of
field notes. From the field notes; several
typologies were-developed for recording_
the kinds of disruptions exhibited-byChil-
dren, the responses Of teachers to these
disruptions, and the responses of the chil-
dren to teachers' acknowledgements of
their disruptions. All the teachers and a
sample of children were interviewed on a
formal and on an informal basis. Each
teacher was asked to list the three most
cooperative and three least cooperative
children in the unit. Cooperative children
,were defined for the teachers as children
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who tried to do what was expected of
them. In interviews teachers defined
cooperative children as ideal children; they
did not disrupt the class, did their work,
and did not bother the teacher with un-
necessary questions.

INTERVIEWER: How would you de-
scribe an ideal child?

TEACHER: Well, the way he does his
work and keeps quiet. I guess a model
child would not disrupt class, just respect
other people's rights and understand the
rules and try to abide by them.

INTERVIEWER: Why did you choose
Jeannie as a cooperative child?

TEACHER: She could work well on her
own, without requiring a lot of teacher
su pervision.

INTERVIEWER: Is that the same reason
you chose the other children as IVOR
cooperative?

TEACHER': Right. If I couldn't get to
them and they did have a question, they
wouldn't disrupt the classroom. They
would go on to something else, or they
would wait patiently.

Teachers viewed uncooperative children
as argumentative and negative. Two
teachers expressed their definition of un-
cooperative children in the following way.

TEACHER A: They never want to do
what you tell them to clothey argue
with everything.

TEACHER B: They always think the
teacher is wrong.

Four case studies are presented to show
the typical kinds of disruptive patterns
found among the children in the
elementary-school unit. Each child (Hank,
Charlie, Sally, and Paul) represents a com-
posite style which some children used in
dealing with teachers.

The discussion is centered on concepts
developed by sociologist Erving Goffman
(1959). Goffman's approach to under-
standing human behavior has been called
dramaturgical because of its analogy of life
to the theatre. Coffman claims that per-
sons' abilities to influence oth'ers (to their
own benefit) are a matter of their impres-
sion management. Persons who have good
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presentations of self (say the right things,
dress appropriately, etc.) can be said to be
successful in managing the impressions
others have of them. Goffman explains
that interaction occurs either in a
frontstage area (or arena) or a backstage
area. Frontstage areas are in public places
where one is trying to impress othea or
keep up a front. Backstage areas are those
where one can let down, relax, and pre-
pare for the next frontstage encounter.-In
presenting the case studies of Hank, Char-
lie, Sally, and Paul, their different styles of
impression management are compared. In
the classroom context, the frontstage area
is the proxemic situation where a teacher
can see a child, 'while backstage refers to
areas where she cannot, see a child (back-
stage for a child is behind the teacher's
back or outside her view). As an observer, I
could note activities in both areas.

Case studies

Hank. Hank was a sixth grader who
rarely disrupted either in the front- or
backstage areas. In fact, he worked hard at
winning the teacher's approval. Hank ex-
hibited good impression management and
consequently was considered by the
teachers to be among the most cooperative
of all the childrerkin the unit. He repre
sents those children who teachers de-
scribed as "ideal," that is, they did not
cause problems, were pleasant, and in gen-
eral did what they were expected to do ac-
curately and quietly.

Being an ideal student was a conscious
effort on the part of children like Hank,
who accepted a subordinate position to
teachers as the only choice. Hank was also
protective of student teachers. I asked him
if he thought it was important to follow the
rules of student teachers.

HANK: Yeah, because ... if they can
keep the kids under control, then they
get good grades and they can become
teachers. It's sort of like you had to help
them.
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Hank, and the others like him, worked
very hard all year to be good citizens in
hopes of winning the Good Citizenship
Award (won by Paul). Being good meant
not causing trouble and sometimes seeing
that others followed the rules.

INTERVIEWER: What advice would
you .give a new person coming into
Westwood School?

HANK: Well, try to behave in the
classroom. Like if I've caught some

\orthe kids running- down the halls or
fighting, you know, I just try to st p
them and everything because, you kno ,

you just try to make this look like a goo
school, because I found those two kid
fighting on second floor, and I broke i
up and held ,en1 away until a teache
came. ... There's this award called
"Good Citizen's Award" for sixth-grade
boys and girls. And one of the boys
which the teacher thinks stands out best,
they have a vote on it. And whoever gets
the most votes wins. So it's academic and
it's how you get along with your parents.

Being good all the time, while a case of
teachers and children meeting one
anothers' expectations, had the hidden
consequence of the good children getting
less attention from the teacher. Selective
attention was paid to the most salient chil-
dren, that is, those who were noisiest, or
most disruptive, or expressed the least
understanding of lessons. Children like
Hank tended to be quiet and self-sufficient
and, therefore; when they did raise their
hands with a question, they were not
always acknowledged by the teacher.
Rather than call out or walk over to the
teacher, they waited for long periods of
time at their seats or gave up altogether.

Charlie. Charlie was a fifth grader who,
in complete contrast to Hank, constantly
disrupted in both front- and backstage
areas: Because he disrupted frequently
when the teacher was looking, he was also
frequently reprimanded and was consid-
ered the least cooperative student by most
of the teachers. His constant disruption in
the backstage area was also seen negatively
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by the other children; therefore, he be-
came a social isolate.

Charlie constantly hopped out of his
chair, punched other children, danced,
tapped out tunes on his desk with his pen-
cil, and propped his feed on the desk
regardless of whether he was in the front-
or backstage area of the classroom. I once
observed Charlie in a music cuss in which
he spent his time loudly talking or crawling
around on the floor. While the class sang
"I'm a Yankee Doodle Dandy," Charlie
made little yells during all the upbeats and
rests. Although the teacher's back was par-
tially turned to the class because she was
playing the piano, Charlie's disruptions
were so frequent and loud that they drew
her attention to him. Over time, children
like Charlie received more attention from
the teachers than most of the other chil-
dren, that is, the salience of their disrup-
tive behavior necessitated selective atten-
tion to them over children like Hank.

Sally. Sally was a- 10-year-old fifth
grader who actively sought the teachers'
attention by disrupting in the frontstage
area, but stayed on task and rarely dis-
rupted in the backstage area. Her dis-
ruptions, however, were quite different
from Charlie's. Children like Sally dis-
rupted the classroom by challenging the
teachers rather than by causing noise,

oving aimlessly around the room, or
t rowing paper wads. In fact, they were
erious about their work and were self-

otivated in a way'similar to Hank.
Sally challenged the teachers by re-

uiring them to explain their actions and
behavidrs. For example, children like Sally
would walk into a room where the chairs
had been placed in a new arrangement and
would complain repeatedly, "Why do' we
have to sit like this?" Or at other times they
would argue that the work was "stupid" or
"dumb." Thus, on the rare occasions when
they were not on task or were caught talk-
ing to a friend, they shifted the reprimand
to the teacher, for example, "If this work
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wasn't so boring we wouldn't be wasting
our time." Sometimes the response was
more defiant; children .would shout at a
teacher such things as, "Ms. Bradley, you
don't run the program!"

The teachers could control these chil-
dren to the same extent they were. able (or
unable) to control their classes as a whole.
For teachers who had little control, these
children were the source of frustration and
embarrassment. In the following situation
a math teacher, Ms. Waddell, was trying to
have a conversation with me after her.
math class. We were interrupted by a girl's
questions.

The last girl to leave the room looks
at Ms. Waddell and asks, "How come
your hair is two colors?" (It looks as
though some streaks of blonde are
growing from a time in the past when
Ms. Waddell had dyed her hair.)

Ms. Waddell's face becomes quite red
due to her embarrassment. I pretend to
concentrate on my notes. She tries to get
the girl out of the room by saying, "Oh,
it's just the way my hair grows,"

But to no avail. The girl says, "It
looks like stripes. It's light, down here
and dark up there."
' Ms. Waddell does not answer, and
the girl takes the hint and finally leaves.

Challenges were not always embar-
rassing nor defiant; some were more sub-
tle, yet successful, attempts to throw .the
teacher off balance. The common feature
to both types of challenges was the child's
assumption that the teachers could be ma-
nipulated. In an informal interview out-
side school a girl described how she "got
her own way" with teachers and could
leave the classroom periodically by crying.
She then demonstrated her ability to con-
jure tears which were, indeed, very con-
vincing. In her words, "It works every
time."

The underlying perception of these f
children was that they were victims of Un--J.-
fair adult discrimination. They expressed
to me in interviews, and ininformal. dis-
cussions outside school, that teachers gave
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them no rights as peoplethat teachers
had all the power and kids had no power.
The following comments from my inter-
view with Sally exemplify the perspective
of these children.

SALLY: Well, I mean ... the teachers
really don't respect the kids that much
really. If they really want some respect,
they gotta, you know, show some. I (mean
you don't ever :.. the teachers can tell
you to shut up when you're getting loud,
but the kids can'ttell them`to shut up.

INTERVIEWER: Why do you thi,ik that
teachers don't respect kids that much?

SALLY: Cause they don't show respect
at all. They don't ever ask a kid whether
or not, they just say "Do thi'sl" And like
they can tell you what to cio, they're au-
thority. mean it's like a cop can go
around with his siren On, running red
lights and killing p,&ple. Well, the
teacher can dd molt anything in the
school, cause of what they have, their
authority of being a teacher.

INTERVIEWER: Do you think there are
some teachers who hate some kids?

SALLY: Uh huh. Like one of my
friends went down, she was having some
trouble with the teacher, she went down
to the counselor to talk about it, and the
counselor went and told the teacher, and
now the teacher hates her.

These children were quite irritating to
the teachers, who preferred children like
Hank who did not question their actions.
Because the children did not willingly
comply with the rules, the teachers consid-
ered them uncooperative. These children,
however, preferred an uncooperative
image, and it was something they worked
for. To be uncooperative meant you did
not give in to the teachers. Thus Sally and
the others like herteaw themselves as the
defenders of the rights of children.

Paul. Paul's behavior, as described in
the beginning paragraph, was unique be-
cause of his ability to exhibit disruptive be-
havior only whip the teacher's back was
turned or in the backstage area. Like
Hank, Paul was aware of what it meant to
be good and knew how students should
behave so that teachers would think of

them as good, as was clear in Paul's corn-
/ments during an interview;'

INTERVIEWER: If you ould give some
advice to a new person coming into
Westwood School, hOw would you tell
them they should ac4?

PAUL: I'd tell Mem to act pretty good
until they got/to know the teachers. ;
There are some teachers who are nice
and who act s6rt of casual, and so you get
to know that way, and then there are
other teachers that just rather you sit
down and get your work done as fast as
you can. So I'd just tell them to be good
until they get to know their teachers and
see how all the other people act and ev-
erything, and who gets in trouble for

/What they are doing.
1

This type of pupil often made a rapid
shift from presenting a "good" nondirup-
tive front to the teacher to disrupting lvhen
her back was turned. Paul, for example,
looked down at his paper and either
worked part of the math problem, or
moved his pencil as if working the [prob-
lem, when the teacher was looking.lHow-
ever, he would quickly shift to punch a -'
neighbor when she turned her back. This
shifting back and forth obviously seriously
reduced the time spent on task, but his
timing of disruptive behaviors allowed him
to do just enough work to stay on level.

These children were occasionally
caught, that is, the disruptive behavior
became so absorbing that they forgot to
continue looking for the teacher's move-
ments. If caught, they were likely to
sheepishly grin, giggle, or show embar-
rassment to indicate their slipup. The
teachers so rarely caught them that they
continued to see them as cooperative, but
subject to an occasional lapse into under-
standable childish behavior ("Children will
be children").

One of the additional benefits of dis-
rupting in the backstage area was the posi-
tive attention and support given by peers.
Getting by with negatively sanctioned be-
haviors or breaking the rules was admired
in children like Paul and was also great fun
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for them. If only for a brief moment,
punching at a teacher's rear was a daring
act and had a cathartic effect on the chil-
dren. Paul, for example, was one of the
most popular children in the unit.

Disrupting behind the teacher's back
varied according to the teacher and de-
pended on the amount of control a teacher
had of the class. In situations when control
was weak, the noise level raised to the point
where children could call some teachers
"butts" and "assholes" and say other pro-
fanities in loud tones. The noise provided
a cover so that the teacher did not hear the
profanities, but the children could take
pleasure in having said them loudly. The
following episode took place when a
teacher, Ms. Bradley, was having a discus-
sion in one part of the room with one child
while children were moving about and
shouting in another location.

Andy, Ralph, and Paul arrange and
rearrange their chairs. Jennifer con-
tinues to argue with Ms. Bradley. Anne
and Rose are sitting by themselves on the
stage area. Anne shouts, "That's not fair,
Bradley-butt."

Rose says, "Wow. what an asshole."
Anne says something about her being an
SOB. (Anne won the Good Citizenship
Award for the girls.)

When teachers had strong control of
the class, behind-the-back-behavior took a
more subtle form. For example, there was
a rule that only one person could go to the
restroom at a time. To leave, children had
to write their names on the board and
erase them when they returned. Some
children who were in two different class-
rooms worked out a system for breaking
the rule. They would simultaneously sign
out at a given time and meet in the rest-
room where they could talk and socialize.
Children in the same classroom occasion-
ally broke this rule by waiting until a friend
who had signed out left; then they left
themselves without signing out. By waiting
until the friend had returned, the child
would usually slip in later unnoticedor,
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if caught, could merely say he or she had
forgotten to sign out. Because they were
seen as good, nondisruptive children they
were excused.

Conclusions
Observations over a long period of time in
Westwood School showed that children
were capable of utilizing complex and
sometimes subtle or calculated ways of
dealing with teachers. Their behaviors re-
flected differing abilities at impression
management. While the strategies in and
of themselves were interesting, compari-
sons between the children's behaviors in
front- and backstage areas were also of
note. For example, Paul and Charlie had
similar rates of disruption. Paul was sel-
dom reprimanded and Charlie was fre-
quently reprimanded. This happened be-
cause the teachers saw- few of Paul's dis-
ruptions, while they saw most of Charlie's.
Charlie's disruptions were done overtly
and noisily in the frontstage area. Paul's
disruptions were done more subtly and
quietly in the backstage area. Charlie
would hit someone and say aloud, "Pow!"
while Paul would hit them without saying a
word when the teacher's back was turned.
Both were aggressive acts, but Charlie's
was done verbally and Paul's was done
nonverbally.
\ Because children vary in the ways in
which they misbehave, children's class-
roorri'behaviors cannot be labeled as either
disruptive or nondisruptive, cooperative
or uncooperative; children are not inher-
ently one or the other. Teachers' percep-
tions of children, however, t to becomeern\
categorized into those who cause roblems
and those who do not. For the outside ob-
server, as well as children who could ob-
serve Paul's total range of behaviors, Paul
was no less disruptive than Charlie, just
better at timing disruptions, perceiving the
proxemic differences in the front- and
backstage areas, and quieter in performing
disruptions.

In comparing the behavior of Paul and
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Hank, Paul was quite disruptive and Hank
was seldom disruptive, yet Paul was con-
sidered more cooperative and a "good citi-
zen" by the teachers. Because the teachers
saw neither pupil as disruptive, they based
their preference for Paul over Hank on
other factors. One reason for their prefer-
ence for Paul may have been that he smiled
more when they looked at him. He used
smiling as a way of appearing innocent in
the frontstage after disrupting in the back-

r stage. He could punch someone one sec-
ond when the teacher was not looking and
smile pleasantly the next second when she
was looking.

Paul and Sally were more similar in
their disruptive behaviors, but different in
that Paul's occurred quietly in the back-
stage and Sally's occurred overtly in the
frontstage. Sally was seen as uncoopera-
tive, disrespectful, and a general "pain in
the neck."

Compared to fifth and sixth graders,
fourth graders were generally less adept at
impression management. They knew what
behaviors were acceptable or unacceptable
to teachers, but had not learned to time
their disruptions either behind the
teacher's back or under the cover of class-
room noise. However, even in the fourth
grade, students learned, that there were
ways to gain control of a situation by
throwing the teacher off guard. In the
following example a group of fourth-
graders had engaged in a conversation
which was disruptive but which they found
quite enjoyable. The example is interesting
because it shoWs that there are some class-
room disruptions which are beyond the
teacher's normal range of responses. They
are situations about which no one warns
teachers in teacher education classes.

"James is playing with his dick."
Another boy chimes in, "He doesn't

have one, he's a girl." Then he says he
has to "go," he keeps holding himself
and another says he remembers a time
when he had to go, and the discussion
continues on and on. "Here's your dick,
tickle it," and so on.
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Mrs. Rawls can hear the conversation
but ignores it. Her first acknowledg-
ment, however, is to ask the boys if they
heard the rules for management yester-
day.

Robbie ignores her and says, "He's
hitting me where it counts," which is ac-
tually what Robbie has been doing to
someone else. Ms. Rawls ignores his
comment.

Ms. Rawls changes the subject by at-
tending to another matter and an-
nounces, "Remember what we said the
rule for the fan wasan arm's length
away."

James and Robbie are still poking
each other "where it counts" and gig-
gling_and complaining at the same time.
Ms. Rawls ends the disruption by having
the children put up their current work
and begin something else.

Other teachers dealt with similar situa-
tions in the same waythey redirected
their responses to focus on another be-
havior, as this example shows.

Curtis threw an eraser and hit Bert in
the head. Bert said, "Hey, you turd!"

The teacher looked up and said,
"Bert, keep your hands to yourself."

Asking teachers to choose their most or
least cooperative children is interesting in
terms of comparisons to actual behaviors
and demonstates that the labels do not
always correlate with observations of class-
room situations. As is clear in these case-
study examples, children could be re-
garded as uncooperative or cooperative, or
disruptive or nondisruptive, depending on
one's vantage point. It is important, there-
fore, that all perspectives, children's as well
as teachers', be taken into account in doing
classroom observations. Some instruments
which measure teacher-pupil interaction
patterns and their frequency would not
describe the subtlety of children's behav-
iors because of their focus on academic ex-
changes between teachers and children in
the frontstage area. Much classroom activ-
ity takes- place - which -is- not academic but it
is nevertheless important social interaction
that affects academic interactions.
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?.The observer must also look prox-
emically at all areas of the classroom in re-
lation to each.other. To look solely at the
teacher's behaviors, at children's behav-
iors, or at interaction seque\nces between
eachers and children gives only a partial

(picture of the classroom worldit ignores
the range of behaviors that happen behind
the teacher's back. What dy other students
do when the teacher is intei!cting with one
student? The fact that behind-the-back
behaviors occur frequently shows that
children are capable of more thoughtful,
clever, and perceptive plans of action than
is sometimes assumed, and that various
children may experience the classroom in
ways very different from each other and in
ways different from teachers.

In a study conducted in another school
at a later point, this idea' was vividly
brought out. A sixth-grade language-arts
teacher sat at her desk while children were
doing seat work, and sh uld allow them

boys came to he. desk with re-g-u11r ity.
to come to her wit ny qties ions. Several

These boys were also-the best students, and
therefore she spent considerable tin
clarifying the assignments. In an informal
discussion outside school, however, the
boys gave a very different version of their
purpose for seeking help. It seems that the
teacher, who was extremely attractive. was
also quire buxom and did not always wear a
bra. The boys found that by going to her
desk they could look over her shoulder
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and down the front of her blouse. It is
doubtful that in their pubescent fervor
they gained much from their discussion
with her. In fact, their difficult task was to
think of questions.

Children are thinking human beings at
differing stages of learning impression
management. Even though they may ap-
pear to teachers to be attentive and on task,
some students may be actively engaged in
disruptive behaviors. These disruptions
may take a subtle and nonverbal form.
(meeting in the restroom or looking down
a blouse), but nevertheless are strong
statements about the active involvement of
children in the world of school.
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